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University-based Detector R&D
for an International Linear Collider

Project Summary

At the start of the millenium, the world’s particle physicists arrived at a consensus that an International Lin-
ear Collider (ILC) should be the next major facility for high energy physics. Since then, progress has been
swift. Candidate technologies for the accelerator were developed, the community agreed on the technology
to be used and now a global center to coordinate the completion of the design is forming. Nationally, the
Department of Energy’s Office of Science has developed a 20-year plan that identifies the ILC as its highest
midterm priority.

Realizing the vision of the ILC will be a great challenge both technically and in timeliness. The techni-
cal challenges lie in both detector and accelerator areas and derive from the need for high luminosity and
high precision of measurement. The timeliness challenge lies in the need to have significant overlap with
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) if the full synergy of the two approaches to the energy frontier is to be
achieved. Thus it is imperative that the high-energy physics community marshal its resources to address
these issues.

The detectors for the ILC are highly challenging. This is not always fully appreciated. While many advances
in detector technology were required for the LHC experiments, different challenges must be addressed for
the ILC experiments. To gain perspective, one may compare these ILC needs with those of the LHC. ILC
detectors must have: inner vertex layers about 5 times closer to the interaction point; 30 times smaller vertex
detector pixel sizes; 30 times thinner vertex detector layers; 6 times less material in the tracker; 10 times
better track momentum resolution and 200 times higher granularity of the electromagnetic calorimeter. (See
the Brauet al. report on ILC R&D). This proposal addresses key aspects of these requirements. In order
to provide governments with a convincing design and cost estimate, in time for substantial overlap with the
LHC, conceptual designs for the detectors will need to be developed in the next few years. This proposal
seeks to take an important step towards that goal.

This proposal will have scientific impact beyond the ILC. The detector R&D is will lead to advances in
a number of technical fronts, complementing well the detector development done for the LHC. Detector
technologies optimized to perform precision measurements in the low-radiation environment characteristic
of a linear collider will have applications in other areas of high energy physics, as well as in other fields.

The collaborating groups have a strong history of outreach to undergraduates and K-12 students and teach-
ers. The work supported by this proposal will be integrated into these outreach efforts. Students in K-12
classrooms, and undergraduates, will be introduced to the exciting energy frontier physics to be studied by
the International Linear Collider, and the state-of-the-art technologies required for its implementation. This
dissemination of the concepts explored by basic research in high-energy physics to students in their devel-
oping years will provide for an increased understanding of the field by the general public, and will foster the
public’s interest in science in general.
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University-based Detector R&D for the International Linear
Collider

Project Description

1 Introduction

This is a collaborative proposal by 34 university groups and affiliated laboratories to carry out detector R&D
for the ILC. Its 35 projects broadly cover the previously identified detector R&D needs of the International
Linear Collider (ILC) [1]. Another proposal focused on accelerator R&D will be submitted at the same
time. The large participation in this proposal expresses the high level of interest by university groups in the
ILC, their excitement about the physics to be done with the instrument, and their conviction that the ILC
represents the future of the field.

1.1 Preamble

In 1999, the International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA) recognized the world-wide consen-
sus that the next large facility for particle physics should be an international high energy, high-luminosity,
electron-positron linear collider. The strong recommendation in 2002 from the U.S. High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel (HEPAP) [2] that such a collider be the highest priority of the U.S. program was paralleled
in Europe and Asia. Each region recognized the central importance of the physics to be studied, the maturity
of the accelerator designs being advanced at laboratories in the U.S., Germany and Japan, and the necessity
for international cooperation.

Since then, progress on the ILC has been swift. Regional steering committees, charged with organizing and
coordinating ILC activities in Asia, Europe and the Americas, have been formed, as has their global coun-
terpart, the International Linear Collider Steering Committee (ILCSC). In 2003, the International Linear
Collider Technical Review Committee (ILC-TRC) convened by the ILCSC reviewed two designs based on
differing accelerator technologies and concluded that both were feasible [3]. Then, in 2004, an international
panel recommended that the ILC be based on superconducting technology for the main accelerator. The
world’s major high energy labs have accepted that decision, and in November 2004, accelerator physicists
gathered at KEK to identify the research required in order to complete the design. Currently, the ILCSC is
forming the Global Design Effort, which will manage this research. At the national level, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy announced inclusion of the ILC in its 20-year plan for new facilities, according it the highest
priority among the mid-term projects under consideration. At the HEPAP meeting in February 2005, Ray
Orbach, director of the DOE’s Office of Science said that the ILC is “our highest priority for a future major
facility.... Were going to work our hardest to bring the LC to these shores.”

The response from the U.S. High Energy Physics community has been equally swift. In early 2002, physi-
cists from U.S. universities and laboratories organized a series of workshops at Chicago, Fermilab, Cornell,
SLAC and U.C. Santa Cruz aimed at identifying important directions for research and collaboration to-
ward the ILC. These groups organized themselves into the University Consortium for Linear Collider R&D
(UCLC) [4] in the context of NSF support and the Linear Collider Research and Development Working
Group (LCRD) [5] in the context of DOE support, with the American Linear Collider Physics Group [6]
coordinating the work of both groups. This year, with the development of a joint process for the review and
funding of ILC R&D at universities, UCLC and LCRD have effectively merged, and they now comprise
groups from 49 U.S. universities, 7 national and industrial research laboratories and 23 foreign institutions.
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All concerned are working together to coordinate their activities to the single task of building the linear
collider.

1.2 Physics Goals of the International Linear Collider

The physics goals of the ILC are ambitious and compelling. Over the past decade, a wide variety of experi-
ments has shown that elementary particle interactions at the TeV scale are dictated by anSU(3)×SU(2)×
U(1) gauge symmetry. The non-zero masses of theW andZ particles imply, however, that the electroweak
SU(2) × U(1) symmetry is broken spontaneously. We do not know how the symmetry is broken, and we
will not know until the agents of electroweak symmetry breaking are produced directly in the laboratory
and, also, are studied in precise detail. But we have every reason to believe that whatever is responsible for
electroweak symmetry breaking will be accessible at the ILC.

Although we do not know the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, we have some good hypothe-
ses. In the so-called Standard Model, one doublet of scalar fields breaks the symmetry. This model has one
physical Higgs particle, which is the window to electroweak symmetry breaking. The global consistency
of precision electroweak measurements gives this model credence, and suggests that the Higgs boson is
relatively light,mH ≤ 200 GeV. However, we know this model works poorly beyond TeV energies. A the-
oretically preferable scenario is based on supersymmetry (SUSY) at the expense of a whole new spectrum
of fundamental particles and at least five Higgs states. But the lightest of these states looks much like the
Standard Model Higgs, with nearly standard model couplings and a mass less than 200 GeV or so. Nature
may break electroweak symmetry through some other mechanism, of course, but most realistic mechanisms
we have imagined result in a Higgs boson or some related phenomena accessible to the ILC.

The TeV scale is the natural place to look for the agents of electroweak symmetry breaking. Thus, the ongo-
ing Run 2 at Fermilab’s Tevatron has a chance of getting the first glimpses of these phenomena. Starting later
in the decade, CERN’s LHC, with seven times the energy, will almost certainly observe the Higgs boson,
and has a very good chance of discovering something else. Most high-energy physicists believe, however,
that the LHC will not unravel the mysteries of symmetry breaking on its own. Experimentation at a linear
e+e− collider provides information that cannot be obtained by other means. Let us just cite two examples.
First, a series of cross section and branching ratio measurements will trace out a detailed profile of the Higgs
boson, in a model-independent way, and incisively test whether its couplings are proportional to mass. Sec-
ond, if SUSY is at play, the ILC can determine the lightest superpartners’ masses with exquisite precision.
The ILC measurements would be key to determining, for example, whether supersymmetric particles are the
“dark matter” in the universe. In both these cases, the ILC adds critical information to what will be learned
at the LHC. The ILC is the right next step for experimental high energy physics, and now is the time to take
it in order to maximize the interplay of its results with those of the LHC.

The full scientific case for the ILC can be found in the Resource Book[7] prepared for Snowmass 2001 or
the physics chapter of the TESLA Technical Design Report[8]. We believe the essential elements of the
physics case have been made persuasively, and we are responding by banding together to meet the technical
challenges that remain, so that the instrument can be built in a timely and cost-effective fashion.

1.3 The Need for Detector R&D for the International Linear Collider

Three candidate detector concepts have emerged for the ILC. The Global Large Detector (GLD) uses a large
radius EM calorimeter (r = 2.1 meters) in order to separate showers, and hence allow precise jet energy
measurements. Another design (SiD) is aimed at taking advantage of the precision of a silicon-tungsten EM
calorimeter, and the timing resolution of a compact all-silicon tracker. A third concept, the Large Detector
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Concept (LDC) lies midway between the two, using a medium-sized gaseous tracker. In addition to EM
calorimetry and tracking devices, all of the detector concepts incorporate precision vertex detectors, hadron
calorimetry, muon identification, and critical beamline instrumentation.

For all of these detectors, the physics of the ILC demands significant advances over the currently available
technologies. In comparison with the LHC, the radiation environment and data rates are mild, but the de-
mands for precision are greater. Measurement of the Higgs branching fraction tob quarks,c quarks and
gluons requires a beampipe with a radius 1/5 that of the LHC and a vertex detector with a pixel size that
is smaller by a factor of 30. In order to tag a Higgs recoiling against aZ boson, the tracker must have
only 1/6 of the material of the LHC trackers and a factor of ten better momentum resolution. And, in
order to distinguishW andZ jets, the jet energy resolution must be better than 30% /

√
E(GeV), which

is a factor of two better than the LHC target. The projects in this proposal are aimed at achieving these goals.

The time-scale for this R&D is already tight. If ILC construction is to begin in 2010, as is needed to
optimize the interplay between the LHC and ILC programs, the detector technologies must be selected and
the conceptual designs developed in the next few years. As a first step, by spring 2006 each candidate
detector concept is to prepare a written outline that includes an introduction to the detector concept, a
description of the detector, its expected performance, subsystem technology selections or options, status of
ongoing studies and a list of needed R&D. More formal Conceptual Design Reports will accompany the
accelerator’s Technical Design Report shortly thereafter.

1.4 Broader Impact of the Work described in this Proposal

The proposed research will advance our technical capabilities in particle detection and electronics. It com-
plements the detector research done for the LHC in that it focuses on precision measurement in a low
radiation environment. This research will have applications for other experiments in high energy physics,
and in other fields.

The proposal will also have impact in education and outreach. Numerous ongoing activities at the participat-
ing universities are aimed at K-12 students. For example, in the last two years, Notre Dame has involved 24
high school students in research. NIU sponsors a science camp for kids. Boston University sponsors a ”Sat-
urday Morning Physics” program and Cornell has initiated a monthly “Visiting Scientist Series”. Boston and
Cornell sponsor a one-day outreach programs for girls, and Michigan sponsors an annual Physics Olympiad.
Cornell has co-hosted a session for local home-school students grades 4-9 and their parents, has coordinated
a three-day workshop exposing secondary students to careers in accelerator physics and X-ray experimen-
tation, and has designed and posted interactive web pages describing high-energy physics and accelerator
research aimed at secondary school audiences and instructors. An estimated 1,400 people tour the Cornell
research facility each year, and of these, approximately 500 are students. Those who can’t visit the lab in
person can watch the lab’s video, or take an interactive tour of CESR and CLEO on the web. Boston and
Wayne State have provided access to sophisticated research equipment to local high school classes.

One of the most effective ways to reach students is to reach their teachers. The groups at Berkeley Boston,
UC Davis, UC San Diego, UC Santa Cruz, Chicago, Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Iowa State, Kansas, Kansas
State, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Oregon, Purdue, Rice, UT Arlington, Texas Tech, Washington and the na-
tional laboratories host Quarknet programs, while Cornell, Notre Dame and Wayne State host Research
Experience for Teachers programs. In collaboration with multiple research centers on campus, Cornell has
exposed over 250 high school physics teachers to resources on the Standard Model and provided educational
materials, supplies and laboratory investigations for their students.
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Chicago, Cornell, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, NIU, Notre Dame, Oregon, Purdue, Temple, Wayne State and
many others have involved undergraduates in research, both individually and through Research Experience
for Undergraduates programs. The Wayne State and Temple programs have been particularly effective at
reaching minorities. At Cornell alone, approximately fifty undergraduate students hold research related jobs
each year. Purdue opens their facilities to an undergraduate lab course each year.

New education and outreach efforts are centering on the ILC. Each year, at least 10 undergraduates will
contribute to the projects in this proposal, either independently or through Research Experience for Under-
graduates (REU) programs. Wherever possible, the ILC will be introduced into outreach activities aimed at
K-12 students and the general public. These activities have already begun at the workshops of the American
Linear Collider Physics Group. The 2003 ALCPG workshop in Arlington included exhibits for the public,
and Rick van Kooten gave a lecture ”What is the Linear Collider?” for high school science teachers and un-
dergraduates at the 2003 workshop at Cornell and (with Helen Quinn) for 450 science high school students
at the 2002 workshop at Santa Cruz. At the next ALCPG workshop, which will take place at Snowmass this
summer, outreach will be an even more important component.

The broader impacts are discussed in more detail in the descriptions of the individual projects.

1.5 Structure of this project description

The detailed descriptions of the proposed detector R&D projects, including detailed budgets, statements of
work, deliverables and broader impact, are provided following the references.
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Overview of Luminosity, Energy, Polarization Proposals 
 
One distinct advantage of the Linear Collider is the well-defined initial state in the 
collision process.  Realizing this advantage, however, requires adequate measurements of 
the beam properties at the interaction point (IP).  These measurements present some new 
challenges in beam instrumentation, and the proposals described here address these 
challenges.  An ALCPG Working Group[1] has been formed with the charge of ensuring 
that the beam instrumentation is optimized for the LC physics goals.  This group has 
produced a white paper describing the measurement goals for luminosity, luminosity 
spectrum, energy, and polarization.[2]  The white paper describes a strategy for realizing 
these goals using both beam-based instrumentation and analyses of physics processes at 
the IP.   
 
A Letter of Intent was recently put forward to the SLAC PAC to start a beam 
instrumentation test facility in End Station A (ESA).[3]  The beams available in ESA (as 
used by the E158 collaboration) have characteristics very similar to that expected at an X-
band linear collider.  With a 10% χ0 radiator, a disrupted beam with an energy spectrum 
and angular dispersion comparable to that expected after the LC IP can also be created.  
Direct tests of energy spectrometry, polarimetery, and pair monitors (with a solenoid 
around the target) are envisioned.  This idea has received support from the lab, and it is 
expected that beam time will be available to test many of the devices proposed in this 
section starting as early as 2005. 
 
Luminosity 
 
Precision extraction of cross sections depends on accurate knowledge of the luminosity. 
For many measurements, such as those based on threshold scans, one needs to know not 
only the energy-integrated luminosity, but also the luminosity as a function of energy, 
dL/dE. 
 
Low-angle Bhabha scattering detected by dedicated calorimeters can provide the 
necessary precision for the integrated luminosity.  Options include secondary emission 
and fast gas Cerenkov calorimetry in the polar angle region from 40-120 mrad.  
Acollinearity and energy measurements of Bhabha, e+e− → e+e−(γ) , events in the polar 
angle region from 120-400 mrad can be used to extract dL/dE and are under study.  
Additional input from measurements of the beam energy spread and beam parameters 
that control the beamstrahlung spectrum will improve this determination of dL/dE.  
Techniques include measuring the angular distributions of e+e− pairs in the polar angle 
region from 5-40 mrad, and measuring the polarization of visible beamstrahlung in the 
polar angle region from 1-2 mrad.  
 
All the proposed detectors may also be used for real time luminosity monitoring and 
tuning.  The locations of some of these detectors in the forward region of an NLC 
Detector are shown in Figure 1. 
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 Figure 1:  Forward Region of the (proposed) NLC Silicon Detector 
 
 
Energy 
 
Beam energy measurements with an accuracy of (100-200) parts per million are needed 
for the determination of particle masses, including mtop and mHiggs.  Energy measurements 
both upstream and downstream of the collision point are foreseen by two different 
techniques to provide redundancy and reliability of the results.  Upstream, a beam 
position monitor-based spectrometer is envisioned to measure the deflection of the beam 
through a dipole field.  Downstream of the IP, an SLC-style spectrometer is planned to 
detect stripes of synchrotron radiation (SR) produced as the beam passes through a string 
of dipole magnets. The downstream SR spectrometer also has the capability to measure 
the beam energy spread and the energy distribution of the disrupted (from beam-beam 
effects) beams. 
 
 
Polarimetry 
 
Precise measurements of parity-violating asymmetries in the Standard Model require 
polarization measurements with a precision of 0.5% or better.  High statistics Giga-Z 
running motivates polarimetry at the 0.1% level.   The primary polarimeter measurement 
is envisioned to be a Compton polarimeter located in the extraction line.  For evaluation 
of systematic errors, it is desirable to compare results from measurements of 
backscattered electrons and photons, and also to compare results from single and multi-
Compton counting.  Quartz detectors will be investigated for both scattered photons and 
electrons and a study of expected backgrounds will be carried out.   Most of the LC 
physics program requires longitudinal polarization for the colliding beams, but if both 
electron and positron beams are polarized the physics reach can be improved with 
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additional measurements using transverse polarization asymmetries.  One can infer the 
transverse polarization from knowledge of the spin rotator settings, measurements of the 
spin transport matrix and measuring how close the longitudinal polarization component is 
to 0.  Direct transverse polarization measurements will also be investigated. 
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¢�cU��f�_���\^a�¢â\á�z�Ñ�N�°�A\^a�]U\z«^cÌh^n³�b`���_mf)cgI`�f���f�_�c®i�c$\ziqh^n±f�_Ic(]U\^��h^i�`b�)cUf.cUi$��`�f���f�`b�)c®¢A`b�.�"cUi+��`�h�a
¢�h��°`ba�\zf.c$¢Õ�)h��.f��b�®�0�®�^cUh��)cUf.i��^º�ãIh^i³\Æ��\^�kh^n�i�cUn?i�\^]gf�`��^c°`ba�¢Icg�äÊåæ��çâèG����`�f�_Õè°éëêÓ�^�I�z�Sf�_Ic
ÄµvcUi�c$aI«^hC��\^a�����c³`b�v��`��^c$a®�m�

]gh��AìzíÕåÂ�CîJä�ïÕð2�CîJäÌéÂ��ñÑèCò
\^aA¢ cg0�N\^a�¢�`baI��f�_Ic³]gh��+`baIce\^�³��ñÐì�óí îz¶���`b�^c$�

ì{í¥éõô ¶^è±é��XêÓ�z§G�0ê
¬�_Ic ÄµycUi�c$aI«^hJ����`���_Gf!�X`�c$�b¢�`baªf�_Ic��X`b��`��N��c�`b�!öm÷�î{ö�ø®åÛÞ�¨{�Á��`ba ó ì{í cU��ù�ú.]U� ù�ú �X`�c$�b¢A`baI�k\z�-h���fv�Fû"È
�"cUi,ü4cU�ªºA¬�_�c±�^c$��h0]U`bf£�Ãf�_Ii�c$��_Ih���¢Æn?h^i(ÄµycUi+c$aI«^hC� �b`���_mfvc$�°`b���+`�h�a `b�vïIýLþ³å&poÿ,î��ªs£ýLþªåÜ�CîJä(éÜ��ñÐè
��h°f�_�\zf�f�_Ic ÄµvcUi�c$aI«^hC� f�_�i�c$��_Ih��b¢ÃnLh^i�c$��c$]gf.i+h�a���`b�

ÿ��ýLþ é�� � î^ô ¶^è³é�� � î{ì{íÐéÂ�^�e[�cU�eî{]Gê

¬�_Ic±]gi+`�f�`b]U\^�-c$aIcUi��^�Ãh^nS\�f��m�N`b]U\^�"�)cUf�\^��`b�k�U�{¼�¶z��[®cU�Ç��]gh��°n?h^i�f�\z�N���Ã\z�"hJ�^c±f�_Ic ÄµycUi�c$aI«^hJ�qf�_Ii+c$��_X¼
h���¢���\^a�¢Ìf�_IcUi�cUnLh^i�c°�)h��.f±��_�hC�ycUi³c$��c$]gf.i�h�a��k�,`b�b���N\zi�f�`b]U`��A\zf.c)`ba&ÄµycUi+c$aI«^hC�Õ�b`���_mf,�^c$a�cUi+\zf�`�h�a�ºª¬�_Ic
ÄµvcUi�c$aI«^hC�(f�_Ii�c$��_�h��b¢®`b�4_�`���_�cUi�f�_�\^a(f�_Icª�A`ba�¢�`�aI�)c$aIcUi��^���"cUikam�A]U��cUh�a��"\^a�¢®f�_�cUi�cUn?h^i+cªaIhÃam�A]U��c$\zi
¢�c$]U\$�^�Ac$`bf�_IcUi�ïÑh^i�ËS�A]U\^a®�^c$aIcUi+\zf.c ÄµycUi+c$aI«^hC���b`b��_Gf�`baÆf�_Ice��\^�Uº
¬�_IcUi�cUnLh^i�c^��f�_�`b�������°`baIh��+`�f£��]U\^�bh^i+`b�)cUf.cUi�_A\^��f�_Ii�cUce�Aa�`bÅ0�Ic,nLc$\zf��Ii�c$���
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�zº�`bfq`b�°]gh�aA�.f.i+��]gf.c$¢×��_Ih��b�b��h^n³�)cUf�\^�4\^a�¢â��\^�U��\^a�¢âf�_IcUi�cUnLh^i�c(]U\^a�a�h^fq�"c®¢�\^��\z�^c$¢â�0�Ö\^aG�
]gh�aA]gc$`��{\z�N��ce¢Ih��.c±h^n!i+\^¢A`b\zf�`�h�a
	

¶0º�f�_�cy�^c$a�cUi+\zf�`�h�a�h^n"µvcUi�c$aI«^hC�ª�b`���_mfF`��F`�a��.f�\^amf�\^aIcUh����U��`�f��Ff.i+\^aA�.�"h^i�fSnLi�h��P��`�f�_A`ba³f�_Ic�]U\^��h^i�`b�)cg¼
f.cUiF�^h��b���°c3`b�9\zfFaIc$\zi+���kf�_Ic��.�"cUc$¢³h^n��b`���_mfU�C�N��a�]+_�c$¢e`ba³\4�z�{¼ �A�S�A\^a�]U\z«^c^�^\^a�¢³f�_�c�]U\^��h^i+`��)cUf.cUi
�^h������)c³`b��c$�°��f�`�c$¢Æh^nÁ�b`���_mf�`ba¥� ¼�¶°a���	�\^a�¢��

Þ0º�f�_�c�µvcUi�c$aI«^hC�Çf�_Ii�c$��_�h��b¢Ç`��F\z�"h��Ifv�^��[®cU�Ç�^\^a�¢ªf�_IcUi�cUnLh^i�c�aIh±a0��]U��c$\ziÁ¢Ic$]U\$�Çn?i+h��P\^am�Ç¢�cU�^i�cUc
h^n!i+\^¢A`�h�\^]gf�`��z\zf�`�h�a ��`b���Ni+c$������f�`ba®µvcUi�c$aI«^hC� �b`b��_GfU��\^a�¢®\^�b�9ÈCÉÊ\^aA¢ÆË(j�� �N\^]�«0�^i�h���a�¢����-c$�bhC�
f�_A`b��f�_Ii�c$�+_Ih��b¢Æ\zi�ce`bam�X`b��`��A�bc^º

¬�_Ic±c$aIcUi��^�Æi�c$�.h����If�`�h�a \^a�¢ÍÄµvcUi�c$aI«^hC� �b`b��_Gf�\zi�i+`b�{\^�"f�`b��`baI�)�.��i�c$\^¢®`b����_IhJ��a�`baÆf�_IceÔ����Ii�c^º

¬�_Ic,i+h^�A���.f�aIc$�+�3h^n�f�_A`b�3��\^�®ÄµvcUi�c$aI«^hC�Ã]U\^��h^i+`b�°cUf.cUiv\^����hC���y�A��\^]gc$�)c$aGfy�^cUi��ÃaIc$\zivf�_Ic,�"c$\^�ë\^a�¢Ã`ba
f�_�ce�)h��.f�`�aGf.c$a���c±i+\^¢�`b\zf�`�h�aÆc$am�X`�i�h�a��)c$amfUº

� u{KA>�wFV0uÃx$W�ÙF>�E^H ¬�_IcÌ�yh^i�«Öh�af�_�`b�q��i�h��.c$]gf `b���,`�f�_�`baâf£�yhÖ��`baI����cg¼£`�aG�^c$�.f�`b��\zf.h^iÃ�^i+h��I�A�qh^nÇ\
�Aa�`��^cUi+��`bf£�®�Ai�h^n?c$�+�.h^ie\^a�¢¥�.f��A¢Ic$aGf��$�S�°\^`baA���®��a�¢�cUi��^i+\^¢���\zf.c)�N_G�X��`b]U�±�°\�.h^i+�U�9��h^i�«X`baI� h�aÑ\ aIcU�
�Ai�h^�A��c$�ë\^a�¢ �.cUcU«X`baI�)aIcU�õ��h��b�If�`�h�a��$º!¬�_�`b��cg0�A��`b]U`�f£�q`baGf.cU�^i�\zf.c$��f.c$\^]+_A`baI�°\^a�¢Æi�c$��c$\zi+]+_��+`ba�]gc4h��Ii
��f���¢Ic$amf���_�\C�^ckh���]gc4���A\^]gc4`�a°f�_Ic4�b\z�Ã\zi+c$\Ç`ba�f�_Ic,¡�_G�X��`b]U�yd4cU�A\zi�f��)c$amfUºÁjlfy`b��\e�N�b\^]gc���_�cUi�c�f�_IcU�
]U\^a(\^�b�.h°¢Ih�f�_Ic$`�i���i�h^�N��c$�æ�.cUf��Uº
[®h^i�cÆno��a�¢��en?h^i)��a�¢�cUi��^i+\^¢���\zf.cÃ\^a�¢��-cU��`�a�a�`baI� �^i�\^¢���\zf.c �.f���¢Ic$amf��ª��`b�b�3\^�b��hC�ë���Çf.h¥_�`�i�cÃ�)h^i�c
��f���¢Ic$amf��UºÛ�vf�f�_�`b���.f�\z�^c(h^n±�yh^i�«-���.cU�^cUi+\^�,��i�h^�A��c$���°\zi�c(\C�{\^`��b\z�A��c f�_�\zfÃ\zi�c®�"cUi+��h�aX¼£`bamf.c$a���`��^c^�
i�\zf�_IcUief�_�\^aÑc$Åm�A`��A�)c$amf�¼£]gh��.f������³ÔAa�¢A`baI�Ãh^iÇ�°\z«X`baI� i�cUÝAc$]gf�`��^c�f��I�"c$��po¡��Ii+¢���c��Aa�¢IcUi��^i+\^¢A��\zf.c$��s��
����������� ]ghX¢Ic^��i�cUÝ�c$]gf�`��^c)�Ai+\^���4h^i±f���aI���.f.c$aÕ_IcgI\z�^h�a�\^�!�A\zi���pLjlhC�v\ � f�\zf.c°�Aa�¢IcUi��^i+\^¢A��\zf.c$��s���\z�I¼
��h��b�If.ck�)c$\^���Ii�c$�°c$aGf��yh^n9i+cUÝ�c$]gf�`��X`�f£�®pLjlhC�v\ � f�\zf.c±��a�¢IcUi+�^i+\^¢���\zf.c$��s��X\^a�¢Æ¢Ic$��`b��a�h^n9\ª�)hX¢�����c4\^a�¢
`bf��3h^��f�`�]U\^�A�.�X�.f.c$�Îpo¡3�Ii�¢��Ic�\^a�¢�j�hJ�y\ � f�\zf.cJs���\^a�¢q`ba°f�_�c,�b\^�.f��^c$\zi$�I\e�"c$\^� f.c$�.fy\zf � �S��µ4ºm�4�b��h^n
f�_�c$�.c±\^]gf�`��0`bf�`�c$��\zi+c,�"cUi�nLc$]gf�nLh^iy�A_G�X��`b]U�y�°\�.h^i+�U�I\^a�¢Ã\^�y��c4«0a�hC�³�Xf�_IcU��\zi+c,f�_Ic4�"c$�.f3i+c$]gi+��`�f��)c$amf
f.h0h��b�4\$�z\^`b�b\z�A�bce`ba��N_G�X��`b]U�Uºv�vf4j�hJ�y\ � f�\zf.c^�"h�aIcÇ�Aa�¢IcUi��^i+\^¢A��\zf.ce`b��n?c$�°\^�bcqp � _�\^��aA\°d4c$a�a�`b��s�\^a�¢
f���hÕ�°\^��cÌp � \^� �k��c�\^a�¢Ñ��h^�"cUi�f � ]+_�hmc$aIcJs��!h�aIc�n?c$�°\^�bc�_�\$�X`baI�®�^i+\^¢���\zf.c$¢�º��4n�]gh��Ii+��c^�Sf�_�`��³`b�
�N\zi�fkf�`b�)cª��h^i�«Ì\^a�¢Õ�.f���¢Ic$amf��±\zi�c�f.i+\^a��+`�c$aGfU�"�A��f,j4_�\$�^c°�°\^aA\z�^c$¢Õf.h «^cUcU�Ð`ba�¢�`��X`b¢��A\^���.f���¢Ic$amf��
nLh^i,¶J¼ §)�^c$\zi+�$º3�vf�¡3��i+¢��Ic^�0f£�yh���a�¢�cUi��^i+\^¢���\zf.ck�.f���¢�c$aGf���_A\$�^c³�°\^¢Ic±cgXf.c$a���`b�^c³�)c$\^���Ii�c$�°c$aGf���h^n
f�_�c°i�cUÝ�c$]gf�`��X`�f��Ìh�aÑf�_Ic�`baA��`b¢Ic�h^n ��� f��I�"c$�UºÃ¬�_�`b�k�yh^i�«Õ�0�Õ�,�"c � �A`�aIc$�b�b`F\^a�¢Ð�4���X`ba¥�9\^\^��\^a�c$a�\
`��ª]gi�`�f�`b]U\^���°`�n��yc _�\$�^c�\(f��I�"cÆ�.h��b�If�`�h�a�nLh^iªf�_�cq�^cUh��)cUf.i+�^���°\^am�Ñ�^cUh��)cUf.i�`b]Æ¢Ic$��`���a��ª\zi�cÆc$\^��`b�b�
�"h����+`��A��c^º
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¬�_Ice\^]+_A`�cU�^c$�)c$amf,h^nÁ��i+h�\^¢®`b�)�N\^]gf�f.h�c$a�_A\^a�]gcÇ��]U`bc$aGf�`�ÔN]³\^a�¢�f.c$]�_�aIh���h^��`�]U\^�S��aA¢IcUi+�.f�\^a�¢A`baI�)\^a�¢
�"h^f.c$amf�`b\^�F�"c$aIcUÔ�f��4f.h �.h0]U`bcUf£�(\zf±�b\zi+�^c�`���h^��f�\^`�aIc$¢���`ba(f�_Ic$�.c)���°\^�b�F_�`���_(c$aIcUi��^�(�A_m�0��`�]U���^i�h����A�U�
�0�Ê�.c$a�¢�`ba��Ì�.f��A¢Ic$aGf���h���f°`baGf.h¥f�_�c ��h^i+��¢�f.h¥�yh^i�«X��_Ih^�A�)\^aA¢Z]gh�aIn?cUi+c$a�]gc$�UºZ�9\^�.f��^c$\zi$���±��cU«0�+`��
�vf.i�\^�)c$aGf.hJ�ÑpL�"cU��`ba�a�`ba��e�^i+\^¢��A\zf.c³�.f���¢Ic$amf�s���i�h��I��_mf��4c$��\ª¤Ð\^��«^cUi4\^a�¢Æ��h�_�`�f�¦4\^�e�0��\ziªpo�Aa�¢IcUi.¼
�^i�\^¢���\zf.c$��s,f.hÆf�_Ic�µyh^i+a�c$�b�9¤¥h^i+«0��_�h^�¥��_IcUi�c�_Ic���\$�^c�\Ãf�\^��«Ì\^a�¢Ð�4c$��\Æ\^a�¢Õ��h�_A`�fk�y\zf�]�_Ic$¢�ºej�a
�Ç�Æcg0�"cUi+`bc$a�]gc^�If�_Ic±�"c$�.f�h��If.i�c$\^]�_(`��v��_Ic$a��.f��A¢Ic$aGf���f�\^��«qf.h�h^f�_IcUi,�.f��A¢Ic$aGf��$º

� V0@CQS=?HC@qKA~ t u{BLKNu � Vm@CVm>�u{EzÚ ¬�_Icki�c$Å0�Ic$�.fvn?h^i�nL��aA¢�����\^�.f��^c$\zi�`ba�]U����¢Ic$¢q��h^i�«qh�a�]U\^�b]U����\zf�`�h�a��U�
�°c$\^���Ii�c$�)c$amf��vh^n�i�cUÝAc$]gf�`��0`bf£�^�I�.�"c$]U`�ÔA],�.f���¢�`�c$�3h^nS�)cUf�\^���b`b]�i+cUÝ�c$]gf�`��^ck���Ii�no\^]gc$�U�XhC�^cUi+\^���-¢�c$��`���aqh^nS\
�����°`baIh��+`�f£���°h�a�`�f.h^i$��\^a�¢®�.f���¢�`�c$�vh^n!�"cUi�nLh^i+�°\^a�]gc^ºÁ¤¥cÇ_�\$�^cª\^]+_�`�cU�^c$¢(�)h��.f�h^nFf�_Ic$�.c^º
�zº�¤¥c�_�\C�^ce�A��`���f�\°�.cUf��I�(n?h^i,f�_IcÇ\z�N�.h��b�If.ce�°c$\^���Ii�c$�)c$amf�h^nÁi+cUÝ�c$]gf�`��X`�f£� \zf��^i�\z´$`baI��`baA]U`b¢Ic$a�]gc
�A��`baI�Õ��_�\zf)�yc �"c$�b`�cU�^c `b�)\¥aIcU�Ïf.c$]+_�a�`�Åm�Ic^ºÊ¤¥c®��\z«^c®\Õ�^cUi��Êa�\zi�i�hJ�³�y]gh����b`b�°\zf.c$¢Z�b`b��_Gf
�"c$\^�Îf�_A\zfe�"h���a�]gc$�kh��Zh�aIc���`�i�i�h^i³\zfe\^a�����c�ì \^a�¢¥�yc�]gh���amfe�N_Ih^f.h�a��±��`bf�_¥\ nL\^��fe¡�[(¬±�
¢A`b��]gi+`b��`ba�\zf.h^ik\^a�¢Õ��]U\^��cUi±f.h �^cUfe\Æa0���e�"cUik��i�h^�"h^i�f�`bh�a�\^�9f.h�����f�_�c)i�cUÝ�c$]gf�`��X`�f£�^º�� ��c$]gh�a�¢
`�¢Ic$aGf�`�]U\^���A\zi+\^�b�bc$���°`�i�i+h^i�`b��¢Ii+`b�^c$a �m��\���]gi�cU�Í��h�f�_�\zf,f�_Ic³�"c$\^�:i�cUÝAc$]gf���f�_Ii+cUc³f�`b�)c$�U�-\^a�¢
�yc°]gh���amf³\Æam���Ç�"cUik��i�h^�"h^i�f�`�h�a�\^�Sf.h��! zºÇ� nL��i�f�_IcUi±¢�`b�.�N�b\^]gc$�)c$amf,h^nyf�_Ic)�)hC�z\z�A��c°��`�i�i�h^i
�Ai+`baI���ÁÔA�^c�i�cUÝ�c$]gf�`�h�aA�U�GnLh^i"�!#{ºÁ¬�_�`b�3`b��\^�b��\zf�ÔIXc$¢°ìI�G�,`�f�_°aIhe�°hC�^c$�)c$amf�h^n"f�_Ic,¡�[(¬±�m�b`b��_Gf
��h��Ii+]gc^�0h^iyÔAi+�.f3�°`bi�i�h^i$º!ãIi�h��	f�_Ic$�.ck�)c$\^���Ii+c$�)c$aGf���h^n$�&%���ck\zi�c,hC�^cUi.¼£]gh�a���f.i+\^`baIc$¢Æ\^a�¢Ã]U\^a
cgXf.i+\^]gf,f�_Ice��`ba�����ck�-h��Aa�]gcki�cUÝ�c$]gf�`��X`�f£�^º�¬�_�`b�v�yh^i�«Æ`b��\^�b��¢Ih�a�c±�m� ��h^�"cUi�f � ]+_Ih0c$aIc^º

¶0º�¤¥cª_�\$�^c��.�"c$amf��Ç��]�_�f�`b�°ce\^a�¢ c'�"h^i�f�f.i+�0`ba��)f.h°�^cUf �������$�(� f.hq_�\^a�¢���c³\^����f�_Ic³�^c$aIcUi�\zf�`�h�a
\^aA¢Êi�cUÝ�c$]gf�`�h�aZh^nÐÄµycUi�c$a�«^hC�Z�b`���_mf���`�f�_Ih��If)���A]U]gc$���UºZ¬�_IcUi�c \zi�c(]U��c$\zi+�����A�I���)`ba �������$�(� �
\^aA¢(�yc�_�\$�^c�i�c$]gc$amf����®i+cUf��Ii+aIc$¢(f.h ���������() \^a�¢(��`b�b�S���.cª`�fUº±�,��`�aI��h��Ii4hC�,aÌ¢�cUf�\^`b��c$¢Õ\^a�¢
cgI\^]gfv�^c$aIcUi+\zf�`�h�aÃ\^a�¢q��i�h^�A\z��\zf�`bh�a�h^nÇÄµycUi+c$aI«^hC����`���_GfU�m��ck_�\C�^c4]U\^�b]U�A�b\zf.c$¢�f�_�c�c$aIcUi��^�)i+c$�.hz¼
���If�`�h�a�\^aA¢°�A_Ih^f.h0c$��c$]gf.i�h�a¥p û-È{sÁi+c$�.�"h�a��.c�h^n�\Ç��\^� ÄµycUi�c$aI«^hJ��]U\^��h^i+`b�°cUf.cUiy`ba���_�`b]�_°i�cUÝAc$]gf�`baI�
��f�\^`ba���c$���k�.f.cUc$��p �A� s�f����-c$�k\zi�c�f�_Ic)�b`b��_Gfk]gh�a�¢���`bf��U�-\^aA¢(f�_�c$�.c°]U\^�b]U���b\zf�`bh�a����X`�c$�b¢Ì\z�"h��If³�+*
c$a�cUi��^�qi+c$�.h��b�If�`�h�a \zf�¶z�^�Ãü4cU�Ün?h^i�\^a�`bi�h�a¥poãIcJs�\z�A��h^i��"cUi$ºÁã��Ii�f�_IcUi�]U\^��]U���b\zf�`�h�a��v�,`b�b�N�-cknLh^i
f��AaI���.f.c$a¥pL¤Ûs3��`bf�_�f�_Ick_Icg��^cUh��°cUf.i��^º�¬�_A`b���yh^i�«�_�\^���"cUc$aÆ¢Ih�aIc4�m�-,�h���aÆ��h�_Ã\^aA¢Ã��h�_�`�f
¦4\^�Ç�m��\zi$º

Þ0º�¤¥c�_A\$�^c��.c$\zi+]�_Ic$¢���`b¢Ic$�b�4nLh^iÁ�)cUf�_IhX¢��F\^a�¢e�Ai�h0]gc$�+�.c$�Fn?h^i!f�_Ic��°\^a0�Ino\^]gf��Ii�cyh^nA_�`���_��b�4i+cUÝ�c$]gf�¼
`�aI�Ã�°cUf�\^�b�b`b]ª���Ii�no\^]gc$�U�"��_�`�]+_Ì`b�4c$���.c$amf�`b\^�b��� c$Å0��`��z\^��c$amf,f.h�\Ã�^cUi��Ì���)h0h^f�_Ì�°cUf�\^�b�b`b]ª���Ii�no\^]gc^º
�ki+¢�`ba�\zi�`b���^��f�_�`���`b�v\^]U]gh��)�N�b`b��_Ic$¢q�0���)c$]+_A\^a�`b]U\^�-�"h��b`b��_�`�aI�I�G\^a�¢qf�_�`b�v]U\^aÃ�"c4¢Ih�a�c4]gh��°�°cUi.¼
]U`�\^�b��� ú �A\^aA¢ ��c³_A\$�^cÇ\^���.h°����]U]gcUc$¢Ic$¢®h��Ii+�.c$�b�^c$����`�f�_ ����\^�b��\zi�c$\^�U���N�If���c³\zi+ce�.c$\zi+]�_�`baI�)nLh^i
\Ã��i+h0]gc$���4��`bf�_®�"cUf.f.cUi±]gh�aGf.i+h��!hC�^cUi³��a�`bn?h^i+��`�f£� \^a�¢Õ]gh��.fUºe¬�_Ice��i+h0]gc$����c$�,�yc)_�\$�^c°��f���¢�`�c$¢
\^aA¢Õi�c.��c$]gf.c$¢Ñ\zi�c��°p0/ls4`�h�aÌ�"c$\^�Î�)c$��f�`baI�Ãh^nyf�_Ic)���Ii�no\^]gc�pLjl�21 � ¬±� � \^a�¢�`b\Ã�9\z�N��s3	yp0/4/�s,c$��c$] ¼
f.i+h^�-h���`b��_�`ba��4\^a�¢°c$��c$]gf.i�h^�A�b\zf�`�aI��	Óóep0/4/4/�sÁ�)cUf�\^�b��`b]v���b\^���.c$��	5 ep0/46XsÁi�cU�A�b`�]U\,f.c$]�_�a�`bÅ0�Ic$�7	984\^a�¢��Np06Is
�z\zi+`�h��A��n?h^i��°�vh^n!�-h���`b��_�`ba��eh^n ��� �I��i+\^�+��\^a�¢�\^�b����`bam�A� º
¡3i�c$�.c$amf����^�I�yck\zi+c³]gh��°�Ç�Aa�`b]U\zf�`baI�ª��`�f�_Æ¦,cU�Íµv\^�.f���ckj�a�¢�����f.i+`�c$��h�aÆf�_Ic$`�ikÒÓ]+_�`��b�-i�h��b�rÒm��i�hX]gc$���
nLh^i��Ai�h0¢A��]U`baI�)�b\zi��^c^�-��a�`�nLh^i+� ��]gh�amf.i�h��b�bc$¢®\^a�¢®�^cUi�� ���)h0h^f�_(�)cUf�\^���b`b]±���Ii+nL\^]gc$��h^n�\^aG� «X`ba�¢�º
¬�_�`b����h0h^«0����i�h��°`b�+`baI�I�0�A�If�\^�b�.h)cgX�"c$a���`��^c^º

§Iº:1�0f.c$aA��`��^cÇ�°c$\^���Ii�c$�)c$amf��,h^nÁf�_IcÇaIcUf,i�cUÝ�c$]gf�`��X`�f���¢IhC��a ��� f����-c$�$�A�"h^f�_®����\^�b�9¢�`�\^�)cUf.cUi�nLh^i
f�_�c³`baGf.cUi�`�h^i�h^nSf�_�ck]U\^�bh^i+`b�)cUf.cUi�\^aA¢ �b\zi��^cUi�¢�`�\^�)cUf.cUi�n?h^i�f�_�c±f.i+\^a��.�"h^i�fvh^n!�b`���_mfyf.h)f�_�c±�A_Ihz¼
f.hX¢IcUf.c$]gf.h^i+�$�X_A\^�3�"cUc$a°¢Ih�a�c,\zf�¡��Ii+¢���cy�0�°��a�¢�cUi��^i+\^¢���\zf.c���f���¢Ic$amf����,�"c � �A`ba�c$�b�b`r�^[®\zf.f�_�cU�

;4<=3>�?.@A3BDCEF?3GH7IJ<LK5M�K5N�O�?QP!RTST>�UVA3W.?QNQG�A"EF=7WQA3ELWQ=3BDC�AXM�IYK5M�Z�OK5W[A3\3=]
^._ =3E5KF\X>`AXa[GcbdB"H�efGghS�M�W`O�?.MiGTjlk
]
mQn KFo�SKFPBD?.a`AXEipi?QWqOM�=3EF=3\rK5?QNQG n A3s'?t<�=3>4?QNua[G�Z(vfGcw�x.y{zq|�x`zt}~zq���4Gi�T���cG�d=���]��TG��3�r�X�G��7gh?.a`AXE�g&A3sr?Q=��'?.>4�G�Ci] �3�3�T]
�Q� ]�jtK5?QH�?QEVG�zq�
�r�F�F���'<�AXH>4K5W[AXa4K5=3M�=XU�EFAX>4\r?q��N�WQA3E5?"SE9a�>`AX�{N�BD=7=3a4O&BD?qa`A3E+N�S>�U�A3WQ?QN�H7IhAf>4?QC�E5K5W[A�a4?QW`O�MK�o7S?Q�G�v�CC�EV] _ O7ITNQ]�v
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�v\zi+a�cUf.fª\^a�¢��,�b�0`baÑ�9\^\^��\^aIc$aA\®��`bf�_¥�4`bi���`b���v\zi+aIc$�$º � h��)c�h^n�f�_A`b�³�yh^i�«¥�v\^�ei�cU�"h^i�f.c$¢�\zf
f�_�c � �9��µÛ�)cUcUf�`baI�°`ba��G\^a�º�¶z�^�z§Iº #

�0º�¤¥cÆ��\C�^cÆ\(f�\^��«Ð\zfªf�_Icq�,��i+`��3¶z�^�z§¥¡F\zi�`b�Ç�°cUcUf�`baI�®h�a�f�_IcÆ�9`ba�c$\zi�µyh��b��`b¢IcUie\^a�¢Ñ��i+`�f.f.c$aá\
]gi�`�f�`b]U\^�N�A\z�"cUi�h�aÃÔ��^ckf.c$]+_AaIh���h^��`�c$�vnLh^i�f�_�c4nLh^i��v\zi+¢qi�cU��`�h�a�º�¬��yhªh^f�_IcUivf�\^��«0�y�ycUi�ck��`��^c$aÃh�a
¢A��\^� ¼ i�c$\^¢Ih���f�Ô��"cUi�]U\^��h^i+`b�)cUf.i+�Ã\^a�¢Æh�a®f�_Ic±i�c$]gh�a���f.i+��]gf�`�h�a h^nf¥ ð§¦¦�\^a�¢©¨ð§¦T¦Iº

ª º�¤¥c�_�\C�^cÇ�°\^¢Icecg0f.c$a��+`��^cÇ�.f��A¢�`�c$�vh^nÁf�_Ic³c$a�cUi��^�Æ�A\zf.f.cUi+aÌ`baÆf�_�`b����\^�¥ÄµycUi�c$a�«^hC��]U\^��h^i+`��)cUf.cUi
�A��`baI�³f�_�c4]U\^�b]U�A�b\zf.c$¢q`�aI�A�If�h^n��bhC��¼ c$aIcUi+�^�qÈ^ò�Ë�f�_�\zfy��`b����_�`�f�f�_�c,nLi�h�amf3no\^]gc^�5«4\^aA¢q\zf.f.c$�)�Af.c$¢
f.h®i�c$]gh�a��.f.i+�A]gf³f�_Ic)�"c$\^�Îc$��c$]gf.i�h�a�º��vf.f.c$�)��f��e��cUi�cq�°\^¢Ic)f.h�i�c$¢A��]gc)f�_Ic)�A\^]+«m�^i�h��Aa�¢ÑÈ^ò�Ë
�0� `ba��.cUi+f�`baI�ª�{\zi+`bh�����¢IcU��f�_���h^nl¥ \z�A�.h^i+�-cUiCº3[�h^i�ce��h^i�«Æ`b��i+c$Åm��`bi�c$¢Æ_IcUi�c^º

¨mº � \^�)�A��c$�yh^nS�°cUf�\^�b�b`b],i�cUÝ�c$]gf.h^i+��_A\$�^c³�"cUc$aÃh^��f�\^`baIc$¢Ã�0�q���ynLi�h�� � \^a�¢A`b\X�0ã!`baA`b��_Ic$¢ � �Ii�no\^]gc$�U�
\^aA¢°��hX]U\^�Ii�c$�.c$\zi+]�_IcUi+�y`ba�f�_Ic��4�)c$���9\z�"h^i+\zf.h^i��^�0\^a�¢)f.c$�.f.c$¢Ã`ba�h��Ii3��\z��ºÁ¬�_�`b�F�yh^i�«)_�\^���"cUc$a
¢�h�aIc±�m� � \^� �k�.c³\^a�¢���h^�"cUi�f � ]+_�hmc$aIc^º

¬�_�`b�y��h^i+«��v\^��¢Ih�aIc±��a�¢IcUivf�_Ic±�!µv��dÍ�^i+\^amf�f.h¬^�,a®1�0�A��`b]U`�f����)��\^¢A`b\zf�`�h�aX¼£�4\zi+¢�ük\^�(ÄµycUi+c$aI«^hC�
µ�\^��h^i+`b�)cUf.cUi3n?h^i3�v��aA]+_X¼ �0�G¼£�v��aA]+_°�S���°`baIh��+`�f£��[�c$\^����i�c$�)c$amf3\zf�f�_Ic�¦,cgXf3�9`ba�c$\zi�µyh��b�b`b¢�cUiX¬X�^]ghC�m¼
cUi�`baI�)f�_Ic±�"cUi+`�hX¢Ãn?i+h��Ï����a�ce¶z�^�z§�f.hq[(\$�®¶z�^���0º

¯ >A=0°�@°>�H�¸�<�W�V0VGHJBoMS}A@
�zº4�±��cU«0�+`��,�vf.i+\^�°c$aGf.hJ�N�+¬^�,��¢�\zf.cÁh�aáÄµycUi+c$aI«^hC�eµv\^��h^i�`b�)cUf.cUiX¬X�{�9`baIc$\ziSµvh��b�b`b¢IcUi���cUf.i�c$\zfU� � �9��µ�¼
± � \^aGf�\Æµyi+�I´^�A�G��aIc³¶z�^��¶0º

¶0º4�±��cU«0�+`��±�vf.i+\^�)c$amf.hC�-�i¬^ã�\^�.f3ük\^� ÄµvcUi�c$aI«^hC�Ç�9���°`�aIh���`�f��±[®h�a�`�f.h^iT�S¡�i+h^�^i�c$���F��cU�"h^i�f�¬X���4�)cUi.¼
`�]U\^a��9`ba�c$\zi4µyh��b�b`�¢IcUi�¤¥h^i+«0��_�h^���-µyh^i+a�c$�b�r���$ÞJ¼+� ª �G�����Ã¶z�^��Þ0º

Þ0º4�±��cU«0�+`����vf.i+\^�°c$aGf.hJ�N�Y¬ � `��Ç����\zf�`�h�aáh^n4\�ü±\^� ÄµycUi�c$aI«^hJ�âµv\^��h^i+`b�°cUf.cUiX¬X��ãIcUi��°`b�b\z����ü4c$\^amf.§
j�amf.cUi+a�\zf�`�h�a�\^��¤¥h^i�«0�+_Ih^���-�k]gf.h^�"cUi,¶z�^��Þ0º

§Iº,��h�_�aÃ�,\^�I�Af��°\^a²¬Gük\^�®ÄµycUi�c$aI«^hJ�Ãµv\^��h^i�`b�)cUf.cUiv\^�y\��S���°`ba���h�`�f£�°[®h�a�`�f.h^iX¬X��³t´0µ�¶X·�¸¹lº�»�»¼´�½c¶'¸
¾¿º�¸XÀÁXÂÃºrÄN� � �9��µ4�N¨C¼+�U�Ã��\^a0��\zi�� ¶z�^�z§Iº

�0º,��h�_�a��4\^�I��f��°\^a���¬^d4�A\^����c$\^¢Ih���f4µv\^��h^i+`��)cUf.cUiX¬X� � �S��µ4�
´4Å'´�½+Æ
ª º��k`�i���`��y�v\zi+a�c$�U�"¬�[(`�i�i�h^iqãF`�a�`b��_
� � f�\^`ba��bc$��� � f.cUc$��¬S���-c$��nLh^iÃük\^�ÄµycUi�c$aI«^hJ�Öµ�\^��h^i+`b�)cUf.i+�Ã¬X�
� �9��µ4�
´4Å'´�½+Æ

¨mº,��h�_�a�,\^�I�Af��°\^a��:¬^��cU�0`�cU� h^ne�S���°`baIh��+`�f£�âµv\^��h^i�`b�)cUf.cUiÆ¬9c$]�_�aIh���h^��`�c$�X¬X�&Ç3µ�Èu»VÆÉ¹lº�µ�Ê7ÆËº�µ
³l´�µ(¶�·�¸²¹lº�»�»¼´�½c¶'¸3Á��-¡F\zi�`b�U���$©J¼�¶^Þ°�,��i+`��"¶z�^�z§Iº

½0º,��h�_�a��4\^�I��f��°\^a���¬^d4�A\^����c$\^¢Ih���f4µv\^��h^i+`��)cUf.i��L¬X��¡F\zi�`b�U�
´4Å'´�½+Æ
©0º,��h�_�a��4\^�I��f��°\^a���¬zjl�)�"h^i�f�\^aA]gc³h^nl¥ ðÌ¦¦+¬X��´�Å7´u½+Æ

t Q9R!=oB?EG>IHJBLKNMS@
�zº:¬^��cU�0`bcU��h^n4�9����`baIh���`�f��Ñµv\^��h^i+`b�°cUf.cUi�¬Sc$]+_AaIh���h^��`�c$��¬X�3��i�hX]gcUc$¢�`baI���Çh^n�f�_IcÍÇ3µ�Èu»VÆÎ¹lº�µTÊ'ÆÏº�µ
³l´�µ(¶�·�¸²¹lº�»�»¼´�½c¶'¸3Á��-¡F\zi�`b�U���$©J¼�¶^Þ°�,��i+`��"¶z�^�z§Iº

¶0º:¬^dk��\^�S��c$\^¢Ih���f4µv\^��h^i+`��)cUf.i��L¬X�0�Ai�h0]gcUc$¢A`baI���U��¡!\zi+`b�$�
´�Å7´u½+Æ
Ð`Ñ
Ñ
Ñ �{WQ=3MU�] N�EFAXWr] Nua`A3MU¼=3>`P+] ?QPS�ÒXA3E5WQC\'�3�'ÒXÓ-=X>4s�KFM\7b�>4=3S�C�N`Ò&Ô�?[A3BDjt?.EFK5�'?q>�IÕ�M7a4?.>`A3W.a4K5=3M�Ö�?Q\rK5=rM�ÒX×�K5>4\3K5E5�0R n v�Z�� � A3M��3�] C+P�U
Ø Z(AXE5WQS�EFAXa4K5=3M�NtAXM�PJP�AXa`AfÙ�E5?tU¼>4=3BÚpÃA3s3A3N�O�KÃg&AX>4STI�A3BYA�G�R n v�Z�]
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Þ0º:¬zj��)�"h^i�f�\^a�]gceh^nl¥ ðÌ¦¦+¬X�-��i�hX]gcUc$¢�`baI���U�(´4Å'´�½+Æ
¬�_�`b�vi�c$Å0�Ic$�.f�`b��n?h^i�\�]gh�aGf�`ba0��\zf�`�h�a�h^nSf�_�`�����h^i+«qh�a�\�aIhC�^c$�r�A�A�If�¢�`V�q]U����fyh^��f�`b]U\^��]U\^��h^i�`b�)cUf.cUi$º

Û >�EGBo=oB?HJBLVm@�ÜlÝk|�QFB?Ù!W�V0M-H°>AMSw ¾�H{Ú9V0u � Vm@CKNQSuJE�V0@
�vf�j � �ë�ycÃ_�\C�^cÆf�_Ii�cUcÆ�b\z�"h^i+\zf.h^i��¥i�h0h��°�U�!h�aIcÆ\ÑÒÓ]U�bc$\^a�i+hmh�� ÒFnLh^iÇf�_IcÃh^��f�`b]U\^�y�)c$\^����i�c$�)c$amf��U�
h�a�c�\ _�\zi+¢I�v\zi�c°�b\z�Ñi�hmh�� nLh^ie�)c$]�_�\^a�`b]U\^��c$Åm��`b�A�)c$amfU�9\^a�¢Ð\Æf�_�`bi+¢Õn?h^iÇ�)h��.f����Õ]gh��)�A�If.cUi��³\^a�¢
�"cUh^�A�bc^º
¬�_Ic���a�`��^cUi���`�f£�k���I�A�-h^i+f��-\��,`���_e¡ScUi+n?h^i+��\^a�]gcvµyh��°�A�If�`baI�³po�4¡yµ�s�]U�b���.f.cUi�f�_A\zf���c����.cÁcgXf.c$a���`��^c$���
\^aA¢�\zf�c$�.c$amf�`b\^�b���q´UcUi�hq]gh���f�f.h����U�InLh^i�\^�b�"h^n!f�_Ic ��������� �yh^i�«Æ\^a�¢�\^am�qh^f�_�cUi,]gh��)�A��f.cg¼£`baGf.c$aA��`��^c
�yh^i�«-º
¬�_Icvµv_�c$�°`b�.f.i��kd4cU�A\zi�f��)c$amf!�°\^`bamf�`b\^a���\^aÇcgX]gc$����c$aGfF�°\^]+_A`baIc��+_Ih^�ef�_�\zfS��cy_�\$�^cv���.c$¢Ãpo\zflÞz¶z� ± _-s
nLh^i��°\^am�����°\^�b�Ac$Åm�A`��A�)c$amf3��i+h���c$]gf��U�I\^a�¢q�yc,�yh����b¢Ã���.c,f�_�`b�y��_Ih^�Ãn?h^iv�)h���amf�`baI�Çf�_Ic4�°cUf�\^�-��\^���
`�a���`b¢Ic4f�_Ic³��\^���^h��b���)c±nLh^i�f�_�`���]U\^��h^i+`b�°cUf.cUi$º
�vfÌ¡3�Ii�¢��Ic^�k�b\z�"h^i+\zf.h^i����.�A\^]gc^�e��_�h^�õnL\^]U`��b`�f�`�c$�Æ\^a�¢Í]gh��)�A�If�`ba��Ê`�aIn?i�\^�.f.i+��]gf��Ii+cÌcgI`b�.f��®n?h^i®f�_�`b�
�Ai�h���c$]gfUº

ÛYß�à�á�á�â t u{KX·$V0E^HäãÃE^HJB?¿9B?HJBLVm@q>AMSwæå VX=LB?¿-Vmu{>�R!=?V0@ ¤¥c)�,`b�b�9_A\$�^c)\Æ]gh�a�]gcU��f���\^�!¢Ic$��`b��a(nLh^ikf�_Ic
i+cUÝ�c$]gf�`baI�)���Ii+nL\^]gc$�U�Xf�_Ic �������$�
) ]gh0¢�c,��`��b���"c4ÔAa�`b��_�c$¢°nLh^i�f�_Ic±_Icg��^cUh��)cUf.i��¥po\^��i�c$\^¢����yh^i�«0�ynLh^i
f����-ce�^cUh��)cUf.i���s���\^a�¢�no���b���°c$\^���Ii�c$�)c$amf��,h^nÁf�_Ic ��� f��I�"ceh^��f�`bh�a�º�¤¥cÇ�,`b�b��]gh�amf�`bam��cef�_Ii�h�����_Ih��If
f�_�c³�^c$\zi�f.h���c$\zi+]+_®n?h^i��X`b\z�A�bc4f.c$]�_�aIh���h^��`bc$��f.h°�Ai�h0¢A��]gc±_�`���_����q���)h0h^f�_��)cUf�\^�b�b`�]±���Ii�no\^]gc$�Uº

ÛYß�à�á�á�ç t u{KX·$V0E^HäãÃE^HJB?¿9B?HJBLVm@q>AMSwæå VX=LB?¿-Vmu{>�R!=?V0@ µvh�a��.f.i+��]gf�`bh�a\^aA¢×\^����c$�e�A�b�Öh^nÇ\á�"c$\^��¼
f.c$��f�\z�A��c��)h0¢A����c^�N��`���_Gf,f.i+\^a��.�"h^i�f,�)c$\^���Ii�c$�°c$aGf��7	"�A_m�X��`b]U���+`b�Ç�A�b\zf�`�h�a���h^nÁ�-cUi+n?h^i+��\^a�]gc^�N�"h^f�_Ì\^�
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3.2: R&D for luminosity monitor 
 

(new proposal) 
 

Luminosity, Energy, Polarization 
 

Contact person  
Yasar Onel  

yasar-onel@uiowa.edu 
(319) 335-1853 

 
Institution(s) 

META (Turkey) 
INFN (Italy) 

Fairfield 
Iowa 

Bogazici (Turkey) 
Cukurova (Turkey) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

New funds requested 
FY05 request: 27,610 
FY06 request: 30,120 
FY07 request: 25,100 
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Project name 
 
R&D for luminosity monitor 
 
Classification (accelerator: subsystem) 
 
IPBI / Accelerator 
 
Institution(s) and personnel 
 
University of Iowa, Department of Physics and Astronomy: 
Yasar Onel (professor) Co-PI, E. Norbeck (professor), J.P.Merlo, A.Mestvirisvili, 
U.Akgun, A.S. Ayan (post-docs), F. Duru, J.Olson (grad.students), I.Schmidt 
(Mechanical Engineer), M.Miller (electronics engineer), E.Berry, D.Monner ( undergrad. 
scholars) 
 
Fairfield University, Department of Physics: 
Dave Winn (professor) Co-PI, V.Podrasky (engineer), C.Sanzeni (programmer) 
 
Bogazici University, Department of Physics, Istanbul, Turkey: 
Erhan Gülmez (professor) 
 
Cukurova University, Department of Physics, Adana, Turkey: 
Gulsen Onengut (professor) 
 
METU, Department of Physics, Ankara, Turkey: 
Ramazan Sever (professor) 
 
INFN-Trieste and University of Trieste, Department of Physics, Italy: 
Aldo Penzo (professor) 
 
Contact person 
 
Yasar Onel 
yasar-onel@uiowa.edu 
(319)335-1853 
 
Project Overview 
 
Introduction: 
 
The forward angle calorimeter for the LC will have large counting rates and be exposed 
to large radiation doses, of the order 1.0 Grad/yr.  The forward detector region is shown 
in figure 1 and Ref [1]. The luminosity detectors are needed for a) Pair-LuMon region 
from 6-36 mrad for luminosity tuning. (Electron and positron are low energy ~1 GeV) 
and b) Instrumented mask region from 36-117 mrad for determining absolute luminosity 
from Bhabhas (high energy).  This concept is discussed in ref [2].   
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We will explore two types of detectors, the PPAC (low pressure Parallel Plate Avalanche 
Detector) and the SED secondary emission detector.   

PPAC  
A calorimeter, made of PPAC, consists of heavy metal absorber, in which the shower 
develops, and detectors to sample the intensity of the shower.   
 
The proposed research will develop a new type of detector that is fast (sub-nanosecond) 
and not subject to radiation damage.  The electrical signal is generated and amplified in 
the detector itself.  There is no need for photodetectors for PPAC.   
 

The interior of the PPAC detector is a low pressure gas or vacuum and so must have 
heavy walls to withstand the atmospheric pressure.  These walls will be chosen to match 
the material of the absorber so that they constitute part of the absorber.   

A typical PPAC is two flat plates separated by 2 mm with a voltage of 750 V between 
them with a filling gas of 20 torr of isobutane. The charged particles passing through the 
gas produces ionization and the multiplication is achieved by applying a sufficiently large 
voltage to cause each electron to produce an avalanche.  The avalanche results in current 
gains of 104 to 105.  

For use in a calorimeter it is better to have two heavy, grounded plates to withstand the 
pressure and a single, thin plate at high voltage between them. To test the performance of 
the detector we will make a double PPAC in which there are three thin plates, the middle 
one grounded.  Signals are taken from the two thin plates at high voltage.  A comparison 
of the signal from the two sides allows a measurement of the energy and time resolution 
of the detector.  

The following is the proposed course of action for testing the performance of the double 
PPAC:   

1. Test of PPAC at the Advanced Photon Source using 80 ps pulses of 7 GeV electrons 
to create electromagnetic showers. 
 
Electromagnetic showers will be generated by allowing the halo of the beam to strike 
the edge of the beam pipe. The number of electrons contributing to the shower can be 
varied by small changes in the beam-line magnets.  Since all of the electrons in the 
bunch are essentially simultaneous the shower will appear in the detector as if it were 
caused by a particle of arbitrarily high energy.  This test will be done with a double 
PPAC, two PPACs in series so that the same shower goes through both detectors.  We 
expect excellent energy resolution.  The PPAC signal from a shower is generated by 
hundreds of simultaneous but independent ionization events. 
 

2. Search for a gas to use in a PPAC that will not be subject to aging problems. 
 
A PPAC can be constructed of materials that are extremely resistant to radiation, i.e. 
metals and ceramics.  However under extreme radiation conditions isobutane will 
polymerize to form non-volatile materials.  These can be removed by cleaning the 
detector, but it would be better if they were not formed in the first place.  There are a 
number of promising gas mixtures.  We are confident that we can find one that, if it 
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does not cure the problem entirely, will at least be better than isobutane.  
 
E. Norbeck has had considerable experience with low-pressure gas detectors.  Part of 
this experience is given in his paper on heavy gases in charged particle detectors 
[Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A314 (1992) 620.].  We will construct a simple PPAC with a 
collimated alpha source inside for testing the various gas mixtures.  

3. Wall materials 
 
We will do simulations to determine the material for the walls of the detector that will 
result in the best signal.  A secondary emissive surface, as described below, may lead 
to better performance of a PPAC.     
 

Secondary Emission Detector 
This method collects an amplified secondary emission signal resulting from absorbed 
radiation sampled in a shower. The basic detector concept consists of absorber plates 
interspersed with secondary emission surfaces followed by sheet dynodes. The R&D will 
investigate: (A) materials to obtain high secondary emissive surfaces for mips, based 
largely on SEM monitors used for accelerator beam diagnostics, and various dynode 
technologies, based on new planar PMT dynode technologies (electrochemically etched 
metal dynodes, others) appropriate for  gains of few x 1000 per secondary electron;  (B) 
GEANT Monte Carlo of predicted performance based on the results of (A); (C) 
Engineering Point Designs for assembly, vacuum integrity, signal presentation, and costs;  
(D) Construction & Tests (including raddam) of a single secondary emission detector 
package at least 5cm x 5cm square. 
 
It is well-established that many secondary emission surfaces are radiation-hard. Typical 
Sb- coated SS dynodes (g~5) used in most PMT today survive 50-100 GRad of internal 
electron bombardment, and MgO or BeO dynodes survive higher doses, albeit at lower 
yield (g~2.5-3). Similar surfaces are used to monitor accelerator beams at high doses. We 
propose to use SEM surfaces to sample the shower caused by jets and particles in the 
forward calorimeters. Secondary emission for a m.i.p. typically falls to a gain g between 
g~ 1.1-1.5. Conservatively, we thus anticipate that 10% of through-going mips will create 
one secondary electron, and 50% of electrons with energies less than 100 keV will 
produce one extra secondary electron. On this basis we estimate, by scaling from 
scintillator or quartz fiber calorimetry, that with 2.5 cm thick sampling plates in Cu we 
would detect  >10 vacuum secondary electrons/GeV. With a gain of ~1000, this would be 
sufficient for forward calorimetry (the equivalent of  ~1 p.e./GeV, with an intrinsic pre-
gain fluctuation of ~30% per p.e., to translate to optical calorimetry), with excellent 
timing characteristics. 
 
A default gain mechanism is to use large area planar metal dynodes with micro-machined 
apertures for secondary electron impingement and transport, such as metal meshes, or 
structures similar those used in the Hamamatsu R5900. The micromachining is a 
relatively low-cost electrochemical etch. The planar dynodes can be made from ~1 mm 
thick metal sheets as large as 50 cm on a side. An assembly might use simple insulating 
supports between secondary emission cathode, dynode and anode plane. The areal size in 
not a restriction as in a planar PMT assembly, where the glass window thickness becomes 
prohibitive if the span is unsupported, whereas a metal thickness could be made sufficient 
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for any vacuum and be counted as part of the absorber, and the presence of internal 
supports of the vacuum envelope (non-glass window) are not as disruptive as in a PMT. 
For example, the supports might obscure as much as 10% of the SEM cathode or dynode 
(on a few cm areal scale), with little effect on the performance of a forward calorimeter, 
as the effective open detection area is not as critical as in a PMT for single photon 
detection. In one realization, for example, the sem cathode, mesh dynodes, and anode are 
all supported by simple stackable ceramic support grids, fired from a molded greensheet. 
The dynodes can be spaced at ~1 mm apart, as in modern PMT. Given that a 10 stage 
PMT at 2 kV typically has a gain of 106, a 5 stage gain section with g=1,000 at 1 kV is 
reasonable. The SEM cathode, dynode stack, and anode could be less than 1 cm thick. A 
simple metal package could use ~5-15 mm thick plates on top & bottom to withstand 
vacuum over a 30+ cm span, with a 1 mm thick x 1 cm deep metal wall between them, 
with a brazed ceramic fitting on the anode side for the HV and signal. As an example, an 
effective 2.5 cm Cu thickness with an effective 1 cm of vacuum SEM detector would 
have a density ~ 70% of Cu. A tile might be ~3.5-4 cm thick, with a ~30 cm major 
diameter, in square or hexagonal cross-section to the beam, or even as sectors, with the 
anode segmented appropriately for the polar-angle sectors, and with appropriate bias for 
signal and HV to pass through a stacked calorimeter. With care, the dead region between 
tile edges could be as small as 3-4 mm, which could be ameliorated by alternating 
overlap in subsequent longitudinal tiles. 
 
For the phase I R&D on this project, we propose studying the possibility of this to a 
sufficient level where information on performance and cost are sufficient to enable a 
decision to build a prototype calorimeter in subsequent proposal phases. The R&D will 
investigate: (A) materials to obtain high secondary emissive surfaces for mips, based 
largely on SEM monitors used for accelerator beam diagnostics, and various dynode 
technologies, based on new planar PMT dynode technologies (electrochemically etched 
metal dynodes, others) appropriate for gains of few x 1000 per secondary electron;  (B) 
GEANT Monte Carlo of predicted performance based on the results of (A), for response 
of incident electrons between  ~10 MeV – 250 GeV, including secondary electron optics; 
(C) Engineering Point Designs for assembly, vacuum integrity, signal presentation, and 
costs;  (D) Construction & Tests (including raddam) of a single secondary emission 
detector package at least 5cm x 5cm square. 
 
We will be collaborating with the group of Dr. M. Woods/SLAC and Eric Torrence/U. 
Oregon on this research. 
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Institution Item FY04 FY05 FY06 
Iowa  Partial support for post-doc $16.0k $8.0k - 
Iowa  Partial support for grad. student - - - 
Fairfield Support for undergrad. student - - - 
Iowa Detector/Raddam testing/operations -  $5.0k - 
Fairfield Detector/Raddam testing/operations - $5.0k - 
Fairfield Secondary Emission Detector Package - - $10.0k 
Iowa Engineering - - $6.0k 
Iowa Travel $3.0k $3.0k $2.0k 
Fairfield Travel $3.0k $3.0k $2.0k 
 Indirect cost @ 25.5% $ 5.61k $ 6.12k $ 5.1k 
 Grand total $27.61k $30.12k $25.1k 
 
Figure 1: 
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3.4: Extraction Line Energy Spectrometer 
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Contact person  
Eric Torrence  

torrence@physics.uoregon.edu 
(541) 346-4618 

 
Institution(s) 

Oregon 
 

Funds awarded  (DOE) 
FY04 award: 24,000 

 
 
 

New funds requested 
FY05 request: 38,467 
FY06 request: 42,077 
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Extraction Line Energy Spectrometer

Classification (subsystem)

Machine-Detector Interface

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Eric Torrence (professor), University of Oregon

Project Leader

Eric Torrence
torrence@physics.uoregon.edu

+541.346.4618

Project Overview

A measurement of the absolute collision energy with a relative precision approaching 10−4 is a
critical component of the linear collider physics program. Measurements of the top quark and
Higgs boson masses to 50 MeV can only be performed if this level of precision is achieved. We
propose a two-year program to complete the conceptual design of a downstream beam energy
spectrometer capable of this level of precision, initial beam tests to validate this design, and
simulation studies to show how this beam energy measurement can be combined with other
available information to determine the luminosity-weighted collision energy.

The downstream spectrometer design is based on the WISRD spectrometer which provided a
continuous absolute energy scale measurement with a precision of 2 × 10−4 during the eight
years of SLC operation at SLAC.[1] In the WISRD scheme, shown in Figure 1, two horizontal
dipole magnets produce stripes of synchrotron radiation that are detected at a downstream
wire array. The separation between these stripes, provided by the bending of a third vertical
dipole magnet, is then inversely proportional to the beam energy.

In the current strawman design for the ILC, we propose to insert a chicane or bump in the
extraction line and use wiggler magnets to produce the signal synchrotron stripes. The detec-
tor plane would be constructed from quartz fibers which would detect Cherenkov radiation
from secondary electrons produced by the incident synchrotron radiation. The advantages of
quartz fibers over wires include simple readout with multi-anode PMTs, reduced RF pickup
from the beam passage, and a natural energy threshold at 200 keV.

In addition to the design and optics layout in the extraction line for the ILC spectrometer,
we propose to test the detection of O(1 MeV) photons via secondary electron Cherenkov
radiation in quartz fibers with a dedicated beam test at SLAC End Station A (ESA). This
test is envisioned in FY05 or FY06, and is the first step towards a full-scale spectrometer
prototype which we would foresee in roughly five years time.

This work is being proposed as a single component of a broader coordinated effort to provide
the beam instrumentation necessary for the LC physics program. The downstream spec-
trometer is seen as a complimentary effort to the upstream BPM-based spectrometer which
is being pursued by other groups. In addition, the critical question of how to stitch to-
gether the various beam-based measurements and physics reference reactions to determine
the luminosity-weighted collision energy at the interaction point must also be answered. Co-
ordination of a world-wide effort to demonstrate an answer this question by the end of this
year is also part of this proposal.
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Figure 1: The SLC WISRD energy spectrometer

Broader Impact

An important part of the linear collider research which has been performed at the University
of Oregon is the involvement of undergraduate Physics students in the research and design
process. Three undergraduates have been directly involved in the spectrometer project over
the last two years, and all three have made important contributions to the design. The
first, Paul Csonka, actually built by himself the prototype quartz fiber detector which will
be tested at SLAC ESA. The other two, Brooks Harrop and Matt Sternberg, have played
central roles in the design of the ESA beam test and the ILC extraction line spectrometer
respectively. We intend to continue to use undergraduate students as in integral part of
this project, providing an important and unique opportunity for our students to learn HEP
techniques and participate in HEP research.

This project was one of the first test beam proposals made to SLAC to use the ESA facility
as a test-bed for linear collider beam instrumentation and other tests related to the LC
interaction point.[2] This initiative, organized by Torrence and Mike Woods (SLAC) is viewed
as an important effort to build up the ESA capabilities for test beams and make the lab aware
of the interests and needs in this area within the LC community.

Results of Prior Research

This project has been funded since FY03 by DOE with University LC R&D funds. In that
time, we have constructed a prototype quartz fiber detector with eight 100 micron fibers and
eight 600 micron fibers on a 1 mm pitch read out using a Hamamatsu R6568 (16 channel)
multi-anode PMT. Figure 2 shows the R6568 with the 16 fibers from the prototype detector
coupled in from the right. This detector is intended to be installed in ESA sometime this year.
The primary motivation is to measure directly the yield of Cherenkov photons to validate the
Monte Carlo models needed to design the ILC extraction-line spectrometer. A secondary
motivation is to test the detector design and look for other unexpected sources of background
in the detector. Possible examples include stray beam particles, scintillation, or RF pickup.
We have also assembled a small test-stand with light box to test various coupling schemes
of quartz fibers to MAPMTs. Some efforts were made to measure the yield of Cherenkov
photons in 100 micron quartz fibers using a miniature cosmic ray telescope. These initial
tests showed that Cherenkov photons were being produced, but work continues to improve
the system such that quantitative measurements of the yield can be performed.
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Figure 2: The PMT used to read out the prototype Quartz fiber detector is shown.

Work has also progressed in association with Mike Woods and Ray Arnold at SLAC on the
specific design of the ESA beam test (SLAC T-475).[3] To reduce costs, half of a chicane
(two dipoles) would be constructed using recycled SPEAR 10D45 dipoles. These magnets
will provide a dogleg in the high-energy ESA beam, and synchrotron radiation would be
produced using an old SPEAR wiggler magnet which can also be salvaged. The critical
energy of the wiggler magnet is 0.9 MeV for a 29 GeV electron beam which is adequate to
produce a detectable Cherenkov signal through Compton electrons produced in material near
the fibers. The expected backgrounds from the bend magnets, with critical energy of around
0.1 MeV, is essentially zero.[4] The layout of the ESA test program including T-475 is shown
in Figure 4. Exact details of cost and schedule are currently being worked out.

In addition, work has begun using the extraction line optics decks produced at SLAC for the
ILC strawman beam delivery design to asses the ILC spectrometer performance and provide
feedback to the optics design. The current extraction line, produced by Yuri Nosochkov at
SLAC, is shown in Figure 3. The first bump would be the location of the spectrometer dipoles
and wigglers. This spectrometer bump has been separated from the polarimeter chicane in
this design to allow the synchrotron radiation detectors to be situated near the secondary
focal point.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The University of Oregon has a well equipped machine and electronics shop which has been
used to construct the prototype quartz fiber detector. The capabilities of this shop include
high-vacuum fabrication, and if necessary the complete detector and beampipe package can
be constructed locally at Oregon. In addition, we plan to use the existing capabilities of
SLAC End Station A, including data acquisition infrastructure, along with technical support
provided by SLAC to provide the beam for this test.

Some of the Oregon research staff resident at SLAC, namely Nick Sinev and Olya Igonkina,
will likely be enlisted to support the installation and operation of the equipment in the T-475
beam test.
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Figure 3: Current ILC extraction line layout for 20 mRad crossing angle.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

There are three specific tasks scheduled for FY05.

First, the conceptual design of the extraction line spectrometer will be completed. The
current optics deck will be translated into a Geant4 description as part of the BDSIM project
lead by Grahame Blair of Royal Holloway. We will use this code to assess the spectrometer
performance, expected resolution, and backgrounds for realistic disrupted beams simulated
by GuineaPig. From the results of this simulation work, the design will be iterated until the
necessary energy resolution can be achieved.

Second, the prototype detector which has already been built will be prepared to be installed
in SLAC ESA. It is not clear at this time whether the actual test beam will be run during
FY05 or FY06, but final preparations including construction of a detector stand on a movable
stage can be finished this year.

Third, an effort has begun to demonstrate in a Monte Carlo exercise that the combined in-
formation available in detectors like the downstream spectrometer combined with the physics
reference reactions like Bhabha scattering actually provide all of the information necessary
to measure the luminosity-weighted collision energy to the precision needed for the physics
program. The idea is extract the luminosity spectrum using only experimentally available
information and then use this extracted spectrum to calibrate a measurement of some physics
reference reaction, like the Higgs boson mass. By investigating this process under a variety
of simulated machine operating conditions and possible operational pathologies, we intend to
verify that this procedure is robust against machine conditions. This work, currently being
coordinated by Torrence and Stewart Bogart (UCL), is expected to have completed a first
round by the Snowmass meeting this Summer. More detailed iterations on this study will
likely continue in FY06.
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Figure 4: Layout of end station A including magnets for T-475 at the far downstream end. The
quartz fiber detector will sit an additional 30 meters downstream.
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FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

The downstream spectrometer is also an ideal place to measure the energy width of the
machine, along with tracking the long energy tail produced by the disruption at the collision
point. In the second year of this proposal, it is foreseen to extend the design study in the
ILC extraction line to include the performance of this device to make beam energy width
measurements and measurements of the long disrupted energy tail. It is also expected to
develop a more detailed detector simulation within Geant4 and begin the process of evaluating
the backgrounds expected in this device.

The ability to measure the energy profile of the disrupted beam directly with the downstream
spectrometer would open up a potentially useful diagnostic of the collision properties of the
machine at the interaction point. Initial Monte Carlo studies by one of our Graduate Students
(Jeff Kolb) indicates that there may be enough information in this disrupted energy tail to
correct for collision biases at the interaction point, although this study was essentially done
at the MC truth level. Once a realistic simulation of the extraction line and spectrometer
detector is available within Geant4, this study can be revisited with more realistic conditions.

It is very likely that the ESA beam tests will not actually run until FY06, or a second
prototype detector constructed based on what is found in the first tests. We already have
an 64 channel PMT (H7546) from which we would like to build a more realistic prototype
detector with 64 wires arrayed on a finer pitch. In addition to the quartz fiber detector, it
is foreseen to have a diagnostic detector imaging the visible synchrotron light onto a gated
CCD camera upstream. Interested collaborators in this project have been identified, and
we are currently discussion how best to coordinate this interest into the effort. This visible
synchrotron light could potentially also be used to measure the beam energy directly, or it may
be a better detection technology to measure the beam energy width. Imaging synchrotron
light has been used at LEP and ESA for some time as a monitor of bunch size and energy
profile, but significant technical problems remain in making a calibrated absolute position
measurement using this sort of device.

In the long term, the goal is to produce a full-blown spectrometer prototype running in
ESA which demonstrates the 10−4 goal of the ILC physics program. This work would be
coordinated in conjunction with the BPM spectrometer effort such that the two devices can
be directly compared to each other. Funding for this work is not currently being requested,
as this is seen as coming several years in the future.

Budget justification

We are requesting support for two undergraduate students and half of a graduate student to
continue the design work which has been ongoing at the University of Oregon. The other
half of the graduate student will either be supported by the University of Oregon physics
department as a teaching assistant, or will be funded out of our main DOE grant. In addition,
travel funds are requested in the second year ($600/student) to allow the undergraduates to
participate in a one-week test beam run at SLAC. Further funds are requested to allow
Torrence to more fully participate in the ILC Machine-Detector Interface activities which are
being held on the machine side. These funds (approx. $2500) would allow Torrence to attend
one additional meeting in Europe or Asia per year, such as the ILC Beam Delivery workshop
scheduled for 20-23 June in London.

Equipment money of $1800 per year is requested to build remaining hardware needed for the
ESA beam tests, including mechanical mounts for the detector and beam line elements to
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be installed in ESA. Some of this money will also be used to construct the second prototype
detector based on a 64 channel PMT which has already been purchased with previous LC
R&D funds.

Two-year budget, in then-year dollars

Item FY2005 FY2006 Total

Graduate Students 20,325 21,494 41,819
Undergraduate Students 12,701 13,336 26,037

Total Salaries and Wages 33,026 34,830 67,856

Equipment 2,266 2,520 4,786
Travel 0 1,512 1,512

International Travel 3,175 3,215 6,390

Total costs (1) 38,467 42,077 80,544

(1) All costs include benefits and 26% overhead
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Project Overview

This proposal seeks to demonstrate that a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer can be built
which is both compatible with the ILC accelerator and can meet the energy measurement
requirements driven by the ILC physics program.

Much of the physics of the future e+e− Linear Collider will depend on a precise measure-
ment of the center-of-mass energy (ECM), the differential dependence of luminosity on energy
(dL/dE), and the relationship between these two quantities and the energy of a single beam
(Ebeam). Studies estimating the precision of future measurements of the top mass[1] and the
higgs mass[2] indicate that a measurement of the absolute beam energy scale of 50 MeV for
a 250 GeV beam (δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 1 − 2 × 10−4) will be necessary to avoid dominating the
statistical and systematic errors on these masses. If precision electroweak measurements be-
come necessary, the requirements on the beam energy measurement are even more stringent.
Studies of a scan of the WW pair production threshold[3] have shown that an experimental
error of 6 MeV may be possible, implying a needed precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 3× 10−5 (and
likely an alteration in accelerator parameters to control dL/dE). Provisions must be made in
the overall accelerator design to provide adequate beamline space for the devices which will
provide these energy measurements. Moving accelerator components well after construction
in order to provide additional space for energy measurement instrumentation is likely to be
both extremely disruptive and extremely expensive. We are in a situation, however, where no
direct energy measurement technique except resonant depolarization (RDP)[4] has provided
an energy determination of sufficient precision. Since RDP will not work in a single-pass
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collider, spectrometer techniques must be developed which meet the specifications demanded
by physics measurements.

Previous experimental requirements on precision energy measurements at electron-based ac-
celerators have led to the development of several techniques. At Jefferson Lab, wire scanners,
etc.[5] have been used to provide a precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 1 × 10−4 at beam energies of
about 4 GeV. At higher energies, dedicated magnetic spectrometers have been constructed.
At the SLC, the WISRD (Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector)[6] was used to mea-
sure the distance between two synchrotron stripes created by vertical bend magnets which
surrounded a precisely-measured dipole that provided a horizontal bend proportional to the
beam energy (∼ 45 GeV). This device reached a precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 2× 10−4, where
the limiting systematic errors were due to the relative alignment between the three dipole
magnets and background issues associated with measuring the precise centroids of the syn-
chrotron stripes. At LEP2, a magnetic spectrometer was incorporated into the LEP ring[7].
A precise map of the magnetic field at a series of excitations allowed a comparison of the
nearly-constant bend angle across a range of LEP beam energies[8]. Since a precise calibra-
tion using RDP at the Z0 pole was possible, the spectrometer provided a relative energy
measurement between this lower point and and physics energies (∼ 100 GeV). In this case,
standard LEP Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) fitted with custom electronics were used to
provide the angle measurement. This spectrometer has provided an energy determination at
LEP2 energies of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 2 × 10−4, where the dominant errors have come from the
stability of the BPM electronics.

As can be seen from the above results, ILC physics may require between a factor of 5 and 10
more precise energy determination than has been achieved with existing techniques. Bridg-
ing this gap is an essentially-technical challenge, where clever engineering solutions to the
problems of nanometer-scale stability and resolution will be necessary. We need to develop
a prototype support and position-monitoring system for the “magnetic spectrometer” op-
tion for Energy measurement, and, coupled with RF-BPM development at LBL and SLAC,
a prototype BPM-based energy spectrometer which can demonstrate the required accuracy
and stability in an electron beam test. The end goal of the proposal is the design of a
magnetic-spectrometer-based Energy Measurement system for the ILC which can reach the
desired precision. The “magnetic spectrometer” option is chosen as the focus primarily be-
cause it may be the only technique capable of achieving this goal in a position upstream of
the Interaction Region, where manipulation of the beam phase space is very restricted.

The need for tests of this nature is becoming critical as the Global Design Effort progresses,
since it directly impacts the design of the ILC Beam Delivery System. As elaborated below,
the allowed emittance growth in the chicane is a primary design parameter and requires
design iteration with the optics experts currently laying out the accelerator components in
this crucial region of the machine. The constraints provided by the available space and the
limits on modifications of the beam parameters drive the stability and resolution requirements
of the spectrometer components. However, if tests show that these tolerances are not feasible,
the accelerator insertion will need to be redesigned. Test beam plans for the near future are
discussed below.

Energy Spectrometer Overview

As summarized in Figure 1, a magnetic spectrometer at the LC will consist of a chicane of
dipoles which deflect the beam for an energy measurement and return it to the lattice. In
order to make an absolute, stand-alone energy measurement, the main dipoles will need to be
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Figure 1: A schematic outline of an accelerator dipole chicane which could accommodate a
BPM-based magnetic spectrometer at a future linear collider. The yellow rectangles denote
possible BPM locations.

turned “off”, in the situation shown at the center of Figure 1. Once the central BPM or BPMs
measure a straight line, the dipoles can be re-energized, and the deflection relative to the initial
straight line can be measured, determining the energy. Cycling the magnets between negative
and positive polarities (“dithering”), as shown in Figure 3 below, cancels several systematic
errors, especially that due to residual magnetic fields for the “straight line” measurement.
Comparisons between the straight-line and “dithered” measurements will also be necessary
to determine some systematic errors. To avoid hysteresis effects during operation, it is most
likely that these dipoles should be super-conducting rather than typical iron dipoles. The
BPMs external to the chicane are necessary to measure the incoming position and angle of
the beam.

In order to make the energy measurement, the BPM response/gain/calibration must be stable
over the time it takes to move the BPM or BPMs between the extrema of their excursions; the
position of each of the BPMs relative to the inertial straight line must be known with sufficient
accuracy and stability; and the BPMs must be able to be moved repeatedly and accurately
over length scales of order 1cm with a precision of tens of nanometers. This proposal seeks
to demonstrate the feasibility of each of these conditions in the context of deriving an overall
design for a BPM-based spectrometer that is consistent with the ILC Beam Delivery lattice.

Prototyping the Mechanical Stability of a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer breaks down into
three natural stages:

1. establishment of a reference “straight line” optical or mechanical system to serve as the
reference line for the energy measurement; demonstration of its stability, sensitivity to
motion, and transverse measurement accuracy

2. design, fabrication, and testing of mechanical support structures and BPM movers to
ascertain their short- and long-term stability

3. addition of a BPM triplet or quadruplet to measure beam position, resolution, and
stability of position in a beam test. A dipole can then be added to prototype a full
spectrometer system.

Before presenting the proposed future research, a review of recent progress is necessary.

Results of Prior Research

Although no funding has been allotted to this effort, the project has made substantial progress.
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This has been driven by the urgency of the technology demonstration, and the need to inter-
face with other R&D efforts, such as the nano-BPM test program at ATF[9].

SLAC End Station A Test Beam

In June 2004 a proposal for a test beam experiment at SLAC’s End Station A was submitted,
with myself as spokesperson[10]. This program, designated T-474, is intended to provide the
opportunity for a complete test of a BPM-based spectrometer system in a multi-year series of
short experiments, and is part of a larger test-beam program envisioned at End Station A[11].
It has as collaborators groups from SLAC, LBL, University College London, and Cambridge
University. This program has now been approved by SLAC; first beam is expected sometime
in early FY06. The initial program will include electronic stability tests of cavity BPMs that
were moved from the front end of the SLAC linac, looking at single and multi-bunch resolution
issues with the expected 337 or 168 ns bunch spacing. Some preliminary tests of mechanical
stability are also envisioned for this year, pending results of STS-2 seismometer[12] studies
scheduled for summer. Subsequent years will see the measurement of the mechanical and
electrical stability and their impact on the ultimate energy resolution of the spectrometer,
and a test of the entire energy measurement system. Monetary support for this effort is
necessary if I am to continue working on this program.
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Figure 2: Left: An overview of the twiss parameters for a 2004 version of the NLC Beam
Delivery System, which is very similar to the forthcoming ILC one. The collimation system
lies at the center of the left figure and the IP at the right; the Energy Spectrometer is around
the 1360 meter mark. Right: A closer view of the Spectrometer region. The total length
of the spectrometer insert here is approximately 37 meters. The large increase in dispersion
here is a small bump on the left plot, with a maximum of 1mm. This set of optics will be
modified in the final design to make the beta functions more symmetric in the Spectrometer
region and to provide larger dispersion.

Interferometric Position Monitoring

At Notre Dame, I have taken delivery of a ZYGO 4004-based interferometer system, originally
purchased by SLAC for the ATF nano-BPM effort. I am in the process of evaluating its
potential usefulness as a device to monitor the local position of a BPM-like mass. By summer,
I expect to have some results and a preliminary design for a “local” optical monitoring system
for a single BPM for use in the End Station A beamline.

Discussions have also begun with the Oxford LiCas[13] group, who are very interested in
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Figure 3: An example of an Energy Spectrometer chicane with a central dispersion of 5mm
and a bend angle of 233 µrad. The length of this chicane is approximately 55 meters. This
version, with longer initial and final dipoles, is being integrated into the ILC lattice.

developing a straightness monitor with nanometer resolution over distances approaching 1
meter transversely.

Optics Design

The exact details of the accelerator optics around the spectrometer have yet to be determined
(see FY2006 deliverables), and, as discussed above, will ultimately depend on the achievable
stability and resolution. A preliminary chicane has be designed by Peter Tennenbaum which
will allow the straight-ahead and deflected beams to pass through to the rest of the accelerator
with an acceptable emittance growth. The details are shown in Figure 2. As designed, this
chicane requires sub-100nm total BPM resolution and stability, which may be too stringent.
We have recently attempted to optimize this design further to relax the constraints on the
position measurement. An example of this is shown in Figure 3, where we have lengthened
the bends at the high dispersion point in order to minimize the emittance growth due to
the emission of synchrotron radiation and have changed the overall length of the chicane to
achieve more position deviation at the central point. A modified version of this example is
being implemented in the Beam Delivery System of the new ILC lattice. The question mark
on the diagram refers to the possibility of adding extra BPMs to over-constrain the beam
position measurement. Redundancy was an important part of the LEP spectrometer design
which turned out to be crucial in the final energy analysis[7]. This remains to be optimized.

Proposed Research

This proposal seeks to continue the line of research begun over the past two years until a
design for the BPM-based spectrometer exists whose parameters have been justified by test
beam data.

This work will include an iterative design procedure which takes into account the constraints
imposed by the parameters of the incoming beam and the induced emittance growth. Chal-
lenges are posed by external parameters, such as incoming beam current, position and angle
jitter, residual magnetic fields, and measuring and monitoring the integrated bend field in
all four dipoles. These effects will be confronted with the available, measured mechanical
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stability and the measured electronic stability and resolution of the BPMs. Only then can a
robust spectrometer with sufficient resolution be designed.

While the overriding concern of this proposal is the ultimate proof-of-principle and design of
the spectrometer itself, the specific focus of the Notre Dame effort is mechanical stability and
monitoring the positions of the beamline components. The establishment of an “straight”
line reference is most easily achieved optically in this case with a laser interferometer, which
can be set up under vacuum to minimize thermal effects. Monitoring of the relative positions
of the BPMs and the optical elements themselves can be achieved using the same techniques
that have been developed for the stabilization of the LC Final Focus quadrupoles at SLAC
and at the University of British Columbia[14] or the LiCas project[13]. We hope to benefit
by close collaboration with these groups. Local position measurements of the BPMs, from
either optical encoders or interferometric systems, will also be necessary, and we will pursue a
suitable solution to this problem as our first priority. Sensitivity tests in our lab at this stage
will require piezo movers of known calibration, and perhaps a capacitive position encoder.
Seismometers such as the STS-2[12] will also be tested for long-term stability.

For the geometry shown in Figures 1 and 3, the required BPM resolution and stability of
measurement is roughly 100-200 nm. Since RF-BPMs with a resolution of 25 nm[15] have
been used at the Final Focus Test Beam at SLAC and at the ATF, the necessary performance
in terms of pure resolution has been achieved. Stability over the measurement time, however,
has yet to be demonstrated. Development at LBL/Berkeley and SLAC will focus on these
issues, as they will provide the RF BPM components which complement the mechanical
systems outlined here. Ample tests of these parameters will be made at SLAC and at ATF
over the coming years. The tantalizing possibility exists that the BPM resolution will be
good enough to make a relative energy measurement along the bunch train for the full ILC
bunch with energy resolution much better than the average energy spread.

A crucial item for this project is the BPM movers. Designers for the magnet support structures
are currently considering a modified version of the FFTB magnet movers[16] to support the
magnetic elements in the Beam Delivery System. These are robust cam-driven movers capable
of positioning with little backlash at a precision of 0.3 µm. A re-design of these movers should
be possible to yield a mover with better precision and the longer travel distance required for
our applications. SLAC designers will act as consultants on the support stand design and
fabrication.

As detailed above, these systems will be subject to repeated testing in the End Station A
beam. Verification of position resolution and stability in a real beamline is essential for the
success of the spectrometer. Many beam-induced effects are possible (and were experienced
in building the LEP Spectrometer), such that significant beam test time will be necessary in
order to iterate on the electronic or mechanical systems if needed. Only then can one arrive
at a final design with sufficient performance. As well as contributing invaluable ideas and
insights throughout the process, our SLAC collaborators will provide logistical support and
coordination for the final stage of the project when beam tests occur, as is specified in the
test beam proposal.

Broader Impact

This project provides an ideal opportunity for students, particularly undergraduates, to gain
hand-on experience working on cutting-edge research. Already, two undergraduates are work-
ing in our lab at Notre Dame setting up the interferometer system, writing the VME data-
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acquisition code, and performing stability tests. The project requests support for summer
stipends for undergraduates to spend time at SLAC working on setting up the test beam
equipment and evaluating hardware, such as the seismometers.

The collaboration formed for this enterprise includes several groups from Europe who will
bring talented students, postdocs, and engineers into the project. This bolsters not only the
project itself but the real international partnerships that have formed to carry out the ILC
design and construction.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources This project will have access to SLAC End
Station A, with ancillary infrastructure provided by SLAC. This includes computing, data
acquisition, rigging, electricity, etc. Our lab at Notre Dame includes a VME-based test station
and an optical table and components for interferometry tests.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables In 2005 initial tests will begin to deter-
mine appropriate methods of measuring the mechanical stability of the BPMs. Seismome-
ters, interferometers, and other encoder methods will be studied. Development of appropriate
movers for the BPM positioning will begin. In parallel, an investigation of the potential lo-
cations of such a device in the accelerator lattice will be explored. The first deliverable is a
conceptual design of an appropriate way to monitor the local position and tilt of a BPM to
sub-100nm precision over long time scales. The second deliverable is a conceptual spectrom-
eter design with an optics deck for the ILC design including the spectrometer chicane. This
prototype design should meet all accelerator constraints and should easily reach the design
goal of 10−4 energy precision subject to the expected stability and resolution.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables The second year of the project will pro-
duce a prototype local position readback system for testing in the End Station A beamline.
Prototype designs for the overall “straightness monitor” will also be developed. The aim of
the End Station A tests in FY2006 will be to demonstrate electric and mechanical stability
in the beam at the 10−4 level. Procedures for measuring and monitoring the BPM gains will
be developed.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables FY2007 will see the installation of a dipole
in the End Station A line for a prototype energy measurement. The straightness monitor, in
whatever form it takes, will be installed. A 10−4 energy measurement will be made, and com-
pared to the synchrotron light spectrometer in the same beamline. Studies of BPM scanning
procedures will be made.

Budget justification: The first year’s experiments involve setting up the optical interfer-
ometer system and making some simple measurements. This will be accomplished by staff
members (not included here) with the help of an undergraduate. Sufficient equipment and
supply funds are included in order to purchase a vacuum system in which to run the interfer-
ometer, and piezo movers for testing. Travel funds sufficient for visiting SLAC are included
in all years.

The second year will involve mechanical design and fabrication of the straightness monitor
prototype and the local position readback system. Costs for engineering (1/3 FTE) and
fabrication are included. Manpower for mounting this effort will come from an undergraduate
student and a full-time graduate student as well as staff (not included).
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This level of staffing continues in the third year, as more components for the position moni-
toring will be needed for the final spectrometer test. As the construction progresses to a final
position measurement system, more and more of the equipment funds are capital equipment,
hence the lower indirect costs.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University of Notre Dame

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professionals 0 30 32 62
Graduate Students 0 22 24 46

Undergraduate Students 3 3 4 10

Total Salaries and Wages 3 55 60 118
Fringe Benefits 0 6 6.4 12.4

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 3 61 66.4 130.4
Equipment 10 30 30 70

Travel 4 4 4 12
Materials and Supplies 6 5 5 16

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 23 100 105.4 228.4
Indirect costs 5 33.5 35.7 74.2

Total direct and indirect costs 28 133.5 141.1 302.6
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Project Overview 
 
Introduction: 
A high (~80%) and precisely known electron beam polarization is considered as a key 
feature at LC to detect and unambiguously interpret new physics signals [1]. Accurate 
measurements of beam polarization will be needed.  The goal for the precision 
polarimetry is 0.25% as explained in [2].  Primary polarimeter is currently envisioned to 
be similar to SLD polarimeter, measuring the asymmetry of Compton-scattered electrons 
near the kinematic edge using a threshold gas Cherenkov counter.  Our goal for this 
proposal is to investigate alternate polarimeter schemes. 
 

i) use of a quartz fiber calorimeter (or counter) for either the Compton-scattered 
gammas or electrons 

ii) W-pair asymmetry using forward W-pairs; determining forward detector 
requirements to do this. 

 
Following the remarkable success of Compton backscattering polarimeters [3] at SLC 
and LEP, this method is a prime choice also at LC [4].  
 
Detection schemes 
The performance of electron polarimeters in the challenging environment at LC will 
crucially depend on the detection schemes for scattered electrons or photons. Quartz 
Fiber Calorimeters [5] have been proposed for a number of applications in extreme 
experimental conditions of very severe radiation levels both at hadron and lepton 
machines. Extensive studies have been carried out for the design of large detectors and 
realistic beam tests on full scale prototypes [6] have been performed recently. In 
particular, the Iowa group has been leading an effort aimed at building a very forward 
QFC (HF) for the CMS experiment at LHC [7] since 1994. The available information and 
know-how collected give evidence that such a type of detector would respond ideally to 
the highest level of requirements for a LC polarimeter, as already demonstrated at SLC 
[8]. QFC are radiation hard at the level of more than 2 Grad. The 0.2 MeV Cerenkov 
threshold makes the detector insensitive to a large fraction of soft radiation. With high-Z 
absorber material (for instance tungsten), the showers corresponding to high energy 
electrons or photons are completely contained in a compact device. Their transverse size 
is so small to provide an excellent position resolution and angle determination. The 
flexibility in the QF arrangement and in the PM readout can be matched to the required 
granularity for space resolution and density for energy resolution. The basic formalism 
for Compton polarimeter is given in Ref [9]. 
 
R&D Program 
Our R&D study of a QFC designed for a LC polarimeter will largely benefit from our 
experience on the QF technology and the calorimetry properties of such devices. We 
gained this experience in the design and tests of the prototypes for the HF calorimeter of 
CMS. This extensive work background means substantial savings of time, efforts and 
costs in case of a specific project for a LC polarimeter detector. We will begin our R&D 
effort with studies and simulations to determine requirements for a QFC polarimeter and 
investigate its systematics. We will compare single and multi-Compton operation, and 
compare electron and gamma measurements. We intend to design and build a prototype 
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QFC module of sub-millimetric granularity using multi-anode PMT (16 or 64 channels) 
for the QF readout. The prototype will be tested over a broad energy range relevant for 
scattered electrons and backward scattered photons. 
 
We propose to perform detailed simulation and engineering studies during the first year, 
to investigate the role of this calorimeter for the electron detection and electron energy 
resolution and photon detection. 
 
We hope to finalize the conceptual design of the polarimeter towards the end of the first 
year, and during the second year, to start design-studies for W-pair asymmetry and we 
will completer Compton polarimeter studies, hardware and beam test in the third year. 
 
Conclusions 
A QFC with optimized granularity and energy resolution for high energy EM Showers 
appears to be an essential component of an electron beam polarimeter at LC. Its 
advantages are radiation hardness, soft background rejection, good localization, and 
directional precision as well as energy resolution. Our group has ample experience with 
this type of detector, as well as with the use of multi-anode PMT [10]. Such accrued 
competence gives us complete confidence in our ability to design, build and test a 
prototype in order to demonstrate its suitability for polarimetry at LC in a timely and 
cost-effective fashion. 
 
Relevant Experience 

• Project leaders Y. Onel and A. Penzo have worked in the field of Experimental 
HEP Spin Physics and polarization for many years.  They invented the “Spin 
Splitter” concept to polarize anti-matter in a storage ring with Robert Rossmanith.  
R. Rossmanith has also developed and designed the LEP polarimeter. 

• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were co-spokesmen for the proposal on Nucleon Spin 
Studies with polarized proton and anti-proton beams at FNAL (E863). 
Onel/Penzo have edited two books in the field of spin/polarization physics, 
namely Spin and Polarization Dynamic in Nucleon and Particle Physics (World 
Scientific, 1990) and Trends in Collider Spin Physics (World Scientific, 1997). 

• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were also involved in the Ultrafast Readout with multi-
anode PMT development RD17 at CERN. 

• Y. Onel and D. Winn have jointly proposed the quartz fiber calorimetry for the 
CMS forward Calorimeter (HF) in January 1994 after prototyping the quartz fiber 
calorimetry using SSC GEM closeout finds.  There are now 6 U.S. and 9 
international institutions (15 in total) in the CMS-HF group. 

 
• The U.S. CMS HF group at Iowa was responsible for: 
1- HF detector prototypes 

a. Engineering design of prototypes and preproduction prototypes and 
manufacturing the modules and components (in the machine shop at 
University of Iowa.) 

b. Engineering design and manufacturing of the Readout box for the 
preproduction modules (in the machine shop at University of Iowa.) 

c. Engineering design and manufacturing of the optical system for the 
preproduction modules. 
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d. Engineering design of the HF calibration system (LASER and LED) and 
development of source calibration systems for the preproduction modules. 

e. Production and engineering design of the HCAL LED drivers (HB, HE, 
HO and HF) and manufacture of prototypes in the electronic shop at the 
University of Iowa. 

2- Selection and purchase of US quartz fibers in addition to the responsibilities of 
procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, quality control at manufacturer 
(CMS IN 2002/028) and delivery schedules and final delivery. 

3- Fiber radiation damage tests and studies at Iowa LIL/CERN facilities 
4- Selection and purchase of Photomultiplier Tubes (PMT’s) in addition to the 

responsibilities of procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, delivery 
schedules and final delivery. 

5- Construction of the CMS-HF IOWA PMT test station facility. 
6- Test and quality control of the HF PMT’s and maintenance of a web-based 

database. 
7- Design and construction of the HF light guides for the first two wedges (2 of 36) 

in the University of Iowa machine shop.  Procurement of the light guide material 
for the remaining 34 wedges. 

8- Design and construction of the source distribution mechanics, including source 
tubing couplers and coupler pins in the (University of Iowa machine shop.) 

   
Deliverables 
We will concentrate on the Monte Carlo simulations in FY05.  We will produce a 
Report/Research Document showing the results and the details of our Monte Carlo 
simulations for the specific geometries and configurations as shown in our proposal to 
design a Cherenkov Calorimeter for LC. 
We will initially focus on the simulations/study necessary for developing the detector 
requirements and estimating systematic errors.  If we are successful in 05, we propose to 
continue with our R&D by constructing a prototype in 06-07.  We will be collaborating 
with the group of Dr. M. Woods/SLAC and Eric Torrence/U. Oregon on this research. 
 
Budget 
Institution Item FY04 FY05 FY06 
Iowa  Partial support for grad. student $6.0k $6.0k $6.0k 
IowaState Partial support for grad. student - - - 
Fairfield Support for undergrad. student $6.0k - - 
Iowa Quartz Fiber (QP) 2km - $5.0k - 
Iowa Copper Absorber - $4.5k - 
Fairfield 5 Multi-anode PMT (H6568) - $9.0k - 
Iowa Engineering - - - 
Iowa Travel $2.0k $2.0k $4.0k 
IowaState Travel - - $4.0k 
Fairfield Travel $2.0k $2.0k $4.0k 
 Indirect cost @ 25.5% $ 4.1k $ 7.3k $ 4.6k 
 Grand total $20.1k $35.8k $22.6k 
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Available equipment: FERA ADC 160 channels, discriminators, DAQ equipment, 1 16-
channel H6568 PMTs, and calibration electronics and equipment to test QF Calorimeter 
(LED systems, Laser systems, PIN diodes systems, and radioactive source calibration) 
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�¢J£^{J.¤oz�J.Y=]¥K�SV\6J�}MJ.Kk^¥`M^ZKM\o]C~@X_\¦yFX[JC�§SM�#�,SM^ZJ.Y=JCJ.\��6JCyMJ.U[SM�;L�J.\4]{Y¥]{��XWY�}MJ.Kk^l]{��Kk]���XWUWU3U[J.KM�(]=S¨K
YZz6O�Y=]{KM\o]{XWKMU�]{�6^{JCJ�}MJ.Kk^ Y©^{J.¤dz6J.Y=]�\6JT�F]©}MJ.Kk^.ax�Y���XWYZQCz�Y{Y=J.��XW\�]{�6J�ª=x�QT]{X[yFX[]{X[J.Y{«£�FJ.QT]{X[SV\�O�J.U[S0�¥~F�#J
��XWUWU3QTSV\�QTJ.\4]=^ Kk]=J¬SV\(JT�d]=^ KMQT]{XW\6`�K�Y{X[`V\�KMU3�9^{SVL]{�6J�JT�6XWY=]{XW\6`��f®f�F¯§�6JCyFXWQTJ±°p]=S±OeJ��pz�UWU[}�XW\�Y=]{KMUWU[J.�
Kk^ZSVz�\����¨J.L¬SM^ZXWKMUF��K.}�²k³M³V�o´{a��¢J��µX_UWU4KMUWY{S���J.Y{X[`V\�K��6JCyFXWQTJf]=S¥L�J.KMY{z6^{J©QTSV�6JC^ZJ.\4]�O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ KM��UWz�\6`
°¶�©Iµ´#Kk]��f®#�6¯¥~6�9SM^��µ��XWQ ��J.¤oz�X[��L�J.\o]�L�SV\6JC}·�µXWUWUeO�J�^{J.¤dz6J.Y=]=J.�¨\�JT�d]©}MJ.Kk^.a
v¸]@��KMYBO�J.QTSVL�J`MJ.\�JC^ZKMUWU[}�KMQCQTJC��]=J.��]{��Kk]@]{�6JO�J.KML�NPO�J.KML¹QTSVU_UWXWY{X[SV\£°�I#I���´���KMY3K�yMJC^{}¥UWKk^Z`MJ\oz�LlO�JC^
SM�#�6JC`M^{JCJ.Y�SM���9^{JCJ.�6SVLº°pS0yMJC^l]¶�#J.\4]t}M~hSM���µ��XWQZ�»Kk]�U[J.KMY=]�¼��,]=JCJ.\(QCKM\(Km½�J.QT]�]{�6J�U_z�L¬XW\6SVYZX[]¶}±Kk]�]{�6J
� ³4¾"U[JCyMJ.Up´{~BKM\��»]{��Kk]�L�J.KMY{z�^ZXW\6`�KMY�L¬KM\o}¨SM�]{��J.LRKMY���SVY{YZX[O�U[J�XWY�QT^Zz�QCXWKMU@]=S±]{�6J�Y{z�QCQTJ.Y{Y�SM�¿]{�6J
vÁÀ3��a4Â��6JµL¬J.KMY{z6^{J.L�J.\o]KM\���QTSV\4]=^ZSVU�SM��O�J.KML�NPO�J.KMLÄÃ{X[]=]=JC^.~dKM\���]{�6J���X[^{J.QT]L¬J.KMY{z6^{J.L�J.\o]�SM���fKk|MJ
¼�J.UW��JT½eJ.QT]{Y¿Kk]�]{�6J©vÁ\4]=JC^ZKMQT]{XWSV\¬Å3SVXW\4]�°pvÁÅ©´hKk^ZJ©]{�6J�UWKk^{`MJ.Y=]�X_Y{Y{z6J.YuXW\�]{�6J�L¬X_\���Y@SM�eL¬KM\o}M~4O;z6]u]{�6JC^{J
Kk^ZJfL£KM\4}�SM]{�6JC^���SM]=J.\4]{XWKMUdJT½�J.QT]{YCa�Æ4z�Y=]uOo}lUWSoSM|FXW\6`�Kk]�FÀ3�s��XWY{]=SM^{}¥SV\6Jf¼�\���Y@K��6SVY=]uSM�ez�\6�9SM^{J.Y=JCJ.\
��^{SMO�U[J.L¬Yf����XWQZ�±X_\�QCUWz��6J�z�\6JT�F��J.QT]=J.�±O�J.KML%U[J.\6`M]{��Y�KM\��±Y{XW\�`VU[JTN¶Kk^ZLÇ�pKMz�U[]¶}�O�J.KMLÈSM��]{X_QCYCa
Âµ�6J�O�J.\6JC¼�]{Y©SM�uK�yMJC^{}�]{�6SM^{SVz�`V��L�J.KMY{z6^ZJ.L�J.\4]©SM�u]{�6J�I#I��ÄKk^ZJlKk]µU[J.KMY=]µ]{�6^{JCJC�9SVUW��É

� a�]{��J¬Y{��Kk��JM~hY{X[ÊCJ¬KM\��(^{J.UWKk]{X[yMJ¬U[SFQCKk]{X[SV\¢SM�#J.KMQZ�ËO�J.KMLÌKk]�]{�6J¬vÁÅÍKk^{J¬]{��J¬z�U[]{XWL¬Kk]=J�¼�`Vz�^{JV°�YT´
SM�¥L¬JC^ZX[]£SM��]{��J¨vÁÀ3��a#x��6ykKM\�QTJ.Y·XW\ÎU_z�L¬XW\6SVYZX[]¶}Ï�µXWUWUfO�J���SVY{YZX[O�U[J±SV\�UW}ÐXW��]{��J¨O�J.KML�NPO�J.KML
L£XWY{L¬Kk]{Q �6J.Y�Kk^{J¢QTSM^{^{J.QT]{U[}Î��XWKk`V\6SVY=J.��a$v¸�¥\6SM]C~µSM��JC^ZKk]=SM^ZY·�µX_UWU���K0yMJ»]=SÐ]=^{}HO;UWXW\��HSM��]{XWQCKMU
]{z�\�XW\6`��µ��X_QZ��~6`VX[yMJ.\�]{�6J¥QTSVL���U[JT�6X[]t}·SM�3]{�6JlL£KMQZ��XW\�JM~�XWYf��^{SMO�KkO;U[}��6SM��J.U[J.YZYCa

²da�]{��J���SVY{Y{X[O�X_UWX[]¶}�]=S�QTSM^{^{J.UWKk]=Jµ��^{J.QCXWY=J©O�J.KML�NPO�J.KML§SMO;Y=JC^{ykKkO�U[J.Y�]=S¥ykKk^ZX[SVz�Y�L¬KMQZ��XW\6J©SM^¿L£Kk`V\6JC]
ykKk^ZXWKkO;U[J.Y�YZ�6SVz�UW�Ë]=^{J.L�J.\��6SVz�Y{U[}�Y{XWL¬��UWX[�9}»L£KMQZ��XW\�J·�6JCyMJ.UWSM��L�J.\o]Ca��fSM^{^{J.UWKk]{X[SV\ÏQTSdJCÑ£QCX[J.\o]{Y
O�JC]t�¿JCJ.\¬IfI��sSMO�Y=JC^ZymKkO�UWJ.Y3KM\���L£KMQZ��XW\�J¿ykKk^ZXWKkO�UWJ.Y3QCKM\�O�JfQTSVL���z6]=J.����X[^{J.QT]{U[}¥KM\���KMz6]=SVL£Kk]ÁN
X_QCKMUWU[}M~�KM\��¨��XW`V�¦QTSM^{^ZJ.UWKk]{X[SV\�Y�Kk^{J�]{�6J.\¨Ò;Kk`M`MJ.�¦Od}±]{�6J�Y=SM�9]¶�fKk^{JMa�Â���Kk]�KMU_U[S0�µY�XW\o]=JC^{yMJ.\o]{X[SV\
SV\¨]{�6J¥QTSM^{^{J.QT]�L¬KMQZ��XW\6J¥QTSVL���SV\6J.\o]{YC~�KM\��¨X[]�KMUWY=S£KMU_U[S0�µY�]{�6JlL¬KMQ ��XW\6J¥Y{X_L�z�U_Kk]{X[SV\�Y=SM�,]t�#Kk^ZJ
]=S£OeJ�ykKMY=]{U[}�Y{XWL¬��UWX[¼�J.�Ba

� aµK���^{J.QCXWY=J�L�J.KMYZz6^{J.L�J.\o]�SM�;]{��J©OeJ.KML�`MJCSVL¬JC]=^ZXWQCKMU6��Kk^ KML�JC]=JC^ZY�°p]{�6J.XW^ � NP�ÓY{X[ÊCJ.YC~4KM\����eSVYZY{X[O�U[J
\�SV\FNP`VKMz�Y{Y{X_KM\¢QTSVL���SV\6J.\4]{YC´µ��^{J.��X_QT]{Y�]{��J�OeJ.KML£Y=]=^ZKM��UWz�\6`·KM\��¢��XWY=^Zz���]{X[SV\¦��Kk^ZKML�JC]=JC^ZY¥��^{JTN
QCX_Y=J.U[}Ma¿Âµ�6J.Y=J¥XW\�]{z6^ \±��^{S7ydXW��J��9z�\���KML�J.\o]{KMUBXW\6��z�]¿]=S�]{�6Jl�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^�°pOo}���^ZS0yFXW��XW\6`�K¬��^{J.QCXWY=J
��^{J.��XWQT]{X[SV\»�9SM^�]{�6J¬Ô4ÕfÖmÔ4×Ø]{KMXWUp´�KM\��(]{�6J¬��S0�µ\�Y{]=^{J.KML"��Kk^{]�SM�#]{�6J¬L¬KMQ ��XW\6J±°pOd}¦��^ZS0yFXW��XW\6`
]{��JlKM\6`Vz�UWKk^���X[yMJC^{`MJ.\�QTJ¥SM�u]{�6J¥��XWY=^Zz6��]=J.��O�J.KML�´{a
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x ��^{SM��JC^©z�\���JC^ZY=]{KM\���X_\6`¥SM�3]{�6J��eSM]=J.\o]{XWKMU�SM�@J.KMQZ�¨IfI��Ä�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^�XWY©KMUWY=S�SM�h��^ZXWL¬Kk^{}�XWL���SM^{]{KM\�QTJ
Kk]]{�6J���UWKM\�\�XW\6`�U[JCyMJ.U�a�F�6SVz�U_���#Jµ�6J.L¬SV\�Y=]=^ZKk]=JM~o�,SM^�JT�6KML���UWJM~V]{��Kk]�¼��9]=JCJ.\¬XW\��6JC��J.\��6J.\o]3L�J.KMYZz6^{JTN
L¬J.\4]{Y�Kk^{J¬�9J.KMY{X[O�U[J��9SM^l]{�6J¬IfI���~B]{��Kk]l�6JC]=J.QT]{X[SV\sXWY��pKMX[^ZU[}»Y=]=^ZKMX[`V�o]=�,SM^Z�#Kk^Z�B~@KM\��(�µ��Kk]¥]{�6JC}¢Kk^{J
Y{J.\�Y{X[]{X[yMJ�]=S6~B]{��J.Y=J�¼�\���X_\6`VYµ�#SVz�UW�(QCKMY{QCKM��J¬]{�6^{SVz6`V�»]{�6J�J.\o]{X[^{J�vÁÀ3�¹SM^{`VKM\�XWÊ.Kk]{X[SV\�~hKM\��(��^{S0yFXW�6J
O;KMY{XWQ�XW\6�;z6]¿]=S�SM]{�6JC^��#SM^{|FXW\6`�`M^{SVz6�;Y�Y{z�Q ��KMY©]{�6J¥�fKk|MJl¼�J.UW��`M^{SVz6�Ba
�F]{z��6}FXW\6`¬]{�6J�IfI��¹X_Y�\6SM]�SV\�U[}�QTJ.\o]=^ZKMU3]=S�]{�6J�v¸Àu�ÓJT½�SM^{]C~�X[]�XWY�KMU_Y=S£yMJC^{}»QTSVL���UWX_QCKk]=J.��a��dJC^ X[SVz�Y
��JCyMJ.U[SM��JC^ZY�Y{�6SVz�UW��KMQCQTJC��]]{��Kk]Y=]{z��6}FXW\6`�]{�6J�I#I�� Kk]�]{�6J�vÁÀ3�s�µX_UWUdOeJ�K¥^{J.KMU�]{XWL¬J�KM\�KMU[}FY{XWYuJT½�SM^{]C~
��X[]{��K¬�6JCyMSM]=J.�»KM\�KMU[}FY{XWYf`M^ZSVz6�B~�^ZXWymKMUWX_\6`�X_\�QTSVL���U[JT�6X[]t}�KM\���L¬KM\6��S0�#JC^�]{�6J�L�SVY=]�QTSVL¬��U[JT�±��Kk]{K
KM\�KMU[}dY{J.Y©SM��K���Kk^{]{XWQCUWJ��;�4}FY{XWQCYfJT�F��JC^ZXWL�J.\o]Ca
Âµ�6J¬JT½�SM^{]lSM�fSVz6^�`M^{SVz6�B~uX[�#�9z�U_U[}¦Y{z�QCQTJ.Y{Y=�pz�U�~B�µX_UWUu��^{S7ydXW��J¬KkOeSVz�]l��KMU[�#SM�©]{�6J¬��SVY{Y{XWO�U[J�XW\��6JC��J.\FN
��J.\4]���Kk]{KF~�KM\��sSM��QTSVz6^ZY=J·]{�6J�Kk]=]=J.\���KM\o]���Kk^Z�6�fKk^{J�KM\��ÏY=SM�9]¶�fKk^{JMa¢Â��6J¬]t�¿S¢L�JC]{��Sd��Y�SM�µIfI��
��JC]=J.QT]{X[SV\s��XWY{QCz�Y{Y{J.�¢�6JC^{J£Kk^{J�QTSV\�QTJC��]{z�KMUWUW}(\�JC� QTSVL���Kk^{J.�Ë]=S¨]{�6J�L�JC]{�6SF��Y¥J.Y=]{KkO;UWXWY{�6J.�¢Kk]�]{�6J
�6À3��~��JC]=J.QT]{XW\6`Ë]{��J¨O�J.KML�NPO�J.KML �6JCÒ�J.QT]{X[SV\ � ��� KM\��ÎY=]{z���}dXW\�`¢]{�6J¦��XW`V�HJ.\6JC^{`M}HO�J.KML¬Y=]=^ KM��UWz�\6`
QTSVL¬�eSV\�J.\4] � ² � a
��K0}d\�J��d]{Kk]=J�XWY�]{�6J�Y{SVU[J�X_\�Y=]{X[]{z6]{XWSV\¨XW\¦]{�6J��¿SM^ UW�¦��JCyMJ.U[SM��XW\6`·�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^ZY¥KM\��¦L�JC]{��Sd��Y�]=S±Y=]{z���}
]{��J�UWS0�ÇJ.\6JC^{`M}ÏQTSVL���SV\6J.\4]�SM��OeJ.KML£Y=]=^ZKM��UWz�\6` � ����� ��� � aËÂ���J·KM�6ykKM\o]{Kk`MJ.Y¬SM�µz�YZXW\6`¦UWS0�ÈJ.\6JC^{`M}
QTSVL¬�eSV\�J.\4]{YC~;QTSVL���Kk^{J.�±]=S�]{�6J¥QCUWKMY{YZXWQCKMU�~���X[`V��J.\�JC^{`M}���Kk^{]©SM�3]{�6JlY=��J.QT]=^Zz�L�~FKk^ZJMÉ

� a�]{��J¬��SVY{Y{X[O�X_UWX[]¶}�]=S¨z�Y=J�]{�6J¬UWKk^{`MJC^�KM\6`Vz�UWKk^l��X[yMJC^{`MJ.\�QTJ�SM�fU[S0� J.\6JC^{`M}(O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ZKM��U_z�\6`�QTSVL�N
�;Kk^{J.�·]=S�U[S7�ÄJ.\6JC^{`M}�Y{}d\�Q �6^{SM]=^{SV\�^ZKM��X_Kk]{X[SV\�au��Kk]{K��,^{SVL SVz6^©¯
	��¹JT½�SM^{]©Kk]©�f®f�F¯ÄKMU[^{J.KM�6}
X_\���XWQCKk]=J�]{��Kk]µ]{��XWY©L�JC]{�6SF�±�#SM^{|FY©�¿J.U_U�a

²da�]{��J���SVY{Y{XWO�XWUWX[]t}�]=S�L�J.KMY{z�^{J�]{��J�^ZKM��XWKk]{X[SV\���SVUWKk^ X[Ê.Kk]{X[SV\Ï°�XW\���^ KMQT]{XWQTJM~�XW\¨]{��J�yFXWY{X[O;U[J�SM^�\6J.Kk^
X_\6�,^ Kk^{J.��´{~4����XWQZ�·KMU[^{J.KM��}¬J.\�KkO�U[J.Y¿��S0�#JC^{�pz�U���X_Kk`V\6SVY=]{XWQCY ��� � ~FOd}£L�J.KMY{z�^ZXW\6`��,SVz6^fXW\���JC�eJ.\��6J.\4]
��JC`M^{JCJ.Y�SM�u�9^{JCJ.�6SVL±a

� a�]{��JlyMJC^{}¨��X[`V��Y{X[`V\�KMU NP]=SkNPO�KMQ{|d`M^{SVz�\��¨^ZKk]{XWS�XW\±]{��J�L¬X_QT^{S0�fK.yMJ�^{JC`VX[SV\�~;�µ�6J.\¨]{�6Jl]t�¿S·O�J.KML¬Y
Kk^ZJ¥Sk½�Y{JC] � � � ~���z�J�]=S£]{�6J¥SV\�Y=JC]µSM�3QTSV�6JC^ZJ.\�QTJMa

� a�]{��Jµ��X[^{J.QT]�L�J.KMYZz6^{J.L�J.\o]�SM��J.KMQZ�¬O�J.KML UWJ.\6`M]{��~VXW\�]{�6J�L£XWQT^{S0�fK.yMJ�^{JC`VX[SV\ � � � a�Âµ�6J©L¬XWQT^{S7�#K0yMJ
�;Kk^{]¿SM�h]{�6J�Y{�eJ.QT]=^ z�L ��^ZS0yFXW�6J.Y#Kk]#U[J.KMY{]#KM\6SM]{��JC^#�9SVz6^f�6JC`M^{JCJ.YfSM�B�9^{JCJ.�6SVL�~oSM�B����XWQZ��Kk]©U[J.KMY=]
]{��^{JCJlKk^{JlX_\��6JC��J.\��6J.\o]¿SM�3]{�6SVY=Jl��^{S0yFXW�6J.��Od}·]{�6J¥yFXWY{X[O�UWJ���Kk^Z]©SM�3]{��J¥Y=��J.QT]=^Zz�L±a

�da��#J¨O�J.UWXWJCyMJ±]{��Kk]£]{�6JC^ZJ¨Kk^{J¦L¬SM^{J¨XW\���JC�eJ.\��6J.\4]�SMO�Y{JC^{ymKkO;U[J.Y�]=SËO�J���KM�Î�,^ZSVL XWL¬Kk`VX_\6`¢]{�6J
L£XWQT^{S0�fK.yMJ���Kk^{]µSM��]{�6JlY=��J.QT]=^Zz�L�a#x��6JC¼�\�X[]{X[yMJ¥QTSV\�QCUWz�Y{X[SV\�KkO�SVz6]©]{��X_Yµ\6JCJ.��Y��6JC]{KMXWU[J.�¨Y{XWL�N
z�UWKk]{X[SV\�a

�¢J�Kk^{J¬KM�6ykKM\�QCXW\6`�XW\»SVz6^¥z�\���JC^ZY=]{KM\���X_\6`£SM�¿]{�6J��f®#�6¯�ydXWYZX[O�U[J��mXW\��,^ZKk^ZJ.�±O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ZKM��U_z�\6`��6JC]=J.QwN
]=SM^0~uKM\��¢]{�6J£O�J.KML�QCz6^{^{J.\o]{Y¥Kk^{J�^ZX[`V�o]l\6S0� `MJC]=]{XW\6`¦]=S¨�µ�6JC^ZJ¬�¿J�JT�d��J.QT]=J.�Ë]=S¨J.Y=]{KkO�U_XWY{��K¨¼�^ZY=]
YZX[`V\�KMU�° � ³ML¬x ��JC^·O�J.KML�´{a I#J.QCKMz�Y=J¢]{�6J(Y{X[`V\�KMU�XWY���^{SM��SM^{]{XWSV\�KMU�]=SÐ]{�6J¢QCz6O�J»SM�¥]{�6J¢QCz6^{^{J.\o]C~
JCyMJ.\ÎK(�9KMQT]=SM^¬SM��]¶�#SËL¬Kk]=]=JC^ Y�°�Y=JCJ��X[`VYCa � KM\��Î�¦O�J.U[S0��´{as�¢J¨��K0yMJ�KMUWY=S(O�JCJ.\HY{U[S0�#J.�H�6S7�µ\
Od}¨XW\�Y=]{KkO�XWUWXW]{X[J.Y©XW\¦SVz6^�X_\6�,^ Kk^{J.������SM]=SVL�z�UW]{X[��UWX[JC^ Y©�µ��XWQ �¨Kk^{J�QCz6^Z^{J.\4]{UW}�z�\��6JC^�Y=]{z��6}Ma�v¸\¦yFX[JC� SM�
SVz�^�#J.UWU NPJ.Y=]{KkO�U_XWY{�6J.��L�J.KMY{z�^{J.L�J.\o]{YSM��O�KMQZ|o`M^{SVz�\���Y�KM\��£��SVXW\4]{X_\6`�QCKk��KkO�XWUWXW]¶}M~V�#J�Kk^{Jµ��^{SFQTJCJ.��XW\6`
��X[]{��]{�6J�QTSV\�Y=]=^Zz�QT]{X[SV\�SM�@]{��J��9z�U_U;�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^�°p]{�6J���^{J.Y{J.\4]�Y=}FY=]=J.L%��KMY � �k²�]{�6J�SM��]{XWQCY©KM\�� � � � ]{�6J
�;�6SM]=SM]{z6O�J.YT´{a
Âµ��XWY¬��^{SM��SVY{KMUµQTSVz�U_�Î��K0yMJ(UWSoSM|MJ.�jKËU[SM]���X ½�JC^{J.\o]�X[��X[]·QTSVz�UW� ��K.yMJ(O�JCJ.\ÎY=J.\o]·]=Ss]{�6J¦�9z�\���XW\6`
Kk`MJ.\�QCX[J.Y©XW\£Y{JC��]=J.LlO�JC^.a��SM^#]{��J�]{XWL¬J�O�J.XW\6`l�¿J�^{J.¤dz6J.Y=]#�9z�\���XW\6`��9SM^fSV\6J�}MJ.Kk^fSV\�UW}Ma��¢J��;UWKM\�\6J.��~
X_\¦Y{z�L¬L�JC^�²k³M³V�d~�]=S���K.yMJ�KM\(KMUWUBSVz6]�JT½�SM^{]�]=S���JC]=J.QT]�yFXWY{XWO�U[J�O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ZKM��UWz�\6`¬�9SM^�]{�6J�¼�^ZY=]�]{XWL�JM~
KM\���]=S£Y=]{z��6}�]{�6J¥�9J.KMY{X[O�XWU_X[]¶}¬SM��K£QTSV�6JC^{J.\o]µO�J.KML¬Y=]=^ZKM��UWz�\6`��6JC]=J.QT]=SM^��,SM^��f®#�6¯¥a;�dSVL�J�KMQT]{X[ydXW]{X[J.Y
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L£K.}±��K.yMJl]=S¬O�J¥KM\4]{XWQCXW��Kk]=J.��]=S¬]{�6JlY{��^ZXW\6`�XW\·yFX[JC�ÍSM�uK��eSVYZY{X[O�U[J�Y{z�L£L�JC^��f®#�6¯ÍY{�dz6]{�6S0��\�a¿��\
YZz�QCQTJ.Y{Y=�pz�UWU[}·QTSVL���U[JC]{X_\6`�]{�6SVY=J¥]{KMY=|FYC~��#J¥�µX_UWUe^{J.¤oz�J.Y=]�K¬Y{z6O;Y=]{KM\4]{X_KMU�~F]{�6^{JCJ¥}MJ.Kk^ZYµ`M^ZKM\o]Ca
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Hollow mirror imaging system for detection of beamstrahlung radiation 
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� a �X[`6a � YZ�6S0�µY�]{��J���X ½�JC^{J.\4]�QTSV�6JC^ZJ.\4]�J.\���KM\�QTJ.L�J.\o]{Y
���6J.\±]{�6J�O�J.KML¬Y���K.yMJ�z�\6J.¤oz�KMU��6J.X[`V�o]Ca

Âµ��XWY�XWY�KMU[^{J.KM�6}¨K��;�6J.\6SVL�J.\6SV\¦�µX[]{�»��S0�#JC^{�pz�U3XW\�Y{X[`V�o]�XW\¨]{��J�IfI���~�O�z6]�]{�6JC^ZJ�X_YµSV\6J���SM]=J.\o]{XWKMU
O�^{J.Kk|o]{��^{SVz6`V�¦OeJC}MSV\��¨]{�6J�Y{XWL¬��U[JlKM\�KMUW}dY{X_Y�SM�¯µJC�ta � � � a�xf]�L¬XWQT^{S7�#K0yMJ��fK.yMJ.UWJ.\6`M]{��~BKM\��¦�,SM^�yMJC^{}
L¬Sd�6J.Y{]¿O�J.KML�NPO�J.KML Sk½�Y{JC]C~6]{�6J�^ZJ.QTSM^Z�6J.��L¬XWQT^{S7�#K0yMJ�^ZKM��XWKk]{XWSV\£XWY#XW\��9KMQT]f]{�6J�XWL¬Kk`MJ�SM�B]{�6J�IfI���~
��X[]{��JT�F��J.QT]=J.�Ï\�JC`VUWX[`VX[O�UWJ�O�KMQ{|d`M^{SVz�\���YCa¨Â��6J·XWL¬Kk`MJ�QTSVz�UW��~3��SM]=J.\4]{X_KMUWU[}M~u��^{SF��z�QTJ£Y{JCyMJC^ZKMUfL�SM^{J
SMO;Y=JC^{ykKkO�U[J.Y¥SM��X_\4]=JC^{J.Y{]Ca�Â��6JC^{J£X_Yl\6S»Y=SM�,]t�#Kk^ZJ·K0ymKMXWU_KkO�U[J¬]=S»Y=]{z��6}(]{�6J.Y=J����6J.\6SVL¬J.\�KF~@����XWQZ�sXWY
���4}�XW\�]{�6Jl\�JT�d]��dJ.QT]{XWSV\��#J���^{SM��SVY=J�]=S¬��^ X[]=J¥Y=SVL�JMa
x�\¢XWL¬Kk`MJ�SM�¿]{�6J�I#I���QCKM\(O�J�SMO�]{KMXW\6J.�»�9^{SVL]{�6J���X[`V�»J.\6JC^Z`M}¨��Kk^{]�SM�¿]{�6J�^ZKM��XWKk]{X[SV\B~���S0�#JCyMJC^
]{��JC^{J£Kk^{J¬Y=JCyMJC^ZJ�QTSV\�Y=]=^ KMXW\4]{Yl��z6J�]=S¨��X[`V�(��S7�¿JC^.~@JT�d]=^ZJ.L�J¬^ZKM��XWSVKMQT]{X[ydXW]¶}M~h]{��J¬XW\4]=JC^Z�,JC^{J.\�QTJ��µX[]{�
]{��J�O�J.KML ��z�L��B~3K¦L¬X_Y{Y{X[SV\FN¶QT^ X[]{XWQCKMU��6JCyFXWQTJM~�KM\���]{��J·z�\�QTJC^{]{KMXW\o]{X[J.YlXW\��6JC^{J.\o]¥]=S»L¬J.KMY{z6^ZXW\�`�]{�6J
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Offset/(σ)
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C
1

λ/σz=1

λ/σz=2

λ/σz=4

CB ratio of yields,

σz2=0.8σz1

�X[`Vz6^{J � É��fIÍ^ZKk]{X[S·SM�}FX[J.UW��Y�°pOeJ.KML � yMJC^ZY{z�Y�O�J.KML"²o´fKMY�K��9z�\�QT]{X[SV\�SM�¿]{�6J�OeJ.KML�NPOeJ.KMLØSk½�Y=JC]Ca�Â��6J
Y{XWL�z�UWKk]{XWSV\�YfQTSV\���X[]{X[SV\�Y©Kk^{Jl�6J.Y{QT^ X[O�J.�·X_\ uXW`6a¿²d~�O�z6] 
 ��� �Ó² � ��� L±a

^ KM��XWKk]{X[SV\Ë�µX[]{��XW\¢Y{SVL�J�Y=SM^Z]�SM��QCKMU[SM^ XWL�JC]=JC^.a�x�UWY=S�]{��J�Y=J.\�YZX[]{X[yFX[]{X[J.Y�]=S¦OeJ.KML�NPOeJ.KML���Kk^ZKML¬JC]=JC^ZY
Kk^ZJ¥yMJC^{}±��X ½�JC^{J.\o]Ca
xf]]{��XWY�]{XWL¬J#]{��JµL�SVY=]�z6^Z`MJ.\4]Y{]=JC�£XWYu]=SlKMY{Y{J.Y{Y�]{�6J©�9J.KMY{X[O;XWUWX[]t}¥SM��K�L¬XWQT^{S7�#K0yMJ��6JC]=J.QT]=SM^fKk]#�f®f�F¯¥~
]=S±��^{S0yMJ¬]{��J���^ZXW\�QCX[�;U[JMa¥¯�JC�¸a � � � �9SM^{J.QCKMY=]{Y¥K±UWKk^Z`MJ¬Y{X[`V\�KMU3�9SM^��#K0yMJ.U[J.\6`M]{��YlOeJC]t�¿JCJ.\s²�KM\�����QCL±a
Âµ�6J�SV\�U[}¬��^ZSMO�U[J.L¬Y¿�µ��XWQ ��Kk^ZJ�Y{JCJ.\±Kk]©]{��XWY#]{XWL�J�QTSV\�QTJC^Z\±�6S7�Ó]=S¬L¬XW\�X_L¬KMUWU[}�Y{��X[J.U_�¬�9^{SVLÇ]{�6J�¯ 
\�SVXWY=J�Od}�]{�6JlOeJ.KML�a�Â���XWY©Y=]=JC�¨SM�3�9J.KMY{X[O;XWUWX[]t}£Y=]{z��6}��µXWUWUeO�J�]{Kk|MJ.\¨X_\¨�Fz�L¬L�JC^µ²k³M³V�da

�B/pE¢>@*9+65m/,8e:h- �
Âµ�6J¨JT�6XWY=]{XW\�`ËY=SM�9]¶�fKk^{J(]=SÏY{X_L�z�U_Kk]=J�]{�6J(I#I�� KM\��jKk]=]=J.\���KM\o]·O�J.KML¬Y{]=^ZKM��UWz�\�`6~©����vÁ��®¿xÌÅ�v{�
KM\��s�fx�v¸��~BXWY�SM�©UWX[]=]{U[J�z�Y{J��,SM^¥SVz�^���^{SmÃ=J.QT]Ca£I#SM]{����^{SM`M^ KML¬YC~h�6S7�¿JCyMJC^0~@��^ZS0yFXW�6J�K±��UWKk]=�9SM^ZL�9SM^
��JCyMJ.U[SM��L�J.\o]�SM�¥KÏY=SM�9]¶�fKk^{J(]{��Kk]·�¿SVz�U_� ��^{S7ydX_�6J���^{J.��XWQT]{X[SV\�Y��9SM^�KMUWU�]{�6J»���6J.\�SVL�J.\�K�]{��^{SVz6`V�
����XWQZ��]{��JlIfI©�ÍQCKM\±O�J�SMO�Y=JC^{yMJ.�Ba
Âµ�6J¬�6JCyMJ.U[SM��L¬J.\4]�SM�fY{z�Q ��K±Y=SM�9]¶�fKk^{J¬`MSdJ.Y¥�#J.UWU3OeJC}MSV\��¢SVz6^¥Y=��J.QCX[¼�Q�\6JCJ.��YC~hKM\��(�#SVz�UW�(XW\(�pKMQT]
Y{JC^{yMJ�]{�6J�QTSVL£L�z�\�X[]¶}¨Kk]�UWKk^{`MJMa �X[^ZY=]{UW}M~;�µXW]{�¦Y{z�QZ�»K�Y=SM�9]¶�fKk^{J�SV\6J��#SVz�UW��O�J�KkO�U[J�]=S�KMYZY=J.Y{Y�]{�6J
��^{SmÃÁJ.QT]=J.�s|F\6S0�µUWJ.�6`MJ¬SM�f]{�6J�IfI��§X_\4]=JC^ZKMQT]{XWSV\�a�v¸]�X_Y¥XWL���SM^{]{KM\o]C~h�9SM^lJT�6KML���U[JM~@]=S¦U[JC]l]{�6J£�fKk|MJ
¼�J.UW��Y��¿SM^Z|dXW\�`·`M^ZSVz6�(|d\6S7�§]{��Kk]�]{�6J�O�J.KML]{KMXWU3�µXWU_U¿°pSM^��µX_UWU@\�SM]T´�OeJ�L�J.KMY{z�^{J.�¢��X[^{J.QT]{UW}¨XW\»]{�6J
IfI���a
À@X[|MJC�µXWY{JM~�]{�6J·QTSVL£L�z�\�X[]¶}Ï��KMY�OeJCJ.\ÏY{z6���eSM^Z]{X[yMJ£SM�µL�z�U[]{XW��U[J£L�J.KMYZz6^{J.L�J.\o]{Y�SM��]{�6J±Y{KML�J±IfI��
¤dz�KM\o]{X[]¶}Ï°�Y{K.}M~@]{�6J�O�J.KML�NPO�J.KMLyMJC^{]{XWQCKMUuSk½�Y=JC]T´�SV\(`MJ.\6JC^ZKMUu��^ XW\�QCX[��UWJ.YCa�Ifz6]�]{�6J�^{J.KMU�X_\4]=JC^{J.Y{]�SM�
L�z�U[]{XW��U[J�L�J.KMY{z�^{J.L�J.\o]{Y¿XWY¿]{��Kk]¿]{�6JC}£��K0yMJ�Y=SVL¬J.�6S0�Ó��X ½�JC^{J.\o]Y=J.\�YZX[]{X[yFX[]{X[J.Y�]=S�]{�6J�YZKML�J�¤dz�KM\o]{X[]¶}
���6J.\�]{�6J�O�J.KMLØYZ��Kk��JlQZ��KM\�`MJ.YCaµ��Kk|MJ�¼�J.UW��YC~;X[��Y{XW`V\�X[¼�QCKM\o]C~�Kk^{J�O�SVz�\��±]=S·��^{SF��z�QTJlK��#J.KMU[]{�¨SM�
QTSVL¬��U[JT�±O�J.KML%Y{��Kk��J.YCa©�dS¬]{�6Jl�o}d�eSM]{��J.Y{XWYfSM����X ½�JC^{J.\o]µY=J.\�Y{XW]{X[ydXW]¶}¦°p����XWQZ�¨XWY3Ã{z�Y=]µKM\��o}d�eSM]{��J.Y{XWY
^ X[`V�4]�\�S0��´¿\�JCJ.��Y©]=S¬O�J�JCykKMUWz�Kk]=J.�±]{�6SM^ZSVz6`V��U[}Ma

�
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Offset/(σ)

C
λ/σz=2, Beam 1
λ/σz=2, Beam 2
λ/σz=8, Beam 1
λ/σz=8, Beam 2

CB enhancement,
σy1/σy2=3

�X[`Vz6^ZJ � É#�FKML�J¥KMY uXW`6a¿²d~�O�z6] 
�
�
�Ó�V�m\�L�a

Âµ�6JC^{JC�9SM^{J��#J�µXWU_U7JCyMJ.\o]{z�KMUWUW}���^{SM��SVY=J�]=S���JCyMJ.U[SM��Y{z�QZ�lKµ��^{SM`M^ZKML KM\���]=S�SMO�]{KMXW\¥]{��J�]{�6J��9SVUWU[S7�µXW\6`
^ZJ.Y{z�U[]{YCÉ

� ����Kk]�XW\6�9SM^ZL¬Kk]{X[SV\ÐQCKM\HO�J·JT�d]=^ZKMQT]=J.�Î�,^ZSVLº]{�6J��eSVYZY{X[O�U[J·XWL¬Kk`VXW\�`»SM��]{�6J�IfI�� XW\Ï]{�6J�L¬X N
QT^ZS0�fK.yMJ���Kk^{]�SM�3]{�6JlY=��J.QT]=^Zz�L �

� ��S0� �6S¢U[S7�ÈJ.\6JC^{`M}Ï��Kk^{]{XWQCUWJ.Y·°p�;KMX[^ZY�QT^{J.Kk]=J.� Od}ËO�J.KML¬Y{]=^ZKM��UWz�\�`6~�KM\��Ð��Kk^{]{XWQCUWJ.Y�]{��Kk]¬U[SVY=]
L�z�Q ��SM�3]{�6J.X[^�J.\6JC^Z`M}�]=S¬O�J.KML¬Y{]=^ZKM��UWz�\�`�^ KM��XWKk]{X[SV\�´�Km½�J.QT]µ]{�6J�U[S0�ÍJ.\�JC^{`M}±Y{X[`V\�KMUWY �

� ¼;\�KMUWU[}M~��µ�6J.\(JCyMJC^Z}o]{��X_\6`�J.UWY=J¬XWY�XW\»��U_KMQTJM~B�¿J���XWUWU@JCymKMUWz�Kk]=J¬�6S0� ]{��J�L£KM\4}»SMO�Y=JC^{ykKkO�U[J.Y�SM�
]{��J¦IfI��Ç^{J.UWKk]=J¦]=SËY=��J.QCX[¼�Q�O�J.KML�NPO�J.KML QTSV\6¼�`Vz6^ZKk]{XWSV\�YCa I#J.QCKMz�Y{J»L�SVY{]¬SMO�Y=JC^{ykKkO�U[J.Y�Kk^{J
\�SV\FN¶UWXW\6J.Kk^��µXW]{� ^ZJ.Y=��J.QT]±]=SHOeJ.KML�NPOeJ.KML ��Kk^ZKML�JC]=JC^ZY.~�JCyMJ.\ KMY{Y{z�L¬X_\6`sSV\�U[}Î]{�6^ZJCJ�UWKk]=]{XWQTJ
��SVXW\o]{Y���JC^���a�S6a��ta[~eSV\6J�Kk^{^ZX[yMJ.Y�Kk]�K�L¬XW\�X_L�z�LÇ`M^ KM\���]=SM]{KMU3SM� � ��� YZXWL�z�UWKk]{X[SV\�YCaf�Ä��XWU[J�Y=SVL�J
YZXWL���UWXW¼�QCKk]{X[SV\�Y�µXWUWU�OeJ�\6J.QTJ.Y{YZKk^{}M~6]{��XWY#XWYfK�UWKk^{`MJ�KML�SVz�\o]fSM�h�#SM^{|;a�v¸]f�µXWUWUP~4]{�6SVz6`V�B~d��^{S0yFXW�6J
KM\�Y=�¿JC^ Y�]=S�¤dz6J.Y=]{XWSV\�Y�Y{z�Q �¨KMYCÉf�6S7� QCKM\��#J�L¬SV\�X[]=SM^��fKk|MJ�¼�J.UW�±JT½�J.QT]{Y �(�Ä��XWQ ��KMY=��J.QT]{YµSM�
]{��J�IfI��Ð]{��Kk]#L¬K.}�Km½�J.QT]#UWz�L¬XW\6SVY{XW]¶}�Kk^ZJµ\6SM]¿��JC]=J.QT]{KkO�U[J���v¸\�]{z�^Z\�]{�6J.Y=J�QTSV\�QCUWz�YZX[SV\�Yu�#SVz�UW�
Y{��K.�µ\¨K¬�6JCO�Kk]=JM~���X[]{��XW\·]{�6J¥QTSVL¬L�z�\�XW]¶}M~�Kk]µK£L�z�Q �¨�6JCJC��JC^�U[JCyMJ.UB]{��KM\�XW\�]{�6Jl^{J.QTJ.\4]µ��KMY=]Ca

Â@J.QZ��\�XWQCKMUWU[}M~�]{��J·��X[½eJC^{J.\�QTJ�O�JC]¶�#JCJ.\HU[S7� J.\�JC^{`M}ËKM\��Ð��X[`V�ËJ.\6JC^{`M}sOeJ.KML£Y=]=^ZKM��UWz�\6`¨XWY�]{��Kk]C~��9SM^
��X[`V�£J.\�JC^{`M}M~6SV\6J�`MJ.\6JC^ZKk]=J.Yf]{�6J�����SM]=SV\�Y�°�XW\£SV\�J�SM�h]{�6J���^{SM`M^ZKML¬YfKkO�S0yMJM~6JT�6KMQT]{U[}���Kk^ZKMUWU[J.U;]=S�]{�6J
X_\�Y=]{KM\o]{KM\6JCSVz�Y��;Kk^{]{XWQCU[J¥��XW^{J.QT]{X[SV\�´KM\��¨U[JC]�]{�6J.L �9KMUWU����6JC^{J�]{�6JC}±L¬K0}Ma �SM^µ]{�6J 
�I#��~�SV\6Jl\�JCJ.��Y
]=S¬Y{�eJ.QCXW�,}¬]{��J¥�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^µ��X[�dJ.U�~FQTSVL���z�]=J�]{��J¥KM\6`VU[J�O�JC]¶�#JCJ.\±��Kk^{]{XWQCUWJM~FXW]{Yf��UWKM\6J�SM�@QCz�^{ymKk]{z�^{JM~�KM\��
]{��J���X �FJ.U�~4QTSVL��;z6]=Jl°�KM\���KM���¬z6��´B]{��J�XW\o]=J.\�Y{X[]t}�Kk]¿]{�6J���X[�dJ.U�a3x�UW`MSM^ZX[]{��L¬Y��,SM^¿]{��XWYC~M�µ��XWQZ�¬X_\�QCUWz��6J
KËQZ�6SVXWQTJ¨SM��Y{�eJ.QT]=^ KMU©��XWY=]=^ZXWO�z6]{X[SV\�Y.~��¿JC^{J�X_\4]=^{SF��z�QTJ.�HX_\H¯�JC�¸a ��� � a �SM^�]{�6J»�fI#��~�SV\6J�\6JCJ.��Y�]=S
Y{�eJ.QCXW�,}¬]{��J�KM\�`VU[JM~6QTSVL���z6]=J¬°�KM\���KM���±z���´3]{��J�KML¬��UWX[]{z���JM~dKM\���Y{¤dz�Kk^{J�Kk]f]{�6J�J.\���a¿��a�I¿SV\oyFXWQCXW\�X
KM\��¬�la4��J.UWJC^Zz6J�Kk]#���F�9SM^Z��~4��X_L¬Y=J.U[��K���^{SM��SVY=JC^�SM��K�O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ZKM��U_z�\6`��6JC]=J.QT]=SM^¿�9SM^�]{�6J���X[`V��J.\6JC^{`M}
�;Kk^{]©SM�u]{�6JlY=��J.QT]=^Zz�L � �M��� ~���K.yMJ�OeJC`Vz�\±XW\4yMJ.Y{]{X[`VKk]{XW\6`£��S0�Í]=S£L¬Sd��XW�,}�]{�6J�JT�FX_Y=]{XW\6`¬Y=SM�9]¶�fKk^{JMa
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� cm8�+�g3Ddc·i.E��3+�2M5
I#J.KML¬Y{]=^ZKM��UWz�\�`¨XWYlK¨]=JC^{^ZX[¼;Q�]=SM��XWQ£�,SM^�}MSVz�\6`¦Y{]{z��6J.\o]{YCa�Â��6JC}(SV\�U[}¢\6JCJ.�Ë]=S¨|F\6S0� J.U[J.QT]=^{SVL£Kk`kN
\�JC]{XWY{L%Kk]�]{�6Jlz�\���JC^{`M^ZKM��z�Kk]=J¥UWJCyMJ.U�]=S£`M^ZKMY{��]{�6J¥�pz�\���KML¬J.\4]{KMUBX_Y{Y{z6J.Y©SM�u]{�6Jl��^{SmÃ=J.QT]Ca¿Â��6J¥YZL¬KMUWU
YZX[ÊCJµSM�B]{��Jµ��^{SmÃ=J.QT]fKMUWY=S�XW\4yFX[]=J.Y¿Y=]{z��6J.\o]��Kk^Z]{XWQCX[��Kk]{X[SV\Ba3Â���J�Y=]{z���J.\4]#QCKM\·QTSV\o]=^ZX[O;z6]=Jµ�µ��XWU[J�K.yMSVX_�FN
X_\6`£]{�6J�XW\o]{XWL¬XW��Kk]{X[SV\�KM\��»��X[JC^ZKk^ QZ��XWQCKMU3Y=]=^Zz�QT]{z6^{J�X_\4]=^ZX_\�Y{XWQ�]=S�K�UWKk^{`MJ�QTSVU_UWKkO�SM^ZKk]{X[SV\�a�v¸\¦]{�6J�UWKMY=]
YZX ��}MJ.Kk^ZY¿¯�®�ÓY=]{z��6J.\4]{Y¿®�adÀhz�QZ|o�fKMUW��~d�lao��JC]=`MJ.\B~F��aoÅ3S7�¿J.UWUP~dKM\���®�ao�¢J.Y=]#��K.yMJ���Kk^{]{XWQCX[�;Kk]=J.�¬XW\
O�J.KML¬Y{]=^ZKM��UWz�\�`�KMQT]{X[yFX[]{X[J.Y.~VKMUWUFSM��]{�6J.L �,SM^�Y{X[��L�SV\o]{��Y�Kk]�U[J.KMY=]�°p]{��^{JCJ�L�SV\o]{��Y�XW\�]{�6J©Y{z�L£L�JC^�KM\��
]{��^{JCJ©L�SV\4]{��Yu]=S¥K�}MJ.Kk^���z6^ZXW\6`�]{�6J©KMQCKM�6J.L¬XWQf}MJ.Kk^.´{auÂµ�6^{JCJfSM��]{�6J.L$�#SV\�QTSVL���JC]{X[]{X[yMJ©z�\���JC^{`M^ZKM�FN
z�Kk]=J�^{J.Y{J.Kk^ZQZ�»K.�fKk^Z��YC~e]{�6^{JCJ�SM��]{�6J.LØ��z6O�U_XWY{�6J.�·��Kk��JC^ZY¥°�¯µJC�9Y.a ��� � ~ � � � ~eKM\�� � � � ´{~;]t�¿S�SM��]{�6J.LRKk^{J
X_\»��^ZKM��z�Kk]=J��FQ �6SdSVUhXW\�Å¿�4}FY{XWQCY.~�SV\6JlSMO�]{KMXW\6J.�¨K��¦KMY{]=JC^ZY�°�\�SM]�XW\¦Å�o}dY{X_QCYT´{~�KM\��¨SV\6J�Kk]=]=J.L���]=J.�
`M^ KM��z�Kk]=JlY{Q �6SdSVUhXW\±Å¿�4}FY{XWQCYCa�Âµ�6J.X[^©^{J.Y=J.Kk^ QZ��^ZJC�eSM^Z]{Y�QCKM\�O�J��9SVz�\��±Kk]�SVz6^�¯µ®�$�#JCO�Y{X[]=J � � ² � a��a
�¥SM^{O�XWKk|£KMU_Y=S¬QTSVUWUWKkO�SM^ZKk]=J.�·�µX[]{��Å^{SM�ta¿�©XW\�KkO�^{S��9SM^©]¶�#S¬}MJ.Kk^ZY©SV\±Q ��Kk^ZKMQT]=JC^ZX[Ê.X_\6`�]{�6J¥IfI©�jz�Y{XW\6`
]{��J�Y{X_UWXWQTSV\±yMJC^{]=JT�»�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^�SM�¿�fÀh®f� � �.��� a��6�6JlXWY�XW\»��^ KM��z�Kk]=J¬�FQZ�6SdSVU3XW\¨Å¿�4}FY{XWQCY�KMYµ�#J.UWU�a �SVz6^
SM�u]{�6J.Y{J¥¼�yMJ¥Kk^{J¨ªÁ¼�^ZY=]©`MJ.\6JC^ZKk]{XWSV\¨Y=]{z���J.\4]{Y{«±°p¼�^ZY=]�XW\�]{�6J.XW^��9KML£XWU[}£]=S�Kk]=]=J.\��¨QTSVUWUWJC`MJk´{a
�6XW\�QTJ�X[]£X_Y¬QCU[J.Kk^£]{��Kk]£]{�6JC^{J¦Kk^{J¦KM\6SM]{��JC^£�9SVz6^¬}MJ.Kk^ZY�SM���¿SM^Z|ÐKM��J.KM� O�JC�,SM^ZJ�]{�6J¨¯ 	��ÌQCKM\ÎO�J
YZz�QCQTJ.Y{Y=�pz�UWU[}�QTSVL��;U[JC]=J.��~Fz�\��6JC^{`M^ KM��z�Kk]=J�Y{]{z��6J.\o]{Y�µX_UWU�QTSV\o]{XW\oz�J�]=S��¿SM^Z|£XW\¬]{��XWY��^{SmÃÁJ.QT]fKM\��£¼�\��
��^{SmÃÁJ.QT]{Y�]{��Kk]�Kk^{J�KMQCQTJ.YZY{X[O�U[JM~;Y{X[`V\�X[¼;QCKM\4]C~eKM\��¨QCKM\¦O�Jl�6SV\6J¥����XWU[J��#SM^{|FXW\6`¬J.U[O�S7�©NP]=SkNPJ.U[O�S0� �µX[]{�
K£Y{QCX[J.\o]{XWY=]Ca��z6]{z�^{J¥��^{SmÃ=J.QT]{Y�����XWQZ�±Kk^ZJ¥Y{z�X[]{KkO�UWJ��9SM^µz�\��6JC^{`M^ZKM��z�Kk]=J.Y�XW\�QCUWz��6JMÉ

� ]{��JlKM\�KMU[}FY{XWYfSM�uK.ykKMXWUWKkO�UWJ��f®#�F¯¹UWKk^{`MJ¥KM\6`VU[J���Kk]{KF~�XW\�QCU_z���XW\6`��6SVXW\6`�]{�6J.XW^©S0�µ\¦��Kk]{K�]{Kk|FXW\6`6a
� ]{��JlKMY{Y=J.L�O�U[}·SM�3K¬�eSVYZY{X[O�U[J�QTSV�6JC^{J.\o]�O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ KM��UWz�\6`��6JC]=J.QT]=SM^��9SM^��f®#�6¯��
� ]{��J�Y{XWL�z�UWKk]{X[SV\�SM�;Y=��J.QCXWKMUFKMY=��J.QT]{YuSM�;OeJ.KML£Y=]=^ZKM��UWz�\6`6~MY{z�QZ��KMYC~4�,SM^�JT�6KML���U[JM~M]{��J�z�\6��SVUWKk^ZX[ÊCJ.�

YZX[`V\�KMU�XW\�]{�6Jlv¸Àu� 
�I#�§�9^{SVL%Y=]=^ K.}���Kk^{]{XWQCUWJ.YCa

� Dd-0>@*,50-�8�r b cm/98;c � Do-0Do+�cm2��
vÁ\�²k³M³ � ~M�#JSMO�]{KMXW\6J.�lKµ]{�6^{JCJ¿}MJ.Kk^u�»¯�v�`M^ZKM\o]¿°���� 3N¶Å�����N¶³ �M� � ³V� � ~
	 �F� ² � � � ´B]=S�O�z�XWU_��]{��Jf�f®f�F¯
U_Kk^{`MJ�KM\6`VU[J�O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ZKM��U_z�\6`���JCydXWQTJMa�ÅuKk^{]©SM�3X[]fXWY#O�z�XWU[]C~dXW\�Y=]{KMU_U[J.��KM\����#SM^{|FXW\6`�KMY©KM�6yMJC^{]{XWY{J.��a�xf]
�©®#�F¯l~F��Kk]{K���K.yMJ¥O�JCJ.\�]{Kk|MJ.\¦UWKk]=J.U[}�Kk] � a � ��J 
$X_\�]{�6J¥XW\6�9^ZKk^{J.��~FXW\·]{�6J�^{J.�B~FKM\��±XW\·]{�6J�ydX_Y{X[O�U[JMa
Âµ�6J���Kk]{K��9SM^�K�yMJC^{}£^ZJ.QTJ.\4]©��K0}¦°p^{J.��KM\��·yFXWY{X[O�UWJ�SV\�U[};´uKk^ZJ�YZ�6S0�µ\�XW\ �X[`6a�d~6�µ��X_U[J �X[`6a � Y{�6S7�µY
]{��J�OeJ.KMLQCz6^Z^{J.\4]{Y��9SM^�]{�6J���K0}Ma�Â���J�QCz�^{^{J.\o]���JC]=J.QT]=SM^lY=JCJ.Y�]{�6J�J.U[J.QT]=^ZSV\¢^ZKM��XWKk]{XWSV\�~�Y=S�]{��Kk]¥KM\
JCyMJ.\o]{z�KMU�O�J.KML¬Y{]=^ZKM��UWz�\�`£Y{X[`V\�KMUf°pJT�F��J.QT]=J.�(]=S·O�J�KMUWL�SVY=]�JT�6QCUWz�Y{XWyMJ.U[}�XW\¦]{�6J�XW\6�9^ZKk^{J.��´#�¿SVz�U_�¦O�J
��^{SM��SM^{]{X[SV\�KMU@]=S����� �� a���z6^�OeJ.KML¼;\���XW\6`�QCKk��KkO�XWUWXW]¶}¨XWY�JT�6QTJ.UWU[J.\o]C~hKM\�� �X[`6a��£`VX[yMJ.Y¥KM\(XW��J.K�SM�
]{��J¥��Kk^{|�\6SVXWY=J�SM�3J.KMQZ�¨Å¿�¦ÂÓKMY��¿J.UWU�KMY�]{�6J¥KM\6`Vz�UWKk^©^ZJ.Y=SVUWz6]{X[SV\�SM�3SVz6^©SM��]{X_QCYCa Â��6J�¼�\�KMU;�;X[J.QTJ.Y
SM�@]{�6J��pz�UWU���JC]=J.QT]=SM^�Kk^{J�z�\���JC^fQTSV\�Y=]=^Zz�QT]{X[SV\�Kk]©�Í�F�¹KM\����µXWUWU�OeJ�XW\�Y{]{KMUWU[J.�·Kk]��f®#�F¯Ó��z6^ZXW\6`�]{�6J
YZ�oz6]{��S0�µ\�Y{]{Kk^{]{XW\6`¬XW\±U_Kk]=Jl�¦K0}�²k³M³V�da[a
vÁ\·�FJC��]=J.LlO�JC^¿²k³M³ � ~F�#JµSMO�]{KMX_\6J.�£K�SV\�Jµ}MJ.Kk^#`M^ZKM\4]�°p�l��®�N 3��³V²7N¶³ � ®¯ � ~�	 � ³M³M³d´u]=S�Y=]{z��6}�O�J.KML�N
Y{]=^ZKM��UWz�\�`6avÁ\±]{�6J�U_KMY=]��9SVz6^µL�SV\o]{��YC~;�¿J¥¼�^ZY=]{U[}�QTSV\�QCUWz���J.�±]{��Kk]µ]{��JC^{J¥�fKMY�\6S£^{J.KMUB��SVY{Y{XWO�XWUWX[]t}�]=S
]=J.Y{]��©I Kk]f]{�6J
 �Â�I Kk]©�FÀ@xµ��ad�¢J�]{��J.\�Q �6SVY=J�]=S�QTSV\�QTJ.\4]=^ZKk]=J�SV\·�9J.KMY{X[O�X_UWX[]¶}�Y=]{z���X[J.YKk]µ�f®f�F¯¥a
�¢J�KMUWY=S�Kk^{^ZXWyMJ.�»Kk]�K±Y{XWL���UWJlO�z6]�JT½�J.QT]{X[yMJ£�6J.YZX[`V\(�,SM^�]{��J��fI#��~BYZ�6S0�µ\¢X_\ �X[`6a � a�Â��6J��6JCyFXWQTJ
L£Kk|MJ.Y#z�Y=JµSM��]{�6J�O�J.KML ��z�L��¬�µXW\��6S0�jKMY]{�6J���^ZX_L¬Kk^{}�L¬X[^{^{SM^0~V�µX[]{��KlY=J.QTSV\���Kk^{}¬L¬X[^{^ZSM^¿U[SFQCKk]=J.�
Y{SVL�J(² � L�JC]=JC^ZY·K.�fK.} �,^ZSVL ]{�6J¦OeJ.KML ��z�L¬�BaÓI¿}H]{��XWY£L�JC]{��Sd��~©]{��J¦�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^±XWY�QTSVL���U[JC]=J.U[}
X_Y=SVUWKk]=J.�·�,^ZSVL ]{��J�L¬KM\o}£��^{SMO�U[J.L¬Y�°�¯ Ð\6SVXWY=JM~F^{J.KMUeJ.Y=]{Kk]=J¥QTSV\�Ò�XWQT]C~6KM\���^ZKM��XWKk]{X[SV\·��KML¬Kk`MJk´KMYZY=SkN
QCX_Kk]=J.�£�µXW]{�¬]{�6J�OeJ.KML UWXW\6JMauÂ��6J�Y=J.QTSV\��·L¬X[^{^{SM^OeSVz�\�QTJ.Y�]{�6J�^ZKM��XWKk]{XWSV\¬K.�fK.}��,^{SVL ]{�6JµO�J.KML UWXW\6J
]=S�K¬`M^ Kk]{XW\6`£����XWQZ�¨XWYµz�Y{J.��]=S�Y{��^{J.KM��]{��Jl^ZKM��X_Kk]{X[SV\�XW\¨�#K0yMJ.U[J.\6`M]{��a�vÁ\�yFX[JC� SM��]{�6JlyMJC^{}�Y{]=^{SV\6`
YZX[`V\�KMU�~�]{�6J��6JC]=J.QT]=SM^ZYlQTSV\4]{KMXW\(J.KMQ ��Y=JCyMJC^ZKMUu�pKMY=]¥L¬X_QT^{S0�fK.yMJ¬�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^ YC~hSM�K�]t}o��J�]{��Kk]�Y{Kk]{z6^ Kk]=J.Y
�9SM^lUWKk^Z`MJ��;z�UWY=J��6J.X[`V�o]{YC~hKM\��(��X[]{�(��X ½�JC^{J.\4]�Kk]=]=J.\dz�Kk]=SM^ZYC~@]=S¨QTS0yMJC^�KM\(JT�d��J.QT]=J.����}d\�KML£XWQ�^ZKM\6`MJ
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�X[`Vz6^{Jl�dÉ��Kk]{K£�,SM^µ]¶�#S£^{J.��Å¿�¦ÂµYC~6]{Kk|MJ.\¦U_KMY=]�Y{z�\���K.}Ma

SM�©SM^ �6JC^ � ³����Ma�Âµ�6J£�6JC]=J.QT]=SM^��9J.Kk]{z6^{J.Y�Kk^{J���X_Y{QCz�Y{Y=J.�ËXW\�`M^{J.Kk]=JC^��6JC]{KMX_UXW\�¯µJC�ta � � � a�Â���XWY¥YZXWL���U[J
��JCydXWQTJ�Y{�6SVz�UW���6J.U_X[yMJC^©]{�6J¥�9SVz6^©SMO�Y=JC^ZymKkO�UWJ.Y©��^{J.Y=J.\o]=J.��XW\ �X[`VY.a¿²7N � a

� +�24/p*p/,57/9Do-�����nB>3/ �uEsDd:e5¬+�:@g¹��5��hDdc � Do-08;>@c72VDd-
�Í�F� S0��\�Y�K ��XW`V�j¤dz�KMUWXW]¶}Ä�¦KMQ ��XW\6JÏ�6�6SM�B~��µ�6JC^{J�L¬KM\o}Ä��X[`V�ÄJ.\6JC^{`M}Ä���o}FY{XWQCY±�6JCyFXWQTJ.Y���K0yMJ
O�JCJ.\¦O�z�XWUW]Ca#Â���J.Y=J�XW\�QCUWz��6J�]{�6J���KM�6^{SV\�XWQ¥QCKMU[SM^ZX_L�JC]=JC^�SM��JT�F��JC^ZXWL�J.\o]µ®�N � � � Kk]�I#^{SdSM|d��K0yMJ.\�~�]{�6J
J.UWJ.QT]=^{SVL¬Kk`V\6JC]{XWQµQCKMU[SM^ZXWL�JC]=JC^�SM���FÂ3x�¯l~m]{��JfQCz�^{^{J.\o]��©Àh®#� I#J.KML Å¿X[��J¿KM\���Kk]=]{KMQ �6J.�¬J.¤dz�X[��L¬J.\4]C~
KM\��¢]{�6J��f®f�F¯§O�J.KML¬Y=]=^ZKM��UWz�\6`�L�SV\�X[]=SM^0a���z6^�`M^{SVz6�¢S7�µ\�Y � ��ÀhXW\dzF�¦O�S0�dJ.Y¥KM\�����KMY¥KMQCQTJ.Y{Yl]=S
�dz�\���^{J.��YfL�SM^{JMa
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	�� b cm8F�.Dd2M5�·2M57/, h/,57/9Do-�+�:@g � DF*9/, eDocm+�?u*,Dd-
vÁ\�Y=��^ZXW\6`�KM\���Y{z�L¬L�JC^µ²k³M³V���#J¥�µX_UWUe��z6^ZY{z�J�]t�¿S£]{��XW\6`VYCa
�X[^ Y=]C~4Od}�]{�6J.\¬]{��J��f®f�F¯ ��JCydXWQTJ��µXWUWUFO�JµQTSVL¬��U[JC]=J.U[}�XW\�Y{]{KMUWU[J.�¬KM\���QCKMUWX[O�^ Kk]=J.��a@�¢J��µXWU_UF]{�6JC^{JC�9SM^{J
]=^Z}¢]=S»JT�F]=^ZKMQT]�K¨¼�^ZY=]�YZX[`V\�KMU�a�®��d��J.QT]=J.�ÏY{X[`V\�KMUWY�Kk^{J·SM�©SM^Z�6JC^�K � ³M³ �µÊ�Kk] � � � �� � � ³ML¬x�a
Âµ�6JC^{J¥Kk^{J¥K��9JC�¹��KM\���U[J.Y#]=S¬J.Y=]{KkO�UWX_Y{�·]{�6J¥Y{X[`V\�KMU�z�\�QTSV\4]=^ZS0yMJC^ZY{X_KMUWU[}Ma�Â��6J�¼�^ZY=]©XWYf]=S¬L�SV\�XW]=SM^µKM\4}
�o}d�eSM]{��JC]{XWQCKMUBY{X[`V\�KMU�KM\���Y=JCJ¥]{��Kk]µX[]��6J.QT^{J.KMY{J.YµUWX[|MJ�� �� ���KMY©]{�6Jl^Zz�\���^{SM`M^ZJ.Y{Y=J.YCa
Âµ�6J¥Y=J.QTSV\���X_Y©]=S£QTSVL���Kk^ZJ�^{J.Y{z�U[]{Yf�9^{SVLÈ]{��^{JCJl��X ½�JC^{J.\o]fO�KM\���Y�°�XW\��,^ZKk^ZJ.��~F^{J.��~�KM\��±yFXWY{XWO�U[J�KkOeS7yMJ
}MJ.U_U[S0��´{a��µS�Y{XW`V\�KMU�XW\(]{�6J¬yFXWY{XWO�U[J�X_Y�JT�d��J.QT]=J.��~3KM\��(]{�6J¬^ZJ.�¢KM\���XW\6�9^ZKk^{J.�(Y{XW`V\�KMUWY�Kk^{J¬JT�F��J.QT]=J.�
]=S¨OeJ�XW\»]{�6J�^ Kk]{X[S�SM�#KkO�SVz6] � � a�Â���X_Y�Y{JCJ.L¬Y¥L¬Kk^{`VX_\�KMU�~�QTSV\�Y{XW��JC^ZXW\6`·]{��Kk]�]{�6J¬XW\��,^ZKk^ZJ.�»YZX[`V\�KMUuXWY
KMUW^{J.KM�6}¨Y=S·�#J.Kk|;~�O�z�]�XW\¨�9KMQT]�]{�6J���Kk^{|¨\�SVXWY=JlSM�SVz6^�^ZJ.�»Å¿�¦ÂµY�QCKM\(O�J�L£KM�6J�KMY�Y{L£KMUWUhKMY � ³ ��Ê
��X[]{�±QTSoSVU_XW\6`6a�vÁ\±]{XWL�JM~6�µXW]{��]{�6J¥O�J.KML%QCz6^{^ZJ.\4]{Y�X_L���^{S7ydXW\�`6~d]{��XWY©L�JC]{�6SF�±�µXWU_U�O�J.QTSVL�J¥�9J.KMY{X[O;U[JMa
Âµ�6Jl]{��XW^Z��KM\��¦L�SVY=]�X_L���SM^{]{KM\4]µ�#K0}�]=S�J.Y{]{KkO�UWXWY{��]{�6J�Y{XW`V\�KMUhXWYµ]=S���K0yMJ�Y=��J.QCXWKMUWX[ÊCJ.�±^ z�\�Y©�µXW]{�¨K
YZ�6SM^{]=JC^l�f®#�6¯¹O�J.KMLRU[J.\6`M]{��a���SVXW\6`·�,^ZSVL � ]=S � L¬LQZ��KM\6`MJ.Y�]{�6J�JT�F��J.QT]=J.�(Y{X[`V\�KMUhOo}¨K��pKMQT]=SM^
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�X[`Vz6^{J � Éf�f®#�F¯¹O�J.KML%QCz6^{^{J.\o]{Y�QTSM^{^ZJ.Y=��SV\���XW\6`�]=S¬]{�6J���Kk]{K�SM� uXW`6a¿�da

SM���±X_\(]{�6J�^{J.��KM\��ËK±�9KMQT]=SM^�SM� � a ²±XW\(]{�6J£X_\6�,^ Kk^{J.��~��µ��X_U[J�SMOdyFX[SVz�Y{U[}¦]{�6J¬O�KMQZ|o`M^ZSVz�\���Y�^ZJ.L¬KMXW\
QTSV\�Y=]{KM\4]Ca
��]{�6JC^�]=J.Y=]{Y¬Kk^{J���SVY{Y{X[O;U[JM~�Y{z�QZ�ÐKMY�^Zz�\�\�XW\6`¨�µX[]{�sSk½�Y=JC]�O�J.KML¬Y.~�KM\��Ï]{�6JC}Ë�µX_UWU�O�J��6SV\6J±KMY�]{�6J
KM\�KMU[}dYZXWYl��^{SM`M^{J.Y{Y=J.Y.a�I¿J.QCKMz�Y=J±]{��XWY���^{SM`M^ZKMLºXW\oyMSVU[yMJ.Y�Y{�6SM^Z]C~�6J.��XWQCKk]=J.� �f®f�F¯ ^Zz�\�Y.~uXW]�XWY�O�J.Y=]
��SV\6J±XW\Ï]{�6J±Y{z�L¬L�JC^��µ��J.\s]{��J�QTSVL���U[JC]=J±�6JCyFXWQTJ±XWY�K.ykKMXWUWKkO�UWJ�KM\��ÏQCKMU_X[O�^ZKk]=J.��~¿KM\��Ð�¿J±QCKM\HO�J
QTSV\o]{XW\dz6SVz�Y{UW}���^ZJ.Y=J.\4]�Kk]��#SM^Z\6J.UWUPa
Âµ�6J�Y{J.QTSV\��·]{��XW\6`¥]=S�O�J���SV\6J�]{��XWY¿YZz�L¬L�JC^#XWY]=S�Y=]{z��6}�]{�6J��,J.KMY{XWO�XWUWX[]t}�SM�@K��©I¿� �,SM^��f®f�F¯¥adÂ��6J
X_\4]=J.\o]�XWYl]=S¦O;z�XWUW�(KM\��ËSM�eJC^ Kk]=J·K¦Y{XWL���UWJ¬�6JCydX_QTJ¬��^{S7ydXW��J£K���^ZSoSM�fSM�©��^ZX_\�QCX[��U[J��9SM^l]{�6J·L�JC]{�6SF��a
Âµ�6JC^{J¬Kk^{J¬\6S±��^{SMO�U[J.L¬Y�XW\(�6JC]=J.QT]{X_\6`¨Y{z�Q �¢K±�oz�`MJ¬Y{X[`V\�KMU©°pJT�F��J.QT]=J.��]=S±O�J�SM�¿SM^Z��JC^l³Fa � � ]=SM]{KMU
L£XWQT^{S0�fK.yMJl^ZKM��XWKk]{X[SV\·�µ��J.\�]{��J�OeJ.KML£Y©Kk^{J�Sk½�Y=JC]©Od} � 
 ´{aÂ��6J�SV\�U[}£��^{SMO�U[J.LÇXWY#]=S�¼�\���K��fK.}·]=S
L£XW\�XWL¬XWÊCJµ]{�6J�¯ Ð\6SVXWY{J�QTSVL¬X_\6`��,^{SVL ]{�6J�O�J.KMLÇSM^�X[]{YfQZ��Kk^{`MJ¥XWL¬Kk`MJM~6�µ��XWQZ��XWYfKMUWY=S�|F\6S0�µ\�]=S�O�J
yMJC^Z}�U_Kk^{`MJMa

� >@g@q;D45��0>@-C57/,1324+657/98;:��
Â@^ZK0yMJ.U�ÉhS7yMJC^ZKMUWUV]=^ K.yMJ.UWXW\�`©]=S��#SM^Z\�J.UWUm]=SM]{KMUWXW\6`�]t�¿S�L�SV\o]{��Y��9SM^h]{�6J�}MJ.Kk^.a��^ KM��z�Kk]=JY=]{z��6J.\4]CÉh]¶�#J.U[yMJ
L¬SV\4]{��Y�SM��`M^ KM��z�Kk]=J�Y=]{z��6J.\o]�Y{z�����SM^{]CaµÂ��6J�`M^ZKM��z�Kk]=J�Y=]{z��6J.\4]��µXWUWUB^Zz�\¨YZXWL���U[J�Y{XWL�z�UWKk]{X[SV\�Y�KM\��
KM\�KMU[}dYZXWY���^ZSM`M^ZKML¬Y�]=S�Y{z6���eSM^Z]©]{�6JlJT½�SM^{]��6J.Y{QT^ZX[O�J.�±KkO�S0yMJMa�Â��6J.Y=J�XW\�QCUWz���J¥KM\�KMU[}FY=J.Yµ]=S�JCymKMU_z�Kk]=J
]{��J��6JC��J.\���J.\�QTJ¥SM��]{�6J�Y{X[`V\�KMUhSV\¦QTJC^Z]{KMXW\»��Kk^ZKML�JC]=JC^ZY�SM�XW\o]=JC^{J.Y=]�°�Y{z�Q �»KMY�]{�6J�QCz6^{^{J.\o]µSM^�O�J.KML
UWJ.\6`M]{��´{~�JCykKMUWz�Kk]=J�XW\o]=JC^Z\�KMU�^ZJCÒ�J.QT]{X[SV\»KM\���O�J.KML%�;X[��J¥KkO�Y=SM^{��]{XWSV\±JT½eJ.QT]{Y��9SM^�]{��J��fI#��~�J.Y=]{X_L¬Kk]=J
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Project name 
 
Development of radiation hard, 3D-electrode array, silicon radiation sensors 
 
Classification (accelerator/detector:subsystem) 
 
Accelerator—L.E.P. (detector for low energy e+e- pairs for luminosity optimization) and 
possible use in the lumi cal or other detectors exposed to high radiation-doses. 
 
Institution and personnel 
 
University of Hawaii, Department of Physics:  Sherwood I. Parker (faculty) 
 
Collaborators 
 
Christopher Kenney (Molecular Biology Consortium), Cinzia Da Via, Jasmine Hasi, and 
Angela Kok (Brunel University.), Hitoshi Yamamoto (Tohoku University).  As part of 
this project involves the fabrication of more than one type of sensor on the silicon wafers, 
other members of these groups might also join in that part of the work.  We are also 
collaborating, in other aspects of 3D sensor development, with members of the Atlas 
pixel group, the Totem collaboration, John Morse of ESRF, and other members of the 
Molecular Biology Consortium. 
 
Project Leader 
 
Sherwood Parker,  sher@slac.stanford.edu,  510 841 2012,  510 486 5859, 510 851 0767 
 
Project Overview 
  
We are developing silicon sensors with closely spaced electrodes that penetrate the 
silicon substrate for uses in which either (1) extreme speed, (2) radiation hardness or (3) 
the ability to detect particles very close to the beam pipe is important.    A beam monitor 
using the process γγ→e+e− that makes use of these properties will be described.  The 
general technology being developed could also be applied to other detectors needing high 
resistance to the effects of radiation damage or sensitivity to their physical edges. 
  
Broader Impact 
 
Other than the training of the graduate student Angela Kok (from Hong Kong) and the 
former student and now post doc on this project, Jasmine Hasi, the main, relatively 
immediate impact of 3D sensor technology is expected to be in the field of structural 
molecular biology, and ultimately, medicine.  The human genome project has given us 
information on the sequence of base pairs in DNA, but not on the vitally important shape 
information for the proteins specified by DNA.  That is the object of many tens of 
dedicated synchrotron x-ray beam lines around the world.  Most of them use scintillator – 
fiber optic – CCD detector systems that their developer, Edwin Westbrook (M.D., Ph. D., 
Molecular Biology Consortium), with whom we are now working, considers obsolete 
compared with our 3D active-edge system, now under development.  This project, 
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supported by the National Institutes of Health [1], has successfully developed and tested 
its initial test detectors.  In addition this technology will be broadly applicable to 
semiconductor radiation detectors, including other experiments in high-energy physics.  It 
is currently being considered for use in two LHC experiments, Totem and the Atlas pixel 
upgrade. 
 
Results of Prior Research 
 
Working in collaboration with Christopher Kenney of the Molecular Biology Consortium 
and Cinzia Da Via, Jasmine Hasi, and Angela Kok of Burnel University, we have 
fabricated and tested sensors that are 120 to 250 microns thick.  (See Figure 1.)  All 
recently fabricated sensors have active edges—etched, rather than sawed edges, in which 
implant and oxidation steps have made the edges into an electrode. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1:  Schematic sketch of a 3D sensor. 
 
Initial calculations indicated it should be possible to have sensors with low depletion 
voltages and great speed and radiation resistance [2].  Published data now show:  
 
1. depletion voltages as low as 5-10V [3], 
 
2. depletion voltages of only 105V after irradiation by 1015 55 MeV protons/cm2 
(equivalent to 1.8 x 1015 neutrons/cm2) with a plateau to 150V for sensors without added 
oxygen and without beneficial annealing [4], 
 
3. room-temperature pulse rise times of only 3.5 ns, and needing only 40V bias, even 
after irradiation by 1015 24 GeV protons/cm2 [5], 
 
4. a Gaussian fit with σ(E)/(E) of 2% to the 14 KeV x-ray line from a 241Am source with 
no excess of points on the left side, from events with partial charge collection [6, Fig. 7]. 
 
5. Tests of active electrodes, fabricated from trenches with steps that were similar to 
those for our new active-edge electrodes, indicated high collection efficiency [7]. 
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Pulses from 3D sensors can be shorter because collection distances are shorter, for any 
given maximum field, average fields can be higher, and for perpendicular tracks, the 
signals are concentrated in time as the track arrives, rather than spread out in time as is 
the case with planar sensors.  (Most of the signal is induced when the charge is close to 
the electrode where the Ramo weighting field and electrode solid angle are large.) 
 
We have measured pulses from a 3D sensor exposed to betas from a 90Sr source, in which 
only (1) and (2) apply.  Figure 2 shows both prior [5] and, in (c) recent results.  Figure 2a 
and 2b use an amplifier described in [8]. With the selection of the cold technology 
collider and its 337 ns collision spacing, this speed no longer is so important.   

 
Figure 2.  (a) Beta pulse from an un-irradiated, 100 µm x 200 µm-cell size, 3D sensor.  
The overshoot can be reduced, but with longer rise times.   (b) Pulse from a room 
temperature sensor without added oxygen, collecting holes, and irradiated with 1015 24 
GeV protons/ cm2. (c) Pulse from a room-temperature sensor read out with an early 
version of an experimental 0.13 µm circuit.  The full width at the base is 4 ns. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Signal from a scanned full 3D (center and edges) sensor showing both active 
edge sensitivity, and reduced sensitivity in central electrode regions. 
 
Active edge sensors have been made and tested in x-ray micro-beams at the Advanced 
Light Source at the Lawrence Berkeley Lab, at ESRF, and with 100 GeV muons at 
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CERN.  Figure 3 shows results of the x-ray micro-beam test.  In all tests, sensitivity was 
shown to extend as close to the physical edge as could be measured, usually about ± 4 or 
5 microns.  It is expected the dead region will be at least as thick as the oxide side wall, 
which is a bit less than 1 µm.  The ability to make sensors of arbitrary shape could be 
helpful in beam monitors.  It is vital for the molecular biology project and very important 
for the Totem experiment Roman-pot detectors.  The 3D feature that is vital for the linear 
collider is radiation hardness.  This will be discussed under project activities. 
 
Reference [5] gives a summary of recent work for high energy physics as well as 
additional topics on radiation hardening.  Figure 1, showing capture distances in 
irradiated silicon is particularly important, as capture will be a dominant limitation, even 
if the silicon can be depleted at high voltages.  Close spacing of electrodes is likely to be 
a necessity.  A first draft of a detailed description of the molecular biology project has 
been completed, and is available if desired.    
 
The beam shape monitor 
 
This sensor technology should be ideal for the small angle detectors of a beam shape 
monitor.  At linear colliders, a large number of electron-positron pairs are created from 
γγ→e+e−, where one or both photons can come from beamstrahlung or from the Coulomb 
fields of individual beam particles.  The secondary e+e− pairs that can escape the beam 
pipe and be detected have energies, E, typically in the few-hundred MeV range and are 
created at small angles to the beamline of around melectronc2/E.  They then acquire a Pt 
kick from the electromagnetic field of the rest of the on-coming bunch.  If the charges of 
the created electron or positron and of the bunch are of opposite sign, the particle 
oscillates around the beam plane and the net acquired Pt is small.  If the particle and the 
on-coming bunch have the same charge sign, Pt may be larger, giving a Ptc/E large 
enough to produce a substantial angular deflection, with the particle escaping before 
much beam disruption has occurred.  It was found that these large deflection can be used 
to study σx and σy of the on-coming bunch [9]. 
 
With as many as 105 pairs created per bunch crossing, the resultant high occupancy 
suggests that silicon strip detectors are not suited for this application while CCDs, good 
candidates in terms of occupancy, would not give the timing information necessary to 
study possible structures within a train unless some external gating is applied.   
 
Simulation work and the development of electronics with sufficient data rate, and time 
and spatial resolution, for a pixel detector using 3D sensors are now under development 
by a KEK—Tohoku (HitoshiYamamoto) group [10].  A timing resolution of 19 ns has 
now been demonstrated.  Additional work has started using the changed conditions with a 
cold-technology collider [11]. 
 
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 
 
At the Stanford Linear Accelerator, we have a lab with 185 sq. ft. of space.  It primarily 
contains equipment for the testing of integrated circuits and silicon sensors, including an 
Alessi REL 4100A probe station with a 5-objective 20X—2000X Mitutoyo microscope 
with an infrared micro-beam, a CCD camera-computer system, three-axis micron-scale 
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position measurement, probe cards, and 12C and 18B Picoprobes for probing internal 
nodes of circuits and sensors.  Additional equipment includes Tektronix TDS 540 digital 
and 2465 analog oscilloscopes, NIM modular electronics, power supplies, pulse 
generators, multi-meters, and a refrigerator for the storage of irradiated sensors. 
 
We are qualified to work at the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility.  Located on the 
Stanford campus, it contains a 10,000 sq. ft. class-100 clean room with all the equipment 
needed to fabricate silicon sensors, silicon micro-machined devices, and integrated 
circuits in the 1 – 2 micron range.  These include: 

1. mask-making equipment including an electron beam system and a laser writer, 
2. optical photolithography equipment including 3 resist coaters, a resist developer, 

2 full-wafer aligners, and 4 steppers, 
3. 9 chemical vapor deposition systems for such materials as oxides, nitrides, 

polycrystalline silicon, single-crystal silicon, and SiGe, 
4. metallization systems including 3 sputtering systems, an evaporator, and a low-

pressure chemical vapor deposition system, 
5. many annealing, oxidation and doping furnaces, 
6. wet benches (for wet etching, pre-furnace cleaning, etc.), 
7. in-line process characterization systems including a line width measuring system, 

a layer thickness measuring system, a surface profilometer, a resistivity mapping 
system, an optical spectrophotometer, etc., 

8. 8 plasma etching systems including two STS deep reactive ion etchers that we use 
to make the holes and trenches for 3D sensors, 

9. a wafer bonder, 
10. a wafer saw, 
11. a scanning electron microscope (which was used for Figure 2). 

 
Drs. Kenney and Hasi also have desks there, and a computer that is used for the design of 
photolithography masks. 
 
Description of first year project activities 
 
The major initial activity will be the fabrication of test sensors for the pair monitor and 
further development of radiation hardening technology.  The later will involve 
optimization of the deep etching process to produce narrow holes for electrode 
fabrication.  We will also investigate the observed sensitivity of the outer regions of the 
3D electrodes, evident in Figure 3 and in many other measurements, which was not 
expected.  In addition, increasing the temperature-time profile after polysilicon deposition 
should increase the grain size and carrier lifetime, allowing charge carriers to diffuse out 
to the single-crystal collection volume, thus also increasing sensitivity. All of these items 
will allow closer placement of electrodes without loss of sensitive volume, decreasing the 
depletion voltage, collection times, and capture losses.  A limitation to this line of attack, 
is the increased inter-electrode capacitance which could lower the signal to noise ratio. 
 
Deliverables will be sensors to H. Yamamoto’s group in Japan (and knowledge).  The 
exact design and schedule depends on the design of the readout chip progress, now 
underway in Japan.  Their suggested pixel size has been set:  0.3 mm x 0.3 mm.  Each 
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fabrication run would be followed by lab and beam tests.  The start time would be shortly 
after funding is available, as we could probably agree quickly on an initial overall size. 
 
Description of second and third year project activities 
 
It is expected that additional sensors will be needed and will be fabricated by us.  We 
expect further developments in radiation hardening.  In particular, the large RD50 
collaboration is working in this field, particularly with material science, to improve the 
resistance to silicon to the effects of radiation damage.  One example of this type of 
activity was the earlier use of diffused oxygen to decrease the depletion voltage in 
radiation-damaged silicon.  (However, that specific method may not help at all, when 
capture becomes the dominant factor.)  If they succeed, the improvement factor provided 
would multiply our factor, which originates in geometry.  Given the uncertainties in this 
field, it is now not possible to put an upper limit on the possible hardness of silicon 
sensors.   
 
These developments may also be applicable to the LumiCal, which will be heavily 
irradiated.  The exact extent of the radiation damage to the sensors will depend on 
detailed calculations of the showers, as the damage is energy-dependent up to about 100 
MeV.  (Fortunately, electrons are not as damaging as hadrons. [12]) 
 
Budget 
 
Fabrication runs take from two to four months, depending on equipment availability, 
batch sizes, and the details of the run steps.  The table below lists the main costs of a 
typical fabrication run.  With salary support, it is clear that two or even one run per year 
would exceed the typical budget for a proposal under this program, so we would do what 
we have been doing up to now:  have shared-wafer runs. 
 
 Funds 
Items for each fabrication run (2)                       
 Stanford Nanofabrication Facility charges – 4 months 
 Wafers (float zone, test, support, etc.) 
 Wafer thinning, polishing 
 Implants 
 Photolithography masks 
 Polycrystalline silicon deposition runs 
 Fabrication engineer, technicians 
 Sum 

4 x $2,500 = $ 10,000 
                          1,700 
                          1,000 
                          1,100 
                          5,200 
                          4,000 
                        23,000 
                        46,000 
                         

One-time items  
 Sputter targets 
 DAQ computer (to use at existing probe station) 
 DAQ software, hardware 
Sum 

                          2,000 
                          3,000 
                          1,700 
                          6,700 

 
The proposed budget assumes about one quarter of each of the processed 10 cm diameter 
wafers would be devoted to this project (with our already funded work for the Atlas pixel 
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upgrade), that there would be two runs per year, and that the costs would be shared with 
other ongoing projects.  There is also the possibility of sharing personnel time, with work 
on the thin wafers taking place while the NIH x-ray wafers are undergoing processes not 
needing continuous supervision, such as furnace runs, and vice-versa.  It is assumed read 
out electronics development, testing, and assembly continue in Japan.  The D.O.E. 
Hawaii program officer is now requiring projects other than the ongoing Manoa-based 
ones provide salary support.  (He intends this to include Atlas, which did not have that 
item in its budget.)  Just how this will be resolved is not clear, but I have put down 
$20,000 for that item.  Given the size of this budget, I have not included travel to any 
linear collider meetings. 
 
Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
Fabrication runs  (0.25 x 2 x $46,000) $23,000 $23,000 $23,000 
One-time items  (0.25 x $6,700)  $  1,675   
Salary support $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 
Indirect costs (20.6%) $  9,203 $ 8,858 $  8,858 
Hawaii total $53,878 $51,858 $51,858 
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Vertex Detector Proposals Overview 
 
The Vertex Tracker has to provide the jet flavor identification and accurate track 
reconstruction that are prerequisites to most if not all of the linear collider physics 
program. In some detector concepts, the vertex detector takes on an added role of charged 
particle pattern recognition as well. If the Higgs boson exists and is light, as the data 
collected so far indicate, its couplings to fermions of different flavour and mass  must be 
accurately measured to test the Higgs mechanism of mass generation. Efficient flavor 
tagging in multi-jet events and determination of heavy quark charge will be instrumental 
to study signals of New Physics both through the direct production of new heavy 
particles, coupled predominantly to b and t quarks, and through precision measurements 
of electroweak processes at the highest energies. Physics requirements push the vertex 
tracker specifications to new levels. While much has been learned in two decades of 
R&D on Si detectors for the LHC experiments, the linear collider requirements motivate 
new and complementary directions for detector development. The linear collider 
environment, with its lower event rates and lower radiation, admits Si sensors that are 
substantially thinner, more precise and more segmented than at the LHC. Technologies 
which have not been applicable in the high radiation environment of proton colliders are 
available, as well as sensors based on new concepts. Significant R&D is required to solve 
the detector problems of the LC environment. CCD vertex detectors have already 
demonstrated very high resolution and segmentation with moderate multiple scattering. 
But for the CCD technology to be applicable to the LC improved radiation hardness and a 
factor of 100-1000 increase in readout speed are required. Technologies successfully 
developed for the LHC program, such as hybrid pixel sensors, are sufficiently radiation 
hard and can be read out rapidly. But they now need to be developed into much thinner 
devices with smaller cell size to improve their tracking resolution capabilities. Finally 
new technologies, such as CMOS sensors, have emerged as potentially attractive 
solutions. But they need to be demonstrated on large scales and be tailored to the linear 
collider application. These developments need to be guided by a continuing program of 
physics studies and detailed simulations to define the optimal designs and technology 
choices. 
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Pixel Vertex Detector R&D for 
Future High Energy Linear e+ e- Colliders 

 
J. Brau, O. Igonkina, N. Sinev, D. Strom            University of Oregon 

 
C. Baltay, W. Emmet, H. Neal, D. Rabinowitz            Yale University 

 

1. Introduction 

Studies carried out in the U.S., Europe, and Asia, have demonstrated the power of a pixel vertex 
detector in physics investigations at a future high energy linear collider. Until recently silicon 
CCD’s (Charged Coupled Devices)1 seemed like the detector elements of choice for vertex 
detectors for future Linear e+ e- Colliders.  Last year, recognizing the potential of a Monolithic 
CMOS detector, we initiated an R&D effort to develop such a device.  With the recent Technology 
Decision choosing a TESLA-like superconducting technology for the future ILC (International 
Linear Collider), the motivation for such a detector technology is even more compelling.  The time 
structure of this cold technology is such that it necessitates an extremely fast readout of the vertex 
detector elements and thus CCD’s as we know them will not be useful.  There are discussions of 
inventing new CCD architectures2 but these seem rather far ahead of the current state of the art.  
For these reasons there is an increased importance on the development of Monolithic CMOS pixel 
detectors that allow extremely fast non sequential readout of only those pixels that have hits in 
them.  This feature significantly decreases the readout time required.  Another important feature of 
our present conceptual design for these CMOS detectors is the possibility of putting a time stamp 
on each hit with sufficient precision to assign each hit to a particular bunch crossing.  This 
significantly reduces the effective occupancy in that in the reconstruction of any particular event of 
interest we only need to consider those hits in the vertex detectors that come from the same bunch 
crossing. 

2. Objectives of the Proposed Project 
 

We are proposing here the continuation of an R&D program on ILC Vertex Detectors that has 
been approved and funded this past year.  The detailed emphasis of this program has changed 
somewhat since the technical decision for the cold machine. 

 
2.1 Continuation of the Development of the Monolithic CMOS Pixel Detectors  

 
During the past year, in collaboration with SARNOFF, we developed a conceptual design 
for a CMOS device that we feel will work well for the ILC vertex detector, and that  
 

__________________ 
1K. Abe, et. Al., “Design and Performance of the SLD Vertex Detector, a 307 Mpixel Tracking 
 System,” Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A400, 287 (1997) 
2C. S. J. Damerell, LCWS 2004, Paris, April, 2004, http://hepww.rl.ac.uk/lcfi/public/lcws-
damerell.ppt; Y. Sugimoto, 7th ACFA Linear Collider Workshop, Taipei, Nov. 10, 2004, 
http://hep1.phys.ntu.edu.tw/ACFA7/slides/B-4 Sugimoto.ppt 
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SARNOFF believes they can build.  This coming year we plan to take this design to the 
detailed engineering design stage and have SARNOFF fabricate the first prototype 
devices (actual prototypes may have to be delayed another year due to lack of sufficient 
funding). 

 
2.2 Radiation Hardness Testing of Both CCD and the New CMOS Device 

Prototypes 
 

We plan to complete the radiation testing of CCD’s from the SLD vertex detector and start 
testing the first prototypes of the new CMOS devices.  We have a test set up at SLAC with 
electron beams, and have built an instrumented a beamline at the WNSL Heavy ion 
accelerator at Yale for radiation testing of imaging devices with proton, neutron, α, and 
heavy ion beams in the 10 to 40 MeV/nucleon range. 
 

2.3 We plan to continue a low level of effort on detailed engineering design to minimize the 
thicknesses of both the detector chips and the support structure of the ILC vertex detector. 

 
3. Progress in the Past Year 

 
The overall vertex detector design we are working towards is shown in Figure 1, and the 
numbers and sizes of the 120 detector elements (chips) are summarized in Table 1. 
 
The detailed time structure of the ILC is still to be settled on in the future.  For the purposes of 
our present design we are using the time structure of the TESLA design.  We assume that the 
ILC design will have similar features.  This design has 2820 bunches in a bunch train, with 5 
bunch trains per second.  The separation between bunches in 337 nanosec, which makes each 
bunch train about 1 millisec long, with about 200 millisec between  bunch trains. 
 
Extensive background calculations indicate that the total hit rate in the vertex detector per 
layer will be: 
 
 Background rate = 0.03 hits/mm2/bunch crossing 
 
3.1 Progress on Monolithic CMOS Pixel Detector Design 

 
During the past year, in collaboration with SARNOFF, Inc. (RCA’s Silicon Fabrication 
House) with whom we had an R&D contract, we developed a draft conceptual design for a 
device (chip) that we believe will work well for the ILC Vertex Detector application and 
that SARNOFF believes they can make.  We will discuss here a typical 22 mm x 125 mm 
chip to be fabricated by SARNOFF’s CMOS process.  Each chip would consist of two 
particle detection layers, which we call Big pixels (Macro Pixel Array) and Small pixels 
(Micro Pixel Array) (Big pixels ~ 50µ x 50µ, Small pixels ~ 5µ x 5µ) each layer covering 
the full area of the chip (i.e. ~ 100 Small pixels under each Big pixel).  The Big pixels will 
detect a hit and get the time of the hit (to a precision of better than 1/3 microsec or one 
bunch crossing time).  There will be enough logic circuitry in each pixel that using the 
location of the Big pixel hit we look for hits in the Small pixels to determine the precise x 
and y location of the hit and get a 3 bit grey scale of the charge accumulated in each Small 
pixel.  Even a single particle crossing will deposit charge in several Small pixels due to 
charge spreading beyond a pixel.  The 3 bit grey scale is to allow the determination (later 
in the analysis) of the coordinates of the centroid of the particle to better than a pixel size.  
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The time information for each hit in the Big pixels is stored under the area of the Big 
pixels with room for up to 4 hits.  At 12 bits + 1 parity bit this requires 52 bits under each 
Big pixel which is quite manageable as shown in Figure 2.  The Big pixels are reset after 
the time is stored to get ready for the next beam crossing.  The Small pixel array stores the 
analog signal charges locally for the ~ 1 millisec duration of the entire bunch train. 
 
Due to concerns about excessive Electromagnetic Interference during the bunch train, we 
do not plan to read out the device until after the bunch train when we have a leisurely 200 
millisec to read out not all pixels as in a CCD but only the pixels that were hit. 
 
To get some estimates of hit rates and occupancies, we use the estimate of 0.03 
hits/mm2/bunch.  We then expect an occupancy of ~ 10-6 per Small pixel and ~ 10-4 per 
Big pixel per bunch crossing.  Integrating over 2820 bunches  in a train we expect about   
3 x 10-3 hits per Small pixel and ~ 0.3 hits per Big pixel in a bunch train.  Thus we expect 
to only rarely exceed the storage capacity of 4 hits in each Big pixel (if need be the 4 hit 
limit can be increased).  The total number of hits per 22 mm x 125 mm device (chip) (with   
1.1 x 108 Small pixels) is expected to be ~ 3 x 105 hits/chip.  At a read out rate of 25 MHz 
these hits can easily be read out in well under the 200 millisec gap between bunch trains.  
The occupancy in the Small pixels, integrating over a bunch train, is expected to be of the 
order of one percent.  This appears much too high to allow efficient pattern recognition.  
The crucial element of our design is the availability of the time information (i.e., bunch 
crossing number) with each hit.  If we trigger on an event that we are interested in from 
another part of the detector (tracker or calorimeter) with a time, i.e., the bunch crossing 
number known, we need to look only at those vertex detector hits which are consistent in 
time with the event of interest and the occupancy drops to below 10-5 per Small pixel 
which is wonderful (SLD worked well with an occupancy of ~ 10-3  per pixel in the Vertex 
Detector).  
 
A first design of the architecture of the Big (Macro) and Small (Micro) Pixel Arrays by 
SARNOFF is shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
 

3.2 Progress on Radiation Damage Testing 
 

During the past few years, we have carried out an active investigation into the effects of 
radiation damage in the CCDs used in the SLD vertex detector.  The principal results of 
these studies are: 
 
Neutron Damage Studies  
    Several exposures to neutrons yielded studies of damage, annealing, and charge   
    trapping times.  The technique of significantly reducing the effects of radiation damage  
    by injecting sacrificial charge was developed. (references below)   
 
Electron Damage Studies  
    NLCTA (Next Linear Collider Test Accelerator) exposures established the difference  
    between electron and neutron effects, and demonstrated that the damage in VXD3 was    
    electron induced.  Our method of injecting sacrificial charge to significantly reduce the    
    effect of radiation damage was demonstrated. (references below) 
 
The expected radiation dose at the SLC was less than 1 krad for the lifetime of the SLD 
vertex detector and the CCDs were tested to operate at a dose of 10 krads.  The detailed 
background calculations for the next generation e+ e− colliders indicate an upper limit of 
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100 krads/10 years, a factor of 100 to 1000 higher than at the SLC.  The neutron 
backgrounds are estimated to be ~109 - 1010 neutrons/cm2/year, larger than at the SLC by a 
similar factor.  We believe that this increase in radiation tolerance can be achieved by 
various strategies.  Reducing the thickness of the surface silicon dioxide layer will reduce 
the surface damage from ionizing radiation, and reducing the well size in the pixels will 
reduce the amount of bulk damage.  Furthermore, the use of the sacrificial charge 
technique will reduce the effect of bulk damage on the charge transfer efficiency.  To test 
the success of these strategies would require the design of a new CCD, the fabrication of 
these devices by commercial silicon fabrication houses, and radiation testing the resulting 
CCD.  This will not pursued now, in favor of the CMOS detector development. 
 
3.2.1 Neutron Damage Studies  
 

Our progress on studying CCD radiation damage has been reported in a number of 
talks and papers. 

 
J.E.  Brau and N. Sinev, “Operation of a CCD particle detector in the presence of bulk 
neutron damage,” IEEE Trans.  Nucl. Sci. 47, 1898 (2000).  
 
C.T. Potter, J.E. Brau, and N.B. Sinev, “A {CCD} vertex detector for measuring 
Higgs boson branching ratios at a linear collider,” Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A511, 225 
(2003). 
 
J.E. Brau, O.B. Igonkina, C.T. Potter, and N.B. Sinev, “Investigation of radiation 
damage in the {SLD} {CCD} vertex detector,” IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 51, 1742, 
(2004). 
 
J.E. Brau, O.B. Igonkina, C.T. Potter, and N.B. Sinev, “Investigation of radiation 
damage in neutron irradiated CCD,” to be published in IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (2005). 

 
 

Our neutron damage studies of several years ago play a key role in our current 
analysis of damage to VXD3 (below) but are not reported here.  However, recent 
detailed study of the effects in the CCD exposed to neutron irradiation 5 years ago, 
revealed new facts about the nature of radiation damage. First, we discovered that in 
the 5 years the CCDs sat at room temperature, no significant annealing of the damage 
was observed.  The decrease in the number of charge traps which had been created by 
neutron irradiation was less than 5%.  Second, we measured the dependence of the 
degree of charge trapping as a function of time.  The trapping time expected, based on 
prior theory, was in the range of nanoseconds. However, we observed tens of 
milliseconds are required for complete trapping.  We think there is a theoretical 
explanation, but this was overlooked in the prior theory. The effect has implication for 
the CCD vertex detector since it predicts less sensitivity to radiation damage effects 
for CCDs operating at higher speed.  

 
 
3.2.2 Electron Damage Studies 
  

In 2003, we exposed the spare VXD3 ladders to the NLCTA electron beam to measure 
the effects of radiation damage from electrons.  We conducted two similar exposures 
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of about 5 × 1011 electrons/cm2 to two different ladders.  The electron energy was 60 
MeV.  The charge transfer inefficiency through the entire CCD (2000 rows) caused by 
radiation damage from these electrons was about 30% for one ladder, and close to 
90% for the other.  This difference is not understood.  It may result from different 
doses, although the experiment was designed to deliver the same dose in both 
exposures.  While all beam parameters were very similar in both exposures, the dose 
monitor was only active during the second exposure.  Another explanation could be 
different amounts of oxygen in the two detectors.  We need more studies to understand 
this result.  The important observation from these studies is that the number of charge 
traps per pixel created by electron irradiation is significantly different from that of the 
neutron created charge traps. This has allowed us to measure the relative fractions of 
neutron induced and electron induced radiation damage in VXD3.  

 
3.2.3 VXD3 Radiation Damage Studies  
 

We removed the inactive vertex detector VXD3 from SLD and made detailed 
measurements of the level and character of the radiation damage from three years of 
SLD data taking.  In addition to normal running, at least once, early in the run, 
undamped beams were brought through the detector, exposing the CCDs to unusually 
large levels of radiation.  The inner South CCDs were particularly affected as they 
face the beampipe.  The distribution of number of charge traps/pixel indicates that 
damages were caused by light particles - electrons or photons. The level of damage 
corresponds to exposure to about 1011 - 1012 electrons/cm2 (10 - 100 kRad) if the 
energy of electrons was similar to NLCTA electrons (60 MeV).  If the electron was of 
higher energy, the estimate of the level of exposure level would be reduced.  

 
4. Plans for the Coming Year 

 
4.1 Monolithic CMOS Pixel Detector Development 

 
As described above, we believe that we have a conceptual design for these detectors that 
will work for the Vertex Detector for a superconducting ILC, with even a considerable 
margin of safety.  The next step we believe is to start detailed design of these devices via 
a contract with SARNOFF that will lead to the fabrication of some small prototypes. 
 
There are many issues and uncertainties that will have to be addressed in the detailed 
design.  Some of these issues apparent at this time are: 
 
• SARNOFF feel they can build devices with pixels as small as 5µ x 5µ, have large 

area chips, 25 MHz read rate, and sufficient logic under each pixel to do what it needs 
to do in this conceptual design.  Can they achieve all of these features simultaneously 
on one chip? 

• How thin can these devices be thinned below the standard 500µ thickness? 
• Radiation hardness 
• Power consumption 
• Will the Electromagnetic Interference during a bunch train affect adversely the 

functioning of the device at the pixel level? 
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We believe that the funding that will be available this coming year will not be sufficient 
to carry out both the detailed design by SARNOFF and the fabrication of the first 
prototypes.  We foresee two options.  The first is to find Japanese or European 
collaborators to put in some funds to allow SARNOFF to proceed with prototypes this 
coming year.  The second option is to delay the fabrication of the first prototypes after the 
following year. 
 

4.2 Beam induced EMI tests 
 

EMI effects disrupted the planned operation of the SLD vertex detector VXD3, requiring 
a delayed readout of the CCDs.  The origin of these effects was never completely 
understood, since operations were possible.  If such a problem recurred at the ILC, it 
would not be possible to solve it so easily.  Therefore, for the sake of the ILC, it is critical 
to understand the origin of such effects, and to develop procedures for ameliorating them. 
 
Working in collaboration with groups from Rutherford-Appelton Lab and KEK, we plan 
to study this problem. 
 

4.3 Radiation Damage Testing 
 

In this coming year we plan to complete the radiation testing of the SLD vertex detector 
CCD’s.  While much has been learned in the tests to date, there remain unexplained 
effects, such as the long trapping times, which must be resolved.  Such tests might 
involve electron beams at SLAC and possibly proton beams at Yale.  When the first 
CMOS prototypes from SARNOFF are available, we plan to do radiation testing on those 
both with electron and proton/neutron beams.  This activity will require engineering and 
technician support for fixturing, vacuum, electronics, etc. 
 

5. Relationship to Linear Collider Detector Concept Studies 
 
Our vertex detector design effort is in the context of the SiD detector concept.  The design 
that we are working on, illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 1, fits well within that context 
and has the parameters appropriate to that detector.  However, the other detector concepts, 
the LDC and GLD designs, also require vertex detectors and our R&D is also exactly 
relevant to those designs.  We thus believe that the R&D we are proposing is important for 
all of the detector concepts under discussion at this time. 

 

6. Relationship to Other CCD Vertex Detector R&D Programs 
 

6.1 This research is coordinated with M Breidenbach, SLAC; A. Miyamoto, Y. Sugimoto, 
KEK; P. Skubic, U. of Oklahoma; R. Yarema, W. Wester, FNAL; C. Damerell and the 
LCFI, Rutherford Lab. 

 
6.2 The LCFI Collaboration, in Europe led by Chris Damerell of Rutherford Labs, is 

developing a CCD vertex detector for the TESLA Detector. We maintain a close 
relationship with the work of the European group and are coordinating our activities with 
them to complement, rather than duplicate, their R&D effort.  
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In the course of the design and successful fabrication of the Yale QUEST CCDs, 
we have made a number of contacts and worked with several silicon fabricators.  
We have built on this base of experience and have this year made a subcontract 
with the SARNOFF Corporation, who is quite experienced in the design and 
fabrication of CMOS pixel imaging devices, and have developed a conceptual 
design for our CMOS pixel detectors.  We plan to exploit this connection in the 
future to move on to detailed design and have the fabrication of prototype 
devices by SARNOFF. 
 

6.3 The Japanese CCD Vertex Detector Collaboration, led by Y. Sugimoto and A. 
Miyamoto of KEK, is also working on the issues confronting a CCD vertex detector for 
the linear collider. We are in direct communication with this group, and coordinating our 
R&D effort, and plan now to write a proposal for the Japan-US Program to develop a 
vertex detector prototype.   

 
6.4 We have begun work on the readout electronics for linear collider vertex detectors in 

collaboration with SLAC (M. Breidenbach and G. Haller).  There are other groups 
proposing to work on the fast readout electronics required for these detectors, and we 
plan to coordinate our efforts closely with these groups so that together we develop a 
coherent detector with pixel imaging detectors and the electronics appropriate to read 
them out.   

7. Work Plan and Deliverables 
We are proposing here a three-year R&D program to address the issues discussed 
above.  We foresee the following activities 

7.1 Work Plan Year 1 
• Continue study and design of CMOS detectors for ILC 
• Simulation studies of the effects of detector thickness on the physics, and 

coordination with other groups doing simulations 
• Continue the study of effects of radiation damage 
• Mechanical Engineering study of support scheme 

 

7.2 Work Plan for Year 2 
• Complete detailed design for CMOS detectors 
• Buy masks for fabrication 
• Place order and start fabrication of prototypes  
• Continue the study of effects of radiation damage 
• Continue support structure engineering design 
• Begin ASIC development for readout 

(progress on year 2 work plan will be contingent upon successful supplemental 
funding to pay for all engineering and masks) 
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7.3 Work Plan for Year 3 
• Complete prototype detector fabrication  
• Complete prototype ASIC fabrication 
• Test performance of prototype detectors 
• Radiation test of prototype detectors 
• Complete preliminary support structure design 

(progress on year 3 work plan will be contingent upon successful supplemental 
funding in years 2 and 3 to pay for all engineering and fabrication) 

 

7.4 Deliverables after the 3 Year R&D Program 
• First prototype devices (contingent on supplemental funding) 
• Performance and radiation tests of prototype devices 
• Preliminary support structure design 

 

8. Budget Estimates 
 

           Request in Units of $1000 
                       Item  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
 
Engineering, Technician, Shop Support and Supplies 
 At Oregon 13 25   25   
 At Yale 12 25   25  
Subcontracts 
 
 CMOS Design 50 25     0  
 Masks   0 25     0    
 CMOS Fabrication                  0 50 100 
 
Yearly Totals                                                           75                150          150                                               
 
 

9. Broader Impact 
 

This research project contributes to society in many ways, including but not limited to: 
  
• development of new devices for applications in other fields 
• opportunities for students and young researchers to learn state-of-the-art 

techniques 
• advances in the understand of the fundamental nature of the universe around us. 
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Overview of Tracking Proposals 
 
Experimental physics goals for a future Linear Collider create challenges for charged 
particle tracking, particularly in regard to momentum resolution, multi-track separation, 
and the precise and efficient reconstruction of tracks at forward angles. The momentum 
resolution is driven in part by the need to measure the di-lepton recoil mass spectrum in 
the process HZee →−+ , with −+→ µµZ . With the small beam energy spread possible 
with superconducting accelerator technology, the recoil mass spectrum resolution is 
limited by track momentum resolution even at the previous aggressive baseline level of 

5102)/1( −×≈tpσ  GeV 1− ..  Such momentum resolution is also driven by the need to 
measure high-energy isolated charged particles [2], expected to be prevelant in new 
physical processes (supersymmetric interactions, heavy lepton production, production of 
leptopquarks, etc.), as well as Standard Model processes with a propensity to produce 
high-energy leptons ( tt , −+WW , ZZ , −+ll  production). All in all, the requirement on 
the precision of the momentum measurement is an order of magnitude more demanding 
than that of existing collider detectors. Clearly, the full exploitation of the physics 
potential of a Linear Collider places stringent demands on the performance of the tracker. 
 
The Linear Collider presents several other challenges that are more demanding than that 
faced at previous electron-positron colliders. Linear Collider backgrounds are expected to 
be somewhat worse than those experienced at previous high-energy electron-positron 
colliders, while hadronic jets associated with underlying parton-level processes will be 
denser and more energetic. Accurate reconstruction of hadronic jets in this environment 
will be an essential tool in unraveling the physics of the Linear Collider. Particle-flow 
algorithms, discussed in the section on calorimetry, are only effective to the extent that 
charged tracks are individually accounted for and associated with discrete calorimetric 
clusters. Achieving the jet-energy resolution promised by the energy-flow approach will 
require excellent charged-particle pattern recognition, superior two-track separation 
resolution, as well as the precise determination of particle trajectories as they exit the 
tracking volume. 
 
Forward (high θcos ) tracking will be of particular importance at the Linear Collider. 
Flagship supersymmetric processes (selectron and chargino production) have the 
potential to exhibit forward-peaked cross sections. The process of diboson (WW and ZZ) 
production, which may prove essential to uncovering the secret of electroweak 
symmetry-breaking, is also increasingly forward-peaked at high energies, with the 
corresponding jets more tightly collimated about the underlying parton trajectory. Finally, 
adequate modeling of beamsstrahlung requires a precise in-situ differential luminosity 
measurement, which in turn requires that the acolinearity of bhabha-scattered electrons be 
measured to the accuracy of  ~0.01 mrad. 
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Overview of Tracking Proposals 
 
Tracking projects in this proposal  cover three broad areas. Work on the simulation of 
physics processes is oriented towards establishing tracker performance criteria that are 
required for the full realization of the physics potential of the Linear Collider. Simulation 
of detector response and performance is focused upon assessing the capabilities of 
specific tracking scenarios, and of their ability to achieve the established performance 
criteria. The goal of research and development work on instrumentation hardware is to 
provide a proof-of-principle for the more promising of those tracking scenarios. All three 
of these components are essential for the design and optimization of a tracker that will be 
capable of exploiting the great potential of the Linear Collider physics program. 
 
At this point, the choice of technology for the central tracker remains open. The most 
promising candidates are a large-volume TPCand an all-silicon tracker, the focus of two 
new world-wide studies toward conceptual design reports. More options are under 
consideration for the forward tracking, including silicon-strip or active-pixel disks, and at 
larger forward angles, straw tubes, silicon strips, and GEMS, for which more R&D is 
needed. 
 
 
Simulation 
 
Physics simulations have clarified many of the design goals for the LC detector, 
including the central tracker.  Studies of sparticle production and decay are needed to 
establish more quantitatively the physics requirements on momentum resolution, 
including that of low momentum tracks. There also remains a compelling need to study 
the track-reconstruction capabilities of the proposed detector scenarios, as well as issues 
relating to the interface between the tracker and calorimeter, both in the central and 
forward directions. A total of four groups are proposing to contribute to the Linear 
Collider Detector simulation infrastructure. 
 
 
Silicon Central Trackers 
 
Silicon central trackers have the advantage of compactness, and may prove to be 
particularly good at tracking particles in dense jets. Two groups propose to improve track 
reconstruction algorithms for a silicon tracker, one focussed on forward tracking. Another 
group proposes to use simulations to address detailed tracker configuration issues, and 
another group proposes to explore the requirements on the tracker imposed by Higgs and 
Supersymmetry physics needs. Another group proposes to explore how calorimetry 
improves the tracking of Kshort and Lambda decays for a detector with a relatively small 
number of silicon tracking layers. 
 
In regard to silicon detector R&D, one group proposes to develop a long shaping-time 
readout chip that limits its period of operation to the small fraction of time that beams are 
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present in the machine, and work with an international group to develop and test a 
prototype two-meter-long silicon detector ladder. Another group proposes to develop 
thin-silicon sensors to minimize material in the tracking volume. 
 
 
Achieving the resolution goals with a relatively compact silicon central tracker requires 
precise control of detector alignment and distortions. One group proposes to develop a 
“real-time” tracking device alignment system,  important at the Linear Collider for a low-
mass, non-rigid silicon tracking system. 
 
 
TPC Central Tracker 
 
A TPC promises excellent momentum resolution and resilient pattern recognition. A 
number of groups will work on TPC readout development.  Two intend to improve 
fabrication techniques for GEMs, and optimize GEM design for use in TPC readout. One 
of these groups will focus on photo-lithography and use simulation to optimize design.  A 
second group will use prototype TPC’s with GEM and MicroMegas readout to explore 
resolution, segmentation, noise, ion feedback, etc. A third group proposes to explore 
VLSI readout as an alternative.  
 
 
Forward Trackers 
 
Forward tracking is more important at the Linear Collider than at previous e+e- machines 
because of the increased contributions of t-channel processes at the high center-of-mass 
energies.  Forward tracking is also important for differential luminosity measurement. 
One group proposes to develop a GEM-based forward tracking prototype detector. 
  
 
. 
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Development and Evaluation of Forward Tracking in the Linear
Collider
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Detector: Tracking
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University of Oklahoma, Department of Physics: Michael G. Strauss (Associate Professor)

Collaborators

Post-doctoral Researcher (to be named)

Project Leader

Michael G. Strauss
Strauss@nhn.ou.edu
(405)-325-3961 ext. 36343

Project Overview

Traditional e+e− tracking detectors have provided excellent track finding capability and track
resolution in the central region, but diminished performance in the forward direction, closer to
the beam pipe. However, forward tracking will be a critical component of the Linear Collider
(LC) physics program and the LC detector will require outstanding forward tracking to attain
the maximum physics potential.

There are important physics processes with enhanced cross sections in the forward region that
can only be effectively measured by having exceptional forward tracking. For instance, certain
production and decay modes of supersymmetric particles are peaked in the forward direction.
Some important Standard Model processes, like Higgs production via WW t-channel fusion
are also predominantly along the beamline. Quality forward tracking will be required to
maximize the ability to do certain physics. Because the colliding beams disrupt each other and
induce radiation, an accurate measurement of the differential luminosity requires an angular
measurement of Bhabhas with an uncertainty, ∆θ, of 100 µrad over polar angles of 100-500
mrad. The best algorithms for determining jet energies are particle flow algorithms which
require measurement of energy in the calorimeter as well as the momentum of charged tracks
in the same jet. Multijet events often produce jets in the forward direction. Consequently, to
measure jet energies in the forward region with good efficiency, quality tracking must extend
to small polar angles. Other physics considerations include the ability to efficiently measure
the charge of all tracks, not just those in the central region, and minimizing the material in the
forward region so that conversions do not cascade and disrupt tracking pattern recognition.
These physics goals can be accomplish by developing forward tracking that uses minimal
material in order to preserve momentum resolution of the order σ(1/pt) = 10−4 GeV−1,
with polar angle coverage down to about 110 mrad. Many issues regarding forward tracking
need to be studied in detail now so that relevant questions can be answered and reasonable
technology choices can be made, particularly for the Silicon detector tracking option.

The tracking system must be able to maintain its superior resolution and pattern recognition
capabilities well into the forward region, for which backgrounds increase steadily while the

1
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mean pt, and the lever-arm available to reconstruct tracks and measure pt, shrink steadily. In
addition, good angular resolution must be maintained for the differential luminosity measure-
ment. These issues present great challenges to the design of a forward tracking system, and it
is essential that a realistic simulation and reconstruction package that can easily investigate
alternate technologies and geometries be developed and utilized so that these questions can
be addressed.

At present, only a few studies have been done to choose tracking hardware options or develop
software algorithms to assure quality track finding and resolution in the forward direction.
The TESLA collaboration has done some simulation of tracking in the forward direction. The
default TESLA design uses seven layers of intermediate silicon disks and a forward chamber,
possibly made of straw tubes, behind the TPC. Studies show that TESLA gets a resolution of
∆θ ≈ 30µrad at a polar angle of about 120 mrad. Some other layouts of the TESLA tracker
have been investigated to determine if pattern recognition can be improved by eliminating
”ghost” hits. The TESLA studies show that reasonable tracking can be done in the forward
region with the level of realism modeled in their simulation. There have not been TESLA
studies that investigate alternate tracking geometries, technologies, and algorithms that might
improve forward tracking. Tracking options that might provide better resolution need to be
investigated. The U.S. LC tracking group has expressed their opinion that forward tracking
is at the core of the tracking program, and that simulation and software development is of
paramount importance to the LC tracking effort.

We propose a systematic software effort to understand tracking capabilities and develop track-
ing algorithms in the forward direction, to about 110 mrad from the beamline. These studies
will use the detailed Monte Carlo and simulation being developed by Norman Graf and col-
laborators at SLAC. A realistic simulation must include beam related backgrounds, accurate
simulations of charge deposition, full energy deposition from tracks and backgrounds, real-
istic detector response, digitization, cluster finding, merging and hit recognition algorithms,
detailed coordinate determination, and accurate track finding algorithms. Some of these pa-
rameters are not yet in the LC Monte Carlo simulation. We would make the Monte Carlo
more realistic and use the enhanced Monte Carlo to investigate the forward tracking poten-
tial. Such an effort will allow an informed choice for forward tracking technologies and design
parameters. We will help determine the essential hardware components needed to assure
quality tracking and physics capabilities in the forward direction, and to eventually develop
quality pattern recognition and tracking algorithms in the forward direction. The software
tools we develop will be used to facilitate future physics studies.

The program at the University of Oklahoma will continue to work in conjunction with the LC
community. We have been using the current simulation package developed by Norm Graf and
will continue to work closely with the existing LC tracking simulation groups. Some pattern
recognition tools have already been incorporated into the LC simulation. Using these tools is
a good place to start when studying forward tracking issues, but is insufficient to develop the
best algorithms for meeting the forward tracking physics issues. For instance, the strategy for
the current tracking algorithm in the Silicon detector is to first find tracks in the CCD vertex
detector then to extrapolate these tracks into the central and forward detectors. However,
there are very important questions that have not been investigated: (1) How well do five layers
of CCDs do at pattern recognition given realistic backgrounds and detector performance? (2)
What is the track finding efficiency and purity using this pattern recognition technique? (3)
Will the proposed thickness of the detectors cause so much showering that pattern recognition
is impossible? (4) Are there other algorithms that give better performance in the forward
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region?

We would like to concentrate on answering questions regarding forward tracking with the Sil-
icon Detector (SiD) tracking option that have not been investigated. Many of these questions
are outlined in the document “Critical Questions for SiD” by M. Breidenbach, H. Weerts,
J. Brau, and J. Jaros. We would like to develop simple pattern recognition code that could
easily compare different designs in order to answer questions that have been raised by this
report. (1) What detector layout will will offer robust pattern recognition? (2) Should the
forward tracking depend on VXD pixel endplates? (3) How feasible is pattern recognition
in the VXD with pixel endplates? (4) How thick can the system be before it degrades the
calorimetry? (5) Does forward tracking need stand alone track finding capability, without
help from VXD endplates calorimetry pixels?

We will continue to work closely with groups developing hardware that might be used as key
components in the forward tracking of the LC. We have developed a working relationship
with the group at Louisiana Tech that is working on GEM technology that could be used in
the forward tracking region.

At the end of this project, we will know

1. The detector design that maximizes the forward tracking potential.

2. The detector technology that offers the best prospect for meeting the physics goals
outlined above.

3. Whether three-dimensional technologies are necessary for tracking in the forward direc-
tion.

4. Whether reasonable resolution and pattern recognition can be performed to 110 mrad.

5. How beam-related backgrounds interfere with tracking capabilities in the forward region.

Broader Impact

This entire proposal focuses on developing a broader impact by teaching and training a post-
doctoral researcher in the area of tracking software. The requested funds will be used for the
salary of one researcher who will be learning from the principle investigator of this project
who has years of experience in developing tracking software. In essence, the entire request
for funds is for the purpose of education.

Results of Prior Research

We have not received any previous funding for LC projects. However, we have been involved
with the LC project by attending conferences and working informally with people involved
in the software effort at Stanford, and the hardware effort at Louisiana Tech University. We
have installed and run the standard Monte Carlo tools available for LC simulations.

Our current research at OU focuses on many areas that are directly related to this proposal.
We are funded from the Department of Energy, DE-FG02-04ER41305, “Experimental Physics
Investigations Using Colliding Beam Detectors at Fermilab and the Large Hadron Collider”
from May 1, 2004 until April 30, 2005, for $480,000. Part of this project funds work at the DØ
detector where the principle investigator is currently the convener of the tracking group. The
tracking group has developed a combined tracking algorithm that uses both a road finding
method and a histogramming method to find tracks in the DØ detector. The road finding
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method, is particularly good at finding tracks in the forward region of the detector. Lessons
learned from that algorithm may be applied to forward tracking at the LC.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

This project requires only computing facilities and internet access. We have plenty of equip-
ment available to complete the program. In fact, OU has both a supercomputing center and
a cluster of Linux computers available for High Energy physics applications.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

During the first year, we would hire a post-doctoral researcher who will increase the realism
of the Monte Carlo in the forward direction, develop and adapt tools for LC forward track
finding, and investigate the tracking efficiency and purity for various detector geometries.

There are a number of tools that have been developed within the high-energy community, or
are being developed within the Linear Collider community that can be adapted for the purpose
of understanding tracking in the forward region. For instance, very good forward tracking
has been attained by the DØ collaboration using the “AA” tracking algorithm. Tools and
algorithms developed for DØ tracking may be useful to compare with current forward tracking
algorithms in the LC environment. By integrating tools that have been developed within the
high energy community and current Linear Collider software tools, and by developing new
algorithms and tools, a comprehensive and precise understanding of forward tracking will
emerge.

Initially, we will characterize the efficiency and practicality of the currently proposed forward
tracking technology and geometry, such as the silicon detector default geometry using end-
cap disks with radially aligned silicon microstrips. We will also characterize other designs
being considered like the use of Gas Electron Multipliers (GEMs) as charge amplifiers and/or
collectors in the forward region as proposed by groups at Louisiana Tech and Hampton Uni-
versity. All our studies will be done in collaboration with other groups working on tracking
hardware and software. We will coordinate our efforts with the SLAC and LBNL simulation
and reconstruction groups, and will cooperate with universities that are developing hardware
that may be used for LC forward tracking.

After one year we expect to have (1) developed a realistic Monte Carlo including backgrounds
in the forward region, full energy deposition, and accurate detector response, (2) implemented
existing reconstruction tools into a unified package, and (3) determined tracking efficiency and
purity for the default detector technologies and geometries in the forward region. Further
work will need to be done to develop and optimize future algorithms, to develop mature
tracking algorithms, and to add more realism to the simulation.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

We will focus specifically on some of the issues dealing with the SiD tracker. The primary
questions about the SiD tracker involve pattern recognition. Finding actual tracks from
particles in a densely populated hit environment can be an extremely challenging problem,
even for conventional tracking systems that have many more layers than the SiD. The current
SiD baseline proposal has 5 layers of pixellated vertex detector followed by 5 layers of Si
strip detectors in the central region, but does not have a well developed baseline detector
for the forward region. One milestone that should be completed by the second year is to
develop a baseline detector that can accomplish the physics goals. Questions that have still
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not been answered about the central region will need to be addressed in the forward region,
like whether K0 mesons and Λ0 baryons can be found with only 5 vertex layers and 5 silicon
layers. Answering questions about the track pattern recognition and track resolution with
the SiD detector will be the major focus both in the first and second year once the necessary
tools have been developed.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

The direction during the last year of this proposal will depend heavily on the findings during
the first two years. The final paragraph of the Project Description above lists the goals of
the three year project. At the end of the third year, we expect to have those questions
answered so that the LC detector collaboration will have the tools and information to answer
the important questions about forward tracking technologies and physics parameters.

Budget justification:

The budget is for supporting a post-doctoral researcher half time. The other half of the
time the post-doc will be involved in doing physics with DØ or investigating other aspects of
physics at the LC. The proposed tracking studies need manpower to use the available tools
and develop new tools to answer the relevant questions. Consequently, the most important
use of funds for answering these questions is to support people who can develop and run the
needed sophisticated simulations.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: The University of Oklahoma

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

One-half FTE Post-doctoral Researcher $20,000 21,000 $22,050 $63,050

Total Salaries and Wages $20,000 21,000 $22,050 $63,050
Fringe Benefits $7400 $7770 $8159 $23,329

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $27,400 $28,770 $30,209 $86,379

Total direct costs $27,400 $28,770 $30,209 $86,379
Indirect costs $13,152 $13,810 $14,500 $41,462

Total direct and indirect costs $40,552 $42,580 $44,709 $127,841
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Development of GEM-based Forward Tracking Prototypes for
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Tracking.
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Project Leader

Lee Sawyer
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(318) 257-4053

Project Overview

We propose a research and development effort for the International Linear Collider, based
on our interest in forward tracking. We propose to study the need for additional tracking in
the region beyond the TPC endplate (in the ”Large Detector” scenario) and extending down
to the masked region (approximately 100 mrad from the beamline.) We will evaluate the
usefulness of an ionization chamber equipped with multiple gas electron multiplier (GEM)
preamplifiers in this region; as such devices offer a fast, radiation-hard, low material profile
tracking solution. Incorporating GEMs for forward tracking will also reduce the number of
heterogeneous detector technologies in this region, since GEMs will likely be used to readout
the TPC. This request is for renewal of current Department of Energy funding received
through the Linear Collider Research and Development (LCRD) working group.

Previous uses of ionization-based tracking systems equipped with gas electron multiplier pre-
amplification stages have found that such systems can provide 50 microns level resolution
and radiation hardness up to 2Mrad. We intend to evaluate the system for use in the ILC by
constructing a prototype to confirm the above observations and work to improve the system’s
response time as well as further test the radiation limits of a prototype detector using a
high energy electron beam. We also propose a parallel program of simulations studies in the
forward region, with particular emphasis on the tracking needs for luminosity measurements.
We have made substantial progress in our first two years of activity in the LCRD working
group. This progress is described in detail in the later section on Previous Research.
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Forward Tracking Studies

Forward tracking will potentially be more important at the Linear Collider than at previ-
ous e+ e- colliders, as many interesting t-channel processes have differential cross sections
peaked in the forward direction, including WW and WZ production. For SUSY searches,
selectron pair production includes contributions from t-channel gaugino exchange. Other
slepton production channels may be characterized by very forward, low pT leptons due to
small slepton-chargino mass splitting for some regions of the SUSY parameter space NEED
REF! Detailed understanding of the Higgs boson can also potentially benefit from forward
tracking. It will also be important to accurately measure differential luminosity cross-sections
at the LC, with angular resolutions on the order of 0.1 mrad [1].

Several critical issues need to be addressed in determining the detector configuration best
suited for forward tracking. These include background radiation levels and overall rates, trig-
gering, timing resolution, and hit resolution when the forward detector is used in conjunction
with other tracking elements.

We propose to address these issues through an integrated hardware and simulation effort.
We will devote part of our Linear Collider effort to understanding the specific physics issues
involved in forward tracking, and part to the development of a prototype tracking chamber
which uses a gas electron multiplier technology for pre-amplification. Based on the observed
performance of such devices, we feel this technology may be well-suited to the forward region

Gas Electron Multiplier-based Tracking

Several groups are currently exploring the fabrication of tracking detectors based on the use of
gas electron multiplier (GEM) foils [3]. This includes the proposed Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) which forms the central tracking component in the North American ”Large Detector”
concept as well as the detector outlined in the TELSA Technical Design Report [2]. Other
GEM detector projects include the digital calorimeter option for the hadronic calorimeter.
We propose to evaluate a forward tracking ionization chamber for the linear collider which
uses a GEM as a preamplifier and will permit single particle tracking. We are working in
close collaboration with others groups interested in applying GEMs to detectors for the ILC.

In the TESLA TDR, it is envisioned that there will be a layer of tracking between the TPC
endplate and the endcap EM calorimeter (see Figure 1). This is called the Forward Chamber,
or FCH, in the TESLA TDR and allows tracking segments in the central tracking volume to
be extrapolated to the calorimeter, particularly in the region where there is reduced coverage
or lever-arm for the TPC. As an application of GEM-based tracking, we are investigating the
design of an FCH using GEM tracking chambers. (Other proposed technologies include straw
tubes and silicon strips.)

A GEM is a perforated foil of insulating material approximately 50 microns thick and coated
on both sides with a thin conductor approximately 5 microns thick. The holes have a radius
on the order of 50 microns and are in a grid pattern in which the distance between adjacent
holes is on the order of 150 microns. The photo-lithography based technology to construct
this preamplifier was developed at CERN by Fabio Sauli and collaborators [4]. When used
as a preamplifier in front of a micro-pattern device, like a multiwire proportional chamber,
the signal is amplified 100 fold [5] and can operate in harsh radiation environments up to at
least 2 Mrad [6]. Charge multiplication occurs when the electrons pass through the foil holes
whose sides have had an electric potential difference applied to produce electric fields on the
order of 40kV/cm. A typical GEM detector electric field is shown in Figure 1. With multiple
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Figure 1: (left) A quarter view of the detector in the TESLA Technical Design Report. (right)
The layout of the tracking, showing the FCH between the TPC and EM calorimeter. (Both figures
taken from the TELSA TDR [2].).

GEMs serving as preamplifiers, the charge can be detected directly on a segmented printed
circuit board due to the large gains which approach 106 [7].

As an application of GEM technology in subdetector systems at the linear collider, we will
explore the use of GEM-based detectors in forward tracking. The GEM strategy offers the
possibility of achieving the necessary spatial resolutions with a detector that is radiation-
hard, high rate, and compact with a low material profile. This would fit the needs of an FCH,
which has to fit within a slim gap between the TPC and EM calorimeter, at possibly a much
lower cost than solid-state detector such silicon strips. Timing resolutions on the order of 14
ns have been measured with GEM detectors having a 3 mm gap. Research needs to be done
to understand if faster timing can be achieved.

An evaluation of GEMs for use in the inner tracking system of HERA-B concluded that they
are better suited for the harsh radiation environments of their experimental setup [8]. We
would like to expand on their work to determine if a GEM-based forward tracking system is
suitable for the ILC.

Detector Prototyping for the International Linear Collider

Outstanding issues to be addressed by this proposal involve a determination of the expected
rates, lowest achievable scattering angle, desirable tracking resolution, readout rate and ac-
ceptable radiation length for use of this device. Triggering in the forward region, particularly
with high backgrounds that are possible, may also be a significant technical challenge. We
have begun work on a current monitor for the GEM detector, which we plan to develop into
a differential current trigger. We propose to develop this current monitor trigger as part of
our GEM detector prototyping activities, and to test the current monitor triggering scheme
during an electron beam test of the GEM detector. (This differential current trigger may be
useful for other groups exploring GEM-based detectors.)

In the progress report attached to this proposal, we detail our work to date in establishing a
testing facility for the GEM based prototype tracking system. Briefly, an ionization chamber
with two GEM preamplification stages and a 2-D charge collector has been procured from F.
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Sauli’s group at CERN during the first year of funding. Front end amplification, pulse shaping
and 128 channel multiplexing electronics arrived during the first year of this work which were
based on the HELIX128 chip developed by the Heidelberg ASIC laboratory in collaboration
with a group from the MPI [8]. Students involved have been working on fabricating PC
boards to integrate the HELIX chip onto the detector’s charge collector, designing current
monitors, installing driver signals for the HELIX chip and setting up a cosmic ray test stand.
A data acquisition system is now in place with ADC and TDC readout electronics for 8
GEM channels. A second prototype detector, with three GEM preamplification stages, was
constructed by Louisiana Tech students during the second year of this work and is currently
operating in conjunction with our data acquisition. This prototype is shown in Figure 2

Figure 2: The second prototype 10cm x 10cm GEM tracking chamber, designed and developed by
students at Louisiana Tech.

The challenge is to determine the optimal level of multiplexing which will reduce the proba-
bility of false hits to an acceptable level. In the case of the linear collider, a simulation will
be used to determine what level of multiplexing will be needed. We can then investigate if
it is desirable to adapt the HELIX128 to serve a similar function for the forward tracking
device proposed here or use alternative methods of direct digitization which are currently
being developed at CERN. At a future date, tests using a 1 GeV electron beam will also be
done to evaluate readout performance at high rates as well as radiation hardness issues.

Broader Impact

Louisiana Tech University has a long tradition of involving underrepresented groups in re-
search project. The last master’s degree graduate was a woman, Jena Kraft, whose thesis
was the evaluation of the gain and quantum efficiency properties of the GEM detector as
a function of the gas pressure. We have a strong record of recruiting American students,
including traditionally underrepresented minorities, into our physics program at both the
undergraduate and graduate level.

An X-ray lab, developed for this project, has enhanced the infrastructure of the facilities at
Louisiana Tech and will allow the research to expand into the area of medical imaging. We
hope that the detector will have some impact on the current methods of medical imaging. A
partnership has been created between the Biomedical Engineering department at Tech, the
Biomedical Research Foundation of Shreveport, and the Center for Applied Physics studies
to evaluate the usefulness of this device in the area of medical imaging.
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Results of Prior Research

We report progress to date on our previous GEM-based detector development and forward
simulations work. This work was carried out with support from a Department of Energy
grant DE-FG02-99ER41117 ($505,000 over three years), covering the budget period 15 June,
2003 to 14 June, 2005, and LCRD-related supplements in 2003 ($37,490) and 2004 ($35,000).

We have made substantial progress in meeting the goals set out in last year’s proposal, both
in the area of GEM development and prototyping and in detector simulations. With the
funding in hand, we have purchased Rohacell material for the detector prototype, a TTL-
LVDS converter for our readout electronics, machine time for a prototype readout plane,
and miscellaneous gas fittings and electronic components. We have designed and built two
prototype GEM-based tracking chambers. We have initiated detailed studies of the electric
field around the GEM holes, as well as simulations of angular resolution due to multiple
scattering in the tracking chamber material. We have installed the simulation software for
the full detector simulations needed to understand the detector parameters for the forward
chambers in a TPC-based detector at the International Linear Collider.

We are funding two graduate students on this project, with money from the Department of
Energy LCRD supplement and matching university funds. With travel funds provided in the
LCRD supplement, we have participated in the the American Linear Collider Physics Group
meetings in Stanford in January, 2004, and in Victoria in July, 2004. Recently we participated
in the Workshop on Gaseous Detectors at the ILC, held at Ecole Polytechnique, Paliaseau,
France on January 13-15, 2005. One of us (Sawyer) presented an overview of options for
intermediate to forward instrumentation for a large TPC-based detector.

Detector Prototyping

A second prototype detector has been built by Louisiana Tech students which has an addi-
tional GEM preamplification stage compared to our first prototype but still has an 10cm x
10cm active area and a 2-D charge collector with a strip pitch of 400µm. A gas handling
system, using 70% Ar and 30% CO2, is in place along with regulators, connections lines, and
bubbler. We are using a CAEN N470, 4 channels, 10 kV power supply to bias the GEM de-
tector and X-ray source. A trigger circuit has been installed on the second prototype detector
which is being using to trigger the DAQ readout of up to 8 detector channels.

Another student has fabricated PC boards using our Protomat machine to short out the
GEM readout lines in order to facilitate the use of our limited number of readout channels
currently available. The student is also designing a PC board (“pitch adapter”) to carry
the GEM trace lines to the HELIX readout boards which we have recently procured. These
readout boards were developed by the Heidelberg ASIC laboratory in collaboration with a
group from Max Planck Institute to utilize a highly integrated and radiation hard readout
chip called the “HELIX 128 ” which can read out 128 anode strips at 40 MHz and store the
information for last 8 events in a pipeline citeHELIX. The GEM connectors for this board
have just arrived from Felco Electronics. The next step will involve using a wire bonding
machining to connect the Helix input pads to the pitch adapter output lines.

Another student is working to provide the low voltage differential signals (LVDS) to control
the Helix chip. The initial attempt by the student was to use our in-house function generators
to create the LVDS signals. This was abandoned due to the high noise levels (150 mV) on
the function generator output. An LVDS signal converter chip has been purchase to output 4
LVDS pulses from a single TTL input pulse. A data acquisition system, based on the CODA
system developed at Jefferson National Laboratory, is now in place. Currently we are reading
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Figure 3: A sample GEM detector hit. The left figure shows a single hit on detector channel 4
while rht right most figure illustrates a multiple hit on channels 4 and 5. Channel 8 represents the
measured charge of the trigger signal. Channel 1 & 7 are pedestal channels.

a LeCroy 1182 8-channel ADC. DAQ files are being written to disk and software has been
written to convert the RAW data files to ROOT ntuples for analysis. The next step is install
the Lecroy TDC into the readout list in order to perform timing studies.

Figure 4: A sample of several different ionization sources measured by the second prototype detector

A charge collector has been designed using Autodesk. The structural dimensions may be
altered by simply editing an excel spreadsheet which contains the relevant parameters. A
prototype charge collector board has been received from CERN that has 15 µm thick copper
traces layed down on 1.7 mm thick G-10. The next charge collector boards will have 5 µm
copper traces layed down on 120 µm thick G-10. Because of oxidation problems with the first
prototype detector, the charge collectors are now being coated with 2 µm of Nickel and 0.1
µm of Gold. Wire bonds between the output connector and the charge lines have also been
eliminated to improve detector robustness.

A pulsed X-ray tube is being used to perform detailed position resolution as well as response
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time studies on the completed prototype detector. The CAEN N470 power supply is used
in conjunction with a newly acquired PVX-4140 high voltage pulse generator from Directed
Energy, Inc. to pulse the nanotube based X-ray source. The pulse generator can apply up
to 3500 kV within 25 ns and has a tight pulse width of 60 ns. When collimated, this pulsed
X-ray source will be used to perform position and timing measurements of the detector.

In collaboration with the University of Texas at Arlington and the University of Victoria, we
will be testing new 30cm x 30cm GEM foils produced by the 3M corporation. A design for a
tracking chamber incorporating these larger GEM foils is being developed.

Simulation Studies

We have begun detector simulation studies on two fronts: detailed studies of GEM cham-
ber simulations in order to better understand pulse shape, ionization, and drift times; and
GEANT4-based studies of the forward tracking needs of the proposed ILC detectors config-
urations, with a particular interest in forward tracking needs.

ANSYS has been used to calculate the electric field of a GEM foil. A 2-D model was con-
structed which had the same characteristics as other published models. A 3-D model is now
being developed which reduces the perforated hole pattern into a fundamental pattern based
on 1/4 of 2 adjacent holes. The electric field map for the entire GEM foil may be generated
from this. The goal will be to generate an electric field map for use in a program which
simulates the gas ionization process. The program GARFIELD[10] is a popular simulation
program for drift chambers which we may borrow from for our needs. The key ingredients are
the function HEED [11], used to calculate energy loss due to ionization in the drift chamber
gas, and MagBoltz [12], used to track electrons in a gas. Detailed figures from these field
studies were included in our earlier progress report.

A GEANT3 [13] based study of the prototype GEM-based tracking chamber has been per-
formed. The effect of multiple scattering on a 1 GeV electron which traverses the detector
was investigated. The angular resolution is degraded by about 15% when a triple GEM ion-
ization chamber is used to detect electrons emerging at 9 ± 2 degrees with respect to the
beamline. The final step in detector simulation will be to incorporate the proposed detector
system into the full GEANT4-based Linear Collider Detector simulation, in order to study
the performance of the detector in the forward region of the Large Detector configuration.
Currently, we are still in the process of installing GEANT4 and the LCDROOT packages
(along with other required software packages) on our Linux cluster. During the summer,
2004, we stationed one of our graduate students with the simulations group at Northern Illi-
nois University, in order for him to learn the GEANT4 and LCD4 software. He is now in
charge of installing and maintaining that software on our cluster. However, as the conceptual
design process has taken shape over the last several months, we now believe that we can
best proceed by modifying the existing Mokka simulation framework, which was used for the
TESLA TDR studies. We are currently installing Mokka, and plan to have results for the
International Linear Collider in Stanford, March 18-20, 2005.
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Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

This research project represents collaboration between the Institute for Micromanufacturing
and the Center for Applied Physics Studies at Louisiana Tech University. The Institute
for Micromanufacturing has the facilities to fabricate the ionization chambers, assemble the
components in clean rooms, and wire bond the readout electronics to the ionization chamber.
To shorten development time, GEM foils will be purchased. The Center for Applied Physics
Studies contains the high energy and medium energy physics groups who will be developing
the GEM detectors. The collective experiences of the Center for Applied Physics Studies
members will ensure the development a GEM-based forward tracking prototype and detailed
studies of the tracking needs in the forward region..

The principal investigators (Sawyer, Greenwood) are members of the high energy physics
group at Louisiana Tech, are members of the D0 experiment at Fermilab, and have extensive
experience in detector development and simulations. The Louisiana Tech group built and
installed portions of the Intercryostat Detector for the D0 upgrade. Dr. Sawyer has worked
on the ALEPH, D0, SDC, and ATLAS experiments, while Dr. Greenwood has built a number
of neutrino detectors and is currently involved in Run IIb upgrades to the D0 Silicon Tracker.

Our collaborator, Tony Forest, is a member of Louisiana Tech’s medium energy group, with
experiments at Jefferson Lab. He is developing GEM-based trackers for the proposed Qweak
experiment at JLAB. His experience with tracking in that detector system will be used in
developing the forward tracking prototype. In addition, other members of the medium energy
group are collaborating on studies of GEM-based tracking applications, and students from
both the high energy and medium energy groups are collaborating in our detector development
lab.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables
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In year one of our renewal request, we will build a prototype GEM-based tracking detector
using the new 30cm X 30cm GEM foils from 3M. We will carefully test this chamber’s per-
formance compared to the 10cm X 10cm currently being tested, which foils manufactured at
CERN. We will use our new X-ray test facility, as well as source and cosmic ray testing. The
X-ray lab is a new addition to CAPS, is based on carbon nanotube technology to facilitate
pulsing and is capable of delivery 1 kHz of 8 and 20 keV photons. The goals of these tests
will be to establish the operational limits of the proto-type device.

We will continue our simulation studies of forward tracking at the LC. We will use the Mokka
front-end to GEANT4 to perform detailed studies of the improvement to tracking with a
Forward Chamber (FCH) between the TPC endplate and the EM calorimeter. We will begin
studies of different detector readout configurations and begin the process of optimizing the
detector design for the GEM tracker FCH.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

In year two, we will perform beam tests of a prototype tracker module. We will plan for the
installation of the device at Jefferson Lab which is capable of delivering up to 100 microamp
of 6 GeV electrons to a target. Our plan is to install the prototype in Hall C at Jefferson Lab.
This would be preferably in conjunction with a running experimental setup but we could
conceivably setup a standalone beam test. The goal of these tests will be to evaluate the
operational rate limits of the detector readout system and determine the impact of radiation
damage.

In year two, we will finalize a design for the FCH, based on our simulation studies. This
should coincide with the timetable for detector conceptual design to be formulated. We will
contribute to the conceptual Design of a TPC-based detector for the International Linear
Collider, with emphasis on the FCH and tracking in the intermediate to forward regions.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

In year three, we will analyze the results of the beam studies. In conjunction with the results
of simulation studies, we will then be able to propose a full forward tracking detector for
the LC detector, which will hopefully be in the Technical Design stage by this point (year
2006-2007). We will use the pulsed X-ray facility at Louisiana Tech to investigate the effect
of ionization chamber and GEM preamplifier wall thicknesses on pulse risetime in the GEM.

Budget justification: Louisiana Tech University

Our budget request for year one is based on the purchase of an additional 4 GEM foils from 3M
($2600), machining time for the prototype components ($700), construction cost for additional
readout plane construction ($1000), and costs of prototyping the readout electronics ($1000).
We will also need clean room time for GEM detector assembly, for which we request 20 hours
at$60/hour ($1200). We request continued support for one Ph.D. student ($14,000). We
request modest travel funds ($5,000) to cover the additional costs of attending ILC meetings,
which are beyond the scope of current base Dept. of Energy grant.

For year two, our budget request includes expenses for beam tests as well as continued sim-
ulation studies. For the beam tests, we will need power isolation transformer ($500), cabling
($900), power supply for the HELIX128 readout ($100), gaslines and bottles ($200). We will
need at least 4 trips to the beam line, estimated at $1,500 per trip based on past experi-
ence from the medium energy group. We request continued support for one Ph.D. student
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($14,000). Because of the travel request for beam tests, we reduce our request for travel to
ILC meetings to $2000, and will attempt to secure additional travel funds to make up the
difference.

For year three, we request funds for replacement GEM foils ($900), machining time for test
chamber walls ($500) and supplies. We request continued support for one Ph.D. student
($14,000). We request travel funds of $7,000 to cover the predicted increased number of trips
needed to collaborate on the Technical Design Report for the TPC-based detector.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Louisiana Tech University

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Other Professionals 0 0 0 0
Graduate Students $ 14,000 $ 14,000 $ 14,000 $ 42,000

Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages $ 14,000 $ 14,000 $ 14,000 $ 42,000

Fringe Benefits 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $ 14,000 $ 14,000 $ 14,000 $ 42,000

Equipment 0 $ 600 0 $ 600
Travel $ 5,000 $ 8,000 $ 7,000 $ 19,000

Materials and Supplies $ 6,500 $ 1,100 $ 1,400 $ 9,000
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0
Total direct costs $ 25,500 $ 23,700 $ 22,400 $ 71,600
Indirect costs(1) $ 6,720 $ 6,720 $ 6,720 $ 20,160

Total direct and indirect costs $ 32,220 $ 30,420 $ 29,120 $ 91,760
(1) Includes 48% of salary and wages only
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Proposal Name Studies of Gas Electron Multipliers for a Time Projection Chamber for
the International Linear Collider

Classification (subsystem)

Identify accelerator subsystem. Central Tracking Chamber; TPC

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Prof. Peter Fisher, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 02139

Prof. Ulrich Becker, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 02139

Collaborators

Project Leader

Prof. Peter Fisher
fisherp@mit.edu
617-253-8561

Project Overview

Over the past fifteen years, Time Projection Chambers (TPCs) have developed into robust
tracking systems for use at electron-positron colliders as well as fixed target experiments.
TPCs provide three dimensional track measurements with high resolution and low channel
count. Future linear colliders challenge TPC design: the large number of bunch crossings
over a very short time can cause the build up of ions in the drift region resulting in the
loss of resolution. Gas Electron Multipliers (GEMs) [1, 2, 3] may provide a solution: as
they amplify electrons in a closed channel, the ions remain trapped in the channel where
amplification occurred and can be ejected in between bunch crossings. However, current
GEM amplification systems need three layers of foils to attain sufficient (103-104) gain. We
aim to investigate GEM designs which result in higher gain per layer which may allow one
or two layer GEMs. At the very least, we aim to find an optimized GEM design which will
improve GEMs robustness and uniformity.

GEM foils amplify drift electrons by creating a very high field region in a channel formed by a
hole through a highly resistive substrate (usually Kapton). Electrons liberated by high energy
particles in the TPC volume drift to the GEM (which may be separated from the drift volume
by a grid) and are focussed by the electric field into the amplification channel. Typical field
gradients are as large as 100 kV/cm (500 volts applied across a 50 µm foil) which give gains
of a hundred or more in typical gases such as Ar:CO2 (80:20) or P10. Current applications
use stacks of three GEMs and achieve gains of up to 104. After the last stage of amplification,
the electrons are collected on readout pads which give the position information.

In the first six months of the current award, we have built the infrastructure we need to
optimize GEM foils (see below) Fig. 1 and the coming year, we will carry out a systematic
study of how the physical parameters of GEM foils influence the gain. In particular, we
will study how the diameter and pitch (the spacing between amplification channels) of the
amplification channels influence the gain by fabricating GEM foils using the exactly the same
processing techniques from the same vendor. A larger amplification channel will collect more
electrons, but will have a smaller field gradient (owing to leakage of the field out of the
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Figure 1: a) Test chamber with triple GEM mounted inside. The chamber was built for another
detector study; the test chamber used for the proposed GEM foil studies is of the same design. b)
Relative gain measurement of different energy sources with triple GEM shown in a). The GEM
foils are made by Tech-Etch.

channel) and thus lower gain. In addition, a foil with a large channel diameter to pitch
ratio will be mechanically weaker than a foil with a smaller ratio. We will also measure foils
with thicker Kapton substrates: a thicker substrate will allow higher voltage and a longer
amplification channel, possibly giving higher gain.

Carrying out these studies requires the fabrication of GEM foils to our specifications and we
have developed an industrial partner in Tech-Etch of Plymouth, MA. Tech-Etch 1 is a custom
flexible printed circuit board vendor which is able to make custom GEM foils in small (12-20
foil) batches at reasonable cost ($250 per foil). Tech-Etch has made GEM foils which we
have working in our lab (Fig. 1) and is part of an SBIR with MIT, BNL and Yale for the
STAR experiment at RHIC. As Tech-Etch foils have well defined properties and performance
characteristics, our plan is to make modest variations from a reference design.

Broader Impact

GEM foils find application in a wide range of tracking systems. They form the basis for the
tracker in the COMPASS experiment [4] with good results and are a serious option for the
ILC TPC [5]. The use of CF4 with GEMs has been considered in medical applications [6]
and are proposed for dark matter experiments[7] and double beta decay experiments[8].

Our studies have the two fold purpose of optimizing the mechanical design of GEM foils and
continuing to develop a vendor who can provide custom foils at reasonable cost. As the use
of GEM foils expands, we expect the work we do in the coming years will have impact of a
wide range of experiments and technology.

Results of Prior Research

In the past six months, we have ordered two sets of twelve GEMs from Tech-Etch, constructed
a gas chamber for testing single and multiple GEM foils, completed a first simulation of GEM
performance and taken some steps toward developing a new method of GEM quality control.

1URL: http://www.tech-etch.com
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Figure 2: Layout of GEM foils for Tech-Etch for the reference set. All dimensions are inches.

Since we want to study the dependence of GEM performance on hole dimension and spacing,
our first order of twelve GEM foils has a proven geometry (Fig. 2) and these GEM foils will
be used as a reference set for comparison with other designs. The reference set has been
received, mounted and tested: of the twelve foils, six meet our acceptance criteria (Fig. 3)
and the best three will form our reference set. We will investigate cleaning the other six foils
for later use.

The active region of the second set (referred to as Set 2) of GEM foils has four different
electrically separate zones (Fig. 3). Each zone has a different hole diameter, with one zone
having the same dimensions as the reference set in order to provide a direct normalization
between Set 2 and the reference set. We have asked Tech-Etch to use the same processing
sequence (etching time, chemical concentrations, etc.) for Set 2, so, in principle, the gain of
Zone B of Set 2 and the gain of the reference set will be the same. This way, we will know
that a gain difference observed, for example between Zone A and Zone B results from the
different hole size rather than different processing. The Set 2 foils have been ordered and we
expect delivery from Tech-Etch in late March.

This work has been carried out by Mr. Scott Hertel and Ms. Marta Lewandoska, who were
supported by FY2004 funds.

We will test our GEM foils in a specially constructed chamber shown in Fig. 5. The test
chamber has a manifold on the bottom to distribute the gas evenly at moderate flows and
works over the pressure range of vacuum to 3 bar. The test chamber has a gas system attached
which has a residual gas analyzer, turbopump and simple gas recovery system which will allow
us to recover expensive gases. In interesting feature is the externally mounted resistor chain
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Figure 3: I-V curves for six of twelve reference GEM foils. All have surface resistances of better
than 50MΩ/cm2 at 500 V, our maximum planned operating voltage.

Figure 4: a) Design for GEM foil Set 2 to study the effect of hole size on gain. The processing
(etching time, copper thickness, etc.) will be exactly the same as the reference GEM foil set in
order to allow direct comparison between the gain of Zone B in Set 2 and the reference set.
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Figure 5: a) Cross section of test chamber for triple GEM foils. b) Detail showing the spacing of
the detector components.

which allows the adjustment of foil and transfer voltages without opening the test chamber.
The test chamber has been built in our shop and vacuum tested. We are currently mounting
the reference GEMs in the chamber. for the initial tests, we plan to use Ar:CO2 (80:20) and
P10, which have well known characteristics. We will also carry out some measurements with
CF4.

Coding and testing of our simulation is now complete and we have compared our simulation
results to data taken on an earlier single GEM setup Fig. 6 [9]. The simulation has two
parts: in the first part, MAXWELL 3D (from Ansoft Corp.) computes the electric field for a
specific geometry, producing an electric field map. The second part is a single particle mover
which moves electrons along the electric field lines, taking diffusion into account. Ionization
cross sections are used to compute probability distributions which we then sample to find
the gain for each electric field setting. While the agreement between the simulation and data
seems reasonable, we do not find the simulation a useful tool for studying the impact of hole
geometries on gain and we have decided to direct the effort towards the GEM foil testing.
Once we have good data from a number of geometries, we will resume our simulation effort.

This work was carried out in collaboration with Prof. Sekazi Mtinwga, now at Harvard
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Figure 6: Comparison of gain measurements for a single GEM in argon and neon based gas. The
measurements were only of relative gain and have been normalized to the simulation at 275 V.

University and Dr. Oleg Bouianov of SEFT in Helsinki, Finland.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

This work has been and will be carried out in our detector lab which is supported by a detector
development contract from other DOE funds and MIT Kavli funds. The lab is fully equipped
with test equipment, gases, gas handling systems and electronics. There are two attached
machine shops: one maned by Mr. Michael Grossman (for whom we request approximately
20% salary to support this project) and the second is the Edgerton Machine shop, an institute
supported shop for students. The Edgerton shop is staffed by a full time machinist (Mr. Fred
Cote) who teaches a shop course and helps the students with basic machining tasks.

Our detector lab has a long history of gas studies, including a long standing systematic study
of gas mixtures documented at http://cyclo.mit.edu. Typically, six to eight undergraduates
work in our lab on a number of different gas detector projects.

Undergraduate students run our lab under our supervision. Most students at MIT participate
in the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) and we expect two UROP
students to complete Senior Theses (which is required by the department) on the GEM
studies. Two students, Kasey Ensslin and Julie Wyatt, have completed Senior Theses on
earlier GEM studies. Our machinist, Mike Grossman, also provides support and supervision.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

In the early part of FY2005, we will complete the measurements of the performance of the
GEM foil reference set and begin the measurement of of the gain characteristics of Set 2, which
should be delivered in early March. We anticipate the mounting and acceptance testing of
the Set 2 GEMs will take several weeks and the gain measurements will begin in late spring.

Based on what we learn from Set 2, we will submit an order for GEM foil Set 3, which may
consist of

• Larger holes: in Set 2, the largest holes have an outer diameter of 90 µm and a pitch of
110 µm. If hole size leads to larger, more stable gains, we may try 95 µ holes with the
same pitch or larger pitch.

• Thicker Kapton: most GEM foils use 50 µm Kapton as the substrate. We may use a 75
µm substrate, which would imply stronger, more robust GEMs.
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We expect to place th order for Set 3 after our study of Set 2, which will be in early Summer
2006. Testing of Set 3 will extend into FY2006.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

In FY2006, we will continue testing Set 3 and, based on the results from Set 3, design two
further GEM foil sets for test, Sets 4 and 5. The designs will depend on what we have learned
with Sets 2 and 3, but will most likely include 100 µm thick substrate and larger pitch foils.
We will also use the extra foils from Set 2 to in a small TPC (which we are re-instrumenting
with readout electronics) for resolution studies using the Bates 1 GeV electron beam.

A TPC for a linear collider requires a detection region covering several square meters. Using
the extra GEM foils from Sets 2-3, we will begin designing a two or three layer two-by-two
array of 10 cm × 10 cm GEM foils in order to learn how to design and construct a much
larger array for an ILC TPC amplification plane.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We will conclude the systematic gain measurements of Sets 2-5. If appropriate, we will resume
the simulation studies.

The GEM foils produced at Tech-Etch are 10 cm × 10 cm, so we plan to investigate with
Tech-Etch the fabrication of larger foils and study how to tile these foils to cover a large area.
We plan to order 20 cm × 20 cm foils (or larger) with a geometry based on the outcome of
our studies from Tech-Etch and build a TPC detection plane of realistic dimension for use in
an ILC TPC.

A second study we may undertake is the question of registration of the GEM channels. In
a multiple layer GEM amplifier, there is some idea that lining up the channels will result in
higher gain. We plan to address this my installing a micrometer and tension system in the
our test chamber which will allow us to move the GEM foils in the triple GEM system. A
back light will make measuring the alignment of the channels possible.

Budget justification:

The amounts requested are as follows:

Other Professionals: the requested amount of $10,000 supports 20% of our machinist,
Mr. Michael Grossman, who fabricates the test chambers, GEM mounting frames and other
hardware used on our project. In FY2005, he will fabricate the GEM mounting frames and
a second test chamber. In FY2006, he will fabricate the GEM frames and parts for a multi-
GEM amplification plane and in FY2007, he will fabricate a second amplification plane using
larger GEMs. he also plays a major role helping and supervising our students.

Undergraduate Students: much of the work is a carried out by undergraduate students
as part of the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) at MIT. Almost all
undergraduate participate in the UROP and, in the physics department, a students UROP
project usually leads to a senior thesis. We request support for two full time students.

Equipment: covers the purchase of two sets of twelve GEM foils each year from Tech-Etch
($ 6,000, described above) along with materials for making the GEM frames, test chambers
and other test hardware. This also includes the purchase of gas used for testing.

Travel: covers two trips to ILC meeting to present results. One of us plans to attend the
meeting at SLAC in March.
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Materials and Supplies: covers the replacement of consumables in our lab such as elec-
tronic components, tools, test electronics, etc. The experience of the past ten years is that
each student uses, loses or breaks $1,000 of lab supplies each year.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: MIT Institution 1

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Other Professionals 10 10 10 30
Graduate Students 0 0 0 0

Undergraduate Students 17 18 18 53
Total Salaries and Wages 27 28 28 83

Fringe Benefits 3 3 3 9
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 30 31 31 91

Equipment 9 7 7 23
Travel 1 1 1 3

Materials and Supplies 2 2 2 6
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0
Total direct costs 42 41 41 124

Indirect costs 19.5 20.15 20.15 59.8
Total direct and indirect costs 61.5 61.15 61.15 183.8
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Development of a Micro Pattern Gas Detector Readout for a TPC 
 
Classification: subsystem 
 
Detector: tracking 
 
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding 
 
D. P. Peterson, R. S. Galik, Laboratory for Elementary-Particle Physics,  
Cornell University 
G. Bolla, I. P. J. Shipsey, Physics Department, Purdue University 
 
Collaborators 
 
none 
 
Contact Person 
 
Dan Peterson 
dpp@lns.cornell.edu 
(607)-255-8784 
 
  
Project Overview 
 
Motivation  
 
A tracking detector with unprecedented performance, in both multi-track separation and 
momentum resolution, will be required to meet the experimental physics goals of the 
future linear collider. A time projection chamber (TPC) may provide the best 
combination of detector segmentation and continuous track measurements that would 
lead to the optimum multi-track separation and noise immunity. However, as described 
below, the segmentation of current technology TPCs is insufficient for precision 
reconstruction of linear collider events. In addition, obtaining spatial resolution that is 
required to meet the momentum resolution goal is challenging with the current 
technology. We proposed to study improvements to a TPC readout in an effort to develop 
the segmentation and resolution required for the linear collider program.  
 
Multi-track separation, which leads to efficient track reconstruction, is required for an 
“energy flow analysis”, the precision measurement of jet energies using tracking 
information to determine the charged energy component {1}. Energy flow analysis will 
require efficient track reconstruction within jets where the track density is of order 
100 tracks/steradian. TPCs using wire anode gas-amplification, of which the STAR and 
ALEPH chambers are typical examples, have pad readouts with segmentation of order 
1 cm in the azimuthal direction. This segmentation is insufficient for reconstructing 
tracks in dense jets.  For example, consider a TPC with 4 cm longitudinal segmentation 
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and a two-pad FWHM pad response function. The solid angle segmentation would be 
about 10-3 steradian at a detector radius of 1 meter. Thus, the occupancy within a jet 
would be 10% - a challenging environment for track reconstruction. In a simulation of 
digitized detector response {2}, a 1 cm pad width was shown to provide only 94% 
reconstruction efficiency while a pad width of 2 to 3 mm is required for the ultimate 
resolution. Simply increasing the detector segmentation in a wire anode TPC will not 
result in increased reconstruction efficiency because the signal width is determined by the 
inductive readout. A gas-amplification technology with signal width less than 2 mm is 
required to take advantage of increased readout segmentation.  
 
Spatial resolution, which determines charged particle momentum resolution,  is also 
limited in wire anode TPCs. Charged particle momentum resolution, σ(1/p), of order 
10-5/GeV is required to determine the Higgs mass through the precision measurement of 
the recoil mass of di-leptons in Higgsstrahlung events {3,4}. Similar momentum resolution 
is required to measure the end-point momentum in leptonic supersymmetric decays. This 
momentum resolution can be achieved only if the TPC spatial resolution is of order 
100µm. This spatial resolution is very challenging in a wire anode TPC not only because 
it represents 1% of the pad size but also because the radial electric field in the vicinity of 
the wires leads to a significant spatial distortion.  
 
A TPC readout based on a micro-pattern-gas-detector (MPGD) gas-amplification device 
such as a GEM {5} or MicroMegas {6} promises to provide both improved segmentation 
and resolution. Segmentation is improved due to a fundamentally reduced transverse 
signal size; the signal is created on pick-up pads by electron transport rather than 
induction. The pad size can then be significantly reduced. Spatial resolution is improved 
due to the reduced signal size and reduced ExB distortion of the drift path in the vicinity 
of the amplification device. Operation in a high rate environment may be simplified 
because these readout systems are expected to naturally suppress ion feedback into the 
drift volume.  
 
The world linear collider TPC study 
 
Several groups in Europe, Canada, and Asia are currently studying gas-amplification 
devices in prototype TPCs.  Groups from Victoria {7}, DESY {8}, Karlsruhe {9}, and 
Aachen {10} have been studying GEM gas-amplification. The Saclay/Orsay/Berkeley 
{11} group has been studying MicroMegas gas-amplification. The Carleton {12} group 
has been studying MicroMegas gas-amplification with an additional resistive foil over the 
pad plane to control the pad response function. The Asia/MPI/DESY {13} group has 
made measurements with wire gas-amplification. Results from the individual groups and 
recent reviews {14} of this work have been presented at the linear collider workshops. 
Results from these groups are encouraging; several groups report spatial resolutions of 
less that 100 µm with MPGD devices. However, the results are preliminary. The 
resolution is not as good as expected from simulations.  It is recognized within the linear 
collider TPC community that the measurements of different gas-amplification devices are 
difficult to compare because they are taken by different groups under various 
conditions{15}. In addition, there are sometimes discharge problems in the gas-
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amplification devices that must be understood. Significant development and operating 
experience are required before a full-size design for a detector incorporating a GEM or 
MicroMegas can be finalized. Even with many groups working on these issues, the 
development will take several years and should not be delayed. 
 
The Cornell/Purdue R&D program 
 
We have initiated a TPC detector development program. We will study issues of 
resolution, segmentation, signal width, noise, cross-talk, and ion feedback using various 
readout systems on prototype TPCs. The TPCs will be built and operated at Cornell. We 
will study TPC readouts using both traditional wire anode wire gas-amplification built at 
Cornell, and TPC readouts using GEM and/or MicroMegas gas amplification built at 
Purdue.  
 
The Cornell/Purdue program is a part of, and coordinated with, the world TPC study. We 
regularly present at the regional and international workshops including the January 2005 
TPC R&D mini-workshop {16} held in conjunction with the Meeting on ILC Detectors 
with Gaseous Tracking {17}. We will add to the body of MPGD gas-amplification TPC 
operational knowledge by building on our experience of operating large tracking 
chambers and MPGD development.  
 
The recently completed Cornell TPC (see “Progress”) can easily be configured with 
various readout modules. While other groups typically make measurements using one 
gas-amplification device, we will be able to make direct comparisons of several gas-
amplification devices using with the same drift cage and readout electronics.    
 
We plan to make ion feedback (also known as "back-drift") measurements using an 
instrumented drift cage termination grid. Again, direct comparisons between several gas-
amplification configurations will be possible. The ion feedback dependence on biasing 
can be readily measured because biasing for the gas-amplification device, as well as the 
drift cage field, can be adjusted from outside the gas volume. 
 
As described below (see "Expertise"), Purdue is involved in several studies of 
manufacturing techniques for the purpose of providing large scale production of reliable 
GEMs. and MicroMegas. It is expected that the MPGD manufacturing will require 3 to 4 
years of development. The development of new manufacturing techniques for GEMs and 
MicroMegas is important because it may provide reduced cost and procurement time for 
large scale implementations such as a TPC or a hadron calorimeter in a linear collider. 
Much of this work is at an early stage; extensive R&D and testing, including radiation 
hardness studies, will be required. Funding exists for this work and we are not seeking 
additional funding for it at this time. These studies will be performed by many groups, 
including Purdue, over the next few years. We expect to incorporate each of the 
successful alternative manufacturing technologies into TPC readouts. The Cornell TPC 
will be used to test and compare MPGDs that are manufactured with new techniques as 
well as devices produced at CERN.  In the first instance, we will test a recently produced 
MicroMegas.  
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As the world TPC study evolves, the Cornell/Purdue group plans to become involved in 
scaling a MPGD readout to a full size detector. We will use our TPC to study problems 
associated with assembling an array of MPGD devices to cover a large area. On a time 
scale of about three years, groups involved in the world TPC study plan to construct a 
large prototype.  First discussions of the design of the large prototype and how to divide 
the tasks involved the construction are just beginning. We plan to participate by 
designing and building a component such as the thin endplate support frame and the 
mounting scheme for the readout elements or the field cage.  
 
Our coordination with the world TPC study will be strengthened by cooperating on 
projects of mutual interest with the Carleton group consisting of Prof. Alain Bellerive and 
Dr. Madhu Dixit. The proposed infrastructure will enable us to make a direct comparison 
of Carleton MPGD readout devices with those prepared at Purdue. This will help in 
reducing systematic uncertainties and in optimizing the readout design for the MPGD 
TPC. The partnership between Carleton and Cornell/Purdue will benefit from the 
proximity of Ottawa and Ithaca. 
 
Expertise 
 
The Cornell group has extensive experience building and commissioning drift chambers 
for the CLEO experiment {18}. For the CLEO II drift chamber {19}, the Cornell group 
developed thin structures for inner and outer segmented cathode readouts.  In the design 
stage of the CLEO III drift chamber {20}, the Cornell group developed specialty parts 
and machining practices with commercial vendors.  Prototype chambers were used to 
study questions of gas properties, insulating feed-through breakdown, electronics 
characteristics and mechanical issues for the endplate. The CLEO III drift chamber {21}, 
installed in 1999, has been extremely reliable with superior spatial resolution. Most 
recently, the Cornell group constructed and commissioned a 6-layer inner drift chamber 
for the CLEOc program {22}. Two significant issues were resolved in this project: 
integrating the chamber design with the existing interaction vacuum chamber and 
focusing elements, and reducing the sensitivity to electronic noise transmitted by the 
beam pipe.  
 
The Purdue group has many years of experience developing MPGDs {23-37}. In 
collaboration with the CERN and Saclay groups, radiation hardness of GEM and 
MicroMegas foils manufactured at CERN have been studied and excellent radiation 
hardness has been demonstrated. The first triple-GEM {34} and GEM+MicroMegas 
detector have been built. The latter has achieved the best signal-to-noise performance in a 
beam line of any MPGD to date {35} making it very attractive for TPC readout.  In 
addition a new readout mode of a MicroMegas has been developed that promises greater 
electrical robustness.  
 
GEM manufacturing technology, for readily available samples, has been limited to 
Kapton lithography. Purdue is involved in several studies of alternative manufacturing 
techniques. In collaboration with the University of Chicago, a micro-machined large area 
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LEM (large scale GEM) has been built and successfully tested at Purdue {38}. Electrode-
less GEMs and MicroMegas, which have greatly reduced amounts of material, are also 
under development. The Purdue/Chicago collaboration has worked with the 3M 
Corporation to develop a less expensive, large quantity, manufacturing process for 
standard GEMs.  
 

                   
 

Figure 1: A MicroMegas produced by the 3M Corporation in 
collaboration with Purdue University mounted for testing. The cover of 
the high purity stainless steel gas chamber is removed for display. 

 
These have been delivered and tested at Purdue and CERN. Preliminary results indicate 
that the performance of GEMs manufactured by 3M, when appropriate materials are used 
and the process is carefully controlled, is indistinguishable from the performance of those 
manufactured at CERN {39,40,41}.  More recently, Purdue has collaborated with 3M to 
develop the first mass-produced MicroMegas. These have been delivered {42} and are 
being tested as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Work described in this section and in “Progress” has been supported at Cornell by NSF 
cooperative agreement PHY-0202078, 4/1/2003 – 3/31/2008, entitled "Support of the 
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) Facility. Work at Purdue has been supported by 
DoE grant DE-FG02-91ER40681, 1991-present, entitled "An Experimental High Energy 
Physics Program at Purdue University". 
 
Progress 
 
In the past year, the Cornell group has constructed and commissioned a TPC, shown in 
Figure 2, with a 64 cm drift field and 10 cm square readout aperture.  To commission and 
operate the TPC, Cornell has purchased high voltage and data acquisition (DAQ) systems. 
The high voltage system provides 20kV for the drift potential as well as biasing voltages 
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Figure 2: Time Projection Chamber at Cornell University. The drift cage 
has an inner diameter of 14.6 cm and length of 64 cm. 

 
 

             
 

Figure 3: TPC Readout Module. A wire gas-amplification section is 
mounted in front of the pad board on the left. Pad biasing voltage 
distribution cards are mounted behind the pad board.  

 
for the gas-amplification devices. The VME based DAQ has low noise power supplies to 
improve the signal sensitivity for prototype detectors. TPC signals are digitized with 
commercial flash-ADCs. Cornell has purchased four 8-channels flash-ADC units with 
105 MHz sampling rate, +/- 200mV input range, and 14 bit resolution. These units 
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sample continuously, storing results in a circular buffer. This provides sensitivity at zero 
drift time.   
 
The TPC accepts interchangeable readout sections. A wire gas-amplification readout, 
shown in Figure 3, is currently installed and being tested. A coarse pad pitch, 5mm by 
10mm, was chosen because it allowed us to demonstrate the TPC operation with a 
minimum number of channels. The first cosmic-ray events were recorded in January 
2005.  Experience gained in operating the drift field and data acquisition system will 
allow us to concentrate on issues involving the new gas-amplification devices. 
 
Interim Activities 
 
A number of activities will proceed without additional funding. With the successful 
commissioning of our TPC in January 2005, we will continue with measurements using 
our present readout pad board design and limited, 32 channel, DAQ.  We will complete 
baseline resolution measurements using our original wire gas-amplification stage as well 
as a variation with reduced anode-pad spacing. We will then study several 3M-produced 
MicroMegas and GEMs and CERN-produced GEMs. The use of individual pad boards 
for each gas-amplification device will simplify mounting these sensitive devices in the 
TPC.  For each of the tested gas-amplification stages, resolution and operational stability 
measurements will be made with three of the gas mixtures currently used by other groups 
in the world TPC study: Ar-CO2(90:10), “P10” Ar-CH4(90:10), and "TDR gas" 
Ar-CH4-CO2(93:5:2), and with variations in the biasing.  
 
Resolution measurements will be limited by the 5mm pad pitch of our present readout.  
While the resolution provided by MPGD gas-amplification is a fraction of a millimeter, 
measurements of the intrinsic resolution can be made only with tracks near the 
boundaries between pads. Precise, high statistics, measurements will require smaller pads 
and more readout channels. 
 
1st Year Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
The first year of funding provides for several equipment upgrades. We require an 
increase in the number of readout channels in our DAQ for resolution measurements 
using smaller pad pitch. An additional power supply module is needed to provide more 
flexibility and control of biasing voltages.  We must acquire instrumentation for the ion 
feedback measurements. Smaller items include revised readout pad boards, improved 
preamplifiers, other components in the readout chain, and chamber gas.  
 
Our deliverable will be precision resolution measurements using 2 mm pad pitch with 
several gas-amplification devices and several gas mixtures. These measurements will 
provide a direct comparison of the various devices with other experimental conditions 
held constant. Ion feedback for the various devices will be compared. 
 
These measurements will be made with cosmic rays in zero magnetic field. Several other 
groups have made measurements in magnetic fields that show no degradation of the 
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MPGD gas-amplification and confirm that the diffusion contribution to the spatial 
resolution is reduced. Our goal, at this time, is to provide a direct comparison of the 
different gas-amplification devices and to study the operational stability. 
 
2nd Year Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
Our deliverable in the second year will be to use the TPC to measure the resolution 
degradation and other issues associated with assembling an array of MPGD devices to 
cover a large area. Also, we will continue measurements of various gas-amplification 
devices and make measurements in a magnetic field if relevant and if funding exists. 
These activities will require a further expansion the DAQ system. 
 
In the second year, we anticipate that the world linear collider TPC group will collaborate 
to design a large prototype. The expertise of the Cornell/Purdue groups will provide 
valuable input to that design.  
 
3rd Year Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
In the third year of this project, we anticipate that the world TPC group will collaborate 
to build the large prototype. We expect to contribute by taking responsibility for the 
design and construction of a major component. There are several possibilities that would 
match our expertise: for example, the endplate support frame, a composite field cage 
structure, or readout modules. The distribution of the responsibilities will be decided by 
the participants at a later date.  
 
The deliverable will be the component of the collaborative large prototype. 
 
Additional Budget Justification Discussion 
 
The first year equipment budget for Cornell provides for an expansion of the DAQ for 
use with a readout module with smaller pad pitch. The major expenditure is the FADC 
modules. We can efficiently carry out the first year program with an increase to 96 
channels. The budget reflects the purchase of additional flash-ADC units matching our 
current units. These are expensive but provide dependability, low noise, and 
measurements at zero drift time that are difficult with common start units. The 100 MHz 
sampling rate will be useful in separating an inductive component of the signals. As an 
alternative, we will investigate other units that may provide adequate performance at 
reduced cost/channel and that are compatible with our VME DAQ.  
 
The second year equipment budget for Cornell provides for further expansion of the 
DAQ system, maintenance of existing equipment and/or the purchase of items not yet 
foreseen. The Cornell budget includes funds for travel and other costs to cover 
measurements in a test magnet at DESY. 
 
The third year equipment budget can not be predicted until the responsibilities are 
distributed among the collaborators in the world TPC study. Based on our experience, the 
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requested amount, $50K, would be suitable for construction of a composite field cage of 
this size or some fraction of the readout modules. It is probably not a sufficient amount to 
fabricate a lightweight endplate support frame. If we take this responsibility, it would be 
necessary to share the cost of this component with another collaborator.   
 
Purdue is requesting funding to support two undergraduate students each year at 20 hours 
per week, 40 weeks a year. The students will work exclusively on this project. Benefits of 
involving undergraduate students in the program are described under "Broader Impact" 
 
Resource Reallocation 
 
Cornell has provided a reallocation of resources to construct the TPC. The cost of 
materials, circuit boards, and commercial electronics has totaled $55K. Cornell has also 
provided a computer to read out the DAQ and the spare custom components to construct 
wire gas-amplification stage as well as the preamplifiers. Cornell is providing a 
continuing reallocation of resources to this project in the form of support for research 
staff (Peterson) as well as technical staff, machine shop time, and computer support. 
 
Cornell supports two graduate students working on this project. Laura Fields is a third 
year Ph.D. candidate who has programmed the interface to the DAQ. She will also work 
on the instrumentation for the ion feedback measurements. Peter Onyisi is a second year 
graduate student working on the slow control interface to the HV system. 
 
Purdue engineers and post doctoral physicists will work on the design and testing of the 
devices but derive their salary support from base funding. Machine shop charges will 
likewise be derived from base funding. Use of clean-room, testing, and assembly 
facilities at Purdue will be provided to this project at no charge. 
 
Broader Impact 
 
D. Peterson mentored an RET participant from an underrepresented group during the 
summer 2004 working on one aspect of the interface to the DAQ. It is anticipated that 
other REU/RET participants will work on this project in the future. 
  
I. Shipsey has had over twenty undergraduates work with his group since 1992. This has 
been a very productive arrangement both for the group and the students resulting in 
several publications {28,32,33,34,36,37}. Currently, three undergraduate students are 
working on MPGD with the group. The Purdue group also takes participants from the 
Purdue REU program. 
 
As described under "The Cornell/Purdue R&D program", the TPC infrastructure will be 
used in a partnership with researchers from Carleton University in Canada. 
 
Each year, approximately 500 people tour the Cornell University Wilson Laboratory 
facility. The accessibility of the TPC laboratory to the public promotes a greater 
understanding of particle physics tools.  
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Three-year budget, in then-year $ Institution: Cornell University 

 
Three-year budget, in then-year $ Institution: Purdue University 

 
 
{1} Energy flow analysis is further described in the "TESLA TDR", 
http://tesla.desy.de/new_pages/TDR_CD/start.html, Part IV, page 2. 
{2} “TPC Detector Response Simulation and Track Reconstruction”, D. Peterson, 
ALCPG workshop, Victoria, 28-July-2004, 
http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/sumul/ 

   FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total 
Other Professionals 0 0 0 0 
Graduates Students 0 0 0 0
Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages 0 0 0 0
Fringe Benefits 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits  0 0 0 0
Equipment 42573 40000 50000 132573
Travel 0 6000 0 6000
Materials and Supplies 12113 5290 0 17403
Other Direct Costs 0 0 0 0
Subcontract (Purdue) 24416 24416 24416 73248
Total Direct Costs 79102 75706 74416 229224
Indirect Costs 7026 6549 0 13575
Subcontractor Indirect Costs 6348 152 0 6500
Total Indirect Costs 13374 6701 0 20075
Total direct and Indirect Costs 92476 82407 74416 249299

   FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total 
Other Professionals 0 0 0 0 
Graduates Students 0 0 0 0
Undergraduate Students 16000 16000 16000 48000
Total Salaries and Wages 16000 16000 16000 48000
Fringe Benefits 63 63 63 189
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits  16063 16063 16063 48189
Equipment 0 0 0 0
Travel 0 0 0 0
Materials and Supplies 0 0 0 0
Other Direct Costs 0 0 0 0
Total Direct Costs 16063 16063 16083 48189
Indirect Costs 8353 8353 8353 25059
Total direct and Indirect Costs 24416 24416 24416 73248
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{3} ``Linear Collider Physics Resource Book for Snowmass 2001'', CLNS 01/1729, p387 
and p402.  
{4} "TESLA TDR", Part III, p24; Part IV, p2 and p5. 
{5} F. Sauli et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A386 (1997) 531-534. 
{6} I. Giomataris et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A376 (1996) 29-35. 
{7} "Status of Victoria TPC Tests in the DESY 5T magnet", by Dean Karlen, ECFA 
Study workshop, Durham, 1-Sept-2004, http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/ECFA04/ 
{8} "TPC Activities at DESY Hamburg", Ties Behnke, ECFA Study workshop, Durham, 
1-Sept-2004, http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/ECFA04/ 
{9} "The Karlsruhe TPC Protype: Results of beam tests at CERN and of a magnetic field 
test at DESY", Jochen Kaminski, LCWS 04, Paris, 19-April 2004, 
http://polywww.in2p3.fr/actualites/congres/lcws2004/ 
{10} "Charge Broadening and Ion Backdrift in a Triple-GEM Readout for a TPC", 
Adrian Vogel, ECFA Study workshop, Durham, 1-Sept-2004, 
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/ECFA04/ 
{11} "MicroMegas TPC tests", Paul Colas, ECFA Study workshop, Durham, 1-Sept-
2004, http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/ECFA04/ 
{12}"Carleton studies: TPC Resolution of MPGD readout with charge dispersion" by 
Madhu Dixit, ECFA Study workshop, Durham, 1-Sept-2004, 
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/ECFA04/ 
{13} "Results of MPI/TPC beam test at KEK and plans",Akira Sugiyama, ECFA Study 
workshop, Durham, 1-Sept-2004, http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/ECFA04/. 
{14} see reviews by Bruce Schuum, ALCPG workshop, Victoria, 28-July-2004, 
http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/plenary, by Madhu Dixit,  ECFA Study 
workshop, Durham, 1-Sept-2004, http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/ECFA04/, and by Ron 
Settles, ACFA workshop, 9-Nov-2004, http://hep1.phys.ntu.edu.tw/ACFA7/ . 
{15} “Some Remarks on LC TPC Resolution Studies”, P. Wienemann, TPC R&D 
miniworkshop, Paris, 12 and 14-Jan-2005, 
http://www.mppmu.mpg.de/~settles/tpc/talks/miniws/tpcworkshopfrancejan05.html. 
{16} TPC R&D miniworkshop, Paris, 12 and 14-Jan-2005, 
http://www.mppmu.mpg.de/~settles/tpc/talks/miniws/tpcworkshopfrancejan05.html 
{17} Meeting on ILC Detectors with Gaseous Tracking, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, 
France, 13 to 15 January 2005, http://polywww.in2p3.fr/actualites/congres/ilcd2005/ 
{18} ``The CLEO II detector'', Y. Kubota et al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A320 (1992) 
66-113. 
{19} “Design and Construction of the CLEOII Drift Chamber”, D. G. Cassel et al., 
Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A252 (1986) 325-330. 
{20} ``Progress on the CESR Phase~III and CLEO~III Upgrades at Cornell'', D. Peterson, 
Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.) 54B (1997) 31-46. 
{21} ``The CLEO III Drift Chamber'', D. Peterson et al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A478 
(2002) 142-146. 
{22} “CLEO-c and CESR-c: A New Frontier of Weak and Strong Interactions”, 
CLNS 01/1742. 
{23} For more information, see the web site, http://www.physics.purdue.edu/msgc/. 
{24} "Gas Microstrip Detectors on Resistive Plastic Substrates", M. S. Dixit et al. 
Nucl. Inst. and Meth.. A348 (1994) 365. 
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{25} "Plastic MSGC's with two-sided readout", I. Shipsey, Proceedings of the 2nd 
International Workshop on MSGC's, Legnaro (1994). 
{26} "Performance of Microstrip Gas Chambers Passivated by Thin Semiconducting 
Glass and Plastic Films", M.R. Bishai et al. Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A365 (1995) 54. 
{27} "Micro Strip Gas Chambers Overcoated with Carbon, Hydrogenated Amorphous  
Silicon and Glass Films", M.R. Bishai et al. Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A400 (1997) 233. 
{28} "Properties of a Moscow Glass Micro Strip Gas Chamber", E.K.E. Gerndt et al. 
Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A388 (1997) 42. 
{29} "An aging study of semi-conductive microstrip gas chambers", E. K. E. Gerndt et al. 
Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A422 (1999) 282. 
{30} "An aging Study of a Gas Electron Multiplier with Micro-Strip Gas Chamber  
Readout", J. Miyamoto and I. Shipsey  IEEE Trans. NS Vol 46, No. 3 pp 312- 316 (1999).   
{31} "An Aging study of Semiconductive Microstrip Gas Chambers and a Gas 
Electron.Multiplier", J. Miyamoto and I. Shipsey, Nucl. Phys. B 78. pp 695-702,  (1999). 
{32} "An Aging Study of Double GEMS in Ar-CO2", S. Kane, J. May, J. Miyamoto and 
I. Shipsey in Proceedings of the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium, Oct. 2000, Lyon, 
France.  ISBN-0-7803-6506-2(CDrom) ISBN-0-7803-6503-8 (softbound) copyright The 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Inc. 
{33} "An Aging study of a MICROMEGAS + GEM", S Kane, J. May, J. Miyamoto, 
I. Shipsey,  Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A511 (1997) 11-15. 
{34} "An Aging Study of Triple GEMs in Ar-CO2", L.Guirl, S Kane, J. May, 
J. Miyamoto, I. Shipsey, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A 478 (2002) 263-266. 
{35} "A Study of MICROMEGAS with Pre avalanche-multiplication by a Single GEM", 
S. Kane, J. May, J. Miyamoto, I. Shipsey, and I. Giomataris, DAPNIA-02-48 and 
Proceedings of Como2001, World Scientiic (2002). 
{36} "An Aging study of a MICROMEGAS + GEM", S Kane, J. May, J. Miyamoto, I. 
Shipsey, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A515 (2003) 261-265. 
{37} "A Study of a MICROMEGAS with a new readout scheme", S. Kane, J. May,  
J. Miyamoto and I. Shipsey, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A505 (2003) 215-218.  
{38}”Towards Coherent Neutrino Detection Using Low Background Micropattern Gas 
Detectors”, P. S. Barbeau, J. Collar, J. Miyamoto and I. Shipsey, IEEE Trans. NS Vol 50, 
No. 4 pp 1285-1289 (2003). 
{39} "A first mass production of gas electron multipliers", P. S. Barbeau, J. Collar, 
J. D. Geissinger, J. Miyamoto, I. Shipsey and R. Yang, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A515 
(2003) 439-455. 
{40} "Electron transparency, ion transparency, and ion feedback of a 3M GEM", 
P. S. Barbeau, J. Collar, J. Miyamoto and I. Shipsey, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A525 (2004) 
33-37. 
{41} "GEM operation in a negative ion drift gas mixture", J. Miyamoto and I. Shipsey, 
C. J. Martoff, M. Katz-Hyman, R. Ayad, G. Bonvicini and A. Schreiner, 
Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A526 (2004) 409-412. 
{42} "1st Mass Production of MicroMegas", A. Irrgang, B. Hogan, J. Miyamoto, 
I. Shipsey, (presented by M. Dixit) 
http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/tracking/; to be submitted to 
Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A.  
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Linear Collider Tracker Simulation

Studies and Alignment System R&D

Classification (subsystem)

Detector (Tracking)

Personnel and Institution requesting funding

S. Nyberg, K. Riles, H. Yang, Physics Department, University of Michigan

Project Leader

J. Keith Riles
kriles@umich.edu
(734) 764-4652

Project Overview

The University of Michigan group has a long-term interest in helping design and construct
the central tracking system for a linear collider detector. This interest is driven not by a
particular favorite technology, but by the critical importance of charged-particle tracking to
the physics processes we wish to investigate, which include Higgs production and decay, along
with certain Supersymmetric channels.

This project has two thrusts: 1) detailed simulation and evaluation of key physical processes
that govern the design of the tracker; and 2) R&D for a silicon tracker alignment system
based on frequency-scanned interferometry. The research proposed here builds on extensive
work by our group in both areas. While the R&D work is most closely relevant to a the
SiD detector, where silicon tracking will be pervasive, it is also relevant to the forward angle
silicon disks envisioned for the other proposed Linear Collider detectors. The simulation work
and benchmarking is relevant to all proposed detectors.

More detail is provided below under “Research Plan” and in the description of deliverables.

Broader Impact

Riles has worked closely with undergraduates for many years, both in high energy physics and
in LIGO-related research. Two undergraduates (Tim Blass and Sven Nyberg) have worked
on the alignment R&D work described below. Blass has graduated and is now a graduate
student in mathematics at UT Austin. Nyberg will be completing a senior thesis on the
work described here next year. Nyberg has received partial support from the NSF Research
Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program. Two other undergraduates, Jennifer Lindahl
and Tim Bodiya (who have also received partial REU support), work with Riles in the same
laboratory on LIGO-related research. There is considerable cross-fertilization (and sharing of
equipment!) between the two research teams working on different interferometers on optical
tables only five meters apart. Undergraduates provided essential contributions to the PI’s
research.

More generally, Riles has served for many years as a physics department adviser to ma-
jors, has participated in high school recruiting programs, including helping organize Physics
Olympiads and rewriting a handbook for physics majors used in recruiting. As an adviser,
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he also meets with most of the entering freshmen with calculus-based Advanced Placement
Exam physics credit and advertises to them the opportunities open to physics majors. Riles
has given frequent presentations on frontier physics to a variety of student groups and will
deliver a pair of “Saturday Morning Physics” lectures to the general public in spring 2005.
Although these lectures will focus on LIGO research, his research group’s activity in linear
collider research will also be discussed. In recent years, the Saturday Morning Physics lec-
tures have consistently attracted 300-500 persons each week. The lectures are videotaped for
web archiving and shown repeatedly on the local cable television channel set aside for the
University of Michigan.

Results of Prior Research

We have contributed extensively to linear collider simulation studies, both in technical track-
ing reconstruction issues and in evaluating physics analysis demands upon tracker perfor-
mance. Riles has served as a co-convener of the linear collider central tracking working group
since 1998, sharing leadership responsibilities in different years with Dean Karlen, John Jaros
and Bruce Schumm. Riles has shared responsibility for organizing working group meetings,
evaluating baseline tracker designs, coordinating tracking simulations, creating & maintaining
the group web site, and assembling annual joint R&D proposals.

As part of the baseline tracker design optimization, Riles wrote a stand-alone Monte Carlo
hit generator and 3-d helical track fitter to study the effects of multiple scattering on particle
momentum resolution vs momentum and vs polar angle for various tracker configurations.
This work served as an independent cross check of the resolution studies carried out by Bruce
Schumm using an analytic Billoir approach.

Postdoctoral Fellow Haijun Yang began linear collider studies in fall 2000. He has been car-
rying out several related studies: 1) Studies of Higgs and Supersymmetry physics capability
and 2) influence of central tracking performance on Higgs and Supersymmetry physics. As
a member of the Higgs working group, he has evaluated the precision with which the Higgs
mass and cross section can be evaluated at 350 GeV and 500 GeV center of mass energies.
This study has used both the JAS fast Monte Carlo and the full simulation packages. Yang
has independently confirmed and improved upon preliminary findings by European groups
with the use of a more sophisticated and powerful fitting technique, based on Monte Carlo
event interpolation. In parallel, Yang has examined the influence of central tracker parame-
ters on the precision of Higgs and slepton mass determination. In addition, he has assisted
the SLAC simulations group in comparing the tracker’s performance in full Monte Carlo
simulations vs performance in parametrized fast Monte Carlo simulations. He has given nu-
merous presentations on Higgs physics, Supersymmetry and tracking at various linear collider
workshops[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and at the Snowmass 2001 meeting[11, 12]. Yang’s stud-
ies of the Higgsstrahlung process found that previous baseline tracker designs in the U.S. were
close to where improved resolution does not yield comparable improvement in Higgs recoil
mass resolution, because of expected intrinsic beam energy spread in the X-band accelerator
designs, but that further improvement could be attained with the smaller beam energy spreads
of S-band accelerators. His more recent work on slepton and neutralinos[7] indicates that in
large regions of sparticle mass parameter space, measuring lepton spectrum end-points to de-
termine sparticle masses is less sensitive than was previously believed to degraded momentum
resolution[13].

The unprecedented excellent track momentum resolutions contemplated for linear collider
detectors demand minimizing systematic uncertainties in subdetector relative alignments. At
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the same time, there is a strong desire for a very low material tracking system (see discussion
below). In the case of a silicon main tracker and in the case of silicon forward disks (envisioned
in all linear collider detector designs now on the table), the low material budget may lead
to a structure that is far from rigid. The short time scales on which alignment can change
(e.g., from beam-driven temperature fluctuations) probably preclude reliance on traditional
alignment schemes based on detected tracks, where it is assumed the alignment drifts slowly, if
at all, during the time required to accumulate sufficient statistics. A system that can monitor
alignment drifts “in real time” would be highly desirable in any precise tracker and probably
essential to an aggressive, low-material silicon tracker. The tradeoff one would make in the
future between low material budget and rigidity will depend critically upon what a feasible
alignment system permits.

Within the last 18 months, we have begun investigating the capability of a novel precise align-
ment scheme based on Frequency Scanned Interferometry (FSI), first developed by the Oxford
group for the Atlas Detector[14]. The FSI system incorporates multiple interferometers fed
by optical fibers from the same laser source, where the laser frequency is scanned and fringes
counted, to obtain a set of absolute lengths. In order to explore this technique, we have set up
a bench test in our laboratory at Michigan. We have purchased, installed and commissioned
the components of a self-contained FSI system that operates at optical wavelengths. These
components include a Newport RS4000 optical table, a New Focus Velocity 6308 tunable laser
(λ = 665-675 nm), a high-finesse (>200) Thorlabs SA200 F-P Fabry-Perot spectral analyzer,
a Faraday isolator, several photodiodes with amplifiers, a femtoWatt photoreceiver, retrore-
flectors (both prism and hollow), a National Instruments data acquisition card with 4-channel
analog/digital conversion, steerable mirrors, beamsplitters, optical choppers, optical fibers,
fiber couplers, a microscope for inspecting fibers, and an array of thermistors.

With this apparatus, we have reached and extended the state of the art in precision distance
measurements at DC over distance scales of a meter under laboratory-controlled conditions.
We have attained precisions better than 100 nm, using a single tunable laser when air temper-
ature is carefully controlled. Our preliminary results have been presented by Yang at three
linear collider workshops[8, 9, 10], and an article concerning our single-laser benchtop FSI
will appear soon in Applied Optics[15].

The research and results described above have been partly supported by the following NSF
and DOE grants:

• NSF Grant PHY-9984997 “Electron-Positron Collider Physics,” 6/15/00-2/28/05,
$695,661 (L3 & Linear Collider)

• NSF Subcontract 43422-7323 (Cornell U.) “Tracker Simulation Studies and Alignment
System Research and Development,” 9/15/03-8/31/04, $9,702 (Linear Collider)

• DOE Grant DE FG02 04 ER41345 “Linear Collider Tracker Simulation Studies and
Alignment System R&D,” 9/1/04-8/31/05, $45,000 (Linear Collider)

Research Plan

With the recent international decision on ILC technology[16] and efforts underway worldwide
to create conceptual design reports for at least two detectors (using large gaseous or silicon
central trackers), it is appropriate to narrow the focus of our work in two ways. In our
simulation studies, we will confront specific tracking system designs with realistic detector
and event reconstruction imperfections. In our detector R&D, we will address overall detector
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constraints on alignment system design, including detailed layout of sensors and lines of sight,
along with the material budget.

1) Simulation Studies
In the coming years we wish to extend the ongoing slepton/neutralino studies to additional
Supersymmetry final states to understand quantitatively whether they impose more or less
stringent requirements than Higgsstrahlung on tracking resolution. We will begin by exploring
a larger parameter space in sparticle masses in the slepton production channel. The sharpness
of the spectral end-points is governed in part by track resolution. We have already shown
that for large regions in sparticle parameter space, track momentum resolution is not critical
because of more dominant degradation from initial state radiation and beamsstrahlung. But
it has been argued that the case of near degeneracy between very massive sleptons and
neutralinos deserves more attention. We propose to quantify, in the context of specific detector
designs (gaseous and silicon trackers), the influence of tracking resolution on sparticle mass
resolution, including examination of corners of parameter space previously ignored.

A longstanding question in the Linear Collider Detector community is the importance of
material burden in the central tracking system. One naturally wishes to avoid introducing
unnecessary material in the tracker because it creates multiple scattering, affecting momentum
resolution for low-momentum tracks, and because it leads to photon conversions and electron
bremsstrahlung, causing confusion in event reconstruction. On the other hand, as discussed
above, going to the extreme of an ultra-lightweight silicon tracker, to avoid material burden,
invites mechanical support and alignment troubles. We wish to quantify this tradeoff. Our
earlier work on slepton spectral endpoints indicates that one can, in fact, tolerate relatively
large material in the tracker, but the not-yet-addressed case of nearly denerate sparticle
masses could lead to final states of very low momenta, where the effects of multiple scattering
are more pronounced. We will carry out our Supersymmetry studies with a careful eye on
this issue.

We also propose to carry out more realistic analysis studies of a variety of Higgs and Supersym-
metric final states, using information from both the central tracking system and the calorime-
tery in the new detector designs. Yang has developed with colleagues on the Mini-Boone Ex-
periment at Fermilab a new general-purpose analysis technique called “boosting,”[17] which
allows the effective use of a large number of input variables for signal/background discrimina-
tion. Unlike a neural net approach, boosting is highly deterministic (minimal dependence on
arbitrary starting paramters), fast, and able to make good use of many dozens of variables.
Yang and collaborators in the Mini-Boone Experiment[18] have recently shown that boosting
gives better than a 50% improvement in signal detection efficiency (fixed background fraction)
compared to a mature neural-net algorithm that had been developed over several years for
that experiment. We believe the boosting method can be applied quite effectively in Linear
Collider studies too. As a pioneer in applying the boosting method to high energy physics
data analysis, Yang is well positioned to implement this powerful new method.

2) Alignment System
Now that we have commissioned a single-laser FSI system in our laboratory and achieved
better than 100 nm accuracy in position determination for distances of order (1 meter) under
carefully controlled conditions, we wish to proceed to address distance measurement under
poorly controlled conditions, such as we expect to hold in a Linear Collider Detector envi-
ronment. Following the lead of the Oxford ATLAS FSI group, we have begun to study a
dual-laser FSI system that employs optical choppers to alternate the beams introduced to
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the interferometer by the optical fibers. By using lasers that scan over different wavelength
ranges in the same short time interval, we hope to identify and eliminate systematic un-
certainties due primarily to temperature fluctuations of the air in the interferometer beam
path. We have temporarily borrowed from the manufacturer a second scanning laser for these
preliminary studies, but will need to return this “demo” model soon. In order to carry out
long-term development, we will need to purchase a second laser, and we request funds ($20K)
for this purpose in year 1. Our early studies already indicate significant technical compli-
cations in implementing the dual-laser system. The need for two different scanning ranges,
the reduction by half of the light seen by the interferometer photodiode from each chopped
beam, the reduction of usable Fabry-Perot transmission peaks, and the difficulty in handling
“edge effects” at chopped-beam transitions, all lead to increased statistical uncertainties in
FSI distance determinations, despite the decrease in systematic uncertainties. We believe we
can overcome these problems with more sensitive and higher-bandwidth photodiodes, more
sophisticated beam chopping, and improved analysis software, but much work will be needed.

At the same time, we wish to begin confronting the technical issues in constructing multi-
ple interferometers fed by common lasers through an optical fiber fanout. We will need to
purchase fiber splitters and additional optical and photodiode components, along with more
DAQ channels, for these multiple interferometers.

For now, we have chosen to work with optical lasers and corresponding optical components.
For development of techniques on a benchtop, that choice has proven wise in dramatically
shortening the turn-around time on configuration changes, in allowing us to exploit existing
laser/optics infrastructure in our laboratory, and in fostering a safer work environment. In
the long term, however, in building a full alignment system for a Linear Collider Detector, we
expect signficant cost reductions to be possible by using mass-produced infrared lasers and
beam components, because of the prevalence of infrared devices, including scannable lasers,
in the telecommunications industry. Late in year 2 or in year 3 we expect to make a decision
on whether to continue working at optical frequencies or to switch to infrared. The decision
will depend not only on the relative speeds of commercial technology improvements at those
frequencies, but also on the status of the Linear Collider development itself. The faster the
ILC effort moves, the sooner we will have to confront this important technology decision.

It should be noted that the methods we develop for central and forward tracker alignment may
also prove useful for a vertex detector, where again, there is a strong desire for thin detector
material that may be subject to short-term position fluctuations. Similarly, our methods may
prove useful for alignment monitoring of accelerator components far upstream of the detector
(e.g., in the main linacs). Given the natural wide distribution of accelerator components
vs a relatively compact tracker system, however, it’s not clear that a tracker solution will
be cost effective for the accelerator. In any case, we will stay cognizant of vertex detector
and accelerator needs and explore these possibilities, as the tracking alignment system design
evolves.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources The University of Michigan provides strong
support for high energy physics reseearch. Within the last decade the University opened up a
new 70,000 square foot Physics Research Laboratory within which our group occupies a large
5-bay area. Our group has optical tables, a variety of lasers, and many optical components
(lenses, mirrors, polarizers, Faraday rotators, electro-optic modulators, photodiodes, etc,)
useful in interferometry. The department’s high energy physics electronics lab is a state-of-
the-art electronics facility, allowing in-house design of multi-layer printed circuit boards and of
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application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chips. Its facilities include regular and double-
density, surface-mount assembly and test stands. The department maintains a machine shop
(and separate student shop) with computer-controlled machine tools. The department Com-
puter Services Group provides maintenance support for PC’s and for our high-speed access to
the internet. The Michigan High Energy Physics group includes 15 faculty members working
on accelerator-based experiments at CERN, Fermilab, DESY, and Protvino.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

During the first year we will carry out simulation studies of the tracking performance re-
quirements imposed by measurements of slepton production, specifically imposed by desired
precision on sparticle masses. We will write a detailed technical report on our findings in
which the new gaseous and silicon tracker designs are compared quantitatively. Presentations
will be given at Linear Collider Workshops. Our work will focus on the SiD detector design,
but we expect to address gaseous detectors in part too.

We will also continue tracker alignment R&D. Specifically, we will finish acquiring the com-
ponents for and building a demonstration dual-laser frequency-scanned interferometer on an
optical bench. In parallel, we will come up with a conceptual design of an alignment scheme
for the new silicon detector baseline tracker design and the silicon forward disk trackers for
both the gaseous and silicon central trackers. We will write a general simulation program
that allows the performance evaluation of various layout schemes. It is envisioned that hun-
dreds of absolute length measurements between pairs of reference points would be used in a
global fit to determine the local and global alignment parameters of the tracking subsystems.
An article describing findings with our dual-laser system will be submitted for publication
to a refereed journal (probabably Applied Optics), and presentations will be made at Linear
Collider Workshops.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

Simulation studies in the second year will depend on findings from the first year on slepton
production. We expect, however, to investigate other supersymmetry channels involving
isolated leptons whose precise measurement imposes stringent performance requirements on
the tracker. Chargino production is a natural channel to investigate. We will deliver a
technical report on our findings and make presentations at Linear Collider Workshops.

We will develop a multi-interferometer, dual-laser demonstration FSI system on our benchtop
to address remaining critical technology and methodology issues and begin work on minia-
turization of the interferometer components. Specifically, we must design and prototype tiny
mounts for optical fiber beam delivery and return, including beam splitters and retroreflec-
tors. We will take full advantage, however, of the considerable R&D already carried out by
the ATLAS FSI groups. An article describing this work will be submitted for publication to
a refereed journal (probabably Nuc. Inst. Meth.), and presentations will be made at Linear
Collider Workshops.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We anticipate that our supersymmetry/tracking simulation studies will have been completed
to satisfaction by the start of the third year, but depending on what has been learned, we
may wish to pursue certain specific topics in further detail. If so, another technical report
will be written on our findings and presentations made at Linear Collider Workshops.
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We hope by the start of the third year to have a concrete design in hand for a full alignment
system and to have evaluated singly the primary issues affecting that design. At that point
we would wish to build a partial prototype of the system to test system integration issues,
including miniaturization. There is considerable uncertainty at this point, however, since we
may wish to switch to infrared lasers in Year 3, as discussed above. We assume for the sake
of budgeting that we will not make that switch in Year 3. A technical report will be written
on our design and prototyping work, and presentations made at Linear Collider Workshops.

Budget justification:

In the following budget, we request in all years half-time support for Postdoctoral Fellow
Haijun Yang, half-time support for a graduate student, and part-time employment of two
undergraduates. In addition, we request travel funds for Riles and Yang to attend two Linear
Collider Workshops per year. We also request funding for laboratory equipment. In Year 1,
we request funds to purchase a second scanning laser and additional optical and electronic
components. In Year 2, we request funds for optical and electronic components needed to
commission a multi-interferometer benchtop system. In Year 3, we request funds for pro-
totyping a system with miniaturized elements appropriate for the inner regions of a Linear
Collider Detector, along with funds for quarter-time technician support.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University of Michigan

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professionals 0 0 15 15
Postdoctoral Fellow (0.5) 24 26 28 78
Graduate Student (0.5) 10 11 12 33
Undergraduate Students 8 8 8 24

Total Salaries and Wages 42 45 63 150
Fringe Benefits (@27%) 11 12 17 40

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 53 57 80 190
Equipment 25 10 10 45

Travel 6 6 6 18
Materials and Supplies 2 2 2 6

Other direct costs (tuition) 7 8 9 24

Total direct costs 93 83 107 283
Indirect costs (@53%) 49 44 57 150

Total direct and indirect costs 142 127 164 433
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R&D Towards a Long Shaping-Time Silicon Strip Central Tracker

Classification (subsystem)

Detector:Tracking.

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding Christian Flacco, Alex Grillo, Jürgen
Kroseberg, Gavin Nesom, Hartmut Sadrozinski, Bruce Schumm, Abe Seiden, Ned Spencer,
Lucas Winstrom, Michael Young

Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics and the University of California at Santa Cruz

Collaborators Bill Cooper, Marcel Demarteau, James Fast, Michael Hrycyk, Kurt Krem-
petz

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Collaborators Jean Eudes Augustin, Michel Baubillier, Mikael Berggren, Claude Chapron,
Jean Francois Genat, Didier Imbault, Frederic Kapusta, Herve Lebbolo, Francois Rossel,
Aurore Savoy-Navarro, Daniel Vincent

Laboratory for High-Energy and Nuclear Physics (LPNHE) Paris

Project Leader Bruce Schumm

email schumm@scipp.ucsc.edu
phone 831-459-3034

Project Overview

This proposal presents a request for continued funding for the development of a prototype
long-ladder silicon-strip tracking module to be deployed in a test beam in 2006. For the current
year, the program was funded from this source at a level of $72,000; we are requesting similar
amounts over each of the following two years. This should enable us, in collaboration primarily
with LPNHE Paris and Fermilab, to explore the feasibility and advantages of using such an
approach to central tracking for a Linear Collider Detector with a testbeam run in 2006. The
work described in this proposal, focussed on hardware development, will be complemented by
simulation studies undertaken at SCIPP, SLAC, and elsewhere, that will address the feasibility
and relative advantage of such an approach for reliable pattern recognition and energy-flow
calorimetry. This complementary simulation work, already underway, is not a subject of this
proposal.

As will be discussed below, current-year funding has been used to complete the design of a
front-end low-noise, long shaping-time analog ASIC, known as the ‘LSTFE’ (Long Shaping-
Time Front End) chip. The LSTFE design was submitted to the MOSIS fabrication con-
sortium at the end of 2004, and is just now back in the SCIPP lab and being prepared for
testing. Most major components of the LSTFE test setup (LSTFE-specific PC test board,
calibration and readout capabilities, and analysis software) have been developed and are now
being deployed for testing. We expect to have first results to share by the International Linear
Collider Workshop in March.

The focus of the activity over the next two years will be to: 1) Re-optimize the LSTFE in order
to take greatest advantage of the recent accelerator technology choice (the first prototype was
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geared towards the most challenging scenario, which was the warm accelerator technology);
2) Develop a full readout system, including appropriate back-end ASIC implementations,
as well as an FPGA-based readout interface, that will be part of a mutual test-beam effort
between LPNHE and SCIPP, most likely to be mounted at the FNAL LC testbeam facility; 3)
Contribute to the design and construction of the testbeam prototype hardware; 4) Participate
in the test beam run and the analysis of data acquired from the run.

To exploit the tremendous potential of a high-energy electron-positron linear collider (LC), it
is necessary to develop a powerful central tracking system. This system needs to determine the
momentum of charged particles to unprecedented precision (better than 5×10−5 in δp

⊥
/p2

⊥

),
avoid the excessive use of material for support and readout, and be able to reconstruct tracks
in the notoriously noisy (at least by electron-collider standards) linear collider environment.

The work discussed here represents one possible implementation of central tracking for the
international ‘Silicon Detector’, which features an all-silicon central tracker, allowing for
a relatively compact design that should permit the use of silicon-tungsten electromagnetic
calorimetry at reasonable cost. As will be discussed below, the long shaping-time approach
promises to minimize the amount of material in the tracker, leading to superior momentum
resolution over the full range of track momenta, as well as limiting the degradation of charged
and neutral particles before their entrance into the calorimeter, particularly in the forward
region. The proponents of this proposal are in close and ongoing contact with the leaders of
the silicon detector design study group.

Due to the high precision of microstrip detectors, such a tracker would meet the LC mo-
mentum resolution goals. With long ladders, the detector would be burdened by a minimal
amount of readout servicing. By turning the power off when not needed, the detector could
avoid active, liquid-based cooling. As a result, the tracker would incorporate a minimum of
material, and thus maintain its superior momentum resolution at relatively low momentum.
As importantly, such a tracker would also impose a minimal amount of material between the
tracker and calorimeter, limiting the degradation of the calorimeter response, and the obfus-
cating effects of conversions and material interactions, particularly in the forward region.

We are proposing the long-ladder solid-state tracker as a specific implementation of the March
2001 baseline SD tracker design of the American Linear Collider Physics Group (ALCPG).
In this design, the five-layer central tracker extends between radii of 20 and 125 cm, with a
solid-angle coverage of | cos θ| ≤ 0.8, and is immersed in a 5T solenoidal magnetic field. We
are also exploring, through simulation, other detector configurations (such as an eight-layer
geometry) that may prove more optimal when aspects of pattern recognition are considered.

The keys to achieving the superior tracking performance discussed in this proposal are the use
of: (1) long shaping-time electronic readout to reduce voltage-referenced detector noise; and
(2) power cycling to eliminate the need for active cooling. We believe it will be possible to
exploit these techniques to eliminate everything except the material of the sensors themselves
and a minimal amount of support material from the active tracking volume; the detector
would be read out at its ends only. In addition, for the inner tracking layers, whose ladders
need not be as long as those of the outer layers, the reduced noise may allow the use of
thinner sensors. Figure 1 compares the transverse momentum resolution of the baseline L
(TPC-based; dashed trajectory) and SD (silicon microstrip tracker with conventional readout;
dotted ‘Thick’ trajectory) detectors to that of an idealized short-shaping time detector (‘Thin’
trajectory), for which the only material is that of the sensors themselves. Although not
completely realistic, the figure shows that substantial gains in momentum resolution in the
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Figure 1: Comparison of the expected momentum resolution at cos θ = 0 for the ‘L’ and ‘SD’
tracking options. The ‘SD’ option is further divided into two scenarios: a ‘Thick’ design with 1.5%
X0 per layer, and a ‘Thin’ design, with 0.3% X0 per outer layer, and 0.2% X0 per inner layer.

low-to-intermediate momentum region stand to be made by pursuing the long shaping-time
design.

Another major advantage of this design would be its lack of endplate structures and servicing.
The separation of W and Z bosons via energy-flow calorimetry is a critical component of
Linear Collider detection, and production processes tend to concentrate these signals in the
forward direction. A long shaping-time microstrip tracker, on the other hand, holds out
the promise of minimal material in the forward region: a light support structure, and limited
electronics and servicing to read out the relatively few channels at the ends of the long detector
ladders. The long shaping-time concept offers the prospect of a tracker that introduces only a
small fraction of a radiation length even in the forward region, rather than the large fraction of
a radiation length typical for gaseous tracking designs, or the substantial end-region material
associated with the readout and cooling of a conventional microstrip tracker (the ATLAS
semiconductor tracker has between 30% and 40% of a radiation length in the forward region,
although admittedly there was less of a motivation to reduce the material burden in that case).
This could be a substantial advantage for energy-flow calorimetry, and would eliminate much
of the problem associated with conversions and interactions in the detector material.

Broader Impact

As an integral component in the drive to develop an optimized design for a Linear Collider
detector, this project will contribute to the overall goal of deepening our insight into the
fundamental makeup and laws of operation of the natural world. Within this lofty goal,
however, lies a much more practical opportunity to train students, from the undergraduate
through the postdoctoral level, in a number of broadly applicable technological areas. In
addition, as part of the interdisciplinary and well-integrated SCIPP laboratory, this work
acts in significant measure to support and further a broad array of scientific efforts.
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For example, work done to date in developing our test and readout infrastructure (see be-
low) was funded mutually through, and is currently enjoying application in, both the LSTFE
project as well as the Particle Silicon Tracking Microscope (PTSM) project, a collaboration
with the Loma Linda medical research center to develop proton-beam based tomography
for more effective treatment of human malignancies. Two undergraduates did substantial
programming work for control, readout, and data acquisition for the mutual LSTFE/PTSM
readout system. Two graduate students gained substantial experience in detector physics
through the development of the SCIPP microstrip pulse-development simulation; a third will
take over the project and apply it to the upcoming re-optimization of the front-end chip
parameters. Two postdocs are involved in the overall development of the test system, includ-
ing the developing SCIPP expertise in FPGA programming, which will have a broad benefit
throughout the lab’s projects in particle physics, experimental astrophysics, radiobiology, and
neurophysics. Work supported by this program would continue this contribution to the spe-
cialized education of a broad range of students, and to the infrastructure essential to the
interdisciplinary program at SCIPP.

Results of Prior Research

In Fiscal Year 2004, this work has been supported by a year of funding through this program
(referred to below as ‘current funds’), with an amount of $72,000 received in September,
2004. These funds were made available as a supplement to award DOE-FG02-04ER41286,
with a total amount of $1,707,851. In Fiscal Year 2003, this work was supported through a
supplement of $50,000 to the same award number, with funds provided through the Advanced
detector R&D (ADR) program (referred to below as ‘prior funds’). The total award for that
year was $1,472,500. This proposal represents a request for a continuation of the FY 2004
funding, at roughly the same level, for two more years, through FY 2005 and FY 2006.

With prior funding, a pulse simulation algorithm developed by Schumm and graduate students
Flacco and Young was used to guide the design of LSTFE ASIC readout parameters and
architecture. This led to the selection of a shaping time of τ = 3 µs, a two-comparator
‘high-low’ discrimination scheme (for which the high threshold discriminates against noise
hits, while the low threshold signal is subsequently used to collect pulse-height information
used in constructing an accurate centroid), and a time-over-threshold analog readout. This
simulation algorithm is currently being incorporated into the global simulation infrastructure
by Young and SLAC physicist Norman Graf.

The parameters and architecture suggested by the pulse simulation studies were incorporated
in the LSTFE design, which was implemented in the TSMC 0.25 µm mixed-signal RF pro-
cess. Much attention was paid to return-to-baseline and recovery issues associated with rapid
power cycling, resulting in a design allowing for a live-time of only 120 µs per measurement,
corresponding to a 1.5% duty cycle for a 120 Hz machine repetition rate, and a corresponding
power savings of 98.5%. The design and layout of this chip was completed by engineer Spencer
in November 2004, at which point it was submitted to the MOSIS consortium for fabrication.
The fabricated ASIC is now in hand at SCIPP, and the process of characterizing its behavior
is getting underway. Support for Spencer’s contribution to the design of the LSTFE ASIC
was derived from a combination of prior and current funding.

In parallel, much work was completed on the testing infrastructure for the LSTFE project.
A PC board that provides power, readout and control traces, and calibration signals to the
LSTFE was designed and fabricated, and is now in hand. This PC board, as well as an
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Figure 2: The LSTFE test PC Board.

expanded view showing the LSTFE prototype ASIC, is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Much
progress was also made on the development of an FPGA-based data acquisition system –
progress that represents a new capability for the SCIPP laboratory, and one that we expect
to lead SCIPP to an expanded role in the development of back-end digital architecture for
the LSTFE and other projects. While the contribution of postdocs Nesom and Kroseberg
was supported by the base program, approximately $12,000 of current funding was applied to
the fabrication of the PC board and the acquisition of electronic control and data acquisition
hardware.

Four months into the project (we received the initial $72,000 in Sept 2004), in part due to a
prior Advanced Detector R&D grant, we are well along the path towards the production and
testing of the LSTFE chip. We are now close to first results with the LSTFE chip, and expect
to be able to present them at the International Linear Collider Workshop in late March 2005.
Since the period covered by current funding extends into the future, substantial current funds
remain to support this work over the next few months. Plans for the use of these funds will
be discussed below.

at the quality of the charged and neutral tracks that enter the calorimeter), for which signal-
to-noise is a concern.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The facilities at SCIPP are ideally suited to carry out the proposed work. Over the past two
decades, SCIPP has become increasingly expert in the development and application of front-
end electronic circuitry, and has amassed the infrastructure necessary to operate effectively
in this demanding field. Sophisticated technical equipment, such as an automated wire-
bonding facility, micro-probe stations, and semiconductor and network parameter analyzers,
essential to carrying out this sort of R&D, have been accumulated through the pooling of
funds from diverse R&D projects, as well as through research instrumentation initiatives
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Figure 3: Expanded view of the LSTFE test board, showing the bonded ASIC in preparation for
testing at SCIPP.

(an NSF MRI award in 1997 allowed us to purchase state-of-the-art automated bonding
and probe stations that have played a central role in a number of subsequent projects). In
addition to our numerous R&D projects, we have recently completed two successful large-scale
procurement projects for ATLAS and GLAST. SCIPP currently employs, on a full-time basis,
a senior electrical engineer (Spencer, who is a proponent of the proposal), as well as three
electrical/electromechanical technicians. The SCIPP facility comprises 5,270 square feet of
assignable laboratory space on the second floor of the Natural Sciences II building, which lies
at the heart of the cluster of buildings known as ‘Science Hill’ on the UC Santa Cruz main
campus.

Proposal for Future R&D

At the time of the accelerator technology decision, we decided to proceed with the finalization
of the LSTFE design we had at the time, even though it was largely optimized for the beam
structure of the warm accelerator technology (the most challenging of the two beam structure
scenarios). We felt the extra months of delay we would have incurred in re-optimizing and
then redesigning the chip would not have been an effective use of resources; we have enough
to learn from the original design about noise performance and power-switching capabilities
that we didn’t feel it appropriate to hold up the submission.

With this chip now submitted, and testing beginning, it is time to begin the re-optimization
of the LSTFE front end to take greatest advantage of the relaxed beam structure presented
by the cold accelerator technology. This reoptimization will begin with simulation studies,
making use of the pulse simulation algorithm developed for the original optimization. Re-
optimized readout parameters, together with the experience gained from the tests of the
existing prototype, will be two of the three essential elements to inform the design of the
second prototype. The third element will be the digital and mechanical constraints imposed
by the need to incorporate the chip into the mutual test-beam setup that we plan to begin
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developing with LPNHE Paris and Fermilab.

In more detail, the relatively relaxed time structure of the cold accelerating technology allows
us to entertain the notion of a pulse-by-pulse time stamp for central tracker hits. To good
approximation, the time resolution of a discriminated electronic signal is given by

σt =
τ

θ
·

1

1 − a/θ
,

where τ is the preamplifier response (‘shaping’) time and θ the signal-to-noise ratio. The
threshold parameter a is the value of the comparator level (voltage at which the comparator,
or discriminator, fires) in units of RMS noise.

For the warm technology, for which pulse-by-pulse timing is not possible for a long shaping-
time, low-noise amplifier, the optimal shaping time was found to be τ = 3µsec. This leads to a
timing resolution of σt ' 300 nsec – not quite good enough for a three-sigma identification of
individual cold-technology beam pulses, which are separated by 337 nsec. The idea we would
like to pursue is to reduce the preamplifier shaping time to improve the timing resolution.
This will come at some cost in extra noise, which grows in inverse proportion to the square
root of the shaping time. However, we can compromise somewhat on the thickness of the
sensors mounted on the longer outer layers of the central tracker, for which signal-to-noise
is a concern (note that an additional few hundred microns of silicon will have little effect on
the tracking performance of the detector of the quality of the charged and neutral tracks that
enter the calorimeter).

The SCIPP pulse development simulation will provide all the information we need to explore
operating points that are viable in terms of efficiency and occupancy, as well as to estimate
the timing resolution (θ and a are products of the simulation, while τ is an input), and thus
optimize the shaping time of the next prototype front-end chip. In addition, our prior as-
sumption of 120 Hz operation (warm accelerator technology) pushed the limits of our ability
to achieve the necessary power reduction from power cycling necessary to avoid the compli-
cation and material burden of active cooling. With the cold technology now selected, which
operates at 5 Hz, the permissible switch-on time has been increased by an order of magnitude,
allowing us to relax the design in this area, and push a little more aggressively in areas that
will contribute to the timing and position resolution (overall noise performance at a given
shaping time, immunity to process variation and matching issues, etc.).

We have recently begun to participate in monthly video meetings between Fermilab, SCIPP,
and LPNHE, the topic of which is the general application of silicon tracking to a Linear
Collider detector. One of the points of focus of these meetings is the demonstration of the
long shaping-time concept, and we are beginning to envision a mutual test-beam run to
test the complementary LPNHE and SCIPP readout schemes, to provide a common proof-
of-principle and to help choose between several different approaches to implementing the
long shaping-time front end. This run would likely take place at FNAL in late 2006, and
in our monthly meetings we are beginning to discuss the details of how this might play out.
Through their extensive involvement in the development of the D0 upgrade silicon tracker, the
Fermilab group brings a large degree of expertise in the design and implementation of silicon
tracking. In addition, we are exploring the use of sensors from the D0 upgrade project, which
have design parameters close to what we are envisioning for the Linear Collider Detector,
in the testbeam effort. We will continue to flesh out the details of this collaboration in the
coming months, as each participating institution evaluates its area of expertise and capacity
for contributing to the project.
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As we continue our current work here at SCIPP, much of the resources from the first year’s
($72,000) award remains in hand. While we have been making heavy use of engineer Spencer’s
time, we managed to pay for the run of the existing prototype with prior funds. Thus, we have
the resources in hand to continue to employ Spencer in the re-optimization of the preamplifier
ASIC, even though this was not an anticipated turn of events in our prior proposal.

Thus, the work we envision doing over the duration of the current year’s funding, and then
the two years represented in this proposal, is as follows.

In the nearest term, we will place highest priority on testing and gaining experience from
the existing prototype. The testing infrastructure is largely in place for this; we will need to
fabricate another PC board (to connect the existing Detector Board of Figure 2 to the FPGA-
based readout system), and perhaps purchase one or two more minor pieces of laboratory
equipment (DAQ card, pulser) depending on the availability of SCIPP laboratory stock. The
money for this is in hand from the current year’s funding. The manpower for this will be
provided by post-docs Nesom and Kroseberg, supported from our base grant, consulting with
Engineer Spencer and technician Wilder. Most important will be to explore the performance
of the most challenging aspects of the design: the rapid power switching and recovery, and
the noise performance.

Schumm will work with new Ph.D. graduate student Winstrom (who will do his thesis on
BaBar) in using the SCIPP pulse development simulation to re-optimize the readout param-
eters. No support will be required for this. We will then use current-year funds intended for
prototype fabrication (but released by our use of prior funding for fabrication) to support
Spencer in the design of the re-optimized front-end ASIC.

Year one of proposed funding will be used to finalize the design of and fabricate the re-
optimized ASIC, and to provide funds for engineer Spencer to support us in testing the
re-designed ASIC, and the implementation of the ASIC in the development of the testbeam
prototype (Spencer has extensive experience in the electronics and electromechanics asso-
ciated with physical tracking systems through his efforts on BaBar, GLAST and ATLAS).
We would also bring a graduate student on to help us carry out the test beam effort. This
student’s funding would extend into the second year of the proposal, allowing her/him to
become engaged with the testbeam effort for an entire year, including the development of
components of the testbeam prototype, the running period, and data analysis. This should
provide an excellent opportunity for an early graduate student. Second-year funding will also
go towards supporting a technician to construct components of the testbeam prototype. We
will need to construct at least one more PC board to implement the re-optimized prototype
chip in the testbeam prototype. Finally, Spencer will continue to direct the electrical and
electromechanical aspects of the testbeam prototype design, and move into the discussion of
design of the full tracking system, including optoelectronic (data transmission) issues, which
could be critical should thinking continue to favor a triggerless detector.

We expect to augment funding from this initiative with a degree of support from the SCIPP
base budget. Postdocs Nesom and Kroseberg, while both heavily involved in BaBar, will work
part-time on the LSTFE project. This has already worked quite successfully, with Kroseberg
and Nesom having produced a refereed publication from BaBar data in their first year at
SCIPP, while also having played a central role in the development of the LSTFE test and
FPGA readout infrastructure. We also have base funding to support some amount of travel
when it becomes time for the testbeam run.
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FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

Activity in the first portion of FY2005 will focus on completion of the design and fabrication of
the re-optimized LSTFE ASIC. In addition to the re-optimized front end, this ASIC will have
an input geometry and data-flow architecture consistent with its use in the joint testbeam
prototype. The deliverable will be the fabricated ASIC to the SCIPP lab for testing, with a
milestone date of December 1, 2005.

The latter part of Calendar Year (CY) 2005, as well as the first few months of CY2006, will
be devoted to characterizing the reoptimized ASIC’s power switching, noise performance, and
timing resolution capabilities (the latter of which becomes essential for the reoptimized front-
end). We will also explore how far towards the noise floor the second (lower) comparator
can be lowered before an unacceptable level of noise is introduced into the centroid-finding
algorithm. These results can then be fed back into the pulse development simulation (soon
to be part of the global Linear Collider simulation package) to produce a refined projection
of the performance of a long shaping-time silicon strip tracker. A deliverable, expected June,
2006, will thus be a re-evaluation of the capabilities of a long shaping-time tracking system
for a Linear Collider detector, based on input from lab-bench measurements.

In the latter half of FY2005 (first half of CY2006), we will begin contributing to the design
and construction of components for the mutual test-beam prototype, in collaboration with
LPNHE and FNAL. We will also develop the LSTFE-specific components of the testbeam
prototype (the readout and data acquisition), and contribute to mutual analysis software.
Timelines for deliverables for this work will extend into FY2006.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

In the first few months of FY2006, we will complete the design and construction of the
testbeam prototype, including electronics instrumentation and readout. Since the details of
this prototype system are just now coming under discussion, it is difficult to specify SCIPP’s
full commitment. However, a primary set of deliverables, with a milestone date of October,
2006, will be the full readout, data acquisition, and analysis system necessary to operate and
record high-quality data in a two-week testbeam run to be conducted in autumn of 2006, very
likely at the FNAL Linear Collider test beam facility. The goal of the testbeam run would
be to confirm and refine many aspects of the system performance for which we now rely on
the pulse-development simulation, including efficiency and occupancy levels as a function of
the track entrance angle, and the point and timing resolutions for minimum-ionizing tracks.

This work would be carried out in large measure by an as-of-yet to be identified graduate
student, who would begin working on the project for the last quarter of FY2005, and follow
through the first three quarters of FY2006, to the completion of the analysis of the testbeam
data. PI Schumm expects to make use of sabbatical release time to see the project through
at this point. Thus, a deliverable with a milestone date of the end of FY2006 will be a
complete analysis of test beam data, with a clear statement of how that data enhances our
understanding of the overall performance of a long shaping-time silicon strip central tracking
system.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We don’t feel we’re in a position to evaluate our needs for FY2007. We hope that by the end
of FY2006 (June 2007), we have in hand a proof of principle of the long shaping-time concept
that can fully inform a debate about the design of the Linear Collider Detector(s).
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Budget Justification: Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics

In the description that follows, indirect costs are included in the estimates of expenses. Indi-
rect costs are broken out explicitly in the budget table of the following section.

In the first year, we will complete refinement of the design of the front-end ASIC, and develop
a back-end architecture commensurate with testbeam hardware that we expect to develop
jointly with LPNHE and FNAL. This will require funds for the fabrication of a final prototype
ASIC (about $30,000), as well as an estimated 2-3 months of work from engineer Spencer (we
ask for 2.5 months, or about $28,000). We will also need to design at least one PC board to
implement the LSTFE ASIC on the prototype detector, and to provide an interface to the
FPGA-based readout system (about $4,000; including miscellaneous supplies, this results in a
total of about $7,000 for materials and supplies). Finally, as the effort to design and construct
the testbeam prototype matures, we will want to bring on a graduate student who will play
a lead role in carrying out the testbeam run (about $10,000 for the first of four quarters of
support).

In year two, support for the graduate student would extend for three more quarters, through
the testbeam run and the data analysis (an additional approximately $28,000). Electrical
technician Forest Martinez-McKinney, who is also skilled at mechanical work, would support
the final preparation of the testbeam system for about three months (about $19,000). A
contingency of about $3,000 ($4,500 including indirect costs) is included for minor laboratory
equipment and supplies.

The total request is $75,000 per year for two years, or $150,000 in two years. Although
this work will represent a collaboration between SCIPP, LPNHE, and FNAL (and perhaps
other institutes that may join later), the funds requested here are to be used solely for the
work performed at SCIPP. SCIPP has played a role similar to that played here by LPNHE
in expressing support for this mutual effort to European funding agencies (specifically, the
DESY PRC). This funding request is intended to allow SCIPP to continue to contribute to
the exploration of long shaping-time readout for a Linear Collider silicon central tracker.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$ Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professionals 14.6 21.7 0 36.3
Graduate Students 4.5 13.9 0 18.4

Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0

Total Salaries and Wages 19.1 35.6 0 54.7
Fringe Benefits 4.6 7.4 0 12.0

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 23.7 43.0 0 66.7
Equipment 0 0 0 0

Travel 0 0 0 0
Materials and Supplies 24.7 9.4 0 0

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0
Institution 2 subcontract 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 51.3 52.5 0 103.8
Indirect costs 23.7 22.5 0 46.2

Total direct and indirect costs 75.0 75.0 0 150.0
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Continuation of Reconstruction Studies for the

SiD Barrel Outer Tracker

Classification (subsystem)

Detector - SiD Barrel Outer Tracker

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Stephen R. Wagner - University of Colorado, Boulder

Collaborators

None at current time

Project Leader

Stephen R. Wagner
stevew@pizero.colorado.edu
(303) 735-6072

Project Overview

Further development of tracking code for SiD Barrel Outer Tracker. Determine whether back-
grounds (BGs) at cold Linear Collider (LC) make long-shaping-time Silicon-strip detectors
viable again. Investigate whether observed fall-off in tracking efficiency near jet core is due
to the method of estimating efficiency that was used, and how much it can be improved
with more sophisticated tracking algorithms. Improve base tracking classes in hep.lcd, the
Java/JAS-based Monte Carlo (MC) reconstruction package, to make them more functional
for tracking developers and those doing detailed physics analysis studies. Produce and sup-
port a SiD barrel reconstruction package that inter-operates with the other standard classes
and packages to produce tracks which can be used by other groups for detector optimization
and physics justification studies.

Broader Impact

The goal of this study is to assist in the design of a Silicon-based detector (SiD) for a LC
experiment, driven by all of the particle physics discoveries and measurements possible at
such a machine. One clear goal of this proposal is to involve the next generation of post-docs
and physics undergraduates in this process. The Project Leader has an established record of
mentoring undergraduates from underrepresented groups, and will certainly include them in
this work if possible.

Results of Prior Research

The project being proposed here represents a continuation of work started while the Project
Leader was at SLAC. This research was funded at that time by Research Division LC R&
D funds from the SLAC base grant. The Project Leader has since moved to the University
of Colorado (CU). We are submitting this LCRD proposal because there are no funds in the
CU base grant to continue and expand the work begun at SLAC.

The research performed at SLAC was periodically presented at SiD tracking meetings and at
several workshops. A summary of this work is Pattern Recognition Studies for a Silicon Outer
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Tracker, SLAC-PUB-10991, to be published in the Proceedings of the 2004 International
Conference on Linear Colliders (Paris).

These studies were based on the projection of already found tracks from the barrel CCD
vertex detector (VXD) into the barrel outer tracker. The outer tracker was fully loaded with
hits from other tracks and with the full complement of the various BGs expected at the warm
LC. These studies showed that the long-shaping-time detector was quite challenged for lower
momentum (∼ 3 GeV/c) tracks with full BGs added in (efficiencies of ∼ 96.5%), but that
these efficiencies could be improved by adding more spatial information (“tiling”) or timing
information, at the resulting cost of more material in the tracking volume and the resulting
loss in momentum resolution.

The studies also demonstrated a loss in efficiency for high momentum (∼ 50 GeV/c) tracks
near the core of jets. While this is expected somewhat due to the increased density of hits in
near the jet cores, and can be remedied some with more sophisticated pattern recognition,
some of this may also be due to the fact the efficiency was evaluated for tracks embedded

in real physics events, imposing a situation that real energy/momentum conservation might
alleviate somewhat. The two-track resolution of the SiD tracker, compared with that of a
detector with an outer TPC, is a subject deserving of further investigation.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The work (software development) described in this proposal is completely computer-based.
The CU HEP group provides a compute farm, funded some from university money and some
from the base grant, that is used for all HEP work done on-campus, and that farm will be
available for this work also. There is also a pool of senior physicists at CU experienced in
tracking at e+e− detectors and with silicon-strip detectors that will be available for consul-
tation.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

Redo previous tracking studies with new estimates of BGs from cold LC. Fully Kalman-ize
track fits from existing reconstruction package (SODTrackFinder), so that ambiguous hits
(shared between two or more candidate tracks) can be optimally arbitrated between tracks.
These ambiguous hits are the most likely cause of track finding confusion near the core of
jets. Change MC truth method from embedded tracks to hit parent history so that we can
evaluate tracking efficiency for multiple tracks in an event, and have multiple tracks to do hit
arbitration between. Better incorporate any available z information into pattern recognition.
Report progress and continue development at Snowmass workshop.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

Release beta version of track finding package for other groups to test. Adapt to improved
simulation of detector hit response. Reactivate effort for stand-alone pattern recognition (in
coordination with VXD-projected track finding) in the barrel outer detector.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

Participate in final optimization of the detector for LOI/TDR using developed tools. Continue
to develop package and to support others using these tools.
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Budget justification: University of Colorado, Boulder

The majority of the funding being requested is for half of a post-doc’s salary for the 3 years.
It is expected the other half of this post-doc’s salary will come from the CU base DOE grant,
and that they will spend the other half of their time on one of that grant’s funded projects
(BaBar, BTeV, or the neutrino program).

There is also a line to hire one undergraduate (at a time) for 10 hours/week during the
school years and 40 hours/week during the summers. While we would like to get more
undergraduates involved, we assume any additional ones will be funded through the CU
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP).

The Equipment funds are to provide desktop computing for those working on this project
(including the Project Leader). The Travel request assumes one US conference or workshop
and one foreign conference per year, except for 2005, which assumes two US conferences and
two people at Snowmass for the full two weeks. The travel request includes the travel of the
the Project Leader for the work proposed.

Inflation is calculated at 4% per year, benefits are calculated at 20% of salaries, and indirect
costs are calculated at 50% of direct costs. All of these are approximately in line with those
used in the CU base grant.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University of Colorado, Boulder

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Post-Doctoral Research Associate 22.5 23.4 24.3 70.2
Undergraduate Students 7.5 7.8 8.1 23.4

Total Salaries and Wages 30.0 31.2 32.4 93.6
Fringe Benefits 6.0 6.2 6.5 18.7

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 36.0 37.4 38.9 112.3
Equipment 2 2 2 6

Travel 6 3 3 12

Total direct costs 44.0 42.4 43.9 130.3
Indirect costs 22.0 21.2 22.0 65.2

Total direct and indirect costs 66.0 63.6 65.9 195.5
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Simulation Studies for a Silicon Tracker

Classification (subsystem)

Detector: Tracking

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Richard Partridge, Prof. of Physics
Postdoctoral Research Associate (to be named)

Brown University
Department of Physics
Providence, RI 02912

Project Leader

Richard Partridge
email: partridge@hep.brown.edu
phone: (401) 863-2634

Project Overview

A silicon strip outer tracker is an attractive option for the International Linear Collider (ILC).
The fine pitch of the strip detectors provide precise measurement of hit position, excellent
two-track separation, and low occupancy. With proper design, these features can lead to
a tracker with superb momentum resolution and excellent pattern recognition capabilities
within a relatively compact volume. A silicon strip tracker is a key feature of the Silicon
Detector concept.

To better understand what such a device might look like and how it would perform, a Silicon
Detector Tracking group has been formed that meets regularly to share results and exchange
ideas. This effort has gained considerable momentum over the past year, and the mailing list
has grown to over 50 members of the HEP community.

A number of innovative tracker design concepts have emerged, but the effort is presently
handicapped by the absence of detailed simulations that can quantify the relative merit of
these different design concepts. Developing the ability to perform realistic simulations of
detector performance and track reconstruction, including the effect of backgrounds, is urgently
needed to provide a rational basis for the design choices that must be made. In the somewhat
longer term, the tracker simulations are an essential component of a larger simulation effort
that will be needed to build a credible case that the proposed detector is capable of meeting
the physics goals of the ILC.

A number of key design issues have been identified that need to be addressed with simulation
studies. These issues include:

• Are stereo layers required in the central (barrel) region, or is it sufficient to have only
axial layers used in conjunction with the vertex detector?

• How many tracking layers are required, and how should they be arranged?

• How well can the tracker reconstruct long-lived particles, including KS, Λ, and possible
new long-lived massive particles?

• Is it necessary to fully overlap detectors in a given layer, or are small gaps acceptable?
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• What is the impact of tracker material on the performance of energy flow algorithms?

• How accurately can the detector be aligned, and what is the resulting momentum reso-
lution?

Addressing these issues will require a significant and dedicated effort. The best prospect for
establishing such an effort is to get a postdoc involved in developing the needed simulation
tools and in analyzing the result of these simulations. This project would provide funding for
50% of a postdoc working half time on tracking simulations. The postdoc would be based at
Fermilab, where a significant fraction of the tracker design and engineering effort is based. The
Brown University DOE grant would provide the remaining 50% of funding, and the postdoc
would spend half time working on the DØ experiment. Richard Partridge would continue
to contribute to the tracker design effort, and would help guide the simulation effort. He is
typically at Fermilab days per week, allowing him to closely monitor the proposed simulation
studies.

As part of this project, a variety of simulation tools will be developed to provide realistic and
quantitative measurements of tracker performance. A hit digitization package is needed to
turn GEANT4 energy depositions into charge measurements on individual strips. A clustering
package is needed to identify clusters of strips associated with a hit and to estimate the hit
position. A pattern recognition package is needed to find tracks using the hits clusters.
Finally, a fitting package is needed to fit the hits and determine track parameters.

Developing the above packages would be a formidable undertaking if one were starting from
scratch. Fortunately, the functionality of the above packages already exists in several HEP
experiments (including DØ and CDF), and we expect to borrow heavily from these existing
packages. Furthermore, many of the relevant experts are at Fermilab where this effort will
be based.

Following the development of the required simulation tools, we anticipate using these tools to
develop a quantitative understanding of the key design issues listed above. Expected measures
of tracker performance include:

• Track finding efficiency as a function of polar angle

• Rate and characteristics of ”fake tracks” that don’t match a generated track

• Efficiency for reconstructing long-lived particles

• Momentum and impact parameter resolutions and residuals

• Efficiency for matching tracks between the vertex detector, silicon tracker, and calorime-
ter

• Rate and origin of photon conversions

• Disposition of tracker hits from conversions, albedo, etc.

• Effect of in-flight decays (kinks)

We anticipate that initial simulation studies will be focused on those quantities needed to
answer specific design questions. For example, the question of whether additional detector
layers with small-angle stereo should be incorporated will depend on comparisons of track-
finding efficiency, KS reconstruction efficiency, and the impact of the increased material on
energy flow algorithms.
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Looking further to the future, we anticipate that the Silicon Tracker design effort will converge
on a ”baseline” design for the Silicon Detector Conceptual Design Report. The simulation
effort will then focus on a detailed characterization of the performance of the baseline design.
Of particular importance is establishing that the baseline design can meet the needs of the full
range of ILC physics goals. In addition, it will be important to demonstrate that the design
is robust, insensitive to the expected range of backgrounds, and capable of being precisely
aligned.

In summary, we propose to initiate a Silicon Detector tracking simulation effort. Support is
requested for half of a postdoc, who will be based at Fermilab, for a period of three years.
The proposed project includes development of simulation tools for realistically simulating
track reconstruction, quantitative comparisons of tracker design options to guide the tracker
design, and detailed characterization of tracker performance required for the Silicon Detector
conceptual design report.

Broader Impact

The Brown High Energy Physics group takes an active role in ensuring that the results of
our research have a broad impact on society. We accomplish this goal through a variety of
means, including integrating research and teaching experiences, propagation of new results
through publication and public lectures, and mentoring the next generation of scientific lead-
ers. For example, last summer we recruited Allison Chang, a Brown undergraduate student,
to participate in a research project at SLAC that studied vibration stabilization issues for a
Linear Collider. We believe that a close involvement between faculty and students is one of
the best ways to introduce students, especially members of under-represented groups such as
Allison, to the excitement and rewards of science. Last summer’s research was a tremendously
rewarding experience for Allison - not only did she learn a great deal about physics and data
analysis, but she also came away with a much deeper understanding of the nature of scientific
inquiry.

Results of Prior Research

Richard Partridge has been working in the area of silicon tracker design for the Silicon Detec-
tor for more than a year, and has presented studies of tracker design concepts and performance
measures at the past two ALCPWG meetings. Other research activities include participation
in the DØ experiment at the Tevatron Collider, and he has recently joined the CMS experi-
ment. Prior experience on silicon tracker design includes simulation studies and a significant
leadership role in the proposed Run IIb upgrade for the DØ experiment, where he was a co-
coordinator of the upgrade during the initial design phase and later served as deputy project
manager.

The above research is supported in part by Task C of the Department of Energy grant DE-
FG02-91ER40688. This grant largely supports research by the Brown High Energy Physics
group in the study of hadron collider physics as members of the DØ and CMS collaborations.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The proposed research will be based at Fermilab, allowing close interaction with the tracker
design and engineering efforts taking place at the laboratory.

No specialized equipment is required for this project. Computing requirements are expected
to be modest, and existing computing resources available to the Brown group will be utilized
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for this project.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables Project activities in the first year are fo-
cused on developing the tools needed to perform realistic tracking simulations. Where possi-
ble, we anticipate adapting existing algorithms to the Silicon Tracker rather than developing
new algorithms.

• Incorporate a realistic hit digitization model into the Silicon Detector Monte Carlo

• Develop a clustering package for reconstructing clusters from the digitized hits

• Implement a track reconstruction package that performs track finding from the recon-
structed clusters

• Begin to compare the performance for different tracker design options, with a focus on
the most critical design issues

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables Project activities in the second year are
focused on performing the tracker simulation studies needed to support the tracker design
effort.

• Compare tracker performance for axial-only designs with axial+stereo designs

• Optimize the number of tracker layers and the placement of the layers

• Develop a V-finding algorithm and study the efficiency for reconstructing long-lived
particles, including KS and Λ decays

• Participate in studies of the impact of tracker design on energy flow algorithms

• Perform additional tracking studies as needed to optimize the tracker design

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

Project activities in the third year are focused on further studies needed to finalize the con-
ceptual design for the tracker and to perform simulation studies in support of documenting
the detector performance at the conceptual design stage.

• Complete simulation studies of any remaining design issues

• Perform simulation studies needed to document the performance of the tracker design

• Asses the alignment precision that can be achieved using experimental data

• Participate in simulation studies of the Silicon Detector conceptual design to document
the ability of the detector to meet ILC physics goals

Budget justification: Brown University

The proposed budget will support 50% of a postdoctoral research associate, with the re-
maining 50% provided by the existing Brown University DOE grant. It is expected that the
postdoc will spend 50% of his or her time working on ILC tracker simulation, with the remain-
ing 50% spent on the DØ experiment at Fermilab. A starting full-time salary of $44,000/year
with 4% annual salary increases is assumed. Brown’s benefit rate is currently 35.2%.
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Support is also requested for travel expenses associated with the tracking simulation project.
Estimated travel expenses include one trip per year to an ALCPWG meeting ($1000) and
two trips/year to SLAC to meet with tracking and simulation experts there ($ 500/trip).

Indirect costs are calculated using the off-campus rate of 26% that is applied for personnel
based at Fermilab.

Three-year budget, in then-year $

Institution: Brown University

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Postdoctoral Research Associates 22,000 22,880 23,795 68,675

Graduate Students 0 0 0 0
Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages 22,0000 22,880 23,795 68,675

Fringe Benefits 7,744 8,054 8,376 24,174
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 29,744 30,934 32,171 92,849

Equipment 0 0 0 0
Travel 2,000 2,000 2,000 6,000

Materials and Supplies 0 0 0 0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0
Total direct costs 31,744 32,934 34,171 96,849

Indirect costs 8,253 8,563 8,884 25,700
Total direct and indirect costs 39,997 41,497 43,055 124,459
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Project Overview

The proposed R&D program aims at a proof of concept and the development of a novel read-out
technique for a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) tracker, based on highly integrated VLSI electronics,
adapted from hybrid Si pixel detectors.

Significant R&D activity on a TPC based on Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGDs) is presently
being carried out worldwide to develop a large volume tracking chamber with three-dimensional parti-
cle track reconstruction, matching the challenging requirements of the ILC physics program. Not only
will the momentum resolution at the ILC need to improve by almost an order of magnitude compared
to the performances of detectors at LEP and SLC, small readout cells and large channel multiplicity
will have to be addressed. The Main Tracker device must also be light, so as not to degrade the calori-
metric measurements of neutral electromagnetic particles and hadrons, thus restricting the amount of
electronics which can be installed at the chamber end-plates. The concept of a large detector based on
a 3D central tracker, providing continuous reconstruction of charged particle tracks, has been receiv-
ing significant support in the physicists community promoting the ILC studies. Designing a TPC, able
to provide the required momentum resolution with thin, highly integrated endplates is a centerpiece
of this concept.

Similar challenges have already been met, and solved, in the development of high resolution vertex
detectors. The R&D, initiated at LEP and SSC and continued in applications at experiments at the
LHC and BTeV at the Tevatron, has developed into a new paradigm for applying high-volume com-
mercial CMOS processes to readout electronics for tracking in high energy physics. This approach
allows very complex system-on-chip developments through VLSI technology.

We propose to use a VLSI chip, developed for the readout of the charge carriers generated in a Sip−n
junction, to detect and digitize the charge generated in the sensitive volume of a TPC and amplified
through a MPGD layer.

1
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A European collaboration has very recently demonstrated this principle, obtaining 2D images of ion-
izing particles with the MediPix chip, developed for medical imaging, in a drift chamber (see below).
This proposal intends to follow-up on the path of work started by that group, build-up expertise on
this highly promising technique in the US and expand it into a pioneering study of TPC performance
and integrated 3D custom device design.

For the proof of concept of full 3D imaging, we propose to use the ATLAS pixel FE-I3 chip, developed
at LBNL and adopted for the ATLAS pixel detector at the LHC. The chip active size is 7 mm×11 mm.
The chip contains 2880 channels of charge sensitive amplifiers and fast digital readout operating at a
40 MHz clock. The pixel dimension is 50µm high and 400µm wide. The high gain preamplifier is
optimized for the typical signal of Si detectors, corresponding to' 20k e− equivalent. Each time an
individual discriminator fires, the pixel address, time and charge information of the hit are generated.
The charge is determined by the time-over-threshold. The time is obtained in increments each 25 ns
for the 40 MHz cycle. Hits are stored on-chip until an external trigger prompts the readout. The FE-I3
chip is equipped with input pads in the form of 20µm metal octagons with a 12µm opening in the
insulating passivation layer. In order to avoid discharges in the high field between the MPGD and the
chip, the insulating material needs to be reduced by a post-processing in which a thin conductive layer
is deposited and the input pads are extended to cover the majority of the anode plane. The proposed
test will allow real 3D imaging of the ionization tracks in a small volume TPC.

Broader Impact

Detector development projects provide a very important component of a well rounded graduate student
training. The educational impact reaches far beyond the academic world because a large fraction of
the students find employment in industry. The activity described in the present proposal will be
carried out as a collaboration between two Universities (UC at Berkeley and Davis) and a National
Lab (LBNL). We plan to involve both graduate and undergraduate students in the activities. A group
of undergraduate students is already working at LBNL on ILC physics questions within the framework
of the Undergraduate Research and Apprentice Program (URAP) at UC Berkeley. The high energy
physics group at UC Davis participates in an NSF-sponsored REU program. This program is in
its second year and we will actively recruit undergraduate students during the summers. We plan
to extend these schemes to the TPC VLSI readout R&D program. This will enable undergraduate
students to learn about particle physics and advanced instrumentation while contributing to cutting-
edge R&D and studies. We shall encourage women and students from minority-serving institutions
to join this program.

Results of Prior Research

The area of R&D we are proposing is quite novel. There has been one earlier attempt, carried out by a
collaboration between CERN, Geneva, CEA, Saclay and NIKHEF, Amsterdam. In Spring 2004 they
reported to have observed 2D signals from ionizing particles in a small drift chamber equipped with
a Micromega foil and readout by means of a MediPix2 chip as direct anode (M. Campbellet al., to
appear in Nucl. Instr. Meth.A).

LBNL has a long tradition of developing detectors and custom micro-electronics for trackers at both
lepton and hadron colliders. This tradition has relied on close collaboration between the Physics and
Nuclear Science Divisions and the Engineering Division to blend scientific direction and technical
expertise. Not only did the TPC concept originate at LBNL but also the VLSI chip, which we intend to
use was developed there. There is very significant expertise both in the construction, commissioning
and testing of gaseous detectors, in readout electronics and microelectronics development, which
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makes such a project particularly well adapted for LBNL. The Department of Physics at UC Berkeley
has very tight links to LBNL, but also profits from a mechanical shop providing low charge rates and
access to the facilities of the Engineering department in Cory Hall.

The UC Davis group has a long history of R&D in Si pixels starting with the SDC detector at the
SSC, followed by the development of generic data-push architecture readout chips and more recently,
in the forward pixel group of the CMS Collaboration at the LHC.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The proposed R&D will be primarily carried out in the newly setup ILC R&D laboratory at the Physics
Division of LBNL. The laboratory is presently focused on a Laboratory Directed R&D (LDRD)-
funded project on monolithic Si pixel sensors for application at the ILC Vertex Tracker. This labora-
tory provides basic infrastructure and dedicated space for the TPC R&D and is already equipped with
networked computing, gas system and DAQ facilities. The project will have access to the departmen-
tal mechanical and electronics shops located on the UC Berkeley campus and to the LBNL shops, as
well as technician support through the Physics division. A collaboration agreement with the ATLAS
group at LBNL (contact K. Einsweiler) will ensure the availability of a full DAQ chain for the ATLAS
pixel chips, several chips and the relevant software and support. This will minimize costs and risks
for the electronics and DAQ systems.

At UC Davis, the electronics shop has capabilities of designing, simulating and laying out circuits
using state of the art software tools. The test lab contains a full suite of instrumentation for high band-
with analog signal analysis and debugging of multi-channel digital logic. The labs are also equipped
with hardware and software for FPGA firmware development, VLSI chip design and probing of bare
ASICs. A clean room and an electromagnetically shielded room provide space for testing sensitive
components. A 32 node Linux cluster is available for large scale data analysis along with 5 TB of
data storage space. Computing will be also supported in part through NERSC, under the resources
allocated to the LBNL ILC project (ERCAP request 80938).

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

The first year of the project will be devoted to design and proof of concept. The activity will start with
the design and construction of a small test drift chamber equipped with MPGDs. The test chamber will
be designed to be adaptable to the tests of various micro-pattern detector designs and configurations.
It will also be equipped with standard pad readout for functionality tests. After completion of the
construction and testing, studies with the ATLAS VLSI readout chip will start. The UC Davis group
will develop and fabricate a prototype board for use with the end-cap of the chamber. This board will
house all of the service circuitry for the pixel chips and also provide necessary back-end electronics
and data acquisition. VLSI chips will be sent to an external contractor for metalization of the bonding
pad and then tested. We envisage performing tests with the test chamber using a laser beam, a55Fe
radioactive source and cosmic rays.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

We expect to achieve a proof of concept for the readout using the ATLAS VLSI chip and 3D imaging
within one year from the start of the project. The second year will then be devoted to the construction
of the TPC field cage, definition of the custom chip specs and system design. Lab tests will include
studies of charge diffusion with different gases, aging tests and detailed electrostatic simulation of the
device which will be performed jointly by the Berkeley and Davis groups. This will make possible to
define specs for application of this readout scheme to a large scale device, such as the TPC at one of
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the ILC detectors. The system design activity will be carried out in collaboration with the Electronics,
Software and Instrumentation group in the Engineering division at LBNL (contact P. Denes) that is
already a partner in the R&D activity on monolithic Si pixel sensors. It will address issues such as
minimization of nearby pad crosstalk, input protective circuitry to eliminate discharge damage and
optimisation of dynamic range. Design for the inclusion of the MPGD mesh into a monolithic device
will also be carried out, with the aim of achieving a highly integrated device with single electron
sensitivity. We expect that significant collaboration with other institutions will be set up at this stage.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

The third year will be devoted to the engineering design of the TPC end-plates and to finalization
of chip design and submission of a first test chip. Engineering tests for the mesh integration will be
performed. The test chip will be characterized and tested in the TPC test chamber.

Budget justification:

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

The budget request for FY05 covers the costs for the construction of the test chamber. We intend to
profit from our access to the mechanical shop at the Dept. of Physics on the Berkeley campus which
offers highly competitive charge rates. Additional items are the post-processing metalization of the
chip input pads and the customization of the single chip hybrid and PC board. While we are evaluating
the possibility to perform the lithographic metalization in collaboration with the Dept. of Engineering
at Berkeley, we cost it at the rate quoted by the MESA Research Institute of the University of Twente
in the Netherlands, which successfully processed the MediPix chip for the CERN+CEA+NIKHEF
group. The “Other Professionals” cost covers a technician for FY05 and the part of the cost of a
part-time micro-electronics designer from LBNL for FY06 and FY07. We expect to receive matching
support from the base program at the Physics Division at LBNL, through the ILC project in FY06
and FY07. Equipment costs include the estimated costs for the construction of the test chamber and
the high-precision MPGD and VLSI array holder for FY05, the construction of the TPC field cage for
FY06 and a fraction of the cost of the test chip submission for FY07. The requested travel funding
will cover participation to one topical conference or a dedicated working meeting per year and travel
costs to Davis. “Other direct costs” includes a visitor from Europe in FY05 to help with the setup of
the Micromega mesh.
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Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professionals 10 30 30 70
Graduate Students 0 0 0 0

Undergraduate Students 3 3 3 9
Total Salaries and Wages 13 33 33 79

Fringe Benefits 4 11 11 26
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 17 44 44 105

Equipment 20 15 20 55
Travel 5 3 3 11

Materials and Supplies 3 3 3 9
Other direct costs 5 0 0 5

UC Davis subcontract 21.5 49.2 49.6 120.4
Total direct costs 72 114 120 306

Indirect costs 16 25 26 67

Total direct and indirect costs 87 139 146 372

Budget justification:

University of California at Davis

Salary support is requested for a graduate student for the summer of the first year and two academic
quarters during years two and three of this project. A total of 400 hours of undergraduate student
support (costed $7.25/hour) is requested for each year. Travel support is requested for frequent trips to
LBNL. Additional support for travel to one domestic and one international Linear Collider workshops
each year is requested for the senior researchers. The supplies budget of $3K/year is for miscellaneous
electronics parts, software licences, telephone and printing charges.

Three-year budget, in then-year $

University of California at Davis

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professional 0 0 0 0
Graduate Student 6,714 21,821 21,82150,356

Undergraduate Student 2,900 2,900 2,900 8,700
Total Salaries and Wages 9,614 24,721 24,72159,056

Fringe Benefits 288 294 300 882
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 9,902 25,015 25,02159,938

Equipment 0 0 0 0
Total Travel 4,200 5,200 5,400 14,800

Materials and Supplies 3,000 3,000 3,000 9,000
Other Direct Costs (Grad Student Fee Remission) 0 7,346 7,49314,839

Total Direct Costs 17,102 40,561 40,91498,577
Indirect Costs 4,447 8,636 8,728 21,811

Total Direct and Indirect Costs 21,549 49,197 49,642120,388
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Development of thin silicon sensors for tracking

Classification (subsystem) Tracker.

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Purdue University: Daniela Bortoletto (Professor), Ian Shipsey (Professor), Kirk Arndt, G.
Bolla and P. Merkel

Project Leader

Daniela Bortoletto
daniela@physics.purdue.edu
(765) 494 5197

Project Overview

One of the possible detector options for the LC is SiD which incorporates a Silicon/Tungten
calorimeter with a precise silicon tracker and vertex detector. The tracker design includes a
compact silicon tracker with 5 layers in the central region and five disks per end. The tracker
is expected to provide excellent momentum resolution and pattern recognition in a compact
volume and therefore minimizes the cost of the calorimeter. Now that the LC technology
has been selected it is important to develop the SiD detector concept into a detailed detector
technical design report. In order to achieve this goal there are critical questions that have
to be addressed. These questions have been summarized in a document by Breidenbach,
Brau, Jaros and Weerts[1]. This proposal will address the issue of material minimization and
pattern recognition in the endcap outlined in [1].

Material Minimization

The objectives of LC physics include the precision studies of the Higgs and new physics which
can only be achieved by a detector with:

• excellent flavor tagging efficiency and purity for bottom and charm quarks

• superb momentum resolution with polar angle coverage down to about 110 mrad.

• two jet mass resolution comparable to the natural width of the W and Z bosons

• hermeticity to achieve a precision measurement of the missing momentum

These requirements lead to a fully integrated detector and the implementation of particle flow
algorithms to measure the jet energies.

Therefore it is important that the LC tracking and vertexing systems achieve excellent mo-
mentum resolution even in the forward region and for low momentum tracks, good pattern
recognition, and extremely precise impact parameter resolution to distinguish secondary and
tertiary vertices for flavor tagging. R&D is necessary to substantially improve the vertexing
and tracking subdetector performance that was achieved for LEP/SLC to cope with increased
jet multiplicity, higher track density in more collimated jets and larger backgrounds[2].

Material minimization is important both to achieve excellent impact parameter resolution
and for the precise measurement of low momentum tracks. Therefore it impacts both silicon
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pixels that provide precise space points near the interaction region and a silicon microstrip
tracker further from the primary interaction region, and the measurement of tracks at small
angle in the forward region.

Preliminary simulations have been performed comparing the momentum resolution achieved
by the silicon tracker in a SD Thin and SD Thick scenario in the barrel. The results indicate
that the SD thin tracker with 3 inner layers of sensors 200 µm thick and 2 outer layer of
standard thickness silicon (300 µm) could achieve similar or better momentum resolution
than a TPC tracker[3].

Several questions must be answered in order to understand if this option is truly feasible:

• Can thin detectors be manufactured with a reasonable yield?

• What signal to noise ratio and resolution can be obtained with thin sensors?

• Can mechanical handling and mechanical support challenges be met?

The R&D program at Purdue University will answer these questions in a very cost effective
and timely way.

Current Status of Research on Thin Silicon Sensors at Purdue

Using DOE ADR funding, the Purdue group explored in 2002 the capabilities of several
vendors to produce thin silicon sensors and received quotes from two vendors, SINTEF and
MICRON. Both vendors were extremely interested in developing this new product line. After
reviewing vendor capabilities we selected MICRON as the vendor in 2003.

MICRON delivered in December 2003 thin silicon strip sensors in the following thicknesses:
150, 200, and 300 µm in 4 inch technology. The sensors were manufactured using the masks
developed for the silicon layer mounted on the CDF beam pipe. Each sensor is 7.84 cm long,
0.843 cm wide, with 256 channels designed to be connected to 128 readout channels. A photo
of the corner of a sensor is shown in fig. 1.

We also received double sided silicon pixel sensors on 6 inch wafers in spring 2004. These
wafers are 200 and 300 µm micron thick. Each n+ pixel has a dimension of 100 µm × 150
µm matching the PSI46 0.25 µm chip developed for the CMS pixel detector at the LHC.

We have performed an electrical characterization of the thin microstrip sensors. This includes
measurement of the bias voltage, leakage current (Ileak), interstrip capacitance (CIS), the
coupling capacitance (CC), the interstrip resistance (RIS) and bias resistance (Rbias). The
measurements were performed on a strip by strip basis to determine the overall sensor quality.

The electrical performance of the thin silicon strips is summarized in Table 1. The depletion
voltage of the sensors has been found to scale with the thickness as expected. The 300 µm
thick sensors have a depletion voltage of about 85 V. The depletion voltage decreases to 30
and 15 V for 200 µm and 150 µm sensors respectively.

As an example we show the leakage current of the 200 µm sensors in fig. 2. All seven 150 µm
thick sensors pass all the specification we had set including having a leakage current below
< 50 nA/cm2 at a bias voltage equal to twice the depletion voltage. The low leakage current
of the sensors we have received confirms that thin detector processing can be successfully
achieved. The measurements of the capacitance and resistance indicates that the resolution
performance should not be compromised by reducing the sensor’s thickness.
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Figure 1: Corner of a thin silicon microstrip sensors. The photo shows the guard ring, the biasing
scheme, the strips and the bond pads.

In summary, the results already at hand are extremely promising and indicate that further
studies with a readout chip are the next logical step. Measurements of the pixels sensors have
still to be conducted.

Future R&D for thin silicon sensors

A critical step to fully evaluate the feasibility of thin sensors for the LC is to determine the
Signal to Noise ratio (S/N) and the charge collection efficiency. In a silicon detector, the signal
for a charged particle depends on the path length the particle traverses in the silicon and so
S is inversely proportional to the thickness. With currently available electronics the noise is
expected to be low enough that reducing the silicon thickness from 300 µm to 200 µm would
still allow a S/N above 15. For example, the SVX4 chip has a noise of 900 electrons for a
capacitive load of 20 pF while the most probable signal for a 200 µm sensor is 14,440 electrons,
yielding a S/N of 16. However, in a thin silicon sensors there is also an increased capacitive
coupling between the two sides of the sensor, which might increase the noise. Maintaining an
acceptable S/N is critical for the long ladder design proposed for SiD[3]. The charge collection
efficiency, which also is sensitive to the capacitive coupling to the backplane, has also not been
measured for thin silicon sensors.

To study these effects we will use in the first instance, the laser test stand already in place
at Purdue to conduct studies with the SVX4 chip developed for Run 2b of the Tevatron.
This chip is not optimized for LC applications but is suitable to compare the performance of
sensors of different thickness.
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Table 1: Comparison of DC characteristics of 300, 200 and 150 µm thick sensors measured at
Purdue University. We follow the same notation used in the text with leakage current (Ileak),
interstrip capacitance (CIS), the coupling capacitance (CC), the interstrip resistance (RIS) and
bias resistance (Rbias). We define two different grades to the sensors according to their Ileak. Grade
A (B) sensors have a ILeak at 2× Vdep < 50 nA/cm2 (4000 nA/cm2)

Ileak CC CIS RIs Rbias

pF/cm pF/cm GΩ MΩ
Specs Grade > 10 <1.2 > 1 1.5± 0.5

< 10 % variation
300µm 3 Grade A > 15 < 0.9 > 1 0.5± 0.2

2 grade B < 5 % variation
200µm 3 Grade A > 20 < 0.9 > 10 1.8± 0.10

2 Grade B < 10 % variation
150µm 7 Grade A >15 < 0.9 pF/cm > 10 1.8± 0.10

0 Grade B < 10 % variation

Ultimate functionality and performance characteristics will be established in a test beam. We
plan to take advantage of the MT4 test beam facility at Fermilab and to measure the charge
collection efficiency, position resolution, and signal to noise ratio in the beam.

The mechanical aspect of thin silicon are frequently overlooked but they are equally challeng-
ing and will require a similar amount of time to develop. There are three issues:

1. Acceptable yield

2. Handling post manufacture at HEP labs

3. Mechanical support

We address (2) and (3) here, the vendor is responsible for (1). We will produce thin silicon
sensors which will be wire-bonded to existing electronics. These structures will be used with
prototype mounting schemes. Full Finite Element Analysis models both mechanical and
thermal will be developed. CTE mismatches are more serious for thin silicon sensors and
so one example of the studies that will be performed is temperature cycling of the silicon,
electronics and the mounting assembly. The mechanical studies will have an impact not
only for microstrip sensors but also for CCDs, MAPS (Monolithic Active Pixels Sensors) and
HAPS (Hybrid Active Pixels).

Finally, in parallel and in conjunction with other groups in the US, Asia and Europe we will
study with Monte Carlo how to optimize the tracker design.

Unique Facilities at Purdue

The proposed effort builds upon our experience in design and testing of silicon micro-strip
and silicon pixels for CDF and CMS. We have access to CADENCE design tools and DESSIS
simulation tools. The mechanical aspects of the project build upon our experience in the
mechanical design, fabrication, and assembly of the silicon detector for CLEO III, and the
mechanical design and prototyping of parts of the CMS forward pixel detector.
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Figure 2: IV measurement for 200 µm thick sensors.

The detector facility at Purdue University contains two fully equipped clean rooms for the
design, testing and assembly of detectors for High Energy Physics. These clean rooms are
part of a complex dedicated to microstructure detector development and fabrication including
silicon strip and pixel devices and micro pattern gas detectors. The total clean room space is
3000 sq ft in three laboratories containing a CMM, wirebonder, electrical testing equipment,
probe stations, optical tables, microscopes and high precision measuring devices. The labs
are fully equipped with computer facilities for control, data acquisition and analysis. The
labs have both temperature and humidity control and HEPA filtering of the airflow. Included
in the clean rooms is additional space of class 1000. In a separate location there is a detector
irradiation facility with an X-ray source and an ultra clean gas delivery system.

Other technical resources are also available, such as machine and electronic shops within the
physics department, a central machine shop and state of the art facilities on campus, such as
SEM, TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) and EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy).
In addition to the technical staff, an engineer and technician, there is the normal complement
of graduate students and research associates working on specific projects. There is also an
exceptional pool of talented undergraduates who work on R&D and detector construction
projects.

Results from Prior Research

Our group has not received previous funding for LC projects. We are been involved with the
LC activities by starting the thin silicon studies using ADR funding, attending LC workshops
and communicating with the SiD effort. The Purdue group has considerable expertise in the
development of silicon detectors. We played and important role in the design, installation
and commissioning of the silicon vertex detector for CDF. The CLEO III silicon detector was
built at Purdue. We are now playing a strong role for the CMS forward pixel project.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables
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The first year activities will focus on the studies of the thin sensors 300, 200 and 150 µm thick
with the SVX4 chip. This will require a PCI based data acquisition system. This system was
developed for Run 2b. New boards have to be designed to readout the sensors mounted with
the chip. The measurements will be performed by a graduate student under the supervision
of Petra Merkel who is already very experienced with this system.

We are also planning to participate in the simulation activities that are gaining momentum
in SiD.

The deliverables in the first year will be a quantification of the importance of material mini-
mization, based on more sophisticated MC studies, and an experimental measurement of the
performance of thin sensors.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

In the second year we expect to start studies of the mechanical mounting and the stability
of thin silicon strips. There are several ladder designs that are under discussion with the SiD
community. One achieves material minimization through a long ladder. The other relies on
a short ladder design based on carbon fiber - rohacell support.

1. Studies of alignment and fabrication of low mass support frames will be conducted at
Purdue. Metrology of thin silicon samples will be performed during cooling cycles. These
will need to be conducted at cryogenic temperatures for CCD applications.

2. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) will be performed to understand the mechanical stability
of thin silicon sensors and mechanical support structures.

The second year deliverable will be a systematic study of the mechanical issues associated
with thin silicon strips.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

In the third year we will continue the simulation effort and the mechanical studies. Systematic
studies will be performed with the strips to determine the resolution and charge collection
efficiency in a beam tests. Hopefully by that point an optimized LC readout chip might be
available and a more realistic bench mark of thin silicon strip sensors will be performed.

The main third year deliverables will be a first evaluation of the potential gain in resolution
that can be achieved with thin, silicon sensors. We expect to perform:

• Beam tests for structures wire-bonded to electronics.

• Simulation of charge collection properties of structures, with both two-dimensional and
three-dimensional simulation packages, CCE, pulse shape, operating conditions etc.

Budget justification: Institution 1

We request funds to support 50% of a graduate student and a 50% of a postdoc. The remainder
of the support for the student will come from the Purdue CDF group. The graduate student
is charged at the rate set by Purdue University for 2005/2006, increased by an estimated 5%
per year thereafter. The remainder of the support of the postdoc will come from the Purdue
CDF and CLEO groups. The postdoc and the graduate student will carry out the simulation
studies and will evaluate the thin silicon sensors under the guidance of the senior personnel.
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We request travel support for three trips each year to institutions working on LC vertexing.
We are also asking for equipment items.

First Year Budget
During the first year we request $ 10.45 K to set up a PCI DAQ system at Purdue. This
includes:

1. A dedicated PC: $2500
2. PTA board a PCI test adapter board based on the Altera FPGA Chip to interface

between the PC and the PMC card: $ 1150
3. PMC a programmable mezzanine card based on Xilinx FPGA Chip ro readout

the ROC: $1150
4. 2 power supplies: $ 1400
5. 50 SVX4 and sensors carriers boards: $4,250

Second Year Budget
The second year equipment budget will allow Purdue to build a system to study the me-
chanical issues connected with the thinning of sensors and readout chips. The study will
include precision measurement of the stability of the support schemes including temper-
ature cycles. Some of these studies will be conducted with blank silicon and some with
functional sensors built using ADR funds. The graduate student at Purdue will work
closely with the Purdue mechanical engineer (Kirk Arndt) to perform the temperature
cycling studies. Thin sensors provided by ADR funding will allow a determination of
the yield and the minimum thickness that is achievable by the vendors.
Equipment breakdown:

1. Precision alignment tooling: $1.5K
Vacuum holders for sensor/ROC assemblies and holder for support frame that pre-
cisely aligns the modules to the support frames. Cost is based on recent experience
with similar tooling for CMS pixel R&D efforts.

2. Fabrication and assembly of a low-mass support frame: $2.2K
Support frame will be either beryllium or carbon composite and will need to be of
reasonably high precision.

3. Thinned silicon, 2 batches @ $1K per batch: $2K (at no cost - ADR
funding) Cost estimate is based on previous purchases.

4. Metrology: $2.0K This involves modifications to allow us to mount our samples in
a dry chamber which can be cycled to a low temperature. The modifications require
an optical window to allow inspection and metrology during the temperature cycling.
This will be similar to a chamber built by BTeV for their pixel studies but modified
to allow for operation at cryogenic temperature for CCDs studies.

Third Year Budget
The third year budget requests equipment to setup the beam test at Fermilab. This will
include a duplication of the PCI based DAQ and the mechanical assembly of a dedicated
telescope.

Three-year budget, in then-year dollars

Three-year budget, in then-year K$
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Institution: Purdue University

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Post Doc (0.5 FTE) 22.0 23.1 24.3 69.4

Graduate Students (0.5 FTE) 9.8 10.3 10.8 30.9
Graduate Fee Remissions 2.62 2.75 2.89 8.26

Graduate Student Insurance .45 .47 .5 1.42
Scientific Equipment 10.45 5.7 10.0 26.15

Travel 2.5 2.5 2.5 7.5
Indirect costs 17.47 18.30 19.19 54.96

Employee Benefits (Post doc) 9.02 9.47 9.96 28.45
Employee Benefits (Graduate) 0.039 0.041 0.043 0.12
Total direct and indirect costs 74.35 72.63 80.18 227.17

References

[1] M. Breidenbach, H. Weerts, J. Brau, and J. Jaros ,
http://www−sid.slac.stanford.edu/Documents/CriticalSiDQuestions.pdf

[2] Tesla, TDR, http://tesla.desy.de/newpages/TDRCD/start.html

[3] The long shaping ladder option is described in Bruce Schumm’s talk at the Victoria meeting.
The short ladder option is described by Tim Nelson’s talk at several SiD meetings.
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Introduction to Calorimeter R&D 
 
To explore the uncharted territory of the Electroweak symmetry breaking energies,  
identification of Z, W and Higgs from their respective reconstructed decays is critical. 
This requires good lepton identification and very good jet energy resolution so that  
reconstructed jet-jet energies can be accurately measured. Dijet mass must be measured 
to a precision of ~3 GeV or, in terms of jet energy resolution, ( ) 0.3E Eσ ≈  (E in 
GeV). [52] 
 
The most important aspect of the calorimeter is to provide accurate measurements of the  
four-momenta of charged and neutral particles, individually and in jets. In the present 
parlance of calorimetry, this is best achieved by a Particle Flow algorithm in three 
dimensions. [53] The Particle Flow (or Energy Flow) Algorithm consists of following the 
tracks measured by the tracking detector into the calorimeter and measuring their 
respective energy deposits. These particles, which typically carry ~60% of a jet’s total 
energy, are measured with much higher precision by the magnetized inner tracker. The 
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal) is used to measure EM showers, carrying on average 
~25% of jet energy, with a resolution of  ( ) 0.15E Eσ ≈ . This way, even though the 
energy resolution of the hadron calorimeter (HCal) for single hadrons may be no better 
than ( ) 0.6E Eσ ≈ , a net jet energy resolution of ( ) 0.3E Eσ ≈  is achievable by using 
the HCal to measure only the neutral hadrons, typically carrying merely ~11% of the total 
jet energy. Even with the component resolutions given here, the estimated jet resolution 
(0.3 here) is dominated by limitations of pattern recognition. Hence, the role of 
simulation and algorithm development is crucial.  
 
If realized, a detector for the LC will likely be the first with a calorimeter designed 
specifically for Particle Flow Algorithms. [54] It will be a challenge to develop 
algorithms under the unique conditions and constraints of the new facility. These will in 
turn drive the technology and design choices not only for the calorimeter, but for the 
inner tracker and the muon systems as well. For the calorimeter to be able to track and 
isolate charged particles in a jet while staying within a realistic budget, some features 
favored by traditional algorithms of sampling calorimetry may have to be sacrificed to 
gain 3-D tracking or imaging capabilities in the calorimeter. Particularly for the hadronic 
calorimeter, collecting a large number of hits with good position resolution will be more 
important than estimating the amount of energy associated with each hit. The current 
favorite designs for the SiD and Large Detector calorimeters have ~30 layers of  ≤ 1 cm2 
cells totaling ~30 radiation lengths in the ECal and ~40 layers of 1-10 cm2 cells in the 
Hcal. [55, 56]  
 
The Particle Flow scheme clearly requires a highly segmented calorimeter, both laterally 
and longitudinally. In principle, once the energy flow is fully accomplished, the long-
coveted similar response to electrons and hadrons, namely, e/h ~ 1, should not be  
necessary, since energy deposited by each particle will be measured individually. 
However, to what extent this can be accomplished needs to be tested both by realistic 
simulations, and in beam tests. 
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The considerations of cost and the technological challenge in satisfying the desire of 
having the entire calorimeter immersed in a 4-5 T magnetic field limit the radius of the 
calorimeter in the more popular designs. While a finely segmented calorimeter will aid 
muon measurements, the muon system may be required to serve as a “tail-catcher” for 
parts of jets leaking through the relatively thin calorimeter.  
 
Several competing technologies have been proposed and are being investigated under a 
worldwide collaborative effort. [57] Possible alternatives for the ECal include Si-W, 
Scintillator-W, or Scintillator-Pb. Plastic scintillators, Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), 
and Gas Electron Multipliers (GEM) are all candidates for possible active media for the 
HCal. Hybrids employing multiple technologies are also possible for both the ECal and 
the HCal. UCLC and LCRD proposals aim to study these options, with all groups 
working in close collaboration. 
 
Hardware development must proceed in tandem, and in close cooperation with simulation 
studies. The design optimization must begin with simulation, while data from test-beam 
studies of the prototypes will help fine-tune the parameters of the simulation. 
Development of algorithms and extensive studies of a multitude of physics scenarios are 
key to designing the detector and charting the physics program. While every group 
interested in a specific detector technology accepts the responsibility of testing it in 
simulation, the overall plan involves much more. A flexible yet powerful software 
environment is required to generate millions of Monte Carlo (MC) events under various 
scenarios both within and beyond the Standard Model, simulate detector response to 
those under different options, reconstruct the signatures, tune algorithms, and parametrize 
detector response for very large volumes of MC events for which full detector simulation 
is not feasible. Several university groups, including some primarily involved in 
calorimetry, plan to contribute to the common infrastructure, support, and MC production 
service for the entire LC community. Increasingly, this effort is converging toward a 
global unification. Technical and fiscal considerations favor international collaboration in 
the planning and execution of beam tests as well. Recently, an international calorimeter 
effort has led to a formal test beam planning document for FNAL. [58]  
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Project Overview

The Northern Illinois University(NIU)/Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator and Detec-
tor Development (NICADD) [1] group is interested in calorimeter R&D for the proposed
Linear Collider. We propose to develop, in simulation and in prototype, designs for a
hadron calorimeter (HCal) optimized for jet energy measurement using particle-flow algo-
rithms (PFAs). Software simulations/algorithm development and hardware prototyping are
envisaged as the two main components of our efforts. This proposal addresses the second
component while the first is the subject of a separate proposal. The end goal of this research
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project will be the development of reliable performance and cost estimates for scintillator-
based hadron calorimeter options suited for, but not limited to, an e+e− linear collider. This
will be achieved by the construction and operation of a prototype in a hadron test beam.

It is clear that for the Linear Collider to fulfill its physics charter multi-jet final states will
have to be exceptionally well measured. In particular, superior resolutions in jet (30%/

√

E or
better) and missing energy measurements will be critical for discovery and characterization
of the new physics as well as for precision tests of the Standard Model (SM). The most
promising means to achieving such unprecedented resolutions at the next linear collider is
through particle-flow algorithms [2] which require fine lateral and longitudinal segmentation
of the calorimeter to individually reconstruct the showers constituting a jet. This approach
allows one to make optimal use of the information available in the event: tracker momenta
for charged hadrons and calorimetric energy measurements for photons and neutral hadrons.

The NIU team has been investigating a finely-segmented scintillator-based hadron calorimeter
for some time now. This option capitalizes on the marriage of proven detection techniques with
novel photodetector devices. Absence of fluids/gases and very high voltages inside the detector
aids longevity and operational stability. The main challenge for a scintillator-based hadron
calorimeter is the architecture and cost of converting light, from a large number of channels,
to electrical signal. Our studies demonstrate that small cells (6-10 cm2) with embedded
Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs)/Metal Resistive Semiconductor (MRS) photodetectors offer
the most promise in tackling this issue. The in situ use of these photodetectors opens the
doors to integration of the full readout chain to an extent that makes a multi-million channel
scintillator calorimeter entirely plausible. Also, in large quantities the devices are expected to
cost a few dollars per channel making the construction of a full-scale detector instrumented
with these photo-diodes financially feasible.

The very large number of readout channels can still pose a significant challenge in the form
of complexity and cost of signal processing and data acquisition. Reducing the dynamic
range of the readout is a potential solution. Monte Carlo studies have shown that this is
indeed a promising possibility as scintillator cells with an area in the 6-10 cm2 range are good
candidates for one (digital) or two-bit (semi-digital) readout (see Fig. 1) where the lowest
threshold is set so as to detect the passage of a minimum ionizing particle. Performance
of PFAs on scintillator hadron calorimeter Monte Carlo’s with a minimum of amplitude
information in the form of thresholds also looks very competitive [3]. Thus fabrication of
cheap and compact electronics with just a few thresholds (three in the case of a 2-bit readout)
which will deliver the required performance is a realistic possibility for a scintillator hadron
calorimeter.

In these tasks we have been coordinating our efforts with European groups pursuing similar
interests. This interaction takes place under the umbrella of the CALICE collaboration
[4] which bands together universities and labs, interested in developing calorimeters for the
Linear Collider, from all over the world. We are the only group in the United States, actively
investigating the promising option of a scintillator-based hadron calorimeter.

Results of Prior Research

To date we have received two grants for work related to the project described here. The
project titled “Design and Prototyping of a Scintillator-based Digital Hadron Calorimeter”
was initially submitted as part of the UCLC proposal to NSF in 2003. We were instructed
to resubmit, without change in scope, in 2004. The 2003 submission resulted in a $11K NSF
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Figure 1: Single hadron energy resolution as a function of the incident energy.

“Planning Grant” while in 2004 we were awarded a one year $50K DOE/NSF grant. Please
find below a summary of the covered research:

Tile-Fiber Optimization: Prototype cells of various shapes, sizes, thicknesses, surface treat-
ments and fiber groovings were machined (see Fig. 2) and evaluated together with fibers of
different shapes, dimensions and optical treatments to carry out a comprehensive study of
the following:

(a) Cell processing

(b) Light response

(c) Response uniformity

(d) Efficiency

(e) Cross talk

(f) Ageing

The results of our studies, demonstrating that small scintillating cells are appropriate for a
finely-segmented hadron calorimeter, are published in [5] and [6].

Photodetectors: We propose to use SiPMs/MRS [7] devices as the photodetectors for the
hadron calorimeter. During the course of our investigations we also studied other solid-state
photodetectors like APD’s and VLPC’s [8] but find that the SiPMs are the most suitable
for the finely-segmented calorimeter we have in mind. SiPMs are multi-pixel photo-diodes
operating in the limited Geiger mode. They have high gain (≈106) but relatively modest
detection efficiencies (quantum efficiency*geometric efficiency ≈ 15%) and therefore deliver
performances similar to (or better than) a conventional PMT. They have a distinct advantage
over the conventional PMTs however, due to their small size (1mm x 1mm), low operating
voltages (≈ 50V) and insensitivity to magnetic fields. On the 1mm2 sensor surface there are
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Figure 2: The different species of cells and grooves investigated.

typically 1000-1500 pixels (see Fig. 3), each one of which produces a Geiger discharge when a
photon impinges upon it. The energy is therefore proportional to the number of pixels fired.
Typically a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) fires 15-20 pixels (or photoelectrons).

The mounting of the SiPMs on the scintillator tile (see Fig. 4) has a number of beneficial
effects:

(1) Light Output: The light suffers little or no attenuation as it does not have to travel large
distances in the fiber.

(2) Cost: The amount of fiber required (WLS or clear) is drastically reduced.

(3) Simplified Architecture: Since photo-conversion occurs right at the tile one can come
out of the detector directly with electrical signals thus largely eliminating the problems
associated with handling and routing of a large number of fibers.

During the course of our investigations into these photodetectors the following characteristics
were studied in detail:

(a) Working point

(b) Dark rate

(c) Linearity of response

(d) Temperature dependence

(e) Fiber alignment

(f) Medium-term stability

(g) Radiation damage

(h) Immunity to strong B-fields

The results of our studies, showing that SiPMs/MRS are suitable for a scintillator hadron
calorimeter, are documented in [9] and [10].

Test Beam Prototype: The prototyping studies summarized above have pinned down the
configuration of the active layers of the scintillator HCal for us. In collaboration with our
European colleagues we are now moving towards the construction of a 38 layer scintillator-
steel prototype for the testbeam. The proposed prototype, the result of extensive hardware
R&D and simulation studies, will address the following overall goals of our program:
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Figure 3: Pixellated surface of the SiPM sensor (left) and single photoelectron separation observed
with a SiPM (right).

Figure 4: The SiPM sensor mated with a 1mm WLS fiber and embedded in a 3cm x 3cm tile.
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Figure 5: Prototype geometry.

(a) Technology demonstration

(b) Exploration of the full range of readout from purely digital to fully analog

(c) Validation of hadron shower models in MC

(d) PFA development

The active layers of the prototype consist of 5mm thick scintillator tiles sandwiched between
2cm thick steel absorber plates mounted on a movable table. In reality the absorber is split
into three parts: 1.6cm absorber plate and two 0.2cm thick top and bottom skins of the
“cassette” which houses the tiles. Each tile comes with its own 1mm diameter WLS fiber
mated to a SiPM embedded in it. The tiles come in three granularities: 3cm x 3cm, 6cm x
6cm and 12cm x 12cm (see Fig. 5). The 3cm x 3cm cells form the inner core for thirty of
the 38 layers while for the last eight layers only the coarser granularity cells are used. The
granularity of the prototype has been optimized to achieve the goals listed above within a
reasonable budget. As the initial proponents of the finer granularity we are responsible for
the instrumentation of two-thirds (i.e. 20 layers) of the inner core. A 1mm thick co-axial
cable runs from each photodetector to a charge integrating amplifier channel. This single
co-axial cable carries both the bias (on its shield) and signal (on its core). The cables are
supported on a G-10 plate which also has the reflective VM2000 glued to its tile-facing side.

Planned R&D

Prototype Operation: The scintillator hcal prototype will be exposed to a hadron test beam
at Fermilab during the 2005-2007 period [11]. Hadrons in the momentum range 1-50 GeV are
of interest. We propose to collect O(106) events per setting (energy, angle and particle type)
for a total of ≈ 108 events. With ≈ 10K channels, the prototype is comparable in channel
count to the full calorimetric systems of some of the current collider experiments. Thus a
large investment in manpower and resources will be required. Our expertise and location
implies that we will be playing a major role in the assembly, commissioning and operation
of the prototype. Already one of us (VZ) has been named as one of the two ’Experimental
Contacts’ for the full ILC calorimeter test beam program. Substantial amount of our resources
will also be required to calibrate and analyze the data being collected.

The operation of the scintillator-based hadron calorimeter prototype will deliver a wealth of
information. It is however clear that R&D will need to continue in parallel to carry the design
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forward and optimize it for its realization in an ILC detector. The 2-3 year LC test beam
program will permit us to make incremental changes to the initial design which can then be
tested in the beam without having to assemble an entirely new device. In this regard the two
major areas of concentration will be:

Electronics Development: A detector consisting of a few million channels requires a high
degree of integration. The small size, low bias and magnetic field immunity of the SiPMs has
already allowed us to take the first step towards this goal. The photo-conversion occurs right
at the tile thus integrating the light transport and conversion functions on the tile itself. The
next logical step is to bring an equivalent level of integration to the electrical signal path.
While individual cables per tile are feasible for the prototype containing a few thousand
channels, they are not a viable option for a device with a few million channels. Our objective
is the design and fabrication of a readout system with the required mechanical and electronics
integration such that data from many tiles could be sent off the detector on a few conductors.
The strategy is to have a PC board inside the detector which will connect directly to the
SiPMs and carry the necessary electronics and signal/bias traces. The goal is to have robust
and cheap electronics with the following functionality:

(a) Preamplification (gain of 10-20) .

(b) Multiple thresholds (cascading discriminators or time over base are possible options).

(c) Good time resolution.

(d) Electronic charge injection.

(e) Temperature monitoring.

For the full detector the most economical solution will be a custom ASIC which encompasses
all of the above mentioned functionalities. For our R&D studies however we will be interested
in fabricating a prototype system of 500-1000 channels (10% of the channel count for the test
beam hadron calorimeter prototype) with discrete elements. This will help us identify and
solve electrical and mechanical issues associated with such a design at a fraction of the cost
required to develop an ASIC. It will be fairly straightforward to test a prototype of this
system with the current hadron calorimeter prototype under construction. This task will be
carried out in collaboration with Fermilab electrical engineering department.

Calibration: The current calibration system relies on transport of LED light through clear
fibers to the individual tiles. The LED’s in turn are themselves monitored with a PIN-diode
system. For a system with a few million channels this solution can easily get out of hand. Our
objective will be the design and prototyping of a robust calibration system which is scalable.
We propose to do this by separating the relative and absolute calibration functions. For the
absolute calibration we would aim to develop a scheme based on a radioactive source. This
may take the shape of a movable wire source or the deposition of radioactive material near the
tiles themselves. For a quick monitoring of the gain a LED system may still be useful. The
gain of a SiPM can be tracked by monitoring the distance between the photo peaks. Since
only the difference between the peaks is relevant the instabilities in the absolute amount of
light emitted by the LED’s is not a critical issue. This obviates the need for a PIN-diode
monitoring system. Further simplification may be obtained by shining the LED directly on
the tiles. The R&D will focus on the mechanical and electrical aspects of this arrangement.
Of special interest on the mechanical side would be the challenge to keep the layer thickness
to a minimum while on the electrical side the cross talk induced on the signal traces due to
the proximity of the LED will need to be addressed.
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FY2005 activities and deliverables

(1) Assembly of the Scintillator HCal prototype,

(2) Commissioning of the prototype,

(3) Design of integrated semi-digital electronics.

The first year deliverable, in collaboration with our European colleagues, is a commissioned
scintillator hadron calorimeter prototype.

FY2006 activities and deliverables

(1) Operation of the HCal in hadron test beam,

(2) Fabrication and testing of the electronics,

(3) Installation of the electronics in a few layers,

(4) Design of source and LED based calibration system.

The second year deliverable is a prototype accumulating data in a hadron test beam followed
by test runs with the new semi-digital electronics.

FY2007 activities and deliverables

(1) Fabrication and testing of new calibration system,

(2) Installation of new calibration system in a few layers,

(3) Continued calibration, monitoring and data analysis.

The third year deliverable will be a Conceptual Design Report on a scintillator hadron
calorimeter, for the ILCD, based on our test-beam experience.

Existing Infrastructure/Resources
The funds requested in this proposal will be augmented by the following support, from other
sources:

(a) NICADD personnel,

(b) NICADD scintillator extruder line,

(c) NIU machine shops,

(d) Collaboration with Fermilab on electrical and mechanical engineering.

Budget justification
FY2005: Our participation in the assembly and commissioning of the HCal prototype will
involve NICADD staff members (not included in the budget presented here) and a graduate
student (1.0 FTE). Undergraduate students will participate in the task during the summer
months. The equipment and M&S costs relate to photodetectors (SiPMs for two-thirds of
the inner core) and integrated semi-digital electronics design and development (layout, test
boards, power supplies, test fixtures etc.).

FY2006: Operation of the test beam, calibration and analysis of the data, fabrication, testing
and installation of the semi-digital electronics will be done with the additional support of a
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post-doctoral associate (1.0 FTE). Support for 1.0 FTE graduate students will be maintained.
Summer support for undergraduates will be continued. The equipment costs relate primarily
to the fabrication of the semi-digital electronics board for installation into the prototype.

FY2007: Fabrication, testing and installation of the new calibration system constitute the
equipment and M&S costs. This and the continued analysis of the collected data would
require continued support of the post-doctoral associate and graduate student.

The travel funds (2005-2007) will cover costs of travel by group members to collaborating
institutions and for attending conferences/meetings for the purposes of this project only.

The budget takes into account the NIU mandated fringe: 52% and indirect cost: 45% rates.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$ (NIU)

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professionals 0 43.0 44.0 87.0
Graduate Students 21.0 21.5 22.0 64.5

Undergraduate Students 4.0 4.5 5.0 13.5

Total Salaries and Wages 25.0 69.0 71.0 165.0
Fringe Benefits 0.3 23.1 23.7 47.1

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 25.3 92.1 94.7 212.1
Equipment 30.0 25.0 20.0 75.0

Travel 5.0 5.0 5.0 15.0
Materials and Supplies 10.0 7.5 7.5 25.0

Total direct costs 70.3 129.6 127.2 327.1
Indirect costs (45% of non-equipment) 18.1 47.1 48.2 113.4

Total direct and indirect costs 88.4 176.7 175.4 440.5

Broader Impact

Student involvement in research is a critical aspect of the proposed research program. Stu-
dents can make significant contributions in detector R&D, construction, testing, software
development, data collection and analysis. They are, in the process, exposed to cutting-edge
research techniques and technology which they can utilize in industry or related fields.

The scintillator R&D involves collaborative work with chemists and mechanical engineers.
As an example, faculty and students from NIU engineering department have been involved in
extruder die design and operation. Improvements in this technology are applicable to many
fields which need to detect particles including other sciences and medicine.

NIU runs a vigorous outreach program which visits schools and civic organizations in the
northern Illinois region with the purpose of increasing enthusiasm and public awareness
for science. The presentations emphasize energy and light but also address how scientists
make and interpret observations. Over 10,000 students per year attend these presentations.
NIU/NICADD faculty and staff also volunteer for the Fermilab ’Ask-a-Scientist’ program and
a similar one offered through the NIU outreach website.
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Overview

The colorado group is actively engaged in the design of a scintillator based electromagnetic/hadronic calorimeter
where alternate layers of scintillator tiles are displaced relative to one another by half a tile width in order to improve
the spatial resolution while maintaining the excellent energy resolution. Funding wise we receive a yearly DOE grant.
This year the grant is $291K. In addition I received last year an LCR&D grant of $60K. We discuss here the effort that
has been carried out in our group during 2004 and the work we propose to carry out in the next three years, 2005-2007.
All the results discussed in the progress aspects of this report can be found at http://hep-www.colorado.edu/SUSY.

The resolution of the calorimeter we are proposing is such that it is tailored to be used with the large gaseous
trackers like the US Large Detector, the Tesla Detector proposed by Europe or the GLD detector proposed by Japan.
The design we are proposing here can easily we incorporated into a hadronic calorimeter for any of the detectors
being proposed including the Silicon version. We itemize the topics in which we have been active and discuss them
in more detail later on:

• SUSY Signal SimulationThis work, being carried out mainly by undergraduates students supported
by University funds through the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP), and including high
school students was started about eight years ago and is continuiing. About fifty undergraduate and ten high
school students have worked in this activity during this period of time. This has provided an avenue for the
students to become very well educated in various research techniques like software simulation, least square fits,
error propagation, development of cuts to remove background, etc. They have learned how to use various event
generation packages like ISAJET, PHYTHIA, etc. Some have learned GEANT. You can see their work over
the years in the web address stated above. We have developed a more general method to determine the masses
of the Supersymmetric particles which does not depend entirely on the energy end point method introduced
by our Japanese colleagues [1]. We will not discuss any of this activity in great detail since it is not directly
related to the calorimeter design.

• Detector Simulation. We have simulated γs and π0s in our electromagnetic calorimeter design with
various tungsten and scintillator thicknesses and number of layers to determine their various resolutions. We
propose, using the resolutions we obtained together with the charged particle tracker resolutions and possible
hadronic calorimeter resolutions, to determine how these various resolutions affects the Z and W mass mea-
surement widths in order to optimize the design. This work is being carried out by the undergraduates in our
group under the guidance of Jason Gray with the help of Steven Wagner and should be finished in 2006. Steven
Wagner was a senior staff member at SLAC who is now an Adjoint Associate Professor at Colorado.

• Pattern Recognition. We are beginning a computer effort to do pattern recognition on electromagnetic
showers to determine how we can separate single from double photon showers where the photons come from
π0s and determine how our pattern recognition limitations affect the resolution. This work will be a multi-year
effort involving the more senior members of our group, including one undergraduate. It will probably carry us
through 2006.

• Electronics. Paul Beckingham, the electronics engineer in the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics,
is working with us. He is designing the electronics associated with the Silicon Photo Sensor that we are
planning to use with each scintillator tile in our Electromagnetic Calorimeter Design. We discuss this program
in reasonable detail and will require a multi-year effort probably ending in 2007.

• Study of Scintillator Elements. We have studied the light output from scintillator tiles with reflecting
Tyvek paper and with Radiant Mirror paper to compare the light output. This work is completed.

• Study of Light Transmission in Scintillating Fibers We studied the light transmission of
scintillating fibers as a function of bending radius. This work is completed. We are making a long term
measurement of fibers to determine whether their transmission properties change with time when bent into
small radii. This work will probably take us through 2006 or longer.
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• Production of Extruded Scintillator. We have received some samples of extruded scintillator from
Fermilab. We are working with the Fermilab-Northern Illinois University (NIU) extruded scintillator group, in
particular Victor Rykalin and Anna Pla-Dalmau, that produce the extruded scintillator to attempt to produce
materials of more uniform thickness than achieved so far. This work will continue in 2005 and last through
2006.

• Mechanical Structural Design. We have initiated a collaborating effort with the Mechanical Engi-
neering Department in the University of Colorado at Boulder, in particular with Assist. Prof. Hang Jerry Qi,
in order to understand how to construct the modules. This will be carried out through a finite element analysis
(FEA) technique. This work will be carried out in 2005.

• Construction of a Module for Test Beams We propose to build a 50cm x 50 cm by 40/45 layer
module in 2006-2007 to insert in a test beam and determine its properties under real conditions. This can not
be carried out until we solve the design details in 2005.

0.1 SUSY simulation

We are continuing our studies, started eight years ago, to determine how best to measure the properties of Super-
symmetric particles if they are produced in the collisions. We have determined already, because of beamstrahlung
and bremmstrahlung degradation of the center of mass energy, that the energy end point method does not provide
a correct value of the masses. We have developed a new Chi-Square minimization of the full energy spectrum that
takes into accounts these center of mass energy effects and gives the correct results.

All this work is being carried out by a group of undergraduates working in our group and supported mainly by
University supported programs. Their work is shown in our web page http://hep-www.colorado.edu/SUSY.

We do not describe this work here any further although this work will continue where we now plan to use GEANT
to generate the events in the detector and then proceed with the reconstruction and analysis. This will be a more
realistic representation of the final supersymmetric particle mass measurement.

0.2 Detector Simulation

We have started a program to understand the resolution of the detectors being proposed. This requires us to
understand the resolution of every element of the detector and to separate the activities of every part of the detector.

We have developed the code to propagate the charged tracks into the electromagnetic calorimeter following the
magnetic field lines. In this manner we can remove the energy deposition in the tiles due to charged tracks. This
is necessary to do a proper reconstruction of the γs from π0 decays using their electromagnetic showers. In Fig 1
we show how well we can correlate the number of tiles hit by the tracks with the tiles where Geant says energy has
been deposited by muons, electrons, hadrons. This work will be improved and will be used to reduce the confusion
when we carry out the pattern recognition of electromagnetic showers to reconstruct π0s. This code was developed
by Jason Gray, who started working in our group as an undergraduate and is now a graduate student with us.

We have started a program to understand the needed resolution of our scintillator based electromagnetic calorime-
ter design with offset layers. Our design consists of 5cm x 5 cm tiles where alternate layers are offset to make the
effective areas 2.5cm x 2.5 cm. Using GEANT and reconstructing the associated electromagnetic showers from pho-
tons, we have determined the resolution of three widely different versions of this electromagnetic calorimeter design.
The variations consist of different radiator and scintillator thicknesses. These are then associated with the resolution
of the various tracking chambers and hadronic calorimeters being proposed in order to study the W and Z signals
when they decay into hadronic modes. The three electromagnetic calorimeter versions being simulated are:

• 60 layers made up of 1.75mm of Tungsten(1/2 X0),2.00mm of Scintillator surrounded by 100µ of Radiant mirror
paper, and 1mm of empty space. The effective energy and spatial resolutions are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: The number of correct tiles hit by muons (left), electrons (center), hadrons(right) propagated into the
electromagnetic calorimeter using the track generated in the tracking chamber. As can be seen our track following
algorithm is quite efficient except in the case of electrons. In the case of hadrons, the tail observed is due to hadrons
interacting in the lectromagnetic calorimeter and the tracking algorithm failing to take this into account.

• 40 layers made up of 2.62mm of Tungsten(3/4 X0),3.00mm of Scintillator surrounded by 100µ of Radiant mirror
paper, and 1mm of empty space. The effective energy and spatial resolutions are shown in Figure 3.

• 40 layers made up of 3.50mm of Tungsten(1 X0), 3.00mm of Scintillator surrounded by 100µ of Radiant mirror
paper, and 1 mm of empty space. The effective energy and spatial resolutions are shown in Figure 4.

Using a parametric function describing the various resolutions we will study, during the next year, how well we
can separate the W and Z signals using the TPC tracker of the US and European Large detector, of the GLC detector
designed by our Asian colleagues and using the silicon tracker of the American Silicon based detector. This work
is being spearheaded by Jason Gray with three undergraduates under his direction. Steven Wagner will work with
our group to help understand how to use the tracking Fast MC smearing routines.He will work with Jason Gray and
Joseph Proulx. This work will be a main effort in 2005 but may well continue into 2006.

0.3 Pattern Recognition

We have a program to determine the photons energy and direction when they come from π0 decays. Our
preliminary results are shown in Figures 5,6,7,8. The student doing this work graduated last summer; hence we
have to continue this work with other students and this has stopped our progress. We have now reinitiated this effort
and it will continue through 2006. We will reconstruct these photons in the middle of a Z or W hadronic decay to
determine how well we can reconstruct the π0s and ultimately the W and Z.

This result needs to be viewed in the context that in a 500 GeV Z or W hadronic decay only a few % of the π0s
have energies above 50 GeV. Most of them are 20 GeV or less.
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Figure 2: The energy(left) and angular resolutions (right) for the electromagnetic calorimeter made up of 1/2 X0

Tungsten and 2 mm Scintillator.
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Figure 3: The energy(left) and angular resolutions (right) for the electromagnetic calorimeter made up of 3/4 X0

Tungsten and 3 mm Scintillator.

0.4 Electronics

We have received a few Silicon Photo Sensors from Russia and an electronic readout schematic with the help from
Felix Sefkow from DESY. We have developed the electronic readout further in collaboration with Paul Beckingham,
the electronics engineer in the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics (JILA) at the University of Colorado,
Boulder.

We have received as a loan a device just produced by Multi Channel Systems (MCS) [2] that replicates very closely
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Figure 4: The energy(left) and angular resolutions (right) for the electromagnetic calorimeter made up of 1 X0

Tungsten and 3 mm Scintillator.
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Figure 5: These figures show how the energy distribution of a single 10 GeV γ is different from the energy distribution
of the 2 γs from a 10 GeV π0. In almost all cases our calorimeter array can detect the 2 γs.

the desired electronics circuit that provides the integral of the pulse which represents the energy being deposited in
the scintillator tile. See Fig 9. These devices have a 2-gain range depending on the magnitude of the input pulse.
We are starting a collaboration with this company to determine whether this circuit can readout accurately the
pulse height from the Silicon Photo Sensors over our desired dynamic range. We have already determined that the
device gives outputs with two different gain ranges depending on the integral of the input pulse in the voltage range
associated with our calorimeter and that the height of the output pulse is correlated with the integral of the input
pulse. Our preliminary measurements carried out over the last month shows that the module has a dynamic range
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Figure 6: These figures show how the energy distribution of a single 15 GeV γ is different from the energy distribution
of the 2 γs from a 15 GeV π0. In almost all cases our calorimeter array can detect the 2 γs.
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Figure 7: These figures show how the energy distribution of a single 25 GeV γ is different from the energy distribution
of the 2 γs from a 25 GeV π0. In about 75% of the cases our calorimeter array can detect the 2 γs.

of 5000 which is quite encouraging. We propose to continue this work. Starting in January, 2005 we will begin
to read out these devices using a light emitting photo diode as a light source. Our effort will be to determine the
linearity and the timing characteristics associated with these devices. The module developers are improving their
2-gain range quality to meet our requirements. They are also actively designing a modification to their module to
provide a fast timing output. If such a 2-gain plus fast timing pulse module can be developed by MCS, then we will
have the needed electronics to read out a single channel Silicon Photo Sensor in a 1in x 2in module.

At the same time we have begun the design integrating the module provided by MCS but presently without the
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Figure 8: These figures show how the energy distribution of a single 50 GeV γ is different from the energy distribution
of the 2 γs from a 50 GeV π0. For this particular example we can not observe the 2nd γ. In about 40% of the cases
our calorimeter array can detector the 2 γs.

fast timing signal. This is shown in Figure 10.
If we are successful during our early 2005 measurements to determine that these modules can be used then we

will be able to specify more exactly the various gains and time constants desired for our exact application. If MCS
can provide a prototype that meets our requirements to our satisfaction then we propose to integrate 100 of these
modules into a prototype assembly. This would accept pulses from 100 Silicon Photo Detectors, create low and high
gain range pulse integral outputs as well as a fast timing pulse for every channel. We will then design the additional
hardware to send the data to a computer for analysis. The prototype instrument will also provide the 50v bias for
the Silicon Photo Sensors and the ± 5v adequate for the 100 modules.

We expect, if successfull by the middle of 2005, to be in a position to work with MCS to provide us a large number
of these modules at a competitive price. They are only a relatively small firm and are interested in collaborating
with us to provide a large number of modules, either by producing them directly or by allowing us to organize the
production through a licensing agreement. We can then begin to organize the production and testing of a large
number of modules. We can expect this work to cover the period of 2005. If successful we propose to order 2,300 of
these in 2006 and 2,300 in 2007 to install into our 50cm x 50cm test calorimeter, 100 tiles per layer and 45 layers, to
place in a test beam.

0.5 Study of Scintillator Elements

We studied the relative light observed from scintillator tiles when covered with Tyvek paper [3] and with Radiant
Mirror paper [4]. This was done using cosmic rays. The results, as shown in Figure 11, indicate that Radiant Mirror
gives us 20% more signal than Tyvek covering the same scintillator tile. This work is now completed and we will
use Radiant Mirror paper to provide the cover to our scintillator tiles. The work is discussed in http://hep-www.

colorado.edu/SUSY/grp_meas.html; it was carried out by graduate student Martin Nagel in collaboration with
undergraduates Jesse Smock and Keith Drake.
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Figure 9: Schematic of electronics to readout the Silicon Photo Sensors as designed by Paul Beckingham.

0.6 Study of Light Transmission in Scintillating Fibers

We measured the relative light tranmission in green shifting scintillating fibers when the fiber was bent in a
circle of radius 8, 6, 4 ,2 cm. We used a light emitting diode as the ligth source. The results for 2 and 8 cm
are shown in Figure 12. The same signal amplitude was seen for the case of 4 and 6 cm. This work is discussed
in http://hep-www.colorado.edu/SUSY/grp_meas.html and is completed. This work was carried out by Martin
Nagel and collaborators.

We have begun a long time scale measurement of the light transmission of these fibers over the period of a year
to determine whether the fiber bent in the 2 cm radius structure deteriorates on this time scale. We do this by
comparing the light transmission of the fibers in the 8 cm radius and the 2 cm radius as a function of time and
determine whether any differences appear. This work is being carried out by Martin Nagel and collaborators.

0.7 Production of Extruded Scintillator

We have measured the thickness uniformity of extruded scintillator produced by the Fermilab- NIU group. We
have observed variations of .07 mm in 5 mm thick pieces, mainly near the edges. We have begun a program, in
collaboration with the NIU-Fermilab group, to produce 2 or 3 mm thick pieces with variations in thickness no larger
than .03 mm. and variations in width no larger than 1 mm in 15 cm wide pieces. The measurements we have carried
out so far are recorded in http://hep-www.colorado.edu/SUSY/grp_meas.html. To carry out this work we likely
will need to build a new molding unit; this would be built by the NIU-Fermilab group. This effort will be carried
out during the year 2005. Eric Erdos is working on this with Keith Drake.
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Figure 10: Schematic of integrated electronics readout with the MCS module.

0.8 Mechanical Structural Design

This work, to be carried out in 2005, consists of two efforts. First, Tungsten plates as produced presently in
industry are not larger than 100cm x 25 cm with a thickness as we request between 1.75 and 2.62 mm. The width of
the large detector electromagnetic modules vary from about 160 cm to 200 cm. This implies that we need to learn
how join 2 pieces while maintaining the required flatness. It is typical in industry to use a braising process to join
two pieces. At present, it is not clear whether this process will maintain the required flatness of the joined pieces. We
are proposing to carry out this test with the aid of industry. If this does not work we propose to investigate a process
of laminating two such pieces with thin stainless steel plates and using rivets to provide the stiffness necessary to
maintain the flatness required by our electromagnetic calorimeter. Eric Erdos is carrying out this work.

Second, Prof. H. Jerry Qi, from the University of Colorado Mechanical Engineering Department, has joined our
effort to help with the Structural Study of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter Modules. Initially he will help us, by
means of computer simulations using Finite Element Analysis (FEA), to determine whether our proposed method of
joining the Tungsten pieces using rivets will maintain the necessary flatness over a width of 160 to 200 cm. Then he
will also help with the design of the construction of the modules. The proposed structure consisting of eight modules
forming an octogon with the beam line as an axis is shown in Figure 13. Each module is about 34cm thick, 160-200
cm wide and 320 cm long on each side of the interaction point ending up with a total of 16 such modules. Each
module consists of about 40 layers, each consisting of a mixture of 3mm extruded scintillator, .15 mm of Radian
Mirror reflecting paper on each side, 1 mm of free space and 2.62 mm of Tungsten as shown in Figure 14. The net
weight of each module is ≈ 12 metric tons. The extruded scintillator consists of 5cm x 5cm tiles with wave shifted
scintillating fibers that go to a Silicon Photo Detector imbedded in the scintillator as shown in Fig 14. Wires leading
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Figure 11: The observed signal from 2mm thick scintillator tiles covered with Tyvek and with Radiant Mirror. The
signal from the tile when covered with Radiant Mirror (red) is 20%larger than when the tile is covered with Tyvek
(white).

from the Silicon Photo Detector through the 1 mm free space go to the electronics located on the edge of the detector.
Properly designing and integrating these elements into a detector with proper mechanical stiffness to ensure

overall flatness of the detector is critical to the success of the proposed calorimeter. In addition, the procedures
for assembling the detectors into the final structure and the mechanism to ensure integral accurate parallelism with
respect to the beam line is also crucial to the success of the detector. Neither the scintillator nor the wires from the
scintillator to the outside can feel any pressure from the Tungsten plates. Hence, during 2005, we propose to carry
out two finite element analysis:

• Analysis 1Design a module detector with proper loading carrying mechanism so that the first few layers of the
electromagnetic calorimeter are protected given the self weight of the module and to ensure that the deflections
can meet the stiffness requirements. The major challenge in designing the detector comes from the distinct
dimensions between the basic elements such as the 5cm x 5cm scintillator tiles, the 1 mm free space, and the
length (3.2 m) of each module. Also we estimate each module to weigh 12 metric tons. Such a heavy weight
could create a significant deflection of the detector and may crush the scintillator in the first few layers. In
order to study how to overcome these challenges we will carry out a FEA. The iterative design methodology
of concept-design/FEA-analysis/modifying-design will be employed. In addition, in order to ensure that the
proposed design can meet the system requirements, a 50cm x 50cm detector with an initial Al backing followed
by four layers of /relector/scintillator/reflector/ space/tungsten will be machined and subjected to mechanical
tests. These tests will consist of compression, tension and three point bending. The test results will be compared
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Figure 12: The light transmission observed from a green scintillating bent in a 2 cm radius (left figure) and an 8 cm
radius (right figure). We use a light emitting diode as the source. We see little or no difference in the signal observed
in the two cases.

Figure 13: Structure of the octogonal arrangement of the electromagnetic calorimeter on which the FEA analysis
will be applied. Each element of the octogon weighs approximately 12 tons.

with the FEA predictions to justify the design and the FEA models, which can the move to the design effort
in item 2.

• Analysis 2We need to design the connecting and supporting elements that connect the 3.2 meter long modules
to form the octogon shown in Figure 13. The proper design of the connecting and supporting elements will
ensure the accurate parallelism of the electromagnetic calorimeter relative to the beam line. Several connecting
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Figure 14: Spatial Structure of every layer and scintillator tile arrangement with silicon photo detector in place. The
FEA analysis will take this arrangement into account.

and supporting mechanisms will be designed and analyzed using FEA and the best design will be chosen.

All this computer analysis work we propose to carry out in 2005. We propose that the work in 2006 consists of
building a 40/45 layer calorimeter to place in a test beam to justify the resolution results we have determined with
our simulations and our electronics development. Hence we propose to be ordering the pieces to produce a 50cm
x 50cm by 40/45 layer electromagnetic calorimeter during the three year period 2005-2007. The thickness of the
scintillator and tungsten plates will depend on the results we obtain during the first half of 2005.

0.9 The Budget

The main areas of work in the next three years are four:

• To continue with our simulation work to show the effectiveness of our calorimeter design in separating W
and Z hadronic decays. This work will continue to be carried out by a graduate student and undergraduates
supported mainly by University funds. We are requesting funds for the one graduate student, Jason Gray.

• To carry out the development of the electronics for the electromagnetic calorimeter and to purchase 100 silicon
photo-detectors and 100 modules from MCS to develop a proof of principle. This R&D can be applied to any
calorimeter being designed that uses these silicon photo-detectors. The cost of the electronics engineer time
at $100/hour is $20K. The cost of the 100 Silicon Photo Sensors is estimated to be $4K and the cost of the
modules we estimate at $10K. The total is $34K. This cost is for the first year only. The cost for the second
and third year is associated with the construction of the test calorimeter to go into a test beam.

• To develop the extruded scintillator program requires the construction of appropriate tooling and die and the
purchase of 60 bars 150 mm wide by 1000 mm long by 2 mm thick. The estimated cost as provided by Fermilab
with labor and indirect charges (16.1% M&S, 30.35% Labor) is $49.83K. This total cost is distributed between
2 years with the tooling, die, some materials and some labor in the first year.

• The cost estimate to carry out the FEA to construct the tungsten panels and simulate a module is as follows:
0.5 month of Prof. Qi’s salary which amounts to $4,208, the salary of a student doing a master’s thesis on this
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work which amounts to $23K, and the cost of the Tungsten material, etc. which costs $6K. The cost of the
Tungsten for the test beam module is estimated at $85K

The total cost for 2005 is $154,528 and the added overhead of 48.7% is $37,237.

3 Year Budget Table

Duration: 1-1-2005 to 12-31-2007

Principal Investigator: Uriel Nauenberg

ITEM 2005 2006 2007

A. SALARIES AND WAGES
(on Campus)
Faculty:
Prof. Jerry Qi

100% time 0.5 mos. summer 4,208

Staff:
Graduate Student:
Jason Gray

50% 9 mos. AY 16,516 17,135

100% 2 mos. Summer 7,491 7,772

Mech. Eng. Student(To be named)

50% 9 mos. AY 15,006

100% 2 mos. Summer 6,806

To be named

50% 9 mos. AY 17,778

100% 2 mos. Summer 8,063

Total Salaries and Wages 50,026 24,907 25,841

B. FRINGE BENEFITS
Faculty:21.2% 892

GRAs:3.2% 1,466 797 827

Total Fringe Benefits 2,358 797 827
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ITEM 2005 2006 2007

C. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT
100 Silicon Photo Sensors 4,000

4,600 Silicon Photo Sensors 46,000

100 MCS Electronic Modules 10,000

2,300 MCS Electronic Modules 69,000

2,300 MCS Electronic Modules 69,000

Tungsten Plates for Testing 6,000

Lamination Material+Labor 2,000

50 50cm x 50 cm Tungsten Plates 85,000

Extruded Scintillator Tooling 10,000

Extruded Scint. Die Develop. 2,000

Extruded Scintillator Panels Prod. 18,915

Extruded Scintillator Panels Prod. 18,915

500 Scintillator Fibers 5,000

2,300 Analog to Digital Con. 23,000

2,300 Analog to Digital Con. 23,000

Total Permanent Equipment 52,915 246,915 92,000

D. Other Direct Costs
Electronics Support 20,000 10,000 5,000

Materials and Supplies 1,000 5,000 5,000

Tuition Remission:1 GRA (res) 2,794 3,144 3,537

Tuition Remission:1 GRA (non-res.) 22,434

Total Other Direct Costs 46,229 18,144 13,537

E. Travel
Travel to Meetings to Present Results 3,000 3,000 3,000

Travel to Test Beams 6,000

Total Travel 3,000 3,000 9,000

F. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 154,528 293,762 141,204

G. INDIRECT COSTS(48.7%) 37,237 21,415 22,377

H. TOTAL COST 191,766 315,177 163,581
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Matthew J. Charles, Wolfgang F. Mader, Usha Mallik, and Niels T. Meyer

(The University of Iowa)

January 2005

1 Introduction

In 2004, The University of Iowa group has concentrated their Linear Collider R&D
activities on the simulation of the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal) for the Sil-
icon Detector (SiD) at the International Linear Collider (ILC).

An excellent jet energy resolution is essential in order to achieve maximum sen-
sitivity to the physics anticipated from the ILC. It is an important benchmark for
the detector design in general and for the design of the calorimeter in particular,
e.g. optimization of the granularity. A finely segmented detector should be matched
by powerful reconstruction software for which a Particle Flow Algorithm (PFA1) is
a promising approach.

The group, led by Usha Mallik, has been an integral part of simulation efforts at
SLAC, working mainly on reconstruction software necessary for the proof of principle
of a PFA. The milestones achieved in the year 2004 are discussed, focusing on the
contributions from the Iowa group. The future plans for simulation efforts are laid
out.

1also referred to as ‘Energy Flow Algorithm’
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2 The Importance of the EMCal in a PFA

Calorimetry plays an essential role in a PFA in the SiD design. The current goal
of the Iowa group is the development of an algorithm to detect and trace minimum
ionizing particles (MIPs) in the EMCal, and to reconstruct associated showers with-
out assistance from the central tracking system. There are several benefits from this
approach, three of which are discussed below.

1. Electromagnetic and hadronic showers can be separated by analyzing their
shower shapes. However, having a longitudinally segmented calorimeter, the
actual starting point of the shower and the presence or lack of a MIP-track
associated with it can be used as an additional distinctive feature to increase
the separation power.

2. For charged particles in the forward angular region, the number of hits in the
central tracking system is limited by the detector geometry. The extrapola-
tion of identified MIP-tracks to the last tracking layers can be used to assign
unassociated tracker hits and thus improve the tracking efficiency.

3. Charged tracks produced in decays of long-lived particles like K0
S
, Λ, or possible

SUSY particles only leave a limited number of hits in the central tracking
system. The identification of MIP-tracks can help to improve the detection
efficiency in the same way as described above.

Efficient and precise reconstruction of MIP-tracks in the EMCal are important steps
towards identification of showers from neutral hadrons and reconstruction of long-
lived particles.

3 Personnel Involved

The SiD effort at the ILC is lead by Marty Breidenbach (SLAC). The University of
Iowa group has been working closely with his group in the simulation effort for this
detector design since 2003 and has made essential contributions towards the proof
of principle of a PFA.

At present, Wolfgang Mader, a postdoc from The University of Iowa, is work-
ing full-time on this project together with the simulation software group at SLAC:
Norman Graf, Ron Cassel and Tony Johnson.

Niels Meyer, a new postdoc who has just joined the Iowa group having com-
pleted his Ph.D. at the University of Hamburg, will work full-time on the ILC effort.
Matthew Charles, a postdoc previously working on this project, is also rejoining the
effort.

3
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4 Simulation Overview

4.1 SiD Configuration

The simulation efforts are based on the SiD design which is described in detail
elsewhere [1]. The EMCal, which is the main focus of the present effort of the
Iowa group, consists (in the barrel region) of 30 layers of (0.5 × 0.5) cm2 silicon
cells alternating with 0.25 cm thick tungsten layers. It extends from a radius of
rmin ≈ 127 cm to rmax ≈ 142 cm, representing a total of 20 radiation lengths (X0)
or 0.8 hadron interaction lengths (λI). In combination with an effective PFA, the
high granularity will help provide an excellent jet energy resolution.

4.2 Technical Details

In 2004, the detector simulation used at SLAC has been migrated from a GISMO [2]
based simulation to a simulation based on GEANT4 [3]. The configuration of the
detector is described using the XML language. The GEANT4 package is widely
used in high energy physics and provides realistic description of the response of the
individual detector components. The simulation packages previously developed by
the Iowa group had to be migrated to work with the updated detector simulation.

The reconstruction and analysis software is written in JAVA, using the hep.lcd

framework [4]. Simulated events used are stored in the SIO format [5]. The analysis
is presently carried out using JAVA Analysis Studio version 3 [6] (migrating from
version 2) and ROOT [7].

4.3 Event Samples

The SLAC group provided event samples to develop the necessary reconstruction
tools and to test the overall performance of the SiD design. The University of
Iowa group was involved in the testing of event samples and the debugging of the
digitization process.

The event samples used in the simulation effort comprise two categories:

• Single particle samples:
The detector response is simulated for (a) charged pions in a momentum range
of 1 GeV < pπ < 10 GeV and an angular range of 4◦ < Θ < 176◦, and (b)
events containing decays K0

S
→ π+π− of momentum 10 GeV. These samples

are used to develop and test the algorithms described later in the document.

• Z0 and tt̄ events:
These physics events were used in order to test the algorithms under realistic
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conditions, an important step towards developing an effective PFA. These tests
will be extended to other event topologies.

4.4 Future Developments

The SLAC group is working towards implementing a simulation package which will
produce output in LCIO format [8]. LCIO is a general format agreed on by the
ILC community in the US, Europe and Asia. It allows a direct comparison of the
different detector designs and the various simulation efforts. A common format
makes it possible to share reconstruction and analysis algorithms. These tools for
the new framework are currently developed by the SLAC software group (their effort
will be joined by The University of Iowa group).

5 Simulation Effort at The University of Iowa

In this section, the simulation effort of The University of Iowa group is explained
in detail. The group has focused on the development of reconstruction software for
the EMCal, an important ingredient of a PFA.

In the first step, the identification of MIP-tracks in the EMCal within the busy
environment of multi-hadron final states was developed. This part has been finished
in 2004 and was presented to the ILC community on several occasions [9, 10].

The next steps for the PFA are measurement and identification of electromag-
netic and hadronic showers. The separation of contributions from charged and neu-
tral hadrons is an important step. This is under development and the current status
is presented.

5.1 Identification and Reconstruction of MIP-Tracks

MIP-tracks leave a very characteristic signature of isolated energy deposits (oc-
casionally accompanied by a close-by second energy deposit due to δ-rays) in the
EMCal. Starting from a seed point which is obtained from the track information
in the central tracking system, they can be tracked with high efficiency as shown in
previous studies by Matthew Charles in 2003.

In 2004, this algorithm has been verified using GEANT4 simulated events. Cri-
teria for identifying MIP seeds independent of the central tracking system have been
developed and tested. The algorithm has been further extended using pion samples
and events containing Z0-decays and tt̄ physics processes.

The efficiency of the algorithm exceeds 99% for pions that only leave a MIP-
track in the EMCal. In the current detector design, however, about half of the
charged hadrons start showering within the EMCal. For particles with transverse
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Figure 1: Resolution of the radial position of the showering point using single pion samples.
Superimposed is a fit with a double Gaussian, where the two individual contri-
butions are shown separately. The resolution of the radial position as obtained
from the core Gaussian is ±0.6 cm corresponding to a reconstruction uncertainty
of ± 1 layer in the EMCal. Physics processes contributing to the tails on the
left and the right side of the distribution have been identified as π → µνµ decays
and scattering processes, respectively.

momentum in excess of 1 GeV (i.e. sufficient to reach the barrel EMCal) an overall
reconstruction efficiency of about 90% was achieved.

The analysis has been further extended to the reconstruction of the showering
point. A precision of ±0.6 cm in the radial position has been achieved as illustrated
in Figure 1, corresponding to ±1 layer in the EMCal. The tails of the distribution
extending to the left and the right side of the peak have been studied and identified
as events containing π → µνµ decays and scattering processes, respectively.

5.2 MIP-Track Fitting

5.2.1 Reconstruction of MIP-Segments

The seed for a MIP-candidate is initially defined as three isolated hits in four consec-
utive EMCal layers. In very busy events e.g. from tt̄ production, this approach leads
to too many reconstructed MIP-track segments. This is partly due to the overlap of
MIP-tracks with hadronic or electromagnetic showers from other particles.

Therefore, a two-pass algorithm has been developed. The algorithm is applied
once, starting from the inner part of the detector, following the MIP-track as far as
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isolated hits are found in successive outer layers. In a second pass, the algorithm
starts from the outer part of the detector, following the MIP-track as long as isolated
hits are found in successive inner layers of the EMCal2. These MIP-segments are
then matched using χ2 criteria described below.

5.2.2 Association of MIP-Segments

A five parameter helix fit is performed to the EMCal hits of each MIP-segment
found. For every pair of MIP-segments, a two-step χ2 criterion is calculated using
the fit parameters and the corresponding error matrices.

In the first step, only the track parameters (κ, φ0, d0, tan λ) are used and the
efficiency (upper curve) for matching MIP-segments and the background rate from
random combinations (lower curve) is displayed in Figure 2(a). By retaining all
combinations with χ2 < 40, an efficiency of ≈ 100% is achieved with a background
fraction below 5%. The z component is not included in the first step, since its contri-
bution exhibits artifacts due to the projective geometry of the EMCal configuration
used in the simulation (for example, when a MIP passing through the EMCal in one
tower of cells is scattered into a neighboring tower).

Instead, in a second step, a cut of χ2
z

< 80 is used, where χ2
z

is calculated from
the z component of the helix parameters only, on those MIP-combinations that pass

2In order to account for detection inefficiencies, gaps of one layer are allowed.
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Figure 2: Integrated χ2 distributions as calculated using the helix parameters
(κ, φ0, d0, tan λ) (a) and z (b). The upper curves indicate the efficiency for
associating matching MIP-segments, while the lower curves indicate the back-
ground rate from random MIP segment combinations. The background fraction
in (b) is relative to that remaining after requiring χ2(κ, φ0, d0, tan λ) < 40.
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the first selection step just described. This rejects 2/3 of the remaining background
while maintaining high efficiency as shown in Figure 2(b). Pairs of MIP-segments
satisfying these criteria are then combined to a single MIP.

5.2.3 The Use of Tracking System Layers in Calorimeter Tracking

The reconstruction of particles like K0
S
, Λ, or possible other long lived particles

predicted from theories beyond the Standard Model is challenging in the current
SiD design. In a typical Z0 event, a K0

S
with an average energy of 5 GeV has a mean

decay length of about 25 cm. Therefore, the charged pions from K0
S

decays would
not leave any hits in the vertex detector, and would therefore not be reconstructed
by the current tracking algorithm.

The tracking of MIP particles in the EMCal, established by The University
of Iowa group (see Section 5.1), can help increase the reconstruction efficiency of
long-lived particles. The helix fit to the EMCal hits generated by MIP particles is
extrapolated into the central tracking system. Using the extrapolated track, unas-
sociated hits (i.e. hits which have not yet been used for track reconstruction by the
standard tracking algorithm) are picked up with high efficiency. The extrapolation
algorithm has a resolution of better than 1 cm for the last tracking layer, whereas
the average distance between unassociated hits in Z0 events is of the order of 5 cm.
Therefore, they can be associated to MIP-tracks with very high efficiency.

After picking up the hit from the last tracking layer, the track is refitted and the
new track is then extrapolated to the second-to-last tracking layer. In case another
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Figure 3: Invariant K0
S mass distribution using MIP assisted tracking as described in the

text. Plot (a) shows the invariant mass distribution as obtained from single K0
S

events, plot (b) shows the corresponding distribution as obtained from Z0 events.
In (b) the K0

S is sitting on top of combinatorial background.
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unassociated hit is found, it is added to the MIP hits and the track is refitted again.
In order to demonstrate the benefits from calorimeter tracking, pion tracks from

neutral kaon decays were reconstructed as described above and fitted in pairs to a
common vertex to form the K0

S
candidates. The results of the fits are illustrated in

Figures 3 (a) and (b). Figure 3 (a) shows the K0
S

invariant mass for events from
dedicated K0

S
event samples; a clear signal is obvious at the nominal K0

S
mass. The

same algorithm is applied to Z0 events and the result is shown in Figure 3(b). While
the K0

S
peak is reconstructed at the nominal mass, it has a broader mass distribution

on top of a large combinatorial background.

5.3 Reconstruction of Showers in the EMCal

Currently, the primary focus is on the reconstruction of showers from charged and
neutral hadrons in the EMCal. To be able to study the hadronic showers in a
clean environment, energy deposits from the electromagnetic showers are removed,
presently using truth information. This procedure will be replaced by a more re-
alistic algorithm and the Iowa group will participate with the SLAC group in this
development.

The clustering algorithm currently being developed by the Iowa group is based
on the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) approach. In this approach, energy deposits
are assigned to a particular cluster on an individual hit-by-hit basis as illustrated
in Figure 4, where 12 consecutive steps of the clustering algorithm are displayed.
To identify clusters from charged hadrons, the reconstructed shower points from the
MIP-tracking algorithm and unassociated hits in the last tracking layer are used
as cluster seeds. Starting from these seeds, the geometrical distance to all EMCal
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Figure 4: Illustration of the Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm. Hits assigned to the
cluster are shown as solid circles and unassigned hits as hollow circles. At each
step the unassigned hits are scanned and the one which is closest to an assigned
hit is added to the cluster. If the distance to the nearest hit is large, (# 11),
then the hit is assigned to a new cluster.
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Figure 5: Plot(a) shows the signature of a typical K0
S → π+π− decay from a single K0

S

event. Plot (b) displays the distance to the closest hit not yet assigned to the
cluster as explained in the text.

hits not yet associated to any cluster are calculated and the closest hit is added to
the cluster. This procedure is repeated until all EMCal hits have been assigned to
clusters. Currently, the hit assignment is based on the geometric distance between
hits. In future, various weighting algorithms will be studied.

An example of the performance of the algorithm for a typical K0
S

event is shown in
Figures 5 (a) and (b). The section of the detector where the pions from a K0

S
→ π+π−

decay interact with the EMCal is shown in Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows the
distance to the closest hit not yet assigned to the cluster. The spike around hit
number 70, corresponding to a large geometrical distance, is used as a separation
criterion between the two pions showers.

The current implementation of this algorithm uses the hit coordinates directly
and is therefore largely independent of the detector geometry (e.g. the number of
EMCal layers and cell sizes). Hence, with minimal changes it can also be used with
other calorimeter configurations.

These studies have very recently been shown to the SiD simulation commu-
nity [10]. The Iowa group was encouraged to pursue these studies and take a leading
role in the MST-based clustering approach; we therefore expect to continue these
studies.

6 Future Plans

Substantial progress has been made during the year 2004 towards the proof of prin-
cipal of a PFA with important contributions from The University of Iowa group.
However, essential ingredients of such an algorithm are still under development or
missing. The Iowa group is playing a central role and is working in close collabora-
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tion with other simulation groups that are covering different aspects of a PFA.
Our group is an integral part of the simulation effort at SLAC, working closely

with the group of Marty Breidenbach, who is leading the SiD effort. The simulation
tools developed by the Iowa group are aimed at the SiD design. We plan to intensify
our efforts in this area. The achievements of our group are summarized in this
section and the prospects for a future involvement, in both the development of a
PFA and its evaluation studying benchmark physics cases, are laid out.

6.1 Software Development and SiD Design Studies

The Iowa group has made considerable progress in the development of reconstruction
software for the EMCal. A very efficient MIP-tracking algorithm has been developed.
A track fitting algorithm using only calorimeter hits has been developed; its benefits
for particle tracking in general have been demonstrated by reconstructing long-lived
particles with the use of the last layers of the central tracking system. We intend
to carry out studies with other EMCal geometries and investigate their influence on
the algorithms developed.

Reconstruction of hadronic showers in the EMCal has started and the first results
are encouraging. We now intend to intensify these studies with the participation of
Matthew Charles and Niels Meyer.

6.2 Study of Physics Processes

A study of the sensitivity of particular detector designs and reconstruction algo-
rithms to physics observables as well as their impact on the accuracy of specific
physics analyses is essential. We propose to participate in this effort, concentrating
in particular on processes where the reconstruction software developed by the Iowa
group can be applied, i.e. on processes leaving distinct signatures in the EMCal.

The Iowa group proposes to investigate the following benchmark processes where
an excellent understanding of the calorimetry section is essential and which are of
major physical interest at the ILC.

1. Higgs decays to photons, H → γγ

The distinct signature of two isolated photons allows studies of the energy
resolution of single high energetic particles from reconstruction of EMCal hits
only. This decay is of special interest to exploit the Higgs-photon coupling,
which is highly sensitive to heavy charged particles beyond the SM particle
spectrum.

2. Higgs production in WW-fusion with decays H → bb̄
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The signature of two final state jets allows resolution studies of jet energy and
jet-pair mass measurements. WW-fusion is the dominant Higgs production
mechanism at high energies and probes the Higgs-W coupling. The latter is
of special interest when deducing the total decay width in case of light Higgs
bosons.

3. Double Higgs production ZHH

Events from this process may contain up to six jets, allowing to study the im-
pact of calorimeter measurements on combination efficiencies. This process is
essential to study the Higgs self coupling and to establish the Higgs mechanism
as the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking.

6.3 Plans towards a Particle Flow Algorithm

The long-term goal of the Iowa group is to play a key role in the integration of the
various components of a PFA, which takes full advantage of the natural interplay
between all sub-detectors. Such an algorithm is best suited for optimization studies
of the SiD design, e.g. detector geometry or calorimeter segmentation.

The University of Iowa group has been an integral part of the studies so far
by providing an efficient MIP-tracking algorithm and working on general EMCal
reconstruction. These efforts will be intensified by Niels Meyer joining the group.

7 Resources and Budget

Wolfgang Mader has worked almost full time on simulations and algorithms for de-
veloping Particle Flow for SiD since he joined the group in March 2004. Niels Meyer,
who graduated from University of Hamburg under the supervision of Professor Rolf-
Dieter Heuer (at present Research Director of DESY, Germany), has just joined the
group to start working full time on this project. Matthew Charles has completed
an analysis on BABAR, and expects to rejoin the Particle Flow effort shortly. Two
(equivalent) full time postdocs will be involved in the SiD Particle Flow project from
The University of Iowa. A new graduate student will likely join the effort from late
summer, after moving to the bay area.

The budget is listed below, primarily based on the support for one postdoc. The
postdoc’s salary is taken at $46,000 with fringe benefits at 18% at The University of
Iowa. The second postdoc’s support is obtained by reallocating resources from the
base grant support of the group for BABAR. Travel to the various ILC workshops
for the two postdocs and for Usha Mallik is included for the year at $12,000. The
indirect costs at Iowa are charged at a rate of 26.6% for off-campus activities (the
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postdocs all stay at SLAC where interaction is easier). A total of $83,910 is thus
requested to cover the FY05 cost.

The second year’s budget is anticipated to be similar, with a $2,000 increase in
salary for the postdoc and partial support of $8,000 for a graduate student. Tables 1
and 2 list the breakdown of the budgets.

Table 1: Budget for the First Year R&D. The total costs quoted include 26.6% for off-
campus activities.

Item Direct Cost ($) Total Cost ($)

Salary and Fringe Benefits of Research Associate 46,000 × 1.18 68,718
Travel to ILC Meetings (2 RAs and PI) 12,000 15,192
Total First Year R&D 83,910

Table 2: Budget for the Second Year R&D. The total costs quoted include 26.6% for off-
campus activities.

Item Direct Cost ($) Total Cost ($)

Salary and Fringe Benefits of Research Associate 48,000 × 1.18 71,706
Partial Support for a Graduate Student 8,000 × 1.18 11,951
Travel to ILC Meetings (2 RAs and PI) 12,000 15,192
Total Second Year R&D 98,849
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Project name 

Development of a silicon-tungsten test module for an electromagnetic calorimeter 

Classification 

Detector:calorimetry

Institutions and personnel 

University of Oregon, Department of Physics and Oregon Center for HEP: 
Raymond Frey (faculty), David Strom (faculty), physics undergraduates 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center: 
M. Breidenbach (faculty), D. Freytag, N. Graf, G. Haller 

Contact person 

Raymond Frey 
rayfrey@cosmic.uoregon.edu
(541) 346-5873 

I. Project Overview 

The current LD and SiD detector designs call for a silicon-tungsten (Si-W) 
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal) as the best option for providing the necessary density 
and segmentation to implement the particle flow method (PF, formerly called energy 

flow) for reconstruction of jets (and taus) at the LC, capable of achieving jet energy 
resolution of  0.3/ Ejet, as recommended by LC physics studies. One of the outstanding 
technical questions is how to integrate a silicon detector wafer with its readout 
electronics. Since the number of detector pixels for these ECal designs is on order 50 
million, a solution to the integration issue, along with the cost of the silicon detectors 
themselves, is likely to determine the overall viability of the Si-W approach. A few years 
ago, we proposed1,2 a possible solution to the integration problem and have received 
LCRD support for two years to pursue this. Our work gives us confidence that we are on 
the right path and we propose for the next year to complete the initial phase of the R&D – 
to demonstrate the detector concept with prototypes in an electron test beam – and to 
move on to the next phase: The development of a full-depth ECal module which 
incorporates the features required for a realistic LC detector. This module would be part 
of an international test beam study. The full-depth module requires more funding than is 
realistically available with the present LCRD program. Hence, its funding is being 
pursued separately. Here, we focus on completing the development and initial testing of 
the detector components, the goal being to test a few layers of our prototype detectors and 
electronics in the lab at Oregon and in an electron beam, hopefully at SLAC. 

While we focus on an implementation of our Si-W approach for the SiD design, the basic 
ideas and R&D are certainly applicable to other Si-W ECal designs, notably LD.  
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Figure 1.  Left: Cartoon of 15 cm Si detector segmented into 5mm pixels. The central 
rectangle indicates the position and approximate size of the bump-bond array. Right: 
Schematic of bump bond pad array and bundles of signal traces entering the array from 
the pixels. 

The thrust of our project is to integrate detector pixels on a large, commercially feasible
silicon wafer, with the complete readout electronics, including digitization, contained in a 
single chip which is bump bonded to the wafer. This is shown in Fig.1. The starting point 
for our design uses a pixel size 5 mm across, based on initial PF requirements for photon-
hadron separation. This gives N~103 pixels per 6-inch wafer. We take advantage of the 
low beam-crossing duty cycle (~10-3) to reduce the heat load using power cycling. This 
scheme has several important properties: 

1. The channel count is effectively reduced by a factor N.

2. The cost, to first order, will be independent of the ECal transverse segmentation.

3. Readout gaps can be small (~1 mm), thus maintaining the small Moliere radius 
intrinsic to tungsten. 

The first property, we feel, is necessary for any realistic highly-segmented ECal.  In this 
case, the electronics is likely to be relatively small fraction of the ECal cost. The second
point makes the design flexible, so that one can optimize to meet the physics goals. The 
third is an optimization of the physics capability of the ECal at a given (barrel) radius. 
For example, the angle subtended by the Moliere radius for an ECal at radius 1.25m with 
our design is smaller than one with 3mm readout gaps at 1.7m. Hence, this has a 
significant impact on both performance and overall detector cost. 

We note that for a Si-W ECal, the features above remain unique to this R&D. 

Collaborations. First, within this R&D, the collaboration consists of the Oregon and 
SLAC personnel listed above, in addition to V. Radeka of BNL who has collaborated
with us extensively on the electronics design. Our R&D collaboration has been holding
weekly meetings by telephone for over two years. Between Oregon and SLAC the 
activities roughly break down as follows: 
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1. Silicon detector design, procurement, characterization, and testing (Oregon) 

2. Readout chip design, procurement, and testing (SLAC) 

Recently, we have begun discussions with the HEP group at UC Davis in connection with 
their bump-bonding facility. This appears to be a good possibility, and members of the 
UC Davis group will presumably join our R&D effort. In addition to the hardware work, 
Oregon plans to continue related simulation and software activities. These include, but 
are not limited to, EGS4 and Geant4 studies, comparisons between the two, and 
development of PF algorithms. Ultimately, we will use robust PF results to optimize the 
calorimeter. The LC community is still a long way from this point, although the recent 
focus on a few detector designs is helpful. 

Within the ALCPG, Oregon has strong ties to the Calorimeter Working Group3, both in 
management and involvement in studies. We report regularly to this group, as well as at 
the ALCPG workshops.

We also have good interactions with the proponents of the Si-W ECal of the CALICE 
R&D consortium. We note that the goals of the two efforts are considerably different. 
While we are pursuing R&D to develop detectors and electronics which we feel will 
closely resemble the final ECal, the CALICE effort has focused more on gaining 
experience with detector fabrication and in developing a working test beam module. 
Since both of these approaches are important, it is premature, and probably counter-
productive to merge efforts at this stage. In the meantime, we share our thoughts and 
concerns. The level of collaboration will increase as we approach full-module test beam 
studies. In fact, both groups are part of a joint MOU for a potential test beam at FNAL.  

This document follows with a short progress report of the recent R&D, a summary of the 
proposed work, followed by the budget and budget explanation. Most of the details not 
presented here are collected at http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/lcd/SiW/ or in the cited 
references. 

II. Progress Report and Status 
Electronics

Significant progress has been made on the readout chip (ROC) design. A block diagram 
of the current design for a LC with cold technology is given in Fig. 2 and indicates the 
main functional elements of the design. A reset is issued in 100ns if no signal above 

threshold ( 0.3 MIP) is detected. (The interval between beam crossings is 337 ns in the 
TESLA cold design.) Signals above threshold are integrated for a longer time and the 
signal charge is stored on capacitors until the end of the bunch train (2820 beam 
crossings). The depth of the signal storage is currently set at four, which appears to be 
easily sufficient for the expected background rates per pixel in the ECal barrel (although 
this may not be sufficient in the low-angle endcap region). The area required per readout 
channel is an important parameter in our design, with an important contributor being the 
10 pf feedback (and calibration) capacitors on the input stage required to accommodate a 

maximum expected signal of 2500 MIPs at shower maximum (at about 10 X0 depth) for 
500 GeV electrons4. The dynamic range and MIP resolution are both accommodated 
using two ranges, each of 12-bits. The range is selected dynamically by switching in the 
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appropriate feedback capacitor on the first stage amplifier, a novel feature of this design. 
In 0.25 micron technology, the current design uses about 0.03 mm2 per channel, which is 
easily accommodated in our layout for a 1024 channel ROC.  Another important design 
constraint is power consumption (heat). Most of the ROC power goes to the analog front 
end, for which the power can be turned off between bunch trains. The duty cycle is 
roughly 1/200, which is sufficient to reduce the average power of the entire 1024-channel 
ROC to about 20 mW. This is roughly a factor of two below our estimates for the heat 
load which would require active cooling. Hence, we plan to carry the heat load to the 
edges of the ECal modules passively, via the tungsten radiators.

 Figure 2. Schematic of one channel of the ROC optimized for the cold LC.

Figure 3. Prototype silicon detector in the lab at Oregon. 

Silicon Detectors
In Fall 2003 we ordered a set of 10 silicon detectors from Hamamatsu Corp. using a 
combination of LCRD and SLAC funding. The order was based on a specification 
document5 which we developed for potential vendors. A separate document6 discusses 
the various tradeoffs necessary to minimize detector noise and inter-channel crosstalk, 

retaining an excellent SNR for MIPs of 20. The order was received at Oregon in January 
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2004. An image of one of the detectors is shown in Fig. 3. These detectors in principle 
meet the requirements for a full Si-W ECal. The hexagonal pixels, 5mm across at 
maximum, are clearly visible. The bump-bond array and signal traces, being below the 
passivation layer, are not easily visible in this image.

Figure 4. Left: A typical depletion curve for a prototype pixel. Right: Measured signal 
charge distribution for cosmic ray data.

We have performed a number of standard measurements of the detectors in our lab at 
Oregon, such as capacitance, depletion voltage, and leakage current. A typical depletion 
curve is shown in Fig. 4. Such characteristics are entirely as expected.7 The right-hand 
panel of Fig. 4 shows a single-pixel signal charge distribution for cosmic ray data. The 
pixel was connected to a channel of commercial electronics which has electrical 
characteristics very similar to those of the prototype ROC design. The charge scale was 

independently calibrated. The MIP peak near 2.0 104 electrons, consistent with 

expectations for a fully-depleted 300 m thick detector, is clearly visible. Cosmic-ray
triggers for which the muon missed the target pixel enter the distribution as noise, and we 

see that this is as expected, with a rms of 1000 electrons.

A significant effort this past year went into the understanding of issues associated with 
timing measurement in a Si-W ECal. This became a significant issue in the run-up to the
LC technology decision by the ITRP. In the warm LC, pileup of 2-photon generated 
backgrounds can pose a significant problem if the detector does not have timing
resolution comparable to the 1.4ns beam crossing interval. A good timing measurement
with a Si-W ECal could be crucial. Despite initial skepticism from some, we were able to 
demonstrate7,8 both in calculation and in measurement in our lab that single-pixel

resolutions of 5 ns are feasible, providing 1 ns resolution for a 30-hit MIP track, and 
thereby in principle limiting pileup to about 3 beam crossings. 

Tungsten
As reported last year, we found an excellent vendor for tungsten. Using LCRD funds, we 
purchased enough 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm thick plates of sufficient size for a full-depth test 
beam module. These are at Oregon. Their measured characteristics are fine. 
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Evaluation of Progress
We have made good progress during the last year. We have excellent prototype detectors, 
and despite the need to move from electronics compatible with warm LC technology to 
cold technology, the prototype ROC design is rapidly converging. The expectation is that 
the design will be submitted for fabrication of prototype chips in late Spring 2005.  

III. Proposed Research 

 As stated above, SLAC is developing the first readout chip prototypes for a cold LC.  It 

will be implemented in 0.25 m technology. These prototypes will have two rows (out of 
32), each having 32 channels, or 64 total. This will save a considerable amount of money, 
while allowing functional evaluation. We are currently reviewing various options for 
configuring these chips with the Hamamatsu prototype detectors. One option is to bump 

bond a few of these chips to the 32 32 bump pad array on the detectors, providing 
readout of a contiguous swath of pixels. This will permit initial lab tests, but will also 
make a “technical’’ test beam run with a few such detectors a feasible possibility.

To pursue the possibility of such a beam test, we have sent to SLAC a proposal to run in 
the End Station A line. A broad range of electron energies can be delivered at very low, 
to moderate rates. However, the SLAC beam schedule is highly uncertain at this time. 

We have made progress with the design of the gap between layers of tungsten. As 
discussed above, this directly affects performance, so we must minimize the gap, but at 
the same time produce a robust structure.  This design must also integrate the PC board 
used to provide power to the readout chips, any external capacitors needed for the power, 
and the traces used for control signals and readout of the chip. Our goal, which does not 
appear to be impossible, is to achieve a 1mm gap.

As part of the technical test beam preparation, we will need to design and procure the PC 
motherboard for the gaps. We will attempt to make these initial boards consistent with 
the boards eventually required for the 1mm gaps. We are requesting LCRD funding for 
this.

The technical beam test will require a back-end readout of the ROCs. A “data 
concentrator” board (eventually an integrated in-detector chip) will be needed for the full 
test module, followed by standard VME or equivalent. However, for the initial beam test 
we believe we can use a commercial FPGA card which would plug in directly to the PCI 
slot of a computer. We can also use this in our lab measurements of cosmic ray or IR 
laser response. This card is relatively inexpensive (2k$) and is included in our request. 

We intend to pursue a number of improvements which would be included in the design of 
a second round of prototype detectors, presumably those which would be used for the 
full-depth test beam module. These improvements fall into two general categories: small 
modifications to detectors which otherwise closely resemble our current prototypes, and 
more substantial departures from the prototypes. The former type includes further 
optimization of the width and thickness of signal traces on the detector to optimize SNR. 
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For example, the pixels which lie beneath the bump-bond array have an especially large 
parasitic capacitance which could be reduced with layout optimizations. The dimension 
of the bump array itself may likely need to be reduced to reflect the (new) smaller 
electronics channel footprint. The next detectors will need small cutouts on one corner to 
allow for a mechanical standoff. And there will need to be a good method for applying 
the silicon bias voltage to the detector backsides.  

The main example of where a bigger departure may be considered is with the desire to 
increase the thickness of the insulation layer between pixels and the metallized signal 
traces, thus reducing the capacitance and improving SNR. Our prototypes use SiO2

insulation, and this can not be easily thickened without increasing the entire detector 
thickness. (Thicker detectors actually provide signals which are too large, since they then 
require a larger front end feedback capacitor, hence a bigger footprint.) Alternatives to 
SiO2 are possible commercially, and understanding these possibilities may be useful at 
some stage. However, this more closely resembles a generic R&D project, and we don’t 
intend to request funding from LCRD at this time.  

Preparing a few prototype layers for the technical test beam discussed above will bring to 
a close what we might call the first phase of our R&D. The next important goal is to 
prepare the full-depth module for the international test beam effort. As mentioned above, 
we would incorporate our findings from phase one into the detectors and ROCs for this 
module. These would be full 1024 channel ROCs, so will require full secondary readout, 
attention to the cooling, a real mechanical structure, and so forth. The goal of the full 
beam test is important to the overall LC detector R&D: We need to be able to describe 
hadronic showers at the level of detail which the LC calorimeters, with their fine 
segmentation, will provide. Once we have validated a simulation code in the test beam, 
we can confidently design and optimize our detectors for jet physics at the LC. The ECal 
is essential for this, since approximately half of hadrons begin to shower in the ECal. And 
we feel that the fine segmentation of our design will provide a very detailed view of the 
showers. Since the full-depth module will require funding beyond the current scope of 
LCRD, we are seeking funding from the NSF MRI program for the bulk of the required 
support.

IV. Budget Explanation 

We note that within our R&D collaboration, only Oregon requests LCRD funding. 
We include any applicable overhead in our budget numbers given below. At UO, this 
applies to equipment only if the cost is less than 5k$. 

For the “technical” beam test we request 5k$ for the design and fabrication of mechanical 
fixtures.

The lab test equipment request includes the following: Low and high voltage power 
supplies (4k$), a probe card and associated fixtures (8k$), test amplifiers (2k$), and clean 
room supplies (2k$). The FPGA card (2k$) mentioned above for the back-end readout is 
included here. 
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For the development of our printed circuit motherboard for the beam test we request 4k$ 
for its design, 4k$ for its fabrication, and 2k$ for the required wire bonding to the ROC. 

We currently employ an equivalent of two undergraduate physics students in our R&D at 
the level of 10 hours per week. We request support for 50 weeks per year of support for 
each of two students, making about 10k$.  

The budgets beyond the first year are completely uncertain at this time, since the 
direction of the R&D depends crucially on the outcome of other funding requests to 
support the development of the full-depth prototype, and the SLAC budget and beams 
schedule.

V. Budget 
Year 1 

Institution Item Cost

Oregon Mechanical design and fixtures for test beam $  5,000 

Oregon Probe and custom test equipment for lab $18,000

Oregon Design and fab. of  PC board $10,000

Oregon Two undergraduate students, at 500 hours each $10,000

Oregon Travel and shipping (for test beam) $  2,000 

Oregon Oregon total $45,000

SLAC SLAC total $0
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Relevant experience of proponents 

The SLAC group has vast experience in design of e+e  detectors, including design and 
implementation of the readout electronics for most major detector systems for the SLD 
detector and several BaBar sub-systems. Of specific relevance, the group led the design 
and fabrication of the electronics for the silicon strip detectors for the GLAST 
experiment. Graf is co-leader of the American Linear Collider Physics Group (ALCPG) 
simulations group and is the leader of the SLAC LC simulation group. 

Strom and Frey have each worked on silicon-tungsten luminosity calorimeters for 
OPAL (Strom) and SLD (Frey). Strom in particular was a key person in the OPAL 
silicon-tungsten development. Frey is co-leader of the ALCPG and SiD calorimeter 
working groups. Strom is co-leader of the test beam coordination sub-group of the 
ALCPG working group. They have extensive experience using simulation codes such as 
EGS4 and GEANT to analyze and characterize detectors.  
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Digital Hadron Calorimetry for the Linear Collider using GEM based Technology 
1. University of Texas at Arlington, 2. University of Washington, 3. Changwon 
National University, Changwon, Korea, and 4. Tsinghua University, China. 
 
Andrew Brandt1, Kaushik De1, Venkat Kaushik1, Jia Li1, Mark Sosebee1, Andy 
White1,a, Jae Yu1,b, Tianchi Zhao2, Changhie Han3, Li Jin4, Yulan Li4, Yongfang 
Lai4, Yue Qian4 
a GEM detector contact: awhite@uta.edu, (817) 272-2812, (817) 272-2824 (FAX) 
b Simulation & Software contact: jaehoonyu@uta.edu, (817) 272-2814, (817) 272-
2824 (FAX) 
 
1. Introduction. GEM-based Digital Hadron Calorimetry. 

We have been developing the implementation of digital hadron calorimetry for future 
Linear Collider detectors using Gas Electron Multiplier technology [1].  This is a critical 
and essential development for future experiments that will rely on the Energy Flow 
Algorithm [2] approach to achieve the required jet energy and jet-jet mass resolution. The 
ionization signal from charged tracks passing through the drift section of the active layer 
is amplified using multiple GEM foils (double or triple). The amplified charge is 
collected at the anode, or readout pad, layer, which is at ground potential. This layer is 
subdivided into the small (~1cm x 1cm) pads needed to implement the digital approach.  

The potential differences, required to guide the ionization, are produced by a resistor 
network, with successive connections to the cathode, both sides of each GEM foil, and 
the anode layer. The pad signals are amplified, discriminated, and a digital output 
produced. The GEM design allows a high degree of flexibility with, for instance, 
possibilities for microstrips for precision tracking layer(s), variable pad sizes, and 
optional ganging of pads for finer granularity future readout if required by cost 
considerations. Fig.1 shows how the GEM approach is incorporated into a digital 
calorimeter scheme. 
2. Progress report on GEM/Digital Hadron Calorimetry Development 
2.1 Results from GEM prototypes 
We have benefited from LCRD and DoE/ADR support for the past two years. Previously 
we reported initial results on signal characteristics and gain from a small prototype GEM 
detector. Here we give an update of results from the past year. These have been collected 
using the detector shown in Fig.2, using the anode pad layout shown in Fig.3. 
 

                                                         

Figure 2.  Prototype GEM 
detector. 

Figure 3.  Nine pad anode layer.Figure 1.  GEM-based digital 
calorimeter stack. 
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Using multi-pad readout we have studied the crosstalk between neighboring cells. A 
typical (but rarely occurring) situation is shown in Fig.4. The large peak is the signal on 
the central pad of the 3x3 arrangement. The up-down peaks of the second trace are the 
crosstalk signal on an adjacent pad. We have reproduced these peaks using direct signal 
generator pulse injection. The results are shown in Fig.5. We have also used collimated 
gamma rays from a Cs137 source to study signal sharing between adjacent pads. A typical 
sharing of signals between pads is shown in Fig.6. Note the absence of a “down” peak as 
seen for a crosstalk signal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have also looked into the effects of changing the proportion of Argon in our 
Argon-CO2 gas mixture. We find that we obtain a factor of three increase in signal size 
changing from a 70/30 mixture to an 80/20 mixture. The latter mixture has given very 
stable detector performance over weeks of operation with no discharges. We therefore 
expect minimum signal sizes for MIPs in the range 15-20fC using the 80/20 mixture; 
minimum signals in this range ease the design of the front-end ASIC described below. 
2.2 Development of large-area GEM detectors 
For the full-size testbeam module, and final elements of a GEM-based DHCAL system, 
we are targeting ~1m x 30cm detector panels.  We have been working in two main areas: 
the mechanical aspects of large GEM-layer assembly, and the fabrication of large area 
GEM foils. The layer assembly has required development of tools to hand large area 
foils, and present them flat for integration into a detector. We have also developed initial 
components for the detector walls (1mm and 3mm heights are required), gas in/outlets, 
and spacers to maintain the separation of the foils. Further valuable information will be 
learned in the assembly of 30cm x 30cm detectors, for which 3M foils will soon be tested 
at UTA and Tsinghua University, China.  Figure 7 shows a large test GEM mechanical 
assembly which is close to its completion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 4.  Crosstalk signal. Figure 5.  Generation of crosstalk. Figure 6.  Signal sharing. 

Figure 7.  Large Area mechanical prototype. Figure 8.  3M Gem foil roll. 
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The second principal development involves production of large area GEM foils ~1m x 
30cm. We have been working with the Microinterconnect Systems Division of 3M 
Corporation, Austin, Texas to extend their production capability to large area foils. At 
present their etching window is approximately 30cm x 30cm – to be used for our next 
prototype. A modification will allow sections of 1m x 30cm to be produced. Verification 
is needed of the required GEM hole alignment between the two sides of a foil to meet 
tolerance. The processing system shown in Fig. 8 can produce up to 500 feet of foils on a 
single roll. 
3.0 Progress Report on Simulation and Detector Performance Results 
3.1 Implementation of GEM Geometry 
The UTA group has successfully implemented a double GEM layer geometry into the 
existing Mokka [3], a GEANT 4 [4] based simulation package, replacing the scintillation 
counter sensitive layers in the TESLA TDR hadronic geometry (stainless steel/ 
scintillation counter) with the double GEM layer structure  shown in Fig.9.a.  We 
retained all other detector structure the same as in TESLA TDR detector design [5].  In 
order to optimize computer CPU resources, we have implemented a simplified version of 
the GEM instead of detailed geometry as shown in Fig.9.b.   A comparison using single 
75 GeV pion events shows virtually identical energy deposit in half the CPU time for the 
simplified mixture version compared to a detailed geometry of a double GEM structure. 
Based on this study, we have decided to use the simplified geometry for further studies. 

3.2 Double GEM Digital Calorimeter Performance 
Using the established simulation and analysis software, we have completed the study of 
double GEM based calorimeter performances in analog and digital readout modes with a 
realistic threshold value at 98% of a MIP, using single pion samples whose energies 
range from 5 GeV to 100 GeV.   The intrinsic gain of the double GEM sensitive layers 
was chosen to be 3000, the value measured from our prototype, which is within 15% of 
other measurements.  The results from these studies have been compared to TESLA TDR 
detector performance studies based on Mokka. The resolution obtained from our studies 
of TESLA TDR detector is consistent with results from other studies, if an energy-
independent EM and Hadronic relative normalization factor of 0.65 is used.  

We used the same data set generated for the analog studies of GEM calorimeter to 
perform digital studies.  Fig.10.a shows a profile plot of E vs N for hit-to-energy-deposit 
conversion.  Fig.10.b shows the scatter plot of energy vs number of hits, which 

Figure 9.  (a) Detailed double GEM geometry. (b) Simplified GEM geometry. 
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demonstrates the linearity of the detector in its digital readout mode. As expected 
saturation in the number of cells hit begins to appear at the higher energy deposits due to 
larger energy densities in a cell.  It has been observed in our study that 85% of the cells 
are hit once for 5 GeV single pion showers while this fraction decreases to 74% for 100 
GeV single pion showers.  A study of number of hit cell vs layer number for 50 GeV pion 
shows that it directly mimics the energy deposit distribution along the layer, providing 
direct evidence and confidence that a GEM based calorimeter can be used as a digital 
calorimeter properly representing energy deposit of showers. We used the number of hit 
cells versus energy deposit to extract the hit-to-energy-deposit conversion factor for 
digital readout mode analysis. 

More sophisticated procedure for fitting the responses from EM and Hadronic 
components had to be developed to accommodate the changes in energy deposit 
distributions for analog and digital modes.  The energy deposit measured in analog mode 
shows a remaining large tail due to Landau fluctuations. These large fluctuations are 
suppressed in digital mode since the tail on higher energy deposit within a cell is still 
counted as one hit forcing the distribution Gaussian. Fig. 11.a and b show distributions of 
energy deposit by 50 GeV pions for analog and digital modes, respectively. 

Figure 12 shows the energy deposit of a 50 GeV muon in the GEM  calorimeter (red 

Figure 11. Energy deposit of 50 GeV pions (red circles) 
in GEM DHCAL (a) in analog and (b) in digital modes.

Figure 12. Energy deposition of a 50GeV muon 
(red histogram) and the cut efficiencies as a 
function of discriminator threshold (dark red).  

Figure 10.  (a) A profile plot of energy deposit vs number of cells hit used for hit-to-energy-deposit 
conversion.  (b) A scatter plot of energy deposit .  A saturation at the higher energy deposit is seen.
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histogram) and the MIP efficiency as a function of discriminator  threshold (dark red). 
The arrows indicate the threshold and the corresponding efficiency. From this study we 
find that 0.23 MeV for muon energy deposit gives 95% MIP efficiency. The performance 
of GEM DHCAL with thresholds has been completed without incorporating realistic 
noise measurements. The above studies of GEM DHCAL performance were carried out 
by two Master's students.  The results from the data analysis have been documented in S. 
Habib's [6] and V. Kaushik’s Master's theses [7]. 

Performance studies show that GEM calorimeter responses for analog and digital are 
very closed to each other as we expected. The resolution curves of TESLA TDR detector 
(red) in analog readout mode and GEM calorimeter in analog (blue) and digital (green) 
modes with 98% threshold are shown in Fig. 13.a.  The single pion energy resolution of 
the GEM digital calorimeter is comparable to that of TESLA TDR and other detector 
studies (triangles) for most the energy ranges except at low energies.  This is reflected in 
the resolution function as the digital mode showing larger sampling terms (~70%) with 
relatively smaller constant term.  On the other hand, the GEM analog mode resolution is 
significantly worse than other detectors or than the digital modes. This behavior is caused 
by the large remaining Landau fluctuation in energy deposit as discussed above. 
3.3 Test of Jet Energy Improvements Using EFA and GEM DHCAL 
Once the final single particle energy resolution is known, it is straightforward to apply 
these functions to smear particles in a jet to test the performance of EFA and the given 
calorimeter technology.  We used Pythia to generate tt  to 6 jet events to test the 
performance. In order to carry out the study, we had to define a “jet'” in simulated events.   
In the absence of an official applicable jet algorithm, we took a simple cone algorithm of 
size ∆R=0.5 around the direction of the final state parton to define a particle jet.  We then 
took each particle and smeared its energy using the parameters of single particle 
resolution functions, and add all smeared particle energies inside the cone for measured 
jet energies.  This procedure is slightly changed for EFA jet energy resolution. We 
smeared the energies of all charged particles by an expected tracker momentum 
resolution, ∆p/p = 10-5, and all electromagnetic particles, including hardons whose final 
states are EM particles, such as 0π and 0η , with an EM calorimeter resolution, 15% / E . 

Figure 13. (a) Energy resolution for TESLA TDR (blue), GEM analog  (red), GEM digital (green) 
modes and other detectors (triangles). (b) Jet energy resolutions using various detector 
techniques.  Blue line represents GEM digital with EFA. 
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As shown in Fig. 13.b, EFA based jet energy resolution using GEM DHCAL (blue line)  
demonstrates the best resolution with the sampling term at around 30% which is 
consistent with the expectation. 
 3.4 Energy Flow Algorithm Development 
Improvement in jet energy resolution can be obtained using the energy flow algorithm.   
For EFA to work, one of the most important procedures is the subtraction of calorimeter 
energies that correspond to charged tracks whose momenta are measured in the tracking 
system.   Since any algorithm of such subtraction must work very efficiently in simple 
cases, we have carried out a preliminary EFA studies in two step process. First we 
determine the best algorithm to identify the centroid of a hadronic shower using single 
pion events.   We explored three distinct methods for centroid determination.  The three 
methods are: (a) Energy weighted method, (b) Simple averaging and (c) Density 
weighted method. A study shows that while all three methods seem to perform well, 
density weighted method seems to perform the best for digital methods.  We then proceed 
to two pion shower cases in a GEM based detector in its digital mode using full detector 
simulation in Mokka through multiple iterations of matching calorimeter and tracker 
positions to draw the cone of size ∆R=0.1 (half the distance between any two particles). 
4. Proposed Plan of work 
4.1 30cm x 30cm multi-channel prototype 
As the first step toward large scale GEM detector development, we will construct a stack 
of five double-GEM 30cm x 30cm detectors. We plan on using three of the 32-channel 
Fermilab preamp cards, already used for our earlier prototype, as the front-end readout. 
We will read out a central area of 96 channels per detector, as shown in Fig.14. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
4.2 Discriminator and DAQ system for five double-GEM stack 
As reported above, we have been using 32 channel Fermilab QPA02 ASIC card to test 
prototype double GEM detectors at UTA for some time. Total of 15 cards are needed to 
readout the 500 channels of the cosmic ray stack and will be mounted directly on to each 
layer of the stack. Fermilab has agreed to assemble enough cards for us using the existing 
QPA02 chips. We expect the cost of making such cards will be small. The output signals 
from the amplifier cards will be sent to discriminator boards which contain discriminator 
chips, multiplexer stages and data output interface. The output from the discriminator 
boards will be readout by a DAQ card in a PC controlled by LabView. The discriminator 
boards and DAQ system will be developed at the University of Washington. 
4.3 Studies with five layer double-GEM stack 
The stack will be used to examine the following items: single cosmic tracks hit patterns, 
hit multiplicity (vs. simulation), signal sharing between pads (e.g. vs. angle), efficiencies 
of single DGEM counters, effects of layer separators, operational experience with ~500 

Figure 14.  Schematic of  anode 
layer and front end electronics for 

the multi-channel prototype. 
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channel system, as a possible test-bed for ASIC when available (rebuilding one or more 
DGEM chambers). 
4.4 Test beam module development, construction, and testing 
The principal task for the next three years will be the construction and testing of a full 
size (1m3 ) GEM-based digital hadron calorimeter stack with a total of 40 longitudinal 
layers. This is an essential step in the development of linear collider detector technology, 
in order to (a) demonstrate the viability of this technique (in parallel with the scintillator 
and RPC-based approaches), and (b) make critical, energy density measurements with 
fine granularity (~1cm x 1cm), to tune GEANT4 as a reliable tool for EFA development. 
The testbeam stack will be built at UTA using the 1m x 30cm GEM foils. There will thus 
be 3 double-GEM panels for each of the forty 1m x 1m layers. 

The 1m3 beam test module, if fully instrumented, requires approximately 400,000 
readout channels assuming 1cm ×1cm readout pads. The Fermilab-PPD electronics group 
is developing a 64 channel ASIC, Fig.15, that has an adjustable amplifier gain and can be 
used to readout both RPCs and GEM detector planes. This ASIC will receive signals 
from readout pads, discriminate signals, and tag hits in time to facilitate shower 
reconstruction. It also has a serial I/O control, serial data output line and a trigger output 
as shown in the block diagram below. Each ASIC can readout a 8 x 8 detector pad array. 
We currently envisage that we will have 6 large multilayer printed circuit boards to 
readout a 1m2 detector plane as shown in Fig.16.  Each board will host 24 ASIC chips.  

We will start evaluating the ASIC design once the prototype chips become available 
(expected in late 2005). We will develop a front-end readout board design for the 30 cm x 
30 cm double GEM cosmic ray chambers that we will construct in FY2005.  This board 
requires 16 ASICs. When the GEM foil of final size (32 cm x 96 cm) becomes available 
in FY2006, we will extend the board size to 48 cm x 32 cm and design a readout system 
for the 1 m x 1 m plane of the 1 m3 beam test module. It will require 6 boards to readout a 
detector plane as shown in bottom of figure 16. We expect that the design of these front-
end readout boards will be somewhat different for GEM and RPC in some mechanical 

Figure 15.  ASIC layout. Figure 16. ASIC locations on 
1m x 1m plane. 
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aspects. The work for prototype ASIC chip testing and the front-end readout board 
development will be shared between UTA and UW. We will coordinate our effort for 
developing front-end boards for GEM with the RPC group at Argonne.  

For the beam test module, the output signals from the front-end boards will first be 
processed by the data concentrator boards and then sent to VME cards. These stages of 
the readout system will be identical for GEM and RPC. The funding for the test beam 
stack and associated electronics is currently the subject of a NSF-MRI proposal. 
4.5 Determination of Detector Parameters. 
A study in detector granularity for GEM detector will be conducted to determine cell 
sizes that can be accommodated without compromising EFA performance of the detector.  
This will also be the same for other parameters, such as absorber thickness, sensitive gap 
size, on-board readout electronics sizes, and mechanical support structures.  This will be 
carried out as part of the recently initiated LC detector initiatives in both the silicon 
detector (Si-Detector) and the Large Detector concepts. 
4.6 Continuation of Energy Flow Algorithm Development 
The current level of EFA development is very rudimentary since the clustering 
algorithms for associating the track with the corresponding shower is simply a cone 
drawn around the centroid of the shower [7].  Given the erratic behavior of hadron 
showers, the algorithm should be more flexible in its areas of subtraction of shower 
energies. We will work closely with Argonne National Laboratory and other groups in 
EFA development. Once a reasonably performing algorithm has been developed, we will 
move on to a multi-jet environment to test performance of the algorithm.   
4.7 Implementation of Cosmic Ray Stack Geometry 
Since the hardware development effort will move onto constructing a 30cm x 30cm five  
layer cosmic-ray stack and taking data, it is necessary to have software and simulation 
evolve to support this activity.    In order to compare the performance of the cosmic-ray 
stack with expectations from simulation, the new geometry needs to be implemented in 
the simulation package.   In addition, cosmic-ray data analysis software must also be 
developed.  The data from the cosmic-ray stack and the simulation can then be used for 
development of tracking algorithms through the calorimeter.   These studies will need to 
be done in both analog and digital modes to compare performances. 
4.8 Implementation of Testbeam Stack Geometry and Software Development 
We expect to participate in a testbeam experiment [8] on the 2006 – 2007 time scale, 
contingent upon availability of funds.  The geometry for testbeam experiment must be 
implemented and the corresponding software for reconstruction and analysis must be 
developed ahead of the actual data taking. Currently, Northern Illinois University has 
developed a testbeam simulation package.  We plan to exploit the existing package and 
implement our GEM geometry into the system for the initial studies in the testbeam 
stack.  Studies will also have to be conducted to determine particle types, energy range 
and statistics for adequate precision for the testbeam needs. 
4.9 Discharge Study 
One of the fundamental properties of the GEM detector we need to understand is the 
discharge probability in a given GEM gap, which might damage the GEM foil, thereby 
disabling the affected area.   In addition, the possibility of low energy ionization electrons 
spiraling through the gas gap due to the configuration of electric and magnetic fields, 
causing large signals needs to be looked into to determine the method to prevent or 
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minimize this effect, if present. For this study, a new simulation program Garfield [9] is 
being implemented for this study since the current GEANT based simulation program we 
use, Mokka, does not allow this level of detailed studies. 
4.10 World-wide Linear Collider Test Beam Coordination 
Yu has been asked to lead the American Linear Collider Test Beam working group. He 
has taken initiatives in putting together a report [10] on current World-wide LC testbeam 
effort and a planning document [8]. This report has been completed recently and been 
released to the World-wide LC community. This testbeam effort should continue in the 
next 2 – 4 years to help determine technological choices and the conceptual and technical 
design reports on both the LC detector initiatives. 
5.0 Timeline for proposed work 
FY05  - 30cm x 30cm detector stack 
           - Develop test 1m x 30cm foils 
           - Prototype run of ASIC and its testing 

 - NSF- MRI  start of 1m3 test beam GEM module development and construction 
           - GEM, SPICE, Garfield and Test Beam simulations 
FY06  - Completion of 1m3 test beam GEM module 
           - Begin program of GEM/RPC beam tests 
           - Further EFA development 
FY07  - Further beam tests, data analysis, GEM-DHCAL calorimeter system design 
6.0 Facilities, Equipment, and Computing Resources 
The UTA HEP group has a 10,000 ft2 detector construction facility, an excellent 
mechanical workshop, and a very high performance parallel computing farm. In late 2005 
these facilities will be integrated as part of a new $40M Physics and Chemistry Research 
building. 
7.0 Budget and Discussion   The budget request is given in the table below.           
Personnel We request support for a post-doctoral associate for six months, for each of 
the three years. The UTA postdoctoral fellow supported will be Dr. Jia Li who has been 
working on our GEM prototypes, drawer assembly techniques, and calorimeter module 
design. We also request support for two months of engineering support in FY05 at UW 
for electronics design and development for the cosmic stack. We request support for a 
graduate student in FY06-07 to work on the testbeam stack, and analysis of data from the 
testbeam. 

ITEM FY05 FY06 FY07

0.5 Postdoc 21000 22050 23152.5
Fringe 6300 6615 6945.75
Engineer (2 months) 11500
Fringe 3450
Graduate student 21600 22680
Fringe 9720 10206
Cosmic Ray Teststand 10,000
Discriminator Boards 6,000
Travel 8000 8000 8000
Materials and Supplies 10000 5000 5000
Direct costs 76250 72985 75984.25
Indirect costs 28920 35032.8 36472.44
TOTAL 105170 108017.8 112456.7  
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Equipment We request support to construct the cosmic ray test stand to be used with the 
stack of five 30cm x 30cm double-GEM chambers. We also request support for the 
discriminator boards for the same setup to be developed at UW. 
Travel For each year we request a limited amount of travel support to attend Linear 
Collider Workshops and meetings, during this development phase for the Linear Collider 
Detector. We also request support for one foreign trip each year to attend the LCWS 
conference or meeting(s) of the CALICE collaboration [11], of which UTA is a member. 
We have specific responsibilities that involve travel as follows: (1) Andrew White is the 
U.S. CALICE Steering Board representative, and (2) Jae Yu is the chairperson of the 
CALICE Technical Board, and the ALCPG testbeam coordinator. 
9.0 Broader Impact 
This project has already had an impact in a number of areas. Two graduate students have 
obtained MS degrees with the studies on GEM detector performances and EFA 
development using simulated data. Currently, four undergraduate students are working on 
prototype development and simulations. 

Andrew White and a UTA condensed matter colleague have developed a high 
resolution Positron Emission Tomography system using GEM foils that is the subject of a 
patent application. We are also discussing the possible applications of GEM foils in very 
large area radiation detectors for homeland security applications.  

UTA has an active Quarknet educational program that has evolved into an expanding 
program of installing cosmic ray detectors in local high schools. We are currently using 
scintillation counters, but anticipate having students work with GEM foils once they are 
made for our project in larger quantities. The students we are working with are drawn 
from the Hispanic population of Fort Worth, Texas in an effort to increase the number of 
such students pursuing careers in science. 
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�6t,��t,lnmR�\rut,}�vºkR}��¯��kRoq�\�?kRoyt%�\oqm2vqm2vKÆT�\pn}\�YkRoyt×t^}T��p{xqk2�Rt;�ukRx	vy�\tPvK�ºm�rukRps}Î4mRru��mR}\t^}�vqx�mR~ÑmRz\o?t$#�mRoyvqx^� ê �\pnx
�\oym��@m�xykRl$kR�\�6oqt^xqxyt^xºvy�\t %@oqxUv×Î4mRru��mR}\t^}�vL�%��pslntJvy�\t¨xyt^Î,mR}��p{xLvy�\t¨xyz\Ê&�Kt;ÎIv%m2~kuxUt^��k2o�k|vqtÖ��oym��@m�xykRl��
ë×}('�)*'�+�lnpn}\t^kRo	Î4m�lslnpn�\t,o�p{x	kJ�\oqt^Î,pnxypnmR}ups}@xKvqoyz\rut^}�vvq��k|v?Î,k2}¯t^lsz@Î4p{�\k|vqtPÞ�vqkR}��\k2o��¯Í�m6�6t^l ý Þ6Í � �\�TÆ6xUp{Î,x�}\t^kRo
vy�\t%t^lst;ÎIvyoqm|�?t^k2ÉJt^}\t,oq�RÆYxqÎ,kRlst%k�x �ºt^lsl�k�x�6p{xyÎ,m|�Rt,o }\t^� ����Æ6xypnÎ^x �\oqmTÎ,t^xqxUt;x(ps}�vy�@k|v�oqt,�RpnrutRÇRxy�\m�z\ln��vq�\t,Æ�t$,6pnxUv^�
ÐH}�m�oq�6t^o(vymJ~�z\lnlsÆ�oyt;k2lnpsÅ^t	vq�\t%��m2vyt^}�vyp{k2l�kR}�vqpnÎ,ps�@k|vyt;�¨~�oqmRrQkÖr¯k�Î��\ps}�t%m2~�vq�\p{x vKÆT�@t�Ç2vy��t×Î4mRlnlnt^ÎIvqpsm�}�mR~�xUvqkR}��\k2o��
�\ps����t,}\t^oy��Æ«�\�TÆ6xUp{Î,x×�\t4vyt;ÎIvqmRoPÎ,mRru�@m�}\t,}�v�xPÎ4m�ru�\oyp{xyps}\�¯kR}9t-,6�@t^oypnrut,}�vPrYz@xKv×Ê�t¨mR�\vypnr�pnÅ,t;�$Ç�xUm�r�t,vypnrut^x%pn}
�?k.Æ6xL}\mRv×ÆRt4vÖoyt;k2lnpsÅ^t^�9k|vÖÎ,z\oyoqt,}�v×t-,T��t,oqpnr�t^}�vqx^�/.Ö}\tYxyz�Î���t$,\kRr���lst�p{x%vq�\t¨��k��6oym�}9Î^k2lnmRoqpsrut,vyt,o%�%��pnÎ����%pnlsl
�\lnk.Æ�kÖÉ�t,Æ¨oqmRlntLps}urut^k�xUz�oypn}\�0�Kt4vqx~�oym�rQ�6t;Î,k.Æ6x(m2~��Rt^Î4vym�o(Ê�m�xymR}@xk2}���m2vq�\t,o��t^k.�TÆ¨��kRoUvqpnÎ,lst;x(xyz�Î��¯kRx(vq�\tLvym��
1 z@k2oqÉ�ÇRvy�\t � pn�R��x�Ê�m�xymR} ý x � Ç�t,vqÎ2� ÐH}¯��kRoUvqpnÎ,z\l{k2o;ÇRpsvº�%pnlsl�Ê@tÖpsru��mRoyvqkR}�vºvym¨Ê�tÖkRÊ\lnt%vym��6pnxUvypn}\��z\pnxy�ÑÇ�ps}«vy�\t�%�}�k2lxKv�k|vyt*m2~(k2}�'�)*'�+Cpn}�vyt^oqk�ÎIvypnmR}¿Ç�vq�\tJ�\oqt^xyt,}�Î,tPm2~ k�2©m�o?k�3 Ê�m�xymR}Ê�Æ¯psvqx?��k��6oqmR}\p{ÎÖ�\t^Î,k.Æupn}�vym í �Kt,vqx^� ê �\pnx
r�t;k2}�x*vq��k|v�vq�\t¬�6p �Kt4v�ruk�xyxJr�z�xUv¨Ê@t¯rut^k�xUz�oyt;���%psvy�\pn}54 � Ã*t^ÒYÇÑm�o^ÇDps}®vqt,oqrux¨m2~6�Kt4v¨t,}�t,oq�RÆ�oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}¿Ç
7 ý8 �:9 �<; ��= 8�ý
8 pn}9Ã*t^Ò � ��Þ6z�Î��¬�\pn�R��\oqt^Î4p{xypsm�}«ps}>�Kt4v%t,}�t,oq�RÆ�r�t;kRxyz\oqt,rut,}�v%Î,k2}�}\m2v?Ê@tJkRÎ��\pnt,��t^�¯ÊTÆ«kR}�Æ
t$,6pnxUvypn}\��Î,kRlsm�oypnrut4vqt,o ps}�vq�\tPk2Ê@xUt^}�Î4tLm2~$k*ÉTps}\t^r¯k|vyp{Î,kRlslnÆ¨m|��t,o�Î4mR}@xKvqoqkRps}\t;��t,��t,}�v vym��@m�lsm��RÆR�ÞTpnrupsl{k2o�\oqt^Î,pnxypnmR}
ps}±rut^k�xUz�oyt^r�t^}�vqxJm2~?�Kt,v�k2}��Frup{xyxypn}\��rumRrut,}�vyz�r �%pnlslºÊ@t9Î4oqz�Î4p{k2l ~�m�o��6p{xqÎ4m|�Rt^oyÆ�kR}��±Î���kRoqk�ÎIvyt^oypnÅ^k2vypnmR}Cm2~
xUt^�Rt,o�k2l�m2vq�\t,o }\t^�!�\�TÆ6xUp{Î,x(�\oqm6Î4t;xyxyt^x(kRx(�?t,lnlTk�xD~�mRo �\oqt^Î4p{xypsm�}¨vyt;xKv�x m2~\vq�\t×Þ�vqkR}��\kRoq��Í�m6�6t,l0� Þ6z�Î���kRrYÊ\psvypnmRz@x
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mRÊ&�Kt;ÎIvypn�Rt;x×�\l{kRÎ,t�xUvyoqmR}\��6t,r¯k2}@�\xPm�}�vy�\t���t,oy~�mRoqrukR}�Î4tYm2~vy��t�Î^k2lnmRoqpsrut4vqt,o�x%�?mRoqÉ�pn}\�«pn}�Î,mR} �Kz\}@ÎIvypnmR}C�%pÛvq�
vy�\tJvqoqk�Î�É�pn}\�uxUÆ6xUvyt^r�k|vLvy��t�ÐKÌ(jÖÇ�kR}��¬oqt 1 z\pnoqt^x%�6t^�Rt,lnmR��r�t^}�vLmR~D}\t^� kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯xLk2}��vyt;Î��\}\m�lsm��RÆR�
ê �\tPrum�xUvL�\oym�rupnxyps}��¨rut^k2}@x	vqm�k�Î��\pst^�Tps}\��xUz@Î��«z\}\�\oqt^Î,t^�6t^}�vyt^� �Kt4v%t,}\t^oy��Æ�oqt^xymRlnz6vqpsm�}�x�p{xºvy�\oqmRz\���«��kRoUvqpnÎ,lst �
� m|�QkRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯x ý � â6ë � �¿ë � â6ë k|vUvqt,ru�6v�xJvym�xyt,��kRoqk2vyt^lsÆ�p{�6t,}�vqpÛ~�ÆCps}±k �Kt4v¨psvqxYÎ���k2oq�Rt;�$Ç$t,lnt^Î4vyoqmRr¯k2��}\t4vqpnÎRÇ
k2}��¬}\t,z6vqoqkRl���kR�6oqmR}9Î4m�r���mR}�t,}�vqx^Ç6ps}9mRo��6t^o	vqm�z@xUtÖvy�\tJÊ�t^xUv%r�t;k2}�x?vqm�rut;kRxyz\oyt*t^k�Î��Ñ�:.Ö}k.��t,o�k2�Rt�ÇR}\t^z6vyo�k2l
��kR�6oqmR}@x«Î,kRoyoqÆ!m�}\lsÆ 4 ÚRÚ�� mR~Yk �Kt4v�� x¬vymRvqk2lÖt,}\t^oy��ÆRÇL�%�\p{Î��©Î,kR}�mR}\lnÆ Ê@tCr�t;kRxyz\oqt^� �%pÛvq��vy��t�oqt,l{k|vypn�Rt^lsÆ
�@mTmRo*oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}�mR~�vy�\t � j?kRl�� ê �\t�vyo�kRÎ�É�t,oÖpnxÖz�xyt^��vqm¬rut^k�xUz�oyt��%pÛvq��rYz@Î���Ê�t4vUvqt,oJ�\oqt^Î,pnxypsm�}�vy��t�Î���kRoy��t^�
Î4mRru��mR}\t^}�vqx ý 4 	�� � m2~ �Kt,v?t^}\t,oq�RÆ � Ç�k2}���vq�\tPt^lst;ÎIvqoym�rukR�R}\t,vyp{Î%Î,kRlsm�oypnrut4vyt^o ý ìLj?k2l � vymYr�t;kRxyz\oqt%vy�\tÖ�\�\mRvymR}@x
�%pÛvq� 7 ý8 � 9 �<; Ú;ÿ = 8 ý 4 í � � mR~��Kt,vºt^}\t,oq�RÆ � � ê �\t×lnt4~�v?��k2}�t,l�m2~Ñâ(ps�@� Ú xy�\m|�×x�vy�\t×rum�r�t^}�vyz\r �6p{xKvqoypnÊ\z6vqpsm�}
m2~$��k2oyvyp{Î4lnt^x�ps}¬kJoqt,��oyt;xUt^}�v�k|vqps��t%rYz\lsvyp �Kt4v?�\�TÆTxyp{Î,x�\oqm6Î4t;xyxmR~Ñps}�vqt,oqt^xUv^� .Ö}«k.�Rt,o�k2��tRÇ|m�}\lsÆuk¨xyr¯k2lnl\~�o�kRÎIvqpsm�}um2~
k*�Kt4v�� x(t^}\t,oq�RÆ*pnx Î^k2oqoypnt^�JÊTÆJ��k2oyvyp{Î4lnt^xD�%psvy�Yrum�r�t^}�vqkÖ�Roqt^k|vqt,o$vq��k2} í � Ã*t,ÒY� ê �\t?oqps����v(��k2}�t,l�m2~@â(pn��� Ú xU��m|�×x
vy�\t��\oqt^Î,pnxypnmR}�xLmR~(t^}\t,oq�RÆ¯rut^k�xUz�oyt^r�t^}�v×Ê�Æk¯Î,k2lnmRoqpnr�t,vyt^o^Ç\kR}��¬rum�r�t^}�vyz\r rut^kRxyz\oqt,rut,}�v%ÊTÆ¬k�vyo�kRÎ�É�t,o;ÇTm2~
xUpn}\�Rlnt�Î���k2oq�Rt;�¬�@kR�6oqmR}�x^Ç\kRx?~�z�}�ÎIvqpsm�}�x%m2~(vy��t,pno×rumRrut,}�vqkupn}�mR}\t�}�mRrups}@k2l¿�6t,vyt;ÎIvym�o×�6t^xypn�R}Ñ�	Í�t^kRxyz\oqt,rut,}�v�x
~�oym�r vy�\tuvqoqk�Î�ÉRt^oJkRoyt¯k2v¨lst;kRxUv*vK�?m�mRo��6t^oqx ý m�}\t¯mRo��6t^o � m2~?r¯k2�R}�pÛvqz��6t¯rumRoqtu�\oyt;Î4p{xUtuvq��k2}®vq�\m�xyt�~�oym�r vy��t
Î,k2lnmRoqpnr�t,vyt^oJ~�mRo¨��kRoUvqpnÎ,lst;x�Ê�t,lnm|� í � Ã*t,Ò ý Ú ��� Ã*t^Ò � �(ë }�t4v �Kt,vYt,}\t^oy��Æ�oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}FmR~ 7 ý
8 �>9 �<; � = 8 pnx
vy�Tz�xP�\t,t,rut;��kRÎ��\pnt,�|k2Ê�lst�ÊTÆ9z�xUpn}\�¯vq�\t � j?k2lDmR}\lnÆ«vqm¬rut^k�xUz\oqtJvy��t¨}\t,z\vyo�k2l¿�@kR�6oqmR}�x×�%pÛvq� 7 ý8 �/9 � ; 	 = 8 �� m|�?t,�Rt^o^Ç¿vy�\p{x��%pslnl?Î,t,oyvqkRps}\lnÆ®oyt 1 z�psoqt¯t$,Tvyt^}�xyps��t¬k2}��!xUpnrYz\lsvqkR}\t,m�z�x¨m��6vypnrupsÅ;k|vqpsm�}±m2~P�6t,vyt^Î4vym�o��6t;xUpn�R} kR}��
vyz\}\pn}\�um2~k2ln�Rm�oypsvy��r ��k2o�k2rut4vqt,o�x,�

â(ps��z\oqt Ú w×Ì¿t4~�v^wLvq�\t�r�m�rut,}�vyz\r �6p{xUvyoqpsÊ\z\vypnmR}�mR~���k2oyvyp{Î4lnt^xPps} '�)?'�+�� 2�2�� � �Kt4v�x*t,�Rt^}�vqxPk2v = 	�
 ÿ ��� Ã*t,ÒY�
Ï%pn�R��v^wºvy��t¨~�o�kRÎIvqpsm�}�k2lDt,}\t^oy��Æ ý r�m�rut,}�vyz\r � oyt;xUm�lsz6vqpsm�}�m2~	k2}�t-,\Î4t,lnlnt,}�vÖÎ,kRlsm�oypnrut4vqt,oPkR}��9vy��k2vÖmR~k«�RmTm6�9vyo�kRÎ�ÉRt^o
kRx?~�z�}�ÎIvqpsm�}�x%m2~(��k2oyvyp{Î4lntJrumRrut,}�vyz�r9�

ë Î,kRlsm�oypnrut4vyt^oY�6t;xUpn�R}\t;�®~�mRo � â6ëPxYrYz�xUvYÊ�t(%�}�t,lnÆFxyt,��rut,}�vyt;�FÊ@mRvy�Fvyo�k2}@xU��t,o�xUt^lsÆ�kR}��±lnmR}\��pÛvqz��6pn}�k2lnlnÆ�~�m�o
� � ��xU�\m|�?t,oPoyt;Î4mR}@xKvqoyz�Î4vypnmR}ÑÇ�xUt^��k2o�k|vqpsm�}�m2~�}\t^z6vyo�k2l(k2}���Î���k2oq�Rt;�9Î,lsz@xKvqt,o�x,Ç�k2}���kRxqxUm6Î4p{k|vqpsm�}�m2~vy��t�Î���kRoy��t^�
Î4lnz�xKvqt,o�x�vym±Î4m�oyoqt^xy�@m�}��6pn}\��vqoqk�Î�É6x,� ê �\p{xuoyt 1 z�psoqt^x�oqt^k2lnp{xKvqpnÎ9xUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR} m2~Ö�@k2oyvymR} xU��m|�ºt^o�t^�Rm�lsz6vqpsm�} kR}��
m2~?vy�\t9�6t4vqt^ÎIvqmRo�� x¨oyt;xU��mR}�xytuvym�vy�\t«�@k2oyvyp{Î4lnt^x���k�xyxypn}\��vy�\oqmRz��R�FpÛv;��ëPÎ,Î,z\o�k|vytxUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}Foyt^lspnt^x���t^k.�TpslnÆ�m�}
k2}�kRlsÆ6xypnxJmR~L�\k2vqk9~�oqmRr Ê@t;k2r vyt^xUvYmR~L��oymRvym2vKÆT��tur�m6�6z�lst;x,� ê �\t¬�6t,vyt;ÎIvym�o¨mR�\vypnr�pnÅ^k2vypnmR}Foqt 1 z\pnoyt;x*vy�\t¬xypnr �z\lnk2vypnmR}ÑÇD�Tpnxyz�k2lnpnÅ^k|vqpsm�}ÑÇDkR}��±k2}@k2lnÆTxyp{xJ��kRÎ�É|k2��t^xÖvym�Ê@t«��ps���\lsÆ � t$,6pnÊ\lntRÇ(�%�\pnÎ��±Î^k2lnlnxJ~�m�oYÎ,kRoyt,~�z\l	�6t;xUpn�R}±kR}��
psru�\lnt,rut,}�v�k|vypnmR}9m2~(vy��t¨xUmR~�vK�?kRoyt*pÛv�xUt^lÛ~K�
Òt,oqÆCl{k2oq�Rt¯}Tz\r�Ê@t^oqxYm2~×t,��t,}�vqx¨�%pslnlº�@k.�Rt¯vqm�Ê@t9xUpnrYz�lnk2vyt^�±vym�t^�.kRlsz@k|vytÎ4mRru��t4vqps}\�®�6t4vqt^Î4vymRo��6t^xypn�R}�xY��p{x �
k � ��p{xÐKÌ(j �\�TÆ6xypnÎ^x��m�kRlnx^� jº��k2o�kRÎ4vyt^oypnÅ^k2vypnmR}§mR~�xUpn�R}@k|vyz�oyt;xkRoyp{xUpn}\� ~�oym�r �\oqmTÎ,t^xqxUt;x¬��oyt;�6pnÎ4vyt;�§ÊTÆ©xymRrut
t$,Tvyt^}�xUpnmR}@xum2~Pvq�\tCÞ6Í �%pnlslPoyt 1 z�psoqt9xypnrYz\lsvqkR}\t,m�z�x¯Î4m|��t,o�k2�Rtm2~JÊ\oqm�kR�!oqkR}\�Rt;xum2~*z\}��6t,vyt,oqrups}�t^�¥��kRoqkRr�t �
vyt,o�x^� � kRoqkRr�t,vyoqpsÅ^t^�«~<kRxUvÖxUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}��\oqmR�Ro�k2r¯xL�%pnlsl¿vy�Tz�xP��k.�RtJvqm¯Ê@t��6t,��t,lnmR��t^�9mR}�Î,t�vy��tYk2ln�Rm�oypsvy�\r¯xL��k.��t
xKv�k2Ê\lnpsÅ^t^�$� � kRoqkRr�t,vyoqpsÅ;k|vqpsm�}«m2~ � â6ëÖxL�%pslnlÑoqt 1 z\pnoyt*rYz�Î��9�?mRoqÉ�Ç\kR}��pnx%m�}\tJm2~(mRz\o%É�t,Æ«m�Ê&�Kt^Î4vypn�Rt^x^�
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� h|b�Z\¼Dg�h¬½����(Z�`2a
ê �\tPpnru��kRÎ4v?mR~Ñvy�\t*�\oqmR��m�xyt^�¯oqt^xyt^kRoqÎ��¯p{x?}\m2v?lspnrupÛvqt^�¬vymuÎ,kRlsm�oypnrut4vyoqÆuk|v?vy�\t*ÐKÌ(jÖ�6ÌÑt;xyxymR}@x�lnt^k2oq}�v	~�oqmRr vq�\pnx
t$,6�@t^oypnt,}@Î4tÖkRoyt*lnpsÉ�t,lnÆ�vqmu�\oym|��t×�|k2lnz�k2Ê�lstJk|vLm2vq�\t,o?~�z6vqz\oytJì*,6��t,oqpsrut^}�v�k2l � pn�R�9ì�}\t^oy��Æut$,6�@t^oypnrut,}�vqxLk�x	�?t,lnl��
çCt«�@k.�Rtu��kR�F��mTmT�Fxyz�Î,Î,t^xqx¨xym�~<k2oYpn}±pn}���mRln�Tps}\��Æ�mRz\}\��xUvyz@�6t,}�vqx¨~�oym�r �6p #�t,oqt,}�v��6p{xyÎ,ps��lspn}\t^xYps}±m�z\oYÏ ��È
kRÎIvqps�Tpsvypnt^x^Ç×�%�\p{Î��©�?tCÎ,mR}�xypn�\t,o�k2}§pnru�@m�oUv�k2}�v�k�xU��t^Î4vmR~YmRz\o9oqt^xyt^k2o�Î��¥�\oqmR�Ro�k2r��QÐH}��6t,t;�$Ç*rYz�Î��§mR~¨vy��t
ps}\psvyp{k2lÖÎ4m6�6pn}\�F~�mRo¯vq�\t�~�z\lnl � �6t,vyt;ÎIvym�o¬xypsr�z\lnk2vypnmR}¥�\oqmR��oqkRr k2}�� rum�xUv«m2~Jvq��k|v«~�m�ouvy�\t�vyt^xUv � Ê�t^k2r rum6�6z\lnt
xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}��\oqmR�Ro�k2r �6t;xyÎ,oypnÊ@t;��pn}�vy�\t�}\t-,�vJxUt;ÎIvqpsm�}��ºt^oyt��6mR}�tYÊTÆ�Í�Þ�xUvyz��6t^}�vqx^ÇÑÍ�o^�*Í�Î4ÐH}�vqm�xy��k2}���Í�o^�
Í�Î;jºm�oyrup{Î�É�Ç�oyt;xU��t^Î4vypn�Rt,lnÆR�Lç��\pnlnt�Í�o;�%Í�Î4ÐH}�vym�xU���@kRxPxyz\Ê�xyt 1 z\t^}�vylnÆ9�6t;Î4p{�6t^�9vqm¬Î4m�}�vypn}�z�t¨�%pÛvq��mRz�o×�RoqmRz\�¿Ç
Í�o^� Í�Î.jºmRoqr�p{Î�É�Ç�k�jºm�ru�\z6vyt^o?Þ6Î,pst^}�Î4tPruk��KmRo;ÇR��k�xv�k2ÉRt^}uz\�¬k/�Km�ps}�vºkR�\�@m�ps}�vqr�t^}�vºÎ4m � ~�z\}@�6t^�¯ÊTÆ à Ðyj?ëÖÈÖÈ
k2}���Þ6Ì¿ëPj�vym¯�?mRoqÉ¯~�z\lnl � vqpsrutYk�x%k¯xKv�k #��\oqmR��oqkRrur�t^oLmR}9ÐKÌ(j©�6t4vqt^ÎIvqmRoPxypnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}9xym2~�vK�Lk2oqt��6t,��t,lnmR�\rut,}�v;�
.Öz\o¬��oym�z\�§oqt,�\oqt^xyt,}�vqxk2}§t-,\Î4t,lnlnt,}�v9rup ,�m2~Ypn}��6pn�Tpn�6z@k2l{x¬~�oqmRr �6p #�t,oqt,}�v9}@k|vypnmR}@k2lPm�oypn�Rpn}�x^ÇPk2}@���ºtFxyt,t,É
��k2oyvyp{Î4pn��k|vqpsm�} ~�oqmRr vq�\t��%pn�6t;xKv«��m�xqxypsÊ\lnt�xU��t^Î4vyo�k�mR~Ö�Rt^}��6t^o^Çºt4vy��}\pnÎ,pÛvKÆ�Ç	��t,mR��oqkR�\�\p{Î«m�oypn�Rpn}ÑÇ	kR}��!lnt,��t,l{x�m2~
�\�TÆTxyp{Î,k2l$kRÊ\pslnpsvKÆR�
ÐH}�vqt,o � pn}�xUvypsvyz6vqpsm�}�k2l�Î4m�lsl{k2Ê�mRo�k|vqpsm�}ÑÇR�%psvy�\pn}¯vq�\t é Þ«kRx	�ºt^lsl�kRxºkRÎ,oym�xyx}@k|vypnmR}@k2l�Ê�mRz�}��\k2oqpnt^x^Ç�p{x	k¨~�z\}��\kRr�t^}�vqk2l
oyt 1 z�psoqt,rut,}�v¯~�m�ok±�\oqm��Kt;ÎIv¬mR~�vy�\p{x}�k|vqz\oytCk2}��¥r¯k2��}\psvyz��6t�vym xyz�Î^Î4t,t;�$� ç®t���k.��t�Î4m�r�t�vym!kR�\�\oqt^Î4p{k|vqt
t^k2oqlnÆ¬vq�\t��|kRlsz\t�m2~?xU��kRoypn}\�«}�m2vJmR}\lnÆ9vy�\t�oyt;xUz�lÛv�x,Ç�Ê\z6v�k2lnlxUm�z\o�Î4tYÎ,mT�\tRÇ$z�xqk2��t¨ps}@xKvqoyz�Î4vypnmR}�x^Ç$k2}��C�\k|v�k %�lnt^x
~�oyt^t,lnÆR�ë×lnl$m2~Ñvq�\tJoyt;xUz�lÛv�x?�\t^xqÎ4oqpsÊ�t^�¬ps}vy�\t*}\t-,�v×xyt^Î4vypnmR}kRoyt*Î,kRoyt,~�z\lslnÆ«�6m6Î4z�r�t^}�vyt^�mR}mRz\oL�?t,Ê��k2��tRÇT�%pÛvq�
Î4mRru�\lnt4vqt�pn}�xUvyoqz�ÎIvqpsm�}�x*~�mRoJpn}�xUvqk2lnlnps}\��kR}���oqz\}\}\pn}\�9vy��tuxypnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}®xym2~�vK�Lk2oqtRÇ�t$,\kRr���lst;x,ÇÑkR}��Cxqk2ru�\lnt¯�\k|v�k
%�lst;x,� ÙsÚIÜ â�z\oyvy�\t^oyrumRoqtRÇ��?tPk2oqtPÎ4m�rur�psvUvqt^�«vymYt^}�vyt,oyvqkRps}�ps}\�Yoyt 1 z�t^xUvqx~�m�o?xypnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�} �KmRÊ�x	~�oym�r k2}TÆ���m2vqt,}�vyp{k2l
z�xUt^o^� Ù �;Ü ÐH}@�6t,t;�$Ç�m�z\o	��oym�z\�¯p{x	oqt^xy�@m�}�xypsÊ\lnt%~�m�oºr¯k2pn}�vqkRps}\pn}\��vq�\tP��oym6�6z�Î4vypnmR}«��t,o�xUpnmR}umR~$vy�\t*Î4z\oqoyt^}�vºëPÌ j � Ã
xKv�k2}��\kRoq�!�6t4vqt^ÎIvqmRouxUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}!��oym��Ro�k2r�Çk2}�� vy�\t��\oqpsr¯kRoyÆF�\oqm|�Tpn�6t^oYmR~PÊ@t^}�Î��\r¯k2oqÉ xqk2ru�\lnt^x^Ç�kRx��ºt^lsl%k�x
xU��t^Î,pnkRlÖoqt 1 z\t;xKv�x«~�m�o¬vq�\tCt^}�vypnoyt®ë×rut,oqpnÎ^k2}©Ì j Î4m�rurYz\}\psvKÆR� ê �\p{x9oyt � t^Î4vqxmRz\o�xKvqoym�}\�!Î,mRrurupÛvqr�t^}�vvqm
~�m�xUvyt,oqpn}\�®vy�\t�xy�\pnoypsv«m2~¨Î,mRlnlnkRÊ@m�oqk2vypn�Rt9}\t4vK�?mRoqÉTps}\�±kR}�� ps}�vyt^o � pn}�xKvqpÛvqz6vypnmR}@k2lP�@k2oyvy}\t^oqxy�\pn� kRr�m�}\� k2lnl×z�xyt,o�x^�
ÞTmRrutLm2~�vy�\t×~�z\}��\x	oyt 1 z�t^xUvyt^��pn}�vq�\t í }��uk2}�� � o���ÆRt^kRoqx(�%pnlsl@Ê@t%z@xUt;�Yvqm�t,}\�@k2}�Î,t%mRz\o�Î^k2��kRÊ\pslnpsvKÆ¨vymJ�\oqm6�6z�Î,tlnkRoy��tÖ��mRlnz\rut^x?m2~xUpnrYz�lnk2vyt^�9�\k2vqk�ps}�oqt^xy�@m�}�xytÖvqm�vy�\t¨kR}�vqpnÎ,ps�@k|vyt;�9ps}�Î,oyt;kRxytÖpn}��6t,r¯kR}��\x?~�oqmRr vq�\t�z�xyt,o�x,�
à Ð é ��kRx%kR}9k�ÎIvqps��tÖm�z6vyoqt^k�Î��¬�\oqmR��oqkRr��%psvy��k��6t^�\pnÎ^k|vyt;��Î4mTmRo��6pn}�k|vqmRo;�DëPÎ4vypn�TpÛvqpst;x%ps}@Î4lnz��6tJ�TpnxypÛv�x?vym¯xqÎ��\mTmRl{x
k2}���Î4pn�TpnÎJm�oy��k2}\pnÅ^k2vypnmR}�x?pn}9vy�\t¨oqt,��psm�}9kR}��9�\m�xUvypn}\�¯m��@t^}9��mRz�xyt�t,��t,}�vqx?vqm¯�\oym�rum2vyt���z\Ê\lnpnÎ¨k.�Lk2oqt,}�t^xqxºkR}��
ps}�vyt^oyt;xKvºps}9xyÎ,pst^}�Î4t�� ê �\tÖ�\oqt^xyt,}�vqk2vypnmR}�x^Ç��%��pnÎ��«z@xUz�kRlslnÆ�ps}�Î,lsz@�6t*�\t,rumR}�xUvyo�k|vqpsm�}�x^ÇR�\pn�R�\lnpn�R��v	vq�\tÖpnru�@m�oUv�k2}�Î,t
m2~6~�z\}���k2rut,}�vqkRl�xqÎ4pnt,}�vqp %@Î	oyt;xUt;k2o�Î���k2}�����ps��tvy��t?kRz��6pnt,}�Î,tºk%��lspnru��xUtºm2~6vqt^Î��\}\p 1 z\t^xDz�xyt^��pn}Yt-,6�@t^oypnrut,}�vqk2vypnmR}k2}��Cps}�vqt,oq�\oyt,vqk2vypnmR}�mR~L��k|vqk��¯ë?vUvyt^}��\kR}�Î4t«k2v*vq�\t^xyt¯�\oqt^xyt,}�vqk2vypnmR}�x*t-,6Î,t,t;�\x Ú � Ç ����� ��t,oYÆRt^kRo^�uÍ�t^rYÊ�t,o�xJm2~
mRz\o�vqt^kRr kRlnxym��Rm�lsz\}�vqt,t,oYps}!â�t,oqrupsl{k2Ê � x �qëPxyÉ � k � Þ6Î,pst^}�vyp{xKv "��oym��Ro�k2r kR}��±xUpnrupsl{k2o�t,��t,}�vqx�m�#�t^oyt;�®vy�\oqmRz��R�
à Ð é � x%m�z6vyoqt^k�Î��¬�?t,Ê�xUpsvyt��

� gT[^¾(X�a;[�b�Â » h|]<b@h � gT[;gTZ6h|`��
Í�t,r�Ê@t^oqx¯mR~ à Ð é Ç?ë à Ì	Ç?Þ6ÌDëPjÖÇºkR}�� éPê ë Ê@t^��kR}¥Î,mRlnlnkRÊ@m�oqk2vypn}\�FmR} � â6ëÖx,Ç%xypsr�z\l{k|vypnmR}@x,ÇLk2}���xym2~�vK�Lk2oqt
�6t,��t,lnmR�\rut,}�v?t$#�mRoyvqx?ps}9Ë�kR}Tz�k2oqÆRÇ í ��� í � ÞTt,��t,o�k2l�m2vq�\t,oL�RoqmRz���x���k.��tÖxyps}@Î4t0�KmRpn}\t^�¬vy�\t*t$#�mRoyv^Ç6kR}��«lnps}�ÉTx?��k.��t
Ê@t^t,}�t^xUvqkRÊ\lsp{xy�\t^��%pÛvq��ì�z\oqmR��t^kR}Î4m�lslnt^kR�Rz\t;x?�%�\mu��kR�9Ê�t,t,}�k�ÎIvypn�RtJpn}9vy�\p{x%k2oqt^kuk2lnoqt^kR�\ÆR� ê �\t�oyt;xUz�lÛv�x?vy��k2v
t,rut,oq�Rt;�®vy�\oqmRz\���!�6p{xyÎ,z�xqxUpnmR}�x�k|vumRz�o�oqt,��z\lnkRoylnÆFxyÎ��\t;�6z\lnt^�±rut^t4vypn}\��x��@k.�Rt«Ê�t,t^} �\oqt^xyt,}�vqt^� k2vYvy��t�j?kRlsm�o
Î4mR}\~�t,oqt,}�Î,t^x^Ç(ìLj?â6ë k2}��!ëPj?â6ë rut,t4vqps}���x^ÇDvq�\tëPrut,oqpnÎ^k2} Ì(jQ�?mRoqÉ6xU��mR��x^ÇDkR}��±k|v�vy�\tÐH}�vqt,oq}�k|vqpsm�}�k2lºÌ(j
� �TÆ6xUp{Î,xLk2}@�ÈÖt4vqt^ÎIvqmRo×ç®mRoqÉ6xU��mR��x^�
ê m|�Lk2o���vy�\t*mR�\vypnr�pnÅ^k2vypnmR}m2~Ñvq�\t � j?k2l$�6t;xUpn�R}¿Ç�vq�\t à Ð é k2}��ë à Ì�vqt^kRrux?��k.��tPxUvqk2oyvyt;�«pn}T�Rt^xUvypn��k2vypn}\�YÊ�m2vq�
k2}�kRlsm�� ý Î4t^lsl�t^}\t,oq�RÆ�rut^kRxyz\oqt,rut,}�v�x � kR}��¬�\ps��pÛv�k2l ý �\psvL�\t,}�xypÛvKÆurut^k�xUz�oyt^r�t^}�vqx � rut4vq�\m6�\xºk�x�~�z�}�ÎIvqpsm�}�x	mR~Ñvy��t
Î4t,lnlDxypnÅ,tR��.Öz\oP�\oyt^lspnrups}@k2oqÆ(%�}��\ps}\��xPxyz\�R��t^xUv%vy��k2vP�%psvy��xyz	�«Î4pnt,}�vylnÆ�xUr¯k2lnl¿Î,t,lnlnx^Ç�vq�\tY�6pn�RpsvqkRl¿rut4vq�\m6��ÆTpst^ln�\x
k�rumRoqt«�\oqt^Î,pnxyt¬rut^k�xUz�oyt^r�t^}�v�m2~%vq�\t9��kR�6oqmR}!t,}\t^oy��ÆRÇ p�� tR�nÇ � z@ÎIvyz@k|vypnmR}@x�pn} �\psv¯�6t,}�xypsvKÆ k2oqt¬xUr¯kRlslnt,o�vy��kR}
vy�\m�xUt«pn}Fvy��txqk2ru�\lnt^�Ft,}�t,oq�RÆ�mR~Pk���kR�\oym�}\pnÎ¬xU�\m|�?t,o;� é xyt«m2~×lnm6Î,k2lº�\psv��6t,}@xUpsvKÆFps}±lnpst^z m2~Lvq�\t�6t^�@m�xUpsvyt;�
t,}\t^oy��Ævqm��ºt^ps����vy��t«Î,k2lnmRoqpnr�t,vyt^oÖ�\psvqxJoqt^xyz\lsvqxJpn}®xyz\��t,oqpsm�oJt,}\t^oy��Æ9oqt^xymRlnz6vqpsm�}Ck2}@��l{k|vqt,o�k2lÎ4m�}�v�k2pn}\rut,}�vJm2~
xUpn}\�Rlnt9��kR�6oqmR} xU�\m|�?t,o�x^� ê �ºm®ps}@�6t,��t,}��\t,}�v¬k2�\��oym�kRÎ��\t;x�vym®vq�\t�psru�\lnt,rut,}�v�k|vypnmR} m2~*k � â6ë��@k.�Rt¬��t,ln�@t;�
psru�\oqm|�RtmRz\o�z\}��6t^oqxUvqkR}��6pn}\�®m2~×vq�\t�mR�6vqpsr¯k2l%Î,t,lnl×xUpnÅ,t;x�kR}��!��t,m�r�t,vyoqÆ®~�mRouÊ@t;xKv¯Î���kRoy��t^� � }\t,z6vqoqkRl	��k��6oqmR}
xU�\m|�?t,oLxyt,��kRoqk2vypnmR}¬pn} �Kt4v�x%�%pÛvq�\pn}vq�\t¨Î4m�}�vyt$,Tv×mR~(xymRrut�xU��t^Î,p %@ÎJm|��t,o�k2lnl��\t4vyt;ÎIvqmRo%��kRoqkRr�t,vyt^oqx^�
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çCt��%pslnlD}�m|� Ê\oypnt � Æ�xyz\rur¯k2oqpsÅ^t¨mRz�o � j?kRlDm��6vypnrupsÅ;k|vqpsm�}�k2}���k2ln�RmRoqpsvy�\r �6t,��t,lnmR�\rut^}�vÖt$#�mRoyvqx^� ê �\t � j?k2l
rYz�xUvYÊ�t«mR�6vqpsrupnÅ,t;�®vym�k�Î��\pst^�Rt�Ç¿�%psvy�!�6z�t¬Î4m�}�xUp{�6t^oqk2vypnmR}Fm2~×Î4m�xKv�x,ÇDÊ@t^}\t$%�vqx^Ç�k2}��®oqpnxyÉ6x,ÇDvy�\t¬Ê@t;xKv�Ê�k2l{k2}�Î,t
Ê@t,vK�ºt^t,}«vq�\t�oqt^Î4m�}�xUvyoqz�ÎIvqpsm�}¬k2}��t,}�t,oq�RÆuoyt;xUm�lsz\vypnmR}¬mR~D}\t^z6vyo�k2l � ��kR�6oqmR} � pn}\psvyp{k|vyt;�«Î4lnz�xUvyt^oqx?pn}9k��Kt4v;Ç�k2}��¬vy��t
k2Ê\pnlspsvKÆ9vym9xUt^��k2o�k|vqt�vy�\t^r ~�oym�r vy�\t�Î���k2oq�Rt;��Î4mRru��mR}\t^}�vqx^� ê �\p{xÖpnxÖps}�vqpsr¯k|vqt,lnÆ�oyt^lnk2vyt;�9vymvy�\t>%�oqxUv*xUvyt^��pn}
vy�\t×�6t^�Rt^lsm��\rut,}�v�m2~$kJ��k2oyvyp{Î4lnt �!� m|� k2ln�RmRoqpsvy�\r¹k�x�6t^xqÎ4oqpnÊ@t;��Ê�t,lnm|��� ê �\t%t,lnt,rut^}�v�x�k2oqtL�\pn�R�\lnÆYpn}�vyt,o � oyt^lnk2vyt^�ÑÇ
k2}��!rYz�xUv«Ê@t�m��6vypnrupsÅ^t^� xUpnrYz\lsvqkR}\t,m�z�xylsÆ�� ëPlsl/%���z\oqt^xupn}!vq�\pnx¯xyt^Î4vypnmR} �ºt^oyt9�Rt^}\t,o�k|vqt^�!z�xUpn}\� ÃJì	ë àPê � �
Ê�kRxyt^�F~�z�lsl � �\t4vyt;ÎIvqmRo¯k2}�� vyt;xKv � Ê�t^kRr xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}!�\oqmR��oqkRr¯xYk2}@� oqt^Î4m�}�xUvyoqz�ÎIvqpsm�}!k2ln�Rm�oypsvy�\r¯x��6t,��t,lnmR��t^�±ÊTÆ
mRz\oL�RoqmRz��Ñ�
� WYZ�XºZ6Ý [;b�h.Ý	g�h��\Z�`2a^]�@g �!g�¼(]<Z �Dh|b �	g�h.a^]<gT[�� ê �\t¨�\t4vyt;ÎIvqmRoPxypsr�z\l{k|vypnmR}�kR}���k2}�kRlsÆ6xypnxLmR~�\�TÆTxyp{Î,x%t^�Rt,}�v�x

�%psvy�\pn}uvy�\tÖË�k.�|kJë×}�kRlsÆ6xypnxºÞ�vyz��\psm ý Ë�ë*Þ � � Ê�k�xUt;��xym2~�vK�Lk2oqtLt,}T�TpsoqmR}�r�t^}�v�\t,�Rt^lsm��@t;�uk|vºÞ6ÌDëPjÖÇRp{x � t$,6pnÊ\lnt
pn}¥vy�\t®Î��\mRp{Î4t�mR~�kRÊ�xymRoqÊ@t^o«k2}���k�ÎIvypn�Rt�rut;�6pnk±vKÆ���t�kR}�� vy�\p{Î�ÉT}\t^xqx¯�%psvy�\pn}�vq�\t�lnpsrupsvqxm2~Jvy�\t � j?k2l
�Rm�lsz�r�t��?.Öz\o ��oym�z\�¨��k�xD��z6v vymR��t4vq�\t,o k*ÃJìºë àÖê � � Ê�kRxyt^�¨�\t4vyt;ÎIvqmRoxUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}¨��k�Î�É|k2�Rt?Î,kRlslnt^��Ì(j?ÈJÃ �
vym9�?mRoqÉ9�%psvy��ps}Cvy�\p{xJt,}T�Tpnoym�}\rut,}�v^Ç$k2}@���\oqm6�6z�Î4t;��r¯k2}TÆ��\k2vqk9xUt,vqxJxy��k2}\}�ps}\�9k¬o�k2}��RtYmR~ºÎ4t^lsl�xy��kR�@t;x
k2}@�9xypnÅ,t^x^Ç\k2}@�¬t^�Rt,}�vLvKÆT�@t;x ý xypn}\�RlntJ��k2oyvyp{Î4lnt^x%k�xL�ºt^lslÑk�xLÊ@t^}�Î��\r¯k2oqÉ«�\�TÆ6xUp{Î,xL��oym6Î4t;xyxyt^x � � ê t^k2r¯x?~�oqmRr
à Ð é ÇÑë à Ì�Ç¿Þ6ÌDëPjÖÇ���kR}�xqkRx^Ç�kR}���ÐHm|�Lk\Ç�k2oqtuxKvqz��6ÆTps}��9k�%pn�\t��|k2oqpnt4vKÆ�m2~?t,�Rt^}�vqx*xUpnrYz\l{k|vqt^���%pÛvq��vq�\pnx
��k�Î�É.kR�Rt���ç®tu�%pslnl�mR�\vypnr�pnÅ,t�vq�\t � j?kRlÊ�ÆCÎ4mRru��kRoypn}\���6t,}@xUtur¯k|vqt,oqpnkRlnx ý t�� �@�uç � vym�lst;xyx��\t,}�xytumR}\t;x
ý t�� �@�«Þ�vqkRps}\lnt^xqx¨Þ�vqt,t,l � kRxJkRÊ�xUm�oyÊ�t,o�x^ÇÑk2}��®xyÎ,ps}�vqpslnlnk2vym�o � �6x,����k�x � Ê�k�xUt;���6t,�Tp{Î4t;x ý tR� ���uÏ � jÖÇ¿ÃJì	Í � k�x
kRÎ4vypn�Rtr�t;�6p{k\� jºmR}�vqkRps}\rut^}�v�m2~P��k��6oqmR}\p{Î«xy�\m|�ºt^oqx^Ç �6t,}�xypsvKÆ®mR~P�\psvqx^Ç�xUpn}\��lst � ��kRoUvqpnÎ,lstk2}�� �Kt,v�t^}\t,oq�RÆ
oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}�xY�%pslnl?Ê@tz�xUt;� kRx���t,oy~�mRoqrukR}�Î4t¬r�t;kRxyz\oqt^x^��ÞTz\Ê�xUvqkR}�vqpnkRlº��oym��Roqt^xqx���kRxYÊ@t^t,} ruk��6t¬pn}±vq�\pnx
�6pnoyt;ÎIvqpsm�} k2lnoyt;kR�6Æ�� ê �\t¬lnt4~�v���k2}\t^l	mR~PâDpn��� í xU��m|�×x�vy��t¬t,}�t,oq�RÆ�oqt^xymRlnz6vqpsm�} kRxYk�~�z\}�ÎIvqpsm�} m2~Pxypn}\�Rlnt
�	� t,}\t^oy��ÆRÇÑt;xKvqpsr¯k2vyt^�®z�xypn}\���\pÛvY�\t,}�xypÛvKÆC�ºt^ps����vypn}\��Ç$~�m�oJvK�ºm��6p #�t,oqt,}�v�lnk2vyt,o�k2l�xyt,��rut,}�vqk2vypnmR}�x*m2~?vy��t
xqÎ4pn}�vqpslnl{k|vym�oLmR�6vqpsm�}ÑÇ\k2}��¬vy��t��\oym��@m�xUt;�¬xyt,��r�t^}�vqk|vqpsm�}«~�m�o×kYoqt^kRlsp{xKvqpnÎ*Ï � j��6t;xUpn�R}Ñ� ê ��t*oqpn�R��v?�@k2}\t^l$m2~
â(ps�@� í xU��m|�×x×vq�\t��6t^}�xypÛvKÆ � �ºt^ps����vqt^��kR}\�Rz�lnkRo×�%pn�6vy��x*m2~	xypn}\�Rlnt � ��kR�\oym�}�xU�\m|�?t,o�x×k�x×~�z\}@ÎIvypnmR}@xÖmR~vy�\t^pso
rumRrut,}�v�k�pn}9oyt;kRxymR}�kRÊ\lsÆ¯oqt^kRlsp{xUvyp{ÎÖxqÎ4pn}�vypnlsl{k|vqmRo � kR}����kRx � Ê�kRxyt^�«�\t^xyps��}�x,� ê �\tJrumRoqtJoyt;k2lnpnxUvyp{ÎÖ��kRx � Ê�kRxyt^�
�Rt^mRrut4vqoyÆk2}��¬vy�\t¨xqÎ4pn}�vypnlsl{k|vqmRo%�6t;xUpn�R}�z\}��\t,o×Î4m�}�xypn�6t^oqk2vypnmR}�Rpn�Rt�Î4m�r��@k2o�k2Ê\lntÖoqt^xyz\lsvqx^�

â(ps��z\oqt í w jºmRru��kRoyp{xUm�}�xum2~¨xqÎ4pn}�vypnlsl{k|vqmRo«�6x^� ��kRx¬kRx¯vq�\t � j?k2lÖk�ÎIvqps��t�rut^�6pnz\r��¹ÌÑt,~�v^wCvy�\t�~�oqk�ÎIvqpsm�}�k2l×t^}\t,oq�RÆ
oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}¯mR~$xypn}\�Rlnt �	� z@xUpn}\�Y�6t^}�xypÛvKÆ � �ºt^ps����vqps}��¨Î4lnz�xKvqt,oqps}��¨ps}xyÎ,ps}�vypnlnlnk2vymRo?k2}��u��kRx � Ê@kRxyt^���Rt^mRrut4vqoyÆ�� Þ6Î,ps}�vqpslnlnk2vym�ovypnlnt^x?m2~ Ú Î4r�
 ý xKv�k2o�x � pnx?}\mRv?k¨��oqk�ÎIvyp{Î,kRl��\oqmR��m�xypsvypnmR}ÑÇ�Ê\z6vLpÛvLp{xºxUvyz��\pst;�¯vym�z\}��6t^oqxUvqkR}��uvq�\t*�\t,��t,}��6t^}�Î4t*m2~Ñt^}\t,oq�RÆ
oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}�m�}�l{k|vyt^oqkRl(xyt,��rut,}�vqk2vypnmR}�mR~�vy�\tukRÎ4vypn�Rt�lnk.Æ�t,o×~�m�o*k�Rpn�Rt^}�Î��\m�pnÎ,tYm2~vqt^Î��\}�mRlnmR�RÆ��*ì	�Rt^}�vy�\tuoqt^kRlsp{xKvqpnÎ �
Î4r 
 xyÎ,ps}�vypnlnlnk2vymRoºmR�6vqpsm�} ý Î,pso�Î4lnt^x � m�#�t,o�x	kYxUm�r�t^�%��k|vºÊ@t,vUvyt^oºoqt^xymRlnz6vqpsm�}uvy��kR}«k Ú Î,r 
 ��k�x�Î4m�}&%��Rz�oqk2vypnmR} ý x 1 z�k2oqt^x �z\}��\t,o¨vq�\p{xY��kRoUvqpnÎ,z\l{k2o¨�?t,pn�R��vypn}\��xqÎ��\t,rut�� ê ��t«vK�?m�k2oqt¬Î4m�r��@k2o�k2Ê\lnt¯k|vY�\pn�R��t,oYt^}\t,oq�Rpnt^x^��Ï%pn�R��v^w�vy�\t9�6t,}@xUpsvKÆ �
�?t,pn�R��vyt;� k2}\��z\l{k2oY�%p{�Tvq� mR~PxUpn}\�Rlnt �	� xy�\m|�ºt^oqx�kRxY~�z\}�Î4vypnmR}!mR~×vy��t,pno�rum�r�t^}�vqk\Çpn} � j?k2l{x��%pÛvq� � Î,r 
 x 1 z�k2oqtxqÎ4pn}�vqpslnl{k|vym�oJvypnlst;x ý Î,pso�Î4lnt^x � k2}@��vq�\m�xyt¯�%psvy� Ú Î4r 
 x 1 z�k2oqtu��kRx � Ê�kRxyt^�CÎ4t,lnl{x ý vyoqp{k2}\��lst;xJ~�mRo ��Ã*t,mRr Ú "9kR}��Fx 1 z�kRoyt;x~�mRo �qÃ*t,m�r í " � � ê �\t �qÃ*t^mRr í "uÎ4m�}&%���z\oqk2vypnmR}pnxL~<kRpsoqlnÆÎ4lnm�xyt*vymuvq�\t¨Ï � j©�6t;xUpn�R}�Î4z�oyoqt,}�vylnÆ«z\}@�6t,oPÎ,mR}�xyp{�6t,o�k|vqpsm�}Ñ�
.Pvy��t,o×�6t^}�xUpsvKÆ � �?t,pn�R��vqps}\�uxqÎ��\t,rut^xLoqt,r¯kRps}vymuÊ�t�ps}T�Rt;xKvqps��k|vqt^�$�

�
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� WYZ�X	a^h.Z�cD[ �@g�h|[^gCÁ�h|Z\c$¾(X<Z\h.]<a�� �\ïºb@c(Á@]<a^¾(¼D]�cDZ�X?[;gTÁ �!g�c�a;Z6a^]�b@c � ç®tY�\l{k2}�vym¬m��6vypnrupsÅ^t¨vq�\t ��� ����oqkR}Tz �
l{k2oqpÛvKÆ�mR~?Î4t^lsl{x*~�mRo*vq�\tur�m�xKv��\oqmRrup{xUpn}\� � â6ëÖxJ��p{x � k � �Tp{x×vq�\t¯kRÎIvqps��t�rut;�6psz�r vyt;Î��\}\m�lsm��RÆ ý xyt,t�vy��t�lnt4~�v
��kR}\t,lÑmR~ â(pn��� í��Lê �\t�rut4vq�\m6�\x×�6t^�Rt,lnmR��t^�9�\t^oyt�kRoytJ�Rt^}\t,o�k2lnpnÅ^k2Ê�lstÖvym«�6p #�t,oqt,}�v%vymRvqk2lD�6t4vqt^ÎIvqmRo%��t,mRrut �
vyoqpnt^x^Ç;p0� tR�nÇRÞTpnÈ ý �%��pnÎ��¨z@xUt;x¿xypslnpnÎ,mR}��Lk|~�t^oqx�~�m�o¿vqoqk�Î�ÉTps}\� � Ç.Ì¿È ý �%�\p{Î���z�xyt^x ê � j?x�~�m�o¿vqoqk�Î�ÉTps}\� � Ç;t4v�Î2� ê ��t
Ê�k�xUp{Î?�@t^oU~�m�oyr¯k2}@Î4tLrut^kRxyz\oqtº��t,oqt?p{x(vy��t×k2Ê\pnlspsvKÆ�vqm¨xUt^��k2o�k|vqt?xy�\m|�?t,o�x¿pn}\psvyp{k|vyt;��Ê�Æ�Î���k2oq�Rt;�Yk2}@�Y}\t^z6vyo�k2l
��k��6oym�}�x � vq�\tJÉRt,Æ�vqm�kR}�Æ � â6ë¨��ÐH}��6t,t;�$Ç6ps~Dk2lnl�vy�\tJÎ4t^lsl�t,}�t,oq�Rpnt^x�pn}�k �Kt4v%Î4m�z\l{�«Ê�tP~�z\lnlnÆ¬xUt^��k2o�k|vqt^�¯kR}��
Î4m�oyoqt^Î4vylnÆ�kRxqxUpn�R}�t^��vym9vy�\t¯�@k2oqt,}�v���k2oyvyp{Î4lntRÇ$vq�\t,}±k �Kt4v�t,}\t^oy��Æ�oyt;xUm�lsz6vqpsm�}�mR~ 7 ý
8 � 9 �<; Ú;ÿ = 8 ý8 pn}
Ã*t,Ò � Î4m�z\l{��Ê�tPk�Î��\pst^�Rt;�$�¿ÐGvvqz\oy}@xmRz6vvq��k|v	vy�\t%lnpsrupsvypn}\��~<k�ÎIvym�ops}uvq�\t%m|�Rt^oqkRlsl��Kt,v	t,}\t^oy��Æ¨oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}�pnx
vy��t×Î4mR}\~�z�xUpnmR}�vyt^oyrQk2oqpnxyps}��P~�oqmRr8pnru�@t^oU~�t;ÎIv	k�xyxym6Î4p{k|vypnmR}��6z\tLvqm�%@}\pÛvqt%�Ro�k2}Tz\l{k2oqpÛvKÆ�kR}��Yrup{xyk�xyxypn�R}\rut,}�v;�
â\oqmRr¹vy�\tPoyt;Î4mR}@xKvqoyz�Î4vypnmR}uk2ln�Rm�oypsvy�\r � x �@m�ps}�v	mR~��Tpnt,��Ç�pÛv�p{xvq�\p{xvyt^oyr¹vy��k2v	��m�xyt^x vq�\t%Ê\pn�R�Rt;xKv	Î��@k2lnlst^}\�Rt��

�¬c(Z\X<b�Á �Ñ[���¼(]<Á�]�a^Z�X	h|gTZ\¼(b@¾Da¯Â0b@h«a��Dg � W�Z\X � ê �\t 1 z�t^xUvypnmR}Fm2~%mR�\vypnrukRl � � �®�Ro�k2}Tz\l{k2oqpÛvKÆ�p{x�pn}�vypnruk2vyt^lsÆ
oqt,l{k|vyt;�«vqmuvy��k2v×m2~(vy�\t�oqt^k��6mRz\vLrut,vy�\m6�$Ç\�%��pnÎ���}\t^t^�\x?vqm¯Ê@t�t^�.kRlsz@k|vyt;�¬ÊTÆ9Î4mRru��kRoypn}\���Kt4v×oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}@x
�%psvy�©Ê�m2vq� kR}�k2lnmR� k2}��§�\ps��pÛv�k2lJoyt;kR�6m�z6v^� ë?v�vy�\t®t$,Tvqoyt^r�t�Ç(�y�\ps��pÛv�k2l " oqt^kR�\mRz6v9r�t;k2}�x9k!xypn}\�Rlnt � Ê\psv
�UÆ�t^x � }\m�"L�6t^Î,pnxypsm�}JmR}��%�\t,vy�\t^o¿mRoD}\m2v(kLr�pn}\pnrYz\repnmR}\pnÅ,pn}\�×�@k2oyvyp{Î4lnt ý Í�Ð � � ��k�x$��kRxqxyt^�*vy��oym�z\�R��k%��ps��t,}
Î4t^lsl0�	ÞTpn}�Î4tJxyz�Î��¬�6pn�RpsvqkRl�rut;kRxyz\oyt^rut,}�vqx?k2oqt×lnt^xqx?xyz�xqÎ4t^�6vypnÊ\lntPvqm�ÌDk2}��\kRz¬k2}@�«��k2vy� � lst^}\�2vq� � z�Î4vyz�k2vypnmR}�x
vy�@k2}«~�z�lsl ý Ú.í���Ú;ÿ Ê�pÛv � kR}�k2lnmR�¨rut;kRxyz\oyt^rut,}�vqx^Ç���pÛv%Î4m�z\}�vypn}\�Y��k�xºxyr¯k2lnlst^o?xy�\oqt^k��uvy��kR}«t,}�t,oq�Rpnt^x?xykRr���lst;x
pn}�vq�\t¯kRÎIvqps��t�rut;�6psz�r9��çCtu��k.��t�xy�\m|�%}�vq��k|vJ~�m�oJxyr¯k2lnlÎ4t,lnlxUpnÅ,t;x ý�� Ú � Î4r 
 � Ç$vq�\tu}�z�rYÊ�t,oJm2~ºÎ,t,lnlnx
�\psv¨pnx�k�xyz\��t,oqpsm�o*t;xKvqpsr¯k2vymRoJmR~ºt,}�t,oq�RÆ�m2~%xyps}\��lst���k��6oym�}�x*Ê@t^lsm|� í � Ã*t,Ò ý �%�\t,oqtur�m�oyt�vy�@k2} � ÿ � m2~
vy��t���kRoUvqpnÎ,lst;xPpn}CvKÆ���pnÎ^k2l �Kt4vqx*pn}�r�z\lÛvqp �Kt,v�t,�Rt^}�vqxÖm2~	pn}�vyt,oqt^xUv*kRoyt�Î4m�}�Î4t^}�vqoqk2vyt;� � vqm¬vqoqk��6pÛvqpsm�}�k2l k2}@k2lnmR�
xqk2ru�\lnps}\�@��ÞTps}@Î4t«vq�\t¬xy��k|vqpnkRlºxy�\oqt^kR�®mR~%k�xU�\m|�?t,o�pn}�Î,oyt;kRxyt^x�pn} k�lnt^xqx � vy��kR} � lspn}\t^kRo��\oqmR��mRoyvypnmR}®vym�psvqx
t,}�t,oq�RÆRÇ.vq�\t×kR�\�.kR}�vqk2��t	��oqk��6z�k2lnlnÆJ�\pnxqk2�\��t^kRoqx k2v ��ps���\t,o t,}�t,oq�Rpnt^x^�¿ç®t0%@}���vy��k2vkJxyt,rup � �6pn�RpsvqkRlToyt;kR�6m�z6v
k2lnlnm|�%ps}\��rYz\lsvypn�\lntPvq�\oqt^xy�\mRl{�\x	vym�Î,lnk�xyxyps~�Æ�vq�\tJ�\psvLxUvqk2vyz�xºm2~Dk�Î4t^lsl$Î,kR}«Ê�t*t-#�t;ÎIvqps��t,lnÆ�z@xUt;�¬Î4m�z\}�vyt^o	vq�\pnx
}\m�} � lnpn}\t^kRoypsvKÆR� ê �\p{x%xUz��\�@m�oUv�x?vy�\t�Î,mR}�vyt^}�vqpsm�}¬vq��k|v%vq�\t��6ÆT}�k2rup{ÎJoqkR}\�Rt*xyk�Î4oqp %�Î4t^�pn}m�oq�6t^o?vym¯kRÎ��\pnt,��t
%�}\t^oPxyt,�Rrut^}�v�k|vqpsm�}¬p{x%}\m2v%lnpsÉ�t,lnÆ¯vym¯�Tz\oyv%z�x×k2v%kRlsl0�

â(ps��z\oqt � w ê �\t%~�o�kRÎ4vypnmR}�kRl\oyt;xUm�lsz\vypnmR}¯m2~Ñxyps}��Rlnt � � t,}\t^oy��Æ�z@xUpn}\��~�z\lnl�k2}�kRlsm�� ý Î4pnoqÎ,lst;x � Ç Ú-� Ê�pÛvº�\ps��pÛv�k2l ý x 1 z�kRoyt;x � Ç�kR}��í�� Ê\psv×�6ps��pÛv�k2l ý vyoqpnkR}\�Rlnt^x � oyt;kR� � mRz\vqx^�Dç®t %�}��vy�@k|v � vy�\oqt^xy�\m�ln�\x ý p�� tR� í � Ê�pÛv�x � p{x%mR�6vqpsr¯kRl��

ÐGv«r¯k.Æ±Ê@t���oyz��\t,}�vuvym±Î4m�}�xUp{�6t^o�Ê�m2vq� vy�\t�Ê�t^xUv¬k2}�kRlsm��®kR}�� vq�\t�Ê@t;xKv¬�\ps��pÛv�k2l%�Rt^oqxypnmR} mR~Övq�\t � j?k2l
~�mRoJt^�Rt,}�vqz�k2l(t,�|k2lnz�k2vypnmR}��%psvy�Cvyt;xKvJÊ@t;k2r¯x*�\oqm|��p{�6t;��Ê@mRvy�C�\oym|��tY��m2vqt,}�vyp{k2lnlsÆ�Î^k2��kRÊ\lst�m2~ºr�t^t4vqps}\�vy��t
t,}�t,oq�RÆ«oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}oyt 1 z\psoqt,rut^}�v;��ÞTz�Î��9vyt;xKvqps}\�¯Î,mRz\l{��xU�\z�oL~�z6vyz\oqt¨kR�\�.kR}�Î4t;xLps}9oqt^kR�\mRz6vLvyt;Î��\}\m�lsm��RÆR�
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» Z6h.a^]�`RX�g����(b � Z\X<Á�b�h|]<a � � [�� â\mRoºvy��t�%@oqxUvºvqpsrut*ps}�Î,kRlsm�oypnrut4vqt,oº�\t,�Rt^lsm��\rut,}�v^ÇTpsv%pnx?}\t;Î4t^xqxqk2oqÆYvqmYv�k2ÉRtÖps}�vqm
kRÎ^Î4m�z\}�v¯vy�\t�oqt^Î,mR}�xUvyoqz�Î4vypnmR}¥k2ln�RmRoqpsvy�\r¯xupn}¥�\t^xyps��}\ps}��Fvy�\t��\t4vyt;ÎIvqmRo ý x � � � m|� ��mTmT�!vy��t �Kt4v¬t^}\t,oq�RÆ
oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}F�%pnlslºÊ@t¬�\t,��t,}��\x�z\lsvypnr¯k|vyt^lsÆ®mR}F�\m|� �?t,lnlvy��t � â6ë p{x�~�m�oyr�z\l{k|vyt;�Fk2}��®vqz\}\t^�Ñ�9ç®t«��k.��t
pnr���lst^r�t^}�vyt^�ÑÇ\kRx	vy�\t�%�o�xKv%xKvqt,�m2~¿k � â6ë¨ÇTk2}9k2ln�Rm�oypsvy�\rQvy�@k|vL�\oym6�6z@Î4t^x �y�\oyt � Î,lsz@xKvqt,o�x�"JmR~DÎ,kRlsm�oypnrut4vyt^o
Î4t^lsl{x(z�xyps}\�Öt,}\t^oy��Æ�k2}���lnm6Î,kRl��6t^}�xypÛvKÆ¨k�x¿�?t,pn�R��vqx^� ê �\t?z�xyt,o Î,kR}�Î��\mTm�xytvq�\tº�@k2o�k2rut4vqt,o�x¿xyz�Î���k�xÑvq�\oyt;xU� �
mRl{�\x^Ç2}\t^ps����Ê�mRoq�\mTm6�Y�6t-%�}\psvypnmR}�x�t4vqÎR� ê ��t^xyt?��oyt;Î4lnz�xKvqt,o�x xUt^oy��t?k�xk 1 z�k�xUp � ��t,m�r�t,vyoqÆ � pn}��6t^�@t^}��6t,}�vxUt,vm2~mRÊ<�Kt^ÎIv�x�~�m�o	vq�\tJxUz\Ê@xUt 1 z�t,}�vºxUvyt,�@x,� ê �\t*xUt;Î4m�}��«xUvyt,�¬pnx	vym�t$,Tvyo�k2��mRl{k|vqt×vy��t×vyo�kRÎ�É6xºk2}��¯r¯k2vqÎ��¯vq�\t,r vqm
�\oqt^Î,lsz�xUvyt^oqxP�%�\t,}�t,�Rt^oÖkR�\�\oqmR�\oqpnk2vyt�Ç�xUm«vy��k2vÖvq�\tYt^}\t,oq�Rpnt^x%mR~	k2lnlDÎ���kRoy��t^� � ��k��6oym�} � ps}��\z�Î4t;�¬�\oqt^Î,lsz@xKvqt,o�x
Î,kR}¬Ê�tÖoqt,��lnk�Î4t^�«�%pÛvq�«vy��t*Î,mRoqoyt;xU��mR}��\ps}\�¨vyo�kRÎ�É�r�m�rut,}�vqk�� ê ��tPvq�\pso��¬xUvyt^�¬p{xºvymYp{�6t^}�vqpÛ~�Æuvq�\tJ�\�\mRvymR}@x
ÊTÆ«xU��m|�ºt^o � xU�@k2��t×k2}�kRlsÆ6xypnx	ps}¬vy�\tJì?j?kRl�� ê �\t�%�}�k2l$xUvyt^�¬pn}���mRln�Rt;x	Î4m�rYÊ\pn}\pn}\�¨vq�\tÖvyo�kRÎ�É�r�m�rut,}�vqk��%pÛvq�
�\�\mRvym�}«k2}��u}\t^z6vyo�k2l���kR�6oqmR}ut^}\t,oq�Rpnt^x vqm¨�\oqm6�6z�Î4tP�\ps��� � �\oyt;Î4p{xUpnmR}��Kt4v?t,}\t^oy��ÆYrut^k�xUz�oyt^r�t^}�vqx^�?.Öz\o���m�kRl
p{x	vqmur�pn}\pnrupsÅ^tÖvq�\tJ�6t,��t,}��\t,}�Î,t*mR~Dpnru�\lst^rut,}�vqk2vypnmR}�x?m2~¿vy�\tJ�\pn�R� � lnt,�Rt^l�kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯x	m�}�6t,vyt;ÎIvym�oL�Rt,m�r �
t4vqoyÆ��\t4vqkRpsl{x^� ê �\p{x*�%pslnl�Roqt^k2vylnÆ~<k�Î4pnlspsvqk2vytu��mRoyvqk2Ê�pslnpÛvKÆ�mR~�vy��tukRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯xJkRÎ4oqm�xqx×oqt,��psm�}�k2l(Ê�mRz\}���k2oqpst;x
k2}@�!�6t,vyt^Î4vym�o��6t;xUpn�R} Î��\mRp{Î4t;x,�®ÐH} k��\�6psvypnmR} vqm�vq�\t��oyt;Î4lnz�xKvqt,oqps}��Ck2ln�Rm�oypsvy��r ~�oqmRr à Ð é Ç �ºt�k2lnoqt^kR�\Æ
��k.��tuxyt,�@k2o�k|vyt��\oqt,lnpsrupn}�k2oqÆ�Î,mT�\t^x*~�mRoYpn�6t^}�vyp %@Î,k2vypnmR}®m2~?vyo�kRÎ�É�xyt,��r�t^}�vqxJrups}�psr�z\r � pnmR}\pnÅ,pn}\� � ��kRoUvqpnÎ,lst;x
ý ÐHm|�Lk � Ç$�\oqmR��kR��k|vqps}��¯vy�\t�vyo�kRÎ�É6xPvy�\oqmRz��R��vq�\t¯Î,kRlsm�oypnrut4vyt^o×v�k2ÉTps}��t^}\t,oq�RÆ�lnm�xqxÖpn}�vym�kRÎ^Î4mRz�}�v ý â à ëÖÌ�Ç
à Ð é�� Ç��\�\mRvymR}�oqt^Î,mR}�xUvyoqz�ÎIvqpsm�} ý Þ6ÌDëPjÖÇ ��k2}@xyk�x � Ç�k2}��9oqt^Î,mR}�xUvyoqz�ÎIvqpsm�}9~�oym�r vy��t^xyt¨m2~ � â6ë �Kt,vqx ý ë à Ì�Ç
à Ð é�� �@çCt¨kRoyt*}\m|�©�?mRoqÉTps}��Yvqm«Î4mRr�Ê\pn}\t*vy�\t;xUtJ�\pnt^Î,t^x%pn}�vym¯k�~�z\lslnÆ«~�z�}�ÎIvqpsm�}�k2l&�Kt,v � %�}��6pn}\�«kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r��
ê �\t � â6ë �6t^�Rt,lnmR��t^�k|v à Ð é Ç6�@t^oU~�m�oyr¯xº~�z\lnl �Kt4v%oyt;Î4m�}�xKvqoyz@ÎIvypnmR}¬z�xUpn}\�uÍ�mR}�vqt�j?kRoylnm �Uvyoqz6vy� "¨~�mRo?vyo�kRÎ�É
r¯k|v�Î��\ps}���� ê �\tPoqt^xyz\lsv�m2~�vy�\p{xºpnxºxU�\m|�%}upn}«â(ps�@� � �Dç®tÖxyt,t×vy��k2v�vy�\p{x � â6ë§k #�mRo��\x�k ��� � psru�\oqm|�Rt^rut,}�v
pn} �Kt,v×t,}\t^oy��Æ«oqt^xymRlnz6vypnmR}9Î4mRru��kRoyt;�«vqm¯kYvqoqk��6psvypnmR}�kRl$�\z\oqt,lnÆ¬Î,kRlsm�oypnrut4vyoqp{ÎPrut^k�xUz�oyt^r�t^}�v^�

â(ps��z\oqt � w ê �\tCt^xUvypnruk2vyt;� �Kt4v�t,}\t^oy��Æ!}\m�oyr¯k2lnpnÅ,t^� vqm±vy��t�vqoyz\t�t,}\t^oy��Æ pn} '�)?'�+ � 2�2 � � �Kt4v�x¬t^�Rt^}�v�x¬k2v
= 	 
 ÿ ��� Ã*t,Ò8t^�Rt^}�v�x%z�xyps}��¯�\z\oqt,lnÆÎ,kRlsm�oypnrut4vqoyp{Î*r�t;kRxyz\oqt,rut,}�v ý lnt4~�v � k2}@�¬vq�\t � â6ë �6t,��t,lnmR��t^��k|v à Ð é ý oqps����v � �
ê �\t¬Î^k2lnmRoqpsrut,vyoqpnÎ�t^xUvypnr¯k|vqpsm�}®z@xUt;x�vyo�kR�\pÛvqpsm�}�k2l�kR}�k2lnmR��t,}�t,oq�RÆ�rut;kRxyz\oyt^rut,}�v^ÇD�%�\pslnt¯vq�\t � â6ë z�xUt;x¨xyt,rup � �6pn�RpsvqkRl
ý í � Ê�pÛv � r�t;kRxyz\oqt,rut,}�vLps}9vy��pnx×Î^kRxytR� ê �\t � â6ëeÎ^k2}9Ê@t�z�xyt^�9pn}9kR}�k2lnmR��rum6�6t¨kRx?�?t,lnl�� à m�ÉTpn}\t,r¯k2vyp{Î�%\vUvqps}\�¯Ê@kRxyt^�
mR}9t,��t,}�vLvym��@m�lsm��RÆ«p{xLz�xyt^�9ps}�t^pÛvq�\t,o%rut^k�xUz�oyt^r�t^}�v^�
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ê �\t à Ð é �RoqmRz��¬��k�x%k2l{xUm�r¯kR�6t�xyps��}\p %�Î,k2}�v%Î4m�}�vqoypnÊ\z6vqpsm�}�x?vym¯Ì j��6t,vyt^Î4vym�o×xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}xym2~�vK�Lk2oqt*�\z\oypn}\��vy��t
��kRxUv � ÆRt;k2o�x,�DçCt*�@m�oUvqt^�k2}��¬��k.�Rt×Ê�t,t^}¬r¯k2pn}�vqkRps}\pn}\�uk2lnl@mR~Ñvy��t*Î,z\oyoqt,}�vLë×rut,oqpnÎ^k2}¬xym2~�vK�Lk2oqtPm�}¯vy��t*Ì¿ps}Tz&,
�\lnk2vU~�m�oyr��ÞTps}@Î4tPrup{� �Kí ��� í Ç2�?t×��k.��t%Ê@t^t,}«��oym6Î4t;xyxypn}\�¨xUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}¯oqt 1 z\t^xUvqx~�oym�r�xyt,��t,o�k2l\��oym�z\��xt^}\��kR�Rt^��pn}
Ì(jFÏ ��È�Ç.mR}�ÌÑpn}�z<,�~<k2oqrux k2v à Ð é kR}��Yâ à ëPÌ��|ç®tLmRoq��kR}\psÅ^t^�¨kP�ºm�oyÉ6xy�\mR��k|v à Ð é��2à Ðyj?ëÖÈÖÈ�pn} à m|�Rt^rYÊ�t,o;Ç
í ��� í ý ñ������������2õ�ò
	Rô�ðTð	ùGõ$ò��ºù��ð���������� � Ç�vqm�Ê\oqps}\��vy�\t�RoqmRz\��x�vymR��t4vq�\t,o;Ç(Î��@k2oyvYk��\l{k2}ÑÇk2}@�±xUt,v�mRz\vYps} kR}
mRoq��k2}�psÅ^t^�®r¯k2}\}\t^o^� ê �\p{xY�LkRx¨~�mRlnlsm|�?t^�FÊTÆ±xUpnrupsl{k2o��ºm�oyÉ6xy�\mR�@x¨k|v¯Þ6Ì¿ëPjQpn} í ��� � kR}�� k2v�ë à Ì©pn} í ����� �
â\mRlnlnm|�%ps}\�«kRoyt¨vy�\tuxUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}�xym2~�vK�Lk2oqt¨�\oqm��Kt^Î4vqxP�%�\t,oqt¨�?tY��k.��t¨r¯kR�6tYxyz\Ê�xUvqkR}�vyp{k2l(�\oym��Roqt^xqx%k2}����\mR��t¨vqm
oyt^rukRps}�Î4m�rur�psvyt;�$w
�Ñ] �C¾(X<Z6a;]<b�c!b�Â×ÂG¾DX�Xº¼(g�a^gT`2a;b�h`Rb�cD`�g �(a^[�� çCt �@k.�Rt �6t^�Rt,lnmR��t^�ÑÇ�ps}8Î,lsm�xUt±Î4m�lsl{k2Ê�mRo�k|vqpsm�}��%psvy� m�z\o�Î,mRl �

lnt^k2��z\t^x$k2v(Þ6ÌDëPjÖÇ,k%xKv�k2}�� � kRlsm�}\t�ÃJì	ë àÖê � � Ê�kRxyt^�*xypsr�z\lnk2vypnmR}J��k�Î�É.kR�Rt�� ê �\pnx¿��kRÎ�É|kR�RtRÇ,}�k2rut^� �qÌ(j?ÈJÃ � "�Ç
~�z\lnlsÆ«Î,mRru�\lnpst;x	�%psvy�«vy�\t*rumT�\t,l��\z6v?~�mRoyvy�«ÊTÆ�vy�\t*ëPÌ j � Ãexypsr�z\lnk2vypnmR}«��oym�z\�ÑÇTk2}��¬kR�\�\xºxUt^�Rt^oqkRl�z�xyt4~�z\l
~�z\}�Î4vypnmR}�kRlspsvypnt^x�vym�pÛv;� Ù � Ü ÐGv��\oqm6�6z�Î,t^x �Uo�k.� "«��pÛv¨m�z6vy�\z\vJpn}®vy�\tu��lsm�Ê�k2lnlsÆ�k�Î,Î,t,�6vqt^�®Ì(jºÐ�.�~�m�oyr¯k2vJkR}��
xyz\�\��mRoyvqxL�\oqm��Kt;ÎIvypn�Rt*�Rt^mRrut4vqoypnt^xºpn}������DÇ�kRxL�?t,lnl$kRxL}\m�} � ��oym��Kt^ÎIvqps��tPm�}\t^x?�%psvy��Î4t^lsl{xLm2~ Î4mR}@xKv�k2}�v?lnpn}\t^kRo
�6pnrut,}�xypsm�}�x^�ºë%~�vqt,oÖt$,Tvyt^}�xUpn�Rt*vqt^xUvypn}\��Ç�vy�\p{x%��k�Î�É.kR�RtJ��k�x%Ê@t^t,}�k��6mR�6vqt^��kRx?vq�\tYxUvqkR}��\k2o��¬~�mRoPëÖÌ(j � Ã��
â(ps��z\oqt ÿ xy�\m|�×x%k2}9t$,\kRr���lstJt,��t,}�v×�6p{xU�\l{k.Æ¯~�oqmRr�Ì j?È*Ã � �

â(ps��z\oqt ÿ w	ÞTp{�6t��Tpst^� ý lst,~�v � kR}��9t,}��9�Tpst^� ý oypn�R��v � mR~ kR} '�)*'�+ ������ � '! #"$ � �Kt4v�x%t,��t,}�vPk|v = 	 
 ÿ ��� Ã*t,Ò pn}
vy��tYÞ6È8�6t,vyt^Î4vym�o×xUpnrYz\l{k|vqt^�9z�xyps}���vq�\t¨Ì(j?ÈJÃ � �\oqmR�Ro�k2r �\t,�Rt^lsm��@t;�k2v à Ð é �

�Ñ] �C¾(X<Z6a;]<b�c!b�Â%a^gT[^a �qÝ	gTZ � �(h.b@a^b@a�� �	g � b¿¼D¾(X<gT[�� â\z\oyvy�\t^o^Ç�kRx rut,r�Ê@t^oqx mR~@vq�\tÖj?ëPÌ¿Ðyj?ì®Î,mRlnlnkRÊ@m�oqk2vypnmR}
ý j?ëPlsm�oypnrut4vqt,o9~�mRo9vy��tFÌ¿ÐH}\t^kRo�jºm�lslnp{�6t,o9�%pÛvq� ì	lst;ÎIvqoym�}�x,Ç Ù í^Ü � ÇJkR}��§pn}�k�ÎIvqps��t®Î,m�m��@t^oqk2vypnmR}§�%psvy� mRz�o
ì�z�oym��@t;k2}FÎ4mRlnlnt^k2��z\t^x^Ç$�?t��@k.�Rt��\oym6�6z@Î4t^�Fk�ÃJì	ë àPê � � Ê�k�xUt;��xypsr�z\l{k|vym�oJ~�mRoJvq�\t«�6t4vqt^Î4vymRo���oymRvym2vKÆT��t
rum6�6z\lnt×vy�@k|vºp{xºt$,6�@t;ÎIvqt^��vym�Ê@tÖt$,6��m�xyt^��vymYvyt;xKv	Ê�t^kRr¯xºk2vºâ\t^oyrupnlnkRÊ«m|�Rt^o	k���t,oqpsm6�um2~ � ÆRt^kRoqx	xKv�k2oyvypn}\�
pn}Crup{� �Hí ��� ÿ � ê �\p{x*�\oym��Ro�k2r�Ç$Î,kRlslnt^� � ê ÄLÍ�mRÉTÉ|k�"¬pnx*Ê\z�pslsv�mR}Fk2}CkRlÛvqt,oq}�k|vqps��t�xypsr�z\l{k|vypnmR}�~�oqkRrut,�?mRoqÉ
Î,kRlslnt^� �yÍ�m�ÉTÉ.k�"\Ç2�6t^�Rt^lsm��@t;�¨pn}��6t,��t,}@�6t,}�vylnÆ¨ÊTÆ�mRz�o ì	z\oqmR��t^k2}�Î4mRlnlnt^k2��z\t^x^�Dâ(pn�Rz\oqt 	 xy�\m|�×x(k2}�t$,\k2ru�\lnt
t,��t,}�vÖ�6p{xy�\lnk.Æ¬~�oym�r k«xUvqkR}�� � k2lnmR}\t¨ÃJìºë àPê � � Ê@kRxyt^�9�\oqmR�Ro�k2r vym«xypsr�z\lnk2vytYk�vqt^xUv � Ê@t;k2r rumT�\z\lst ý vy��pnx
�\oqmR��oqkRr pnxLz�xyt^��k�x%k�Î,oym�xyx � Î��\t^Î�É�~�mRo ê ÄLÍ�m�ÉTÉ.k � � Ù ÿ.Ü
ç®t«k2oqt��?t,lnlmR}CmRz\o��Lk.Æ�vym�Î4m�rYÊ\pn}\pn}\�vy�\tuÊ�t^xUv�~�t^k|vqz\oqt^x*m2~LÌ(j?ÈJÃ � k2}��®Í�mRÉTÉ|k\� ê �\tu}\t,� �U}\t-,Tv
�Rt^}\t,o�k|vqpsm�} "�xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}��\oym��Ro�k2r pn}�Î4m�oy��mRo�k|vqt^xLkurumRoqt�kR�6�|k2}@Î4t^��%ÖÍ�Ì � Ê�kRxyt^�9�Rt^mRrut4vqoyÆ�6t^xqÎ4oqps�\vypnmR}
xyÆTxUvyt^r��§ÌÑpnÉRt�pÛv�x¯�\oqt^�6t;Î4t;xyxymRo�x,Ç	pÛvxyz\�\��mRoyvqxuoqz\} � vypnrut��Rt,m�rut4vyoqÆ!xy�@t;Î4p %@Î,k2vypnmR}ÑÇ?Ê\z6v«m�#�t^oqx¯k®�%p{�6t,o
o�k2}\��t*mR~mR�6vqpsm�}�x%k2}���t;kRxypst^o×Î���k2}��Rt^x?vqm¯�Rt^mRrut4vqoypnt^xLz�xypn}\�¬ÃJÈÖÍ�Ì ý Ã*t^mRrut4vqoyÆ9ÈPt;xyÎ,oypn�6vypnmR}�Í�kRoyÉ � z\�
Ì¿kR}\�Rz@k2�Rt � Ç6k¯Ã*t^kR}�v � � xU��t^Î,p %�ÎÖt-,Tvyt,}@xUpnmR}9m2~&%ÖÍ�Ì ý t'%Pvyt,}@xUpnÊ\lnt¨Í�k2oqÉ � z\��Ì¿kR}\�Rz@k2�Rt � �

�
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â(ps��z\oqt 	 wÞTpn�\t×�Tpst^� mR~�k í Ã*t,Ò � ) ��k�xyxypn}\�Jvy�\oqmRz��R�¯kJ}\t^kRo � %�}�kRl6vyt;xKv � Ê�t^kRrQ��oymRvym2vKÆT��t%rumT�\z\lstÖxUpnrYz\l{k|vqt^��z�xyps}��
vy��tYÃJì	ë àÖê � � Ê�kRxyt^�xUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}9�\oym��Ro�k2r �6t^�Rt^lsm��@t;�k2v à Ð é �

�Ñ] �C¾(X<Z6a;]<b�c!b�Â%a �(g�[;]<Á�cDZ�X	g��$a,h|Z\`Ra^]<b�c �(h|bÑ`RgT[;[�ÂGb�X<X�b �u]�cDÁ®gTcDg�h|Á � ¼(g �ºb@[;]�a;]<b�c � ÐH}¨kR}\m2vq�\t,o$t^}��6t;k.�RmRo;Ç
�?tÖ��k.��t*�\t^xyps��}\t^�k2}��Î4m6�6t^�«vy�\t�%�o�xUv?��t,o�xUpnmR}«mR~(k���kRÎ�É|kR�RtRÇTÎ,kRlslnt^� �yÈÖps��p{Þ6psr "\Ç�vqmuxypnrYz\l{k|vqtPvq�\t�Î4mR} �
�Rt^oqxypnmR}�mR~	t,}�t,oq�RÆ��6t^�@m�xUpsvqxJ�\oqm6�6z�Î,t^�CÊ�Æ�ÃJìºë àÖê � vqm�t,lnt^ÎIvqoym�}\p{ÎYoqt^k�� � m�z6vqx^� Ù 	 Ü	ê �\p{xJ��k�Î�É.kR�Rt�m�#�t,o�x
vy��t¯z�xUt^o¨k�xUpnru�\lst�Ç � t-,6psÊ\lntRÇ(k2}��FxUvqkR}��\k2o����Lk.Æ�vqm�xypnrYz\l{k|vqt�vq�\t¯t$#�t^Î4vqx�mR~ºvq�\oqt^xy�\mRl{�\x^ÇÑ}\mRp{xytRÇ¿Î,oym�xyx �
vqkRlsÉ�Ç pn}\t �«Î4pnt,}@Î4pnt^x^Ç(k2vUvyt^}Tz�k|vqpsm�}ÑÇk2}��Cvypnrups}���Ç vy�@k|v�kRoyt¯pn}T�RmRln�Rt;�®ps} xyps��}�k2lºÎ4mRlnlnt^ÎIvqpsm�}ÑÇ(�\oym���k2��k|vqpsm�}ÑÇ
k2}@��Î4m�}���t,o�xUpnmR} ý �6ps��pÛvqpsÅ;k|vqpsm�} � �ÖÐH}�t^xqxUt^}�Î4t�Ç@psv�k2lnlsm|�×xLvq�\t�z�xUt^o×vqm¬rum6�6t,l k2}�kRoyÊ�pÛvqoqkRoyÆ¬vyo�k2}�xU~�t,oP~�z\}�Î �
vypnmR}~�oqmRr vy��t*t^}\t,oq�RÆ«�\t,��m�xypÛvqt^�¬k2vLvy�\t�Î4t^lsl�vqm�vq�\t�Î4m�oyoqt^xy�@m�}��6pn}\� �yoqk.�§�\k2vqk�"\�ÈPpn�Rp�ÞTpnr�Î,kR}¬Ê�tJz�xUt;�
t,psvy��t,o¯pn} kFxUvqk2}@� � kRlsm�}\t9r�m6�6t9vqmC�\oqm6�6z�Î,t�k®��t,o�xUp{xUvyt,}�vumRz6vq�\z6v;Çºm�ouk�x¯k2} mR} � vy�\t �
� Æ �\oqt,�\oqm6Î4t^xqxymRo
vym9vq�\tuoyt;Î4mR}@xKvqoyz�Î4vypnmR}���oym��Ro�k2r���ÐH}®xUvqkR}�� � k2lnmR}\t�rumT�\tRÇÑpsv��\oym6�6z@Î4t^x*m�z6vy�\z\vJpn}Cvy�\t¯xqk2rutY~�m�oyr¯k2vJk�x
vy�@k|vPt^}��Tp{xykR�Rt;�¬~�oqmRr�vy�\tYoyt;k2l¿�6t,vyt;ÎIvym�o ý t-,\Î4t,�\v^Ç�m2~Î4mRz�oqxytRÇ6vq�\t�xypnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}9m�z6vy��z6vÖk2l{xym«Î4mR}�v�k2pn}�xLvy��t
�yÍ�mR}�vyt9j?kRoylnm�vqoyz6vq� "\Ç �%�\p{Î��±vq�\t¬oqt^kRlº�\k2vqk��\m�t;x¨}\mRv � � à mC�\pn�R� Î4l{k2pnr vym�vy�\t�@t^oU~�m�oyr¯k2}@Î4t«mR~%kR}
k2ln�Rm�oypsvy��r Î,kR}±Ê@t9xUz�Ê�xKv�k2}�vyp{k|vqt^�F�%psvy�\m�z6v�k�oyt;k2lnpnxUvyp{Î¯kRÎ^Î4mRz�}�vqps}���m2~Lvy�\t9k2Ê�m|�Rt � rut,}�vqpsm�}\t^�F�6t,vyt^Î4vym�o
t$#�t^Î4vqx^� ê �Tz�x^Ç\ÈPpn�Rp�ÞTpnr �\l{k.Æ6xLku��psvqkRl$oym�lst�Ç\k2}��9��k�xLÊ@t^t,}��Lk2oqr�lnÆ«�?t,l{Î4m�r�t;�¬ÊTÆ¯vq�\t�z�xyt,o×Î,mRrurYz\}�pÛvKÆ
�?mRoqln�6�%p{�6t��?ç®t¨t-,T��t^Î4vÖpsv×vym¬Ê@t�z�xUt;�9~�mRoPvy�\tYxypnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}�m2~Ê@mRvy��vq�\t¨�|k2oqpnmRz�xLvqt^xUv � Ê@t;k2r �\oqm2vymRvKÆT�@t;x
k2}@�¬~�z�lsl � �\t4vyt;ÎIvqmRo×�6t;xUpn�R}�x^�

ë§xUz�r�r¯kRoyÆ�m2~$oqt^Î4t^}�v	oyt;xUz�lÛv�x ~�oym�r¹vq�\tÖkRÊ@m|��t×kRÎ4vypn��psvypnt^xºÎ,kR}¯Ê@tP~�mRz\}��upn}¯vq�\t � ��oyt;xUt^}�v�k|vqpsm�}�xr¯kR�6tPÊ�Æ�vy��t
�\oym��Kt^Î4v?lnt^k��6t,o;Ç6mR}9Ê@t^��k2ls~m2~Dvy�\t à Ð é��|à Ðyj?ëPÈ*È8��oym�z\�ÑÇ\k|vLvq�\t�ÐKÌ(j?È � ÿ rut,t,vypn}\�«k|v � k2oqp{x,� Ù �,Ü
ë×rumR}\�¬vy�\t�rut,r�Ê@t^oqxÖm2~	m�z\o*�RoqmRz\���?t��@k.�RtYk��6t 1 z�k2vytYt-,6�@t^oypnt,}�Î,tYpn}CÎ^k2lnmRoqpsrut4vqt,o*��k2o��6�Lk2oqtRÇ@t,lnt^ÎIvqoym�}\p{Î,x^Çoyt;Î4mR}@xKvqoyz�Î4vypnmR}¥xUmR~�vK�?kRoyt�Ç?kR}���k2ln�Rm�oypsvy��r �6t,��t,lnmR�\rut^}�v;�eçCt�kR}�vyp{Î4pn��k|vqt�Î4lnm�xyt�Î4mRlnl{k2Ê�mRo�k|vypnmR} �%psvy�§mRvy�\t^o
�RoqmRz\��x �%psvy�«xypnr�pnl{k2o�pn}�vyt,oqt^xUvqx^� ëPÎIvqps��t×lnps}\É6x	��k.�Rt%Ê�t,t^}¯t^xUvqk2Ê�lsp{xU��t^�u�%psvy�«ë à Ì�ÇTÞ6Ì¿ëPjÖÇ�â à ëPÌ	Ç�È*ìºÞ�ä�Ç�kR}��
xUt^�Rt,o�k2l�z\}\pn�Rt,o�xypÛvKÆu�RoqmRz���x�pn}�Î4lnz��6pn}\��vy�\t¨j?ëPÌ¿Ðyj?ì rut,r�Ê@t^oLps}�xUvypsvyz\vypnmR}�x^� çCt*��k.�RtÖ�\oqmT�\z�Î4t;�$Ç��%psvy��RoqmRz\�@x
kRÎ4oqm�xqxJvq�\t¬�?mRoqln�±k�xYxyps��}�k|vqmRoqpst;x,Ç k���oyt^lspnrups}�kRoyÆ �Uoqt 1 z\pnoqt,rut,}�vqx��6m6Î4z\rut^}�v "�~�mRo�vy��txypsr�z\lnk2vypnmR}!xym2~�vK�Lk2oqt
xUz\psvyt*~�m�oLvy�\t�ÐKÌ j§�6t,vyt;ÎIvym�o ý x � � Ù þ Ü
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ê �\t*xUvyt;kR�6Æu�\oqmR��oyt;xyx�vy��k2v?�?t*��k.�Rt*kRÎ��\pnt,��t^�«xym¨~<kRoº��k�x?Ê@t^t,}¬r¯k��6tÖ��m�xqxypsÊ\lnt*Ê�Æu~�z�}��6pn}\��oqt^Î,t,pn�Rt;�¯oyt;Î4t^ps��t^�
~�mRoÖvy�\p{x*�\z\oq�@m�xUtu�6z\oqps}��¬vq�\t��@kRxUv � %@xyÎ^k2l ÆRt;k2o�x%~�oqmRr È .*ì�kR}�� à Þ6â?Ç$ps}FkR�\�\pÛvqpsm�}�vym�Rt^}\t,oqmRz�x^Ç�Ê\z6v�lnt^xqx
xU��t^Î,p %@ÎRÇ ~�z\}��6pn}\��~�oym�r vq�\t�ÈPt^��k2oyvyrut,}�v�m2~Pì	�\z�Î,k2vypnmR}Ñ��ÐH} âDä í ��� í �?t¬oqt^Î,t,pn�Rt^��� � ÿ � ~�oqmRr vy��t9È .*ì
z\}��6t^oÖpsvqxJëP�\�.kR}�Î4t;��ÈÖt4vqt^ÎIvqmRo�Ï%t;xUt;k2o�Î����\oym��Ro�k2r��Jë×}�t-,6�\lsm�oqk2vym�oyÆ9�Ro�k2}�vPmR~�� þ � ÿ �Q�LkRx*k.�Lk2o��6t^��ÊTÆ�vy��t
à Þ6â!ps}~�mRlnlsm|�%pn}\��ÆRt;k2o;� â(pn}�k2lnlnÆRÇ6l{kRxUvLÆ�t^kRo ý âDä í ����� � �?tJ�ºt^oyt�k.�Lk2o��6t^��� ��ÿ �e~�mRoLmRz�o×xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}9xym2~�vK�Lk2oqt
k2}��9k2ln�Rm�oypsvy�\r �\t,�Rt^lsm��\rut,}�v×kRÎ4vypn��psvypnt^x^�
ëPÎIvqps�Tpsvypnt^x¬mRz6vqlspn}\t^�¥pn}¥vy��pnx¬�\oym��@m�xykRl×k2oqt�xUÆT}\t^oy��pnxUvyp{Î9�%pÛvq��vy��t��\oqmR��m�xqk2l{x�~�mRo«��kRoq�\�?kRoyt��\oqm2vqm2vKÆT�\pn}\�Fm2~
�6p #�t,oqt,}�vÖvyt^Î���}\mRlnmR��Æ9Î��\m�pnÎ,t^x^�×ç®t��%pnlsl Î4m�}�vypn}�z�t¨vymoyt^r¯k2pn}�ps}CÎ4lnm�xytYÎ4m�}�v�kRÎ4vÖ�%psvy��vq�\tY��oym�z\��xPps}T�Rm�ls��t^��pn}
��k2o��6�Lk2oqtÖ�6t^�Rt,lnmR��r�t^}�v?~�m�oLvy�\t¨ìLj?k2lÑkR}��«vq�\t � j?kRl��
� Z\`�]<X<]<a^]�g�[����*À$¾D] � �!g�c�auZ\c(¼ �ua��Dg�h � g�[;b�¾¿h|`RgT[
ê �\t?~�z\}��6pn}\�Joyt 1 z\t^xUvyt;�¨�\t^oytL�%pnlsl6Ê�t%k2z\��r�t^}�vyt^�YÊTÆ�vy�\t?~�m�lslnm|�%ps}��*xyz\�\��mRoyv^Ç|vqm2v�k2lnps}\�Jk2���\oym�,6pnr¯k|vyt^lsÆ	� ÿ ��� �uÇ~�oym�r m2vq�\t,o×xymRz\o�Î4t;x,w
ý k �à Ð é �|à Ðyj?ëPÈ*È8��t,o�xUm�}\}\t,l0Ç
ý Ê � ë à Ì � Þ6Ì¿ëPj§�@t^oqxymR}�}\t,l0Ç
ý Î � jºmRru�\z\vypn}\�¯��k2o��6�Lk2oqtÖkR}���xUz\���@m�oUv%�\oqm|�Tpn�6t;�¬ÊTÆ à Ðyj?ëPÈ*ÈYÇ
ý � � ��� � j �ºé â�t,oqrupsl{k2ÊFÌÑpn}Tz&,�~<k2oqr ý oyz\}FÊTÆ à Ð é �@t^oqxymR}\}�t,l � � ê �\t^xyturuk�Î��\pn}\t^x�kRoyt�oyt^lnk2vypn�Rt^lsÆ�m�ln�$ÇD�%pÛvq�

��t,o � j �ºé � Î,k2�@kRÎ4psvKÆ¯oqmRz\���\lsÆ«k %\~�vq��m2~Dvy�\m�xUtJoqt 1 z\t^xUvyt;�¬pn}9vy�\p{x%�\oqmR��m�xqk2l0�

��
������ Z\`2a;] �Ñ]�a;]<gT[uZ\c(¼�¼DgTX<]�@g�h|Z6Ý X<gT[
ÈPz\oqpn}\�Lvy�\t:%�o�xKv¿Æ�t^kRo$�ºt��%pnlnl�Î4m�}�Î4t^}�vyo�k|vytm�}*vK�ºm%vq�\pn}\��x^�Dâ(pnoqxUv^Ç.�6t^xypn�R}¨k2}@���6t,��t,lnmR�\rut,}�vÑmR~T�?t,lnl � xUvyoqz�ÎIvqz\oqt^�
� â6ëPxÖvq��k|v�Î,kR}�Ê�t�t;kRxypslnÆ���mRoyvyt^�CkRÎ,oym�xyxÖ�6t4vqt^ÎIvqmRo��6t;xUpn�R}®�6t4v�k2pnlnx^ÇÑkRxJ�6t;xyÎ,oypnÊ@t;��Ê�t4~�m�oyt��YÄ?m2vy�Fk2}@k2lnmR�¬kR}��
�6ps��pÛv�k2lT�Rt^oqxypnmR}�x ý ~�mRo(vq�\tL��kR�6oqmR}�pnÎºxUt;ÎIvypnmR} � mR~�vy��t?kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯x,Ç.�%�\p{Î�����ps��t	t^}�Î4m�z\oqkR�Rpn}\�×�\oqt,lnpnr�pn}�kRoyÆ�oqt^xyz\lsvqx^Ç
�%pslnlRÊ�t~�z\oyvy�\t^o¿pn}T�Rt^xUvypn��k2vyt;�*kR}��*mR�6vqpsrupnÅ,t;�$� Þ6t^Î4m�}��$Ç.Î4m�r���lst,vypnmR}�m2~Tvq�\t	ÈÖps��p{ÞTpnre��kRÎ�É|kR�RtxUmLvq�\t	kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯x
Î,k2} Ê@tvyz�}\t^� mR} ps}\��z6v¯vy��k2vuÎ,lsm�xUt^lsÆ±oqt^xyt,r�Ê\lnt^x�oyt;k2lL�\k|v�k\�!Ä?t^kRr vyt;xKvu�%pslnl%�\oqm|�Tpn�6t9k2} mR�\��mRoyvyz\}�pÛvKÆFvqm
z\}��6t^oqxUvqkR}��¬}�m2v%mR}\lnÆ«vq�\t¨�6t,vyt^Î4vym�o%��k2o��6�Lk2oqtRÇ�Ê\z6v%vy��t¨xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}9kR}��9oyt;Î4m�}�xKvqoyz@ÎIvypnmR}9xUmR~�vK�?kRoytJkRxL�?t,lnl0�
ê �\t %�oqxUv¯ÆRt;k2ou�6t,lnps��t,o�k2Ê\lnt9�%pslnl%Ê@t�k %�o�xUv���t,o�xUpnmR} m2~*kFÎ,lnk�xyx�m2~*��k2oyvyp{Î4lnt �!� m|� kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯x�Ê@kRxyt^� mR} ~�z�lsl
xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}�k2}@��oqt^Î,mR}�xUvyoqz�ÎIvqpsm�}�m2~	vy�\t¯Î,kRlsm�oypnrut4vqt,oJk2}���vy�\t�vyo�kRÎ�ÉTpn}\�xyÆ6xKvqt,r��¨ÐH}FkR�\�\pÛvqpsm�}ÑÇ�vy�\t¯xUvqkR}��\k2o��
ÃJì	ë àÖê � � Ê�kRxyt^�Fxypsr�z\l{k|vypnmR}®~<k�Î4pnlspsvKÆ ý ~<k2oqr  *xUt^oy��t,o � �%pslnl	Ê�tk.�|k2pnl{k2Ê\lntu~�mRoYvym�vq�\t«t,}�vqpsoqt«ÐKÌ(jQÎ,mRrurYz\}�pÛvKÆ
vy�\oqmRz\����k*�?t,Ê � Ê�kRxyt^��oqt 1 z\t^xUv(~�mRoqr9� Ù �|Ü ë×l{xym�Ç|vq�\t ê ÄLÍ�mRÉTÉ|kÖxypnrYz\l{k|vqmRo�%pnlsl6Ê�t/%�}�kRlspnÅ,t;���6z�oypn}\�*vy�\p{x��t,oqpsm6�$�

��
������ Z\`2a;] �Ñ]�a;]<gT[uZ\c(¼�¼DgTX<]�@g�h|Z6Ý X<gT[
ë×��kRoUv?~�oym�r t$,Tvyt^}�xUpn�RtÖvyz�}\ps}���mR~Ñvy��t*kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯x,Ç6Î4m�ru�\oyt^�\t,}@xUpn�RtPxUvyz@�6pst;xLm2~DÎ,oypsvyp{Î,kRl��\�TÆTxyp{Î,xº�\oym6Î,t^xqxUt;x	�%pnlsl
��k.�Rt?vym�Ê�tPÎ^k2oqoypnt^��mRz6v�pn}¯mRo��6t^o vym�z\}��\t,o�xKv�k2}���vy��t%psru��k�ÎIv	mR~@vq�\tPÎ,kRlsm�oypnrut4vqt,o��t,oy~�mRoqrukR}�Î4tLm�}�vq�\t×�\�TÆ6xypnÎ^x
�\oym��Ro�k2r m2~(vy��t¨ÌÑpn}\t^kRoÖjºmRlnlsp{�6t,o;� ê �\t;xUt¨xUvyz��\pst;x%�%pslnlÑt^r���lsm|Æ«Ê�m2vq�9vy�\tYkR}�k2lnmR�uk2}@��6pn�RpsvqkRlÑ�Rt^oqxypnmR}�x?m2~ mRz�o
� â6ëPx^� ê �\tYxyt^Î4m�}���ÆRt;k2o×�6t^lspn�Rt^oqkRÊ\lnt^x%�%pnlslDÊ@t¨~�z\oUvq�\t,o*�6t,��t,lnmR�\rut^}�vÖm2~ � â6ë � Ê�k�xUt;� �Kt,v � oyt;Î4m�}�xKvqoyz@ÎIvypnmR}�kR}��
k¯�6t4v�k2pnlst;��kRxqxUt;xyxyrut,}�v×m2~�\�TÆ6xUp{Î,x×oyt;kRÎ����6xPÎ,kRlsm�oypnrut4vqt,o%��t,oy~�mRoqrukR}�Î4tJ~�m�o×vq�\t¨ÐKÌ(j©�%psvy��k«Î,lst;k2oPxUvqk2vyt^r�t^}�v
mR}vy�\t¨�6t;xUpno�k2Ê\pnlspsvKÆ¯m2~ku�6pn�Rpsvqk2l¿mRo%k2}�kRlsm���m��6vypnmR}~�mRoLvq�\t���k��6oym�}\p{Î*Î^k2lnmRoqpsrut,vyt,o;�

��
������ Z\`2a;] �Ñ]�a;]<gT[uZ\c(¼�¼DgTX<]�@g�h|Z6Ý X<gT[
ÐH}¬vq�\t*vy�\pnoq�ÆRt;k2o?�ºtJ�%pnlsl$t^rYÊ�kRoyÉum�}¬vq�\t��6t,��t,lnmR�\rut,}�vLm2~(��k2o�k2rut4vqt,oqpsÅ^t^�xUpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}�x?m2~Ñvq�\t���kRoUvqpnÎ,lst �
� m|�
k2ln�RmRoqpsvy�\r¯x^� ê �\tvyt;Î��\}\mRlnmR��Æ®kR}�� ��t,m�r�t,vyoqÆ®kRoytt$,6��t^ÎIvqt^� vym®��k.�Rt«Ê�t,t^} }@k2oqoym|�?t^�F�6m|�%} ÊTÆFvq��k|v�vypnrut
xUt,vUvypn}\��vq�\t¬xUvqk2��tu~�mRoYxyz�Î��±��kRoqkRrut4vyoqpnÅ,t^��~<kRxUv�xypsr�z\l{k|vypnmR}®~�m�o¨t$,Tvyt^}�xyps��t¯�\�TÆTxyp{Î,x¨xUvyz��\pst;x,��Ä?Æ�vq�\t«t,}@�Fm2~
vy�\t¯vq�\pnoq�±Æ�t^kRo��ºt«t-,6�@t;ÎIvYvqm��\oqm6�6z�Î4t�Ç ps} Î,mRlnlnkRÊ@m�oqk2vypnmR}®�%pÛvq� m2vq�\t,o��RoqmRz\��x^ÇDk�~<kRxUv�xUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}±�\oqmR��oqkRr
Ê�kRxyt^�¬mR} � â6ëPx^� ÐH}�kR�\�6psvypnmR}¿Ç6t$,Tvyt^}�xUpn�RtJÊ�t,}�Î���rukRoyÉTpn}\��m2~(Î,oypsvyp{Î,kRl$�\�TÆ6xUp{Î,x?�\oqm6Î4t^xqxyt^x^ÇTk�x?�ºt^lslÑk�xLt,�Rm�lsz\vypnmR}
m2~D�@k|vUvqt,oq} � oyt;Î4mR��}\psvypnmR}kR}��oyt;Î4mR}@xKvqoyz�Î4vypnmR}9k2ln�RmRoqpsvy�\r¯xL�%pnlslÑÎ,mR}�vypn}Tz\tR�
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� ¾(¼DÁ�g�aLî;¾([,a;]�_ `RZ6a;]<b�c
ê �\t %�o�xUvÖÆRt;k2o�� xÖkRÎ4vypn��psvypnt^xÖoqt,�Rm�ls��t¨k2oqmRz\}@��vy�\t��6t,��t,lnmR�\rut^}�v*m2~	�@k2oyvyp{Î4lnt �!� m|� kRls��mRoqpÛvq�\r¯xPkR}���xypsr�z\l{k|vypnmR}¿�
ê �\pnxº�%pnlsl�pn}���mRln�Rt à Ðyj?ëPÈ*È xUvqk #�rut,r�Ê@t^oqx ý }�m2vLps}�Î,lsz@�6t^�ps}¬vy�\t*Ê\z��\�Rt4v%xy�\m|�%}«�\t^oyt � Ç6k2}�� Ú � � â ê ì ��m�xUv �
�6m6ÎIvym�oqkRl�kRxqxymTÎ,pnk2vyt��*.Ö�6vqpsrupnÅ^k2vypnmR}¬kR}��¯�6t4v�k2pnlst;�¯��t,oy~�mRoqrukR}�Î4tÖxKvqz��6pnt^xºm2~$vy��tÖk2ln�Rm�oypsvy��rQ�%pnlsl�Ê�t*Î^k2oqoypnt^��mRz\v
ps}�vq�\t�xyt^Î,mR}��9ÆRt;k2o×ÊTÆ Ú � � â ê ì��Ro�kR�6z@k|vyt¨xUvyz@�6t,}�vÖkR}�� Ú � � â ê ì��@m�xKv � �\mTÎ¨�%pÛvq��kR�\�\pÛvqpsm�}�k2l¿xyz\�\��mRoyv×~�oqmRr
à Ðyj?ëPÈ*È©xUvqk�#(� ÈÖz\oypn}\�Jvq�\t%vy��pso���ÆRt^kRo^Ç2vy�\t×�6t^�Rt^lsm��\rut,}�v�m2~���k2o�k2rut,vyt,oqpnÅ,t^��xUpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}�x �%pnlsl@Ê@t×xyz\�\��mRoyvyt;�
Ê�Æ Ú � � â ê ì �@m�xKv � �\mTÎRÇ?vymR��t4vq�\t,o«�%psvy� Ú � � â ê ì ��oqk��6z�k2vyt�xUvyz��6t^}�vqx^�8jºm�rurYz\}\p{Î,k2vypnmR}¥m2~��\oqmR��oyt;xyxukR}��
t$,\Î���k2}��RtPmR~Dp{�6t^k�x?vy�\oqmRz��R�9ps}�vyt^oy}@k|vypnmR}@k2l��ºm�oyÉ6xy�\mR�@xºkR}��Î,mR}6~�t^oyt^}�Î4t;x?�%pslnl$Ê@t¨Î,oyz@Î4p{k2l�~�mRo%m�z\oLt,}��6t;k.�Rm�o	vqm
��k.�Rtuk¬��lsm�Ê�k2l pnru��kRÎ4v^�uçCt¯t;xKvqpsr¯k2vyt�~�mRz\o¨�\mRrut^xUvyp{Î�vyoqps��x�k2v � Ú � ÿ � t;kRÎ��Fk2}���vK�?mpn}�vyt,oq}�k2vypnmR}�kRlDvqoypn��x�k2v
� í � � � t;kRÎ��¬�6z�oypn}\�¨vq�\t�%�oqxUvLÆRt^kRo^Ç�k2}�� Ú � ÿ vqpsrut^xLk�x	r¯k2}TÆupn}«vy��tJxyt^Î,mR}��¬k2}��uvq�\pnoq�¬ÆRt^kRoqx^� ê �\tÖt 1 z\ps��r�t^}�v
Î4m�xUv¬kRÎ^Î4m�z\}�vqxu~�m�o¬k í � � j �ºé ÌÑpn}�z<, rupn}\p � ~<k2oqr  %�lnt�xyt,oq�Rt^o¯�%�\pnÎ����%pnlnlPÊ�t�}\t^t^�6t;�¥ps}�t;k2oqlsÆ â¿ä ��	 vqm
k2z\��r�t^}�vYvy��t9kRlslnm6Î,k|vqpsm�}±~�oqmRr â\t^oyrupnlnkRÊÑÇ	kRxYvy��t�xypnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}!xUt^oy�Tp{Î4tt,}�vyt^oqx�k�xyt,oqpsm�z�x��\oym6�6z@ÎIvypnmR} �\��k�xUt��
ê �\pnx%k��\�6psvypnmR}�kRlÑÎ,kR��kRÎ,pÛvKÆ«�%pnlnl$��k.�Rt*vymuÊ�t¨�6mRz�Ê\lst;�vym|�Lk2o��¯vy��t�t,}��9m2~ âDä í ��� � �
â\oqps}\��tPÊ�t,}\t-%\vqx?vqm���t,o�xymR}\}\t^l�k2v à Ð é � x?rukR}��\k2vyt^�¬oqk2vyt*m2~ ÿ�í � m2~(xykRlnkRoyÆ�Ç�kR}��«pn}��6pnoyt;ÎIv%Î4m�xKv�xºk2vºvq�\tÖm�# � xypÛvqt
oqk2vytYmR~ í 	 � ý pn}�xKvqt^k���m2~	vy�\t�z�xyz�k2l � ÿ � Ç�xypn}�Î4t�vy�\t�oqt 1 z\t^xUvyt;����t,o�xUm�}\}\t,l(�%pnlsl�?mRoqÉpn}�m �«Î4t^xJk2v*â\t^oyrupnlnkRÊk2lnlsm6Î,k2vyt;�¬xy�@t;Î4p %@Î,kRlslnÆ«~�m�o%ÐKÌ(j�Ï��QÈ � k2oqtÖpn}�Î,lsz��\t^��pn}¬vq�\t�oyt 1 z\t^xUvyt;�kRr�m�z\}�v^�

� �¿h|gTg � ��g�Z\h¬Ý ¾D¼(Á@g�a��(]�c a��DgTc � ��g�Z\h����

ÐGvqt,r âDä í ��� ÿ â¿ä í ����	 âDä í ��� � ê m2v�k2l
� m�xKv � �6m6Î4vymRo�k2l�ëPxqxUm6Î,pnk2vyt^x � Ú � � � í � í � � � ÿ Ú;í 	 � �
Ã*o�kR�\z�k|vqt�ÞTvyz��6t^}�vqx � í6Ú � � í6Ú � þ � í � þ

é }��6t^oy��oqk��6z�k|vqtJÞTvyz��6t^}�vqx � � � �
ê m2v�k2l¿Þ6kRlnkRoypnt^xLkR}��¬çFk2��t^x � Ú � � 	 � � í 	 ÿ � Ú Ú 	�� � �

â\oqps}\��t�Äºt^}\t$%�vqx í�� � þ í � � ÿ íRÿ � í � � � ÿ
ê mRvqkRl¿Þ6k2l{k2oqpst;x,ÇTçFk2��t^x%k2}@�â�oypn}\�Rt�Ä?t,}�t$%\v�x 	 í � � þ ÿ � ÿ ��� � � í�� þ � ÿ

ì 1 z�ps�\rut^}�v � íRÿ � � í�� � � ��þ � �
ê o�k.�Rt,l Ú � � � Ú;ÿ � � Ú;ÿ � � � Ú � �

.Pvy�\t^o×�6pnoyt;ÎIvPÎ4m�xKv�x � � � �
ê m2vqkRlÑ�6pnoyt;ÎIv×Î4m�xKv�x � � � þ Ú;í þ � Ú Ú.í � � í ����í � Ú

ÐH}��6pnoyt;ÎIvPÎ4m�xKv�x ý í 	 � mR~D}\m�} � t 1 z\ps��r�t^}�v � Ú � � � í 	 � þ í�� � 	 � � � þ
ê m2v�k2lÑ�6pnoqt^ÎIv×kR}��9ps}��\psoqt^Î4v%Î,m�xUvqx ��� � í Ú;ÿ � � � Ú.ÿ 	 � þ ��� ÿ � �

���
	����������
�

ÙsÚ4Ü¨ê �\t à Ðyj?ëÖÈÖÈ �?t,Ê ��k2��tRÇ �\oqt^xyt,}�vqk2vypnmR}�x^Ç �\mTÎ,z\rut,}�vqx^w ñ����
� �����2õ$ò�	Rô�ðTðºù0õ$ò��?ù �ð �$� kR}��
ñ����
� �����2õ$ò�	Rô�ðTðºù0õ�ò��Lù �ð ���������Tô��$	.ñ��Tø�	2ð�� Ç

Ù í.Ü ñ����
� ��������ûTø��
�����?ù�ò;õ�������ùH÷�����÷Tø�	 ��	RôTø�ò 	 	ù�ñ��|ó$ø Ç
Ù �|Ü ñ����
� �����2õ$ò�	Rô�ðTðºù0õ�ò��Lù �ð ��� 4�� ���;ó�����ø�	.ð����TòIó������� Ç
Ù � Ü ñ����
� �����2õ$ò�	Rô�ðTðºù0õ�ò��Lù �ð ��� 4 ø�ò�ó�ô��Tø�	|ð�ú ��� Ç
Ù ÿ.Ü ñ����
� �����2õ$ò�	Rô�ðTðºù0õ�ò��Lù �ð ��� 4�� ���;ó�����ø�	.ð�� � !��ô.ó � Ç
Ù 	 Ü ñ����
� �����2õ$ò�	Rô�ðTðºù0õ�ò��Lù �ð ����ð@ò.ú@ò
�TòIó ��"�ò^ú�ò�#\ò4ó×ùGñ��|ó$ø Ç
Ù �;Ü ñ����
� ��������ûTø��
�����?ù�ò;õ�������ùH÷�����ô�	����\ô6ø\ò �������	Rû2õ6ú��������ò2ø�	|ð$�$% %$&�� Ç
Ù þ Ü¨ê �\tJÐKÌ j��6t,vyt^Î4vym�o%Þ6psr�z\lnk2vypnmR}�Ï%t 1 z\pnoqt,rut,}�vqx%�\mTÎ,z\rut,}�v^w ñ����
��������÷6û ���RóPùyø�ò^õ�Tô�� 	RûTø�ø\ò|ð
 �?ùKû���ú�� � �yâ�z\lsl

ÞTpnrYz�lnk2vypnmR}�x�" � �qÞTpnrYz\l{k|vqpsm�}9Ï×t 1 z\pnoyt^r�t^}�vqx%ÈÖmTÎ,z\rut,}�v�"��

Ú �
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���� 	������� � ����
 ���� ���	�	���� 	� ��� ���
������	� �������	�� ��	� ����� ��� ������
��������# J�� ������� ���	� 	�� �� �	�� 	 �	��������� ����� ��
�� ������� �$ ��� $�������

�������� �� ����� �

� %&:K�&)� &���� . �	��	���� ���
��� ���� 8��
���� 	������� 	�� A�� ��	������� 
�	���
�	��� *������ �	�����
 �	 ��� �	�����
 	� ��	�� ���� ,#. �	��	���� ���
����# 8��� ������
����� ��������� ��� �����	� ����������������� ���� �� ����� �$ ��	������� �������	�� 	��
���
������	� �������	�� ���� ��� ��
� �Æ����� # :� �	 	��� �� ���� �� 	�� ���� �������
����� ��	�� ������ �� ��
� �������� ��	�!�#

� *�J"�K�&)� &���� 7, �	��	���� ���
��� ���� 8��
���� 	������� 	�� ��	���� ��	���
����� 
�	���	��� *������ �	�����
 �	 ���# 8�� �	�����
 ����� �� 	� ��	�� ���� �	��	����
���
��# B��� $��@���� �	�����
 ���� ���� ��������	��� �	 ��� ����� �� ����������� ���
����� ���� �� �� �	���� ����	�� ���
������	�� # 8��� ������ ����� �� ��� ���! �$ ���
����
 ��	�����
 ����� ���	����
 �2������� �	����� ����
������ 	�������� ��$��� 	�� 	$���
��� �B ������ �	2����#
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� �B�8&:)�&)� &���� 7. �	��	���� ���
��� �$ ���	��� ��������
 ��&) ����� ���� �	��
����
 $��@���� �$ 	� ��	�� ���� �	��	���� ���
��# 8�� 	������� ����� �� 8��
���� ��
)�	�# )�	� ����� �	�� ��� 	��	��	
� �$ 	 ������ �	��	���� ���
�� �� �����	����� ���
��
�	���� 	�� ����
 ���	���# )��
������	� ����	������ ��@��������� ����� �� ���� ������#
8��� ������� ������ 	��� ������� $�������	��� 	� ��	�� 	� 
��� 	� ��� ������ ��&)
��������
 � ��� ����� �� �� 	�	��
#

8��� !��� �$ 	��	�
����� �� ����	�� ������ ������ �� �������� ����
�	���� ��	� ��� � ����
����
�� �� �	�� ���� �2������
# �	�� �������	�� ��I����� ��������
 �	� ��� ��� �	��	�
��	��# �������� ��� �	��	� ����������� �	 	��� ���	�� ��� ��Æ������� ���� �	����	���� 	��
�	����� ����
������ ����� ����� ���� �� �� �������
	���G���������#

 ������ ��!���

8�� ���/��� ���� ������� �	������	���� �$ �����
�	��	��� �� ����	���#

J�� ���
���
 ���! ���� ������
 �� ��������	 ���� $	�������� ���� �� ���� �� ���� 	 �	 ��	�
�� �	� ��� ��� 	��	�	��� 	� �	�� �$ 	� ������	 � �� ��������	���� �� ���/������� ���� 	
��I����� ��������	���� �� ������� 	�@�����# 8��� 	��	�	��� ���� 	���� ��� 
����	� ������
�� ��� 	�� ��	� ��������	 �����#

"� 	�� ���������� �� �	!��
 ������ ����� ������ ��	� �	����� �� 	� ���� �����	����� 	� ���
��	����� �������� ����	
	�� �����
� ��� �������� 	�� �����	��# 8�� ���	 ���� �� �� �	�����
��	
�� �$ 	 �����	��� ����� 	� 	�������	�� ���� ������	�� 	$��� ��� �����	�����# %	������	�� 
�����	�� �� ���� ���/���� �� �� ������ ���� ��� ��������	
����� ������ �����������#

"������ �� ����� "������#

;%��
���� �� �	��<

"� �	�� �	�� ���
���� �� 	 ������ �$ ������ ���	��� �� ���� �������� ���/���#

� "� �	�� ������� ��� ���������� �$ /�� ����
 ���������� �� ��� ��������� ���������� �$
��� ��	�!��� ��� ��&) 	�� ��� ��&) $�� 	�� /�� 9	����# 8��� ���� �	� �	����� ���
� �	���� �	��	
��� 
�	��	�� �������� ����� ��� ����������� �$ "�����# K������ ����
�������� 	� ��� �������� *����� 3,,6 ������
#

� *������ ���	��� �� ��� ������	��� �$ ���������� �� ��� �������� ����
� ���� ���������
�� ��� 8�*)& 8�K � "����� ;+<� 	�� ���	��� ������� ���� �������� �� 	 ����	� �	�! 	�
��� *)&� �	��	� 3,,- &)�%� ������
 ;5<# �	��	
��� �	� ���� �2������
 ��� 	����� 
�� ������ ������ �� ��� ������� ����
 ����	���� ����� �������� $���	�� �����	
� ��
�������	� 	�� ��� ��	������ �	���� � 	 �	�
� �������
�	�
�� �	 �� 	 �	�� �����	����#

� '����
�	��	�� �������� ���� ���	������ �	� ���� ����������	� �� ���������
 ��� ��&L8-
�	�	�������� ����� ��� ����������� �$ "�����# "� �	�� ��������� �����	����� ���	��� ��
��� $�������
�

�����	� ��	�!��
 �$ ������� �� ��������	��� �����

������ �	�����
 �	��������� �������	� 
��������� ���� 	�����	� �	�����
 ����	

��2������ �	�����
 �	����������

� "� �	�� ���� ����� �����	���� ����� �� ���� �����	� ������ �����	�� �� ��� ��&) ���
��
� �������# 8���� �	�� ���� �������� 	� ��� ��
��	� ������
� ���� �	����	�� 	��
������	����	�� ;M<# *��� �$ ��� �	�� ������� 	�� ��� $�������
�

.
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��	�	������	���� �$ ��� ����
 ���������� ���������� �� 	������� 	�� 	����� �	���
��	� ����!������# *������ �	�� ���� ���� $�� *��"� *�����" 	�� � ����� ���� " 	�������
	�� ���� *� 	�� ��������	��� 	����� �	 ���# :� �	������	� �� ��������	��� ��	� ����!��
*������ �	 ��� ����� ��	� �� 	 ��
��� �	�����
 $�	����� ����A� ��� ����
 ����������#
�2	����� 	�� ����� �� =�
��� 3 	�� =�
��� 6#

"� �	�� �������
	��� ��� �������� ���������� $�� ������� 	� 	 $������� �$ ��� ����
����# "� �	�� $����� 	� �� �2�������� ��	� ���� ����� ���� ��	���� ��	� ��� B������
�	����� �� ������ ��	� �� ���� ������ �������� ����������# ���� ���� 7�� �	��� �� �����
$���� 	 ���������� �$ �	������G

�
73#

*��� �$ ��� ������	���� ������� ��� *������ 	�� ��������	��� �������� �� � ����
����������# &� 	����������	���� �$ 	� ���� 	� 3,F �	� �������� ����� 
��� �� ���
��������� �$ ��������
 ��� ����
 ���������� ����	��� �� ��	� ����� ����� �� ���	����
���� ���� *��" �� ���� *����#�"# 8��� ������	���� �I��� ��� ���������� ��	� ����� ����	
�	 ��	� �� �	�
�� 	�� ���� ����A��	�� 	����������	�����#

*��� �$ ���� �$ ��� � �	��� �	�
� ������ 	�����	��� ���� ��	�����
 ��	� ����
 
��������� 	�� ������� 	� ��� ��
���� ��������$��	�� ����
���#

J�����	���� ��	� ������� �������� � ����� 
����� ���� ����
 ����I� �� ��� ��������
�	
����� �����	���� ����� ���� 	I�����
 @�	����	����� ����� �����������#

� "� �	�� ��������� 	 EB� �	�	 	�@�������� � ���� ���� ��������	���� N��>� 	�� 8��>�
$�� ��	��������� ���� ��������	�����	��� ���������# '����
�	��	��� ���� ���	����� 	��
���	��	� �	� ���� ! �	�� ���!�� ��
����� ���� "����� �� ��� ������������
 �$ ����
� ����# "� �	�� ���� ����
 ���� ���� 	 ��������	 ���

��� 	� 	 ������ ����
��� $��
������
 ��������	�������� 	���������# "� 	�� �������� 
�����
 ���� ������
 ���� ��������	���
����� $��� J%&) ��������� �� ;73<# "� 	��� �	�� ���� ������� ����� ���� �� ���� �� ����
���� #

� "� �	�� ���� �� ��������	���� ���� 	 ������ �$ �������	� ����	���	����� ���� �� 	��
���������� �� ����	���	���
 ���� �� ���� �� ���	��� ���/����#

B# K��	�� )�)� � �	�
� �������� �������

K# =�� � �# *���� J��
��� � *��"

�#�# ������� ����� %�� ������@��� � *��" ��&)

B# 8������� �#K# "	��� �	�����
��� �	��������� ��������������

(# (	�	
�� (����� 8# 8	!�����	 *�������� ��������	���
����� ��&)

�# ���
������ B�%�:�� B# �	����� :8�%�� *�������%B

E# (������ =# *�$!�� ��*O�� �������&) 	������ �� ��&)

E# ?����� L:'�

*# (����	��� * B	
��� &�
�����

%# �������	 %	���	�

�# J�������!�� �# ��� 8������ 8# ������ (	��	� *�	���

%# �	���
��� &# ��	�� �# ������ (	��	��

L# ��	$� &# ������� *)&��

;K������ �$ ��	�� ���� ������ ���	��� �� ��� )� ����	���<

8�� 
�	�� ���� ������ ���	��� �� ��� )� ����	��� �	� ��� P4.,, ��������
 ������	�� ����
��������� �� �������� $��� ��� '�)� ��	����
 
�	�� �� =O3,,6# 8�� 	�	�� ������ �	� ��� 
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Photo-electron statistics ..

Scintillator plate thickness (mm)
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� %& ���	�
	�� ����
�� �� ��  �� �����
 ����� ����� 
�� ���
�	-�
	�� ���
���� ����	�� 1��
��
	����  �� ���� ����� ������ 	������ 
�� �)��
 �� ���
������
��� �
�
	�
	��
�	
� �����
	��� �� ��� ���
������
����2	�2 .����� �����/3 ��& ��2	�23 �&�& ��2	�2
��� �&�& ��2	�2� 4�
� 
�� ���������� 5����

3,,6 �� *�������� 3,,-# 8��� �	� �	�
���� 	� ��� ������	� �������� C:������
	���� 	�� ���
��
� J������	���� �$ 	 ����	�� *	�����
 ���������	
����� �	��������� ���� ��
� *�	��	��
8����
 	�� ����
 K���������D#

8�� $���� ���� ���� �� �	���	�� $��� ��� �����
�	��	�� ����	������� ���	����� 	�� �	�
���� !# 8�� ���� 	��� ���� �����	���	�� $�� ��	��� �� ���!����� 	� ����� ������� ����
��������� 	�� ������������� �� ������� ���� �����	
��� 	�� $����� ����	���	���� ���������
����������#

K������ ���	��� �� ���� 
�	�� 	�� ��������� 	����� 	�� �� ���� ���	�� �� ��� $�������
 ���
�	
� 	�� ���	��� ���!� ;7,<#

8��� ������	� �� ��� $�� ������� �������� ��� �� ���� ��I�� 	 ������ �� ����� ����	��� ��
��� �������� ������	� �� '�)�� �� ��	� ��� ��	� ��� 	������	��� ��������
 ������ �	� ����
�	��� 	�� 	 ����� ����� �������
 ���� �	� ���� �2������� �� �	�� �������	����� �����

����������#

$���������% ����!��	� �	� ��#�� "��������

B	����� ���� ���� ��� �2��������� �	��������# �&� ��������	�# ����������� ��
����� 	��
����������� ��������	�# :���������	���� ����
� )	�# )���2 ������� ���� 4 ��
����� ��	���%'
�	������# ���	� ����� ���� $	�������� ����
��� $�� *������ ���������# ��������	 �������	��
���� EB� �	�	 	�@��������# E	���� �$ ����! ������� �	������	�� ���� ���� ������	� ����������
���������#

$&'(() ������� ���������� �	� ������������
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"� ���� �������
	�� ��� ���$���	��� ��	�	���������� �$ �	����� ��&) ��������#

"� ���� ���! �� ��� ������ �������������� �	�!	
� $�� ��� �	������ 9�� 	�
������# �	�����
������ ��������� ���� �	!� ��� ��	� �� ���� �� ����	���	���� ���� L���	� ��	$ *)&��# 8���
	������ ������ �� ����A��	� �� 	�� ��&) �������� 	�� �������� ����
� ��������# �������	����
���� ������� ��	�	������	���� �$ ��� ������ �������������� ���$���	���# "� 	�� ��� !���
�� 	��� �������
	�� ��� @�	��� �$ �������������� �$ ������� ������ �	������ /��� ��# ��	�
�����	����
 ��	�
�� �	��������# & ���$�� A
��� �$ ������ ����� $	�������� ��� �����	� �	����
�I����� �	 �� ��� ������������� ������� ����
 �� �	������ ? ���	 � ����� ����� 	�� ��
�����	� �	������	�� �����	����
 �	�������� ��� ���������#

��������
 �� ��� ��	���� 	������� �� ��� �������� ����
� �����	����� �� ����� 	��� ��	�
�� ��	�	��������
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6.14: Construction of a Prototype Hadronic 
Calorimeter with Digital Readout 
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Calorimetry 
 

Contact person  
José Repond  

repond@hep.anl.gov 
(630) 252-7554 

 
Institution(s) 

ANL 
Boston University 

Chicago 
Fermilab 

Iowa 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New funds requested 
FY05 request: 105,000 
FY06 request: 130,000 
FY07 request: 55,000 
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Construction of a Prototype Hadronic 
Calorimeter with Digital Readout 

(LCRD) 
 
 
 
 
 

Calorimetry 
 
 
 
 

Contact person: José Repond 
e-mail: repond@hep.anl.gov 

phone: (630)-252-7554 
 
 
 

Argonne National Laboratory 
Boston University 

University of Chicago 
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 

University of Iowa 
 
 

FY 2005:    $105,000 
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Project name 
 
Construction of a Prototype Section of a Digital Hadron Calorimeter 
 
Classification (accelerator/detector:subsystem) 
 
Detector 
 
Institution(s) and personnel 
 
Argonne National Laboratory: Gary Drake (electronics engineer), Steve 
Kuhlmann (staff scientist), Steve Magill (staff scientist), Brian Musgrave 
(scientist emeritus), José Repond (staff scientist), Dave Underwood (staff 
scientist), Barry Wicklund (staff scientist), Lei Xia (postdoctoral research 
associate) 
 
Boston University: John Butler (professor), Meenakshi Narain (professor) 
 
University of Chicago: Mark Oreglia (professor) 
 
Fermilab: James Hoff (electronics engineer), Abderrezak Mekkaoui 
(electronics engineer), Ray Yarema (electronics engineer) 
 
University of Iowa: Edwin Norbeck (professor), Yasar Onel (professor) 
 
Contact person 
 
José Repond 
repond@hep.anl.gov 
(630)-252-7554 
 
 
Project overview 
 
We propose to construct a 1 m3 prototype section of a digital hadron calorimeter. The 
section will consist of 40 steel plates, each 20 mm thick, interleaved with Resistive Plate 
Chambers (RPCs) as the active medium. The segmentation of the readout will be 
extremely fine, 1 cm2 laterally and layer-by-layer longitudinally. The electronic readout 
will be reduced to a single bit per readout channel. This novel idea of a so-called digital 
hadron calorimeter (DHCAL) will be tested thoroughly in test beams at Fermilab. The 
tests will be either in stand-alone mode or together with a prototype of the 
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electromagnetic calorimeter placed in front of the DHCAL. The proposed technology of a 
digital hadron calorimeter with RPCs is equally applicable to all three International 
Linear Collider detector design efforts, namely the SiD, the Large, and the Huge 
detectors. 
 
The purpose of constructing a prototype section and subsequent tests in particle beams 
are:  
 

- Test of a calorimeter with RPCs: even though RPCs have been employed in a 
large number of HEP experiments, to date no calorimeter with RPCs as active 
medium has been built and tested. Our tests will validate the use of RPCs in 
calorimetry. 

- Tests of the novel idea of a DHCAL: in simulation studies of a DHCAL the 
resolution obtained for hadrons is comparable to the results obtained with analog 
readout. Experimental verification of this and validation of the concept of a 
DHCAL is needed. 

- Study of design parameters: measurements with different configurations of the 
prototype section will provide a better understanding of the dependence of the 
response to the various design parameters, such as the choice of absorber, the size 
of the active gap, the segmentation of the readout, etc. 

- Measurement of hadronic showers: traditional calorimeters measure energy 
with a coarse segmentation, thus integrating over large volumes. Our DHCAL 
prototype section will measure hadronic showers with unprecedented spatial 
resolution, thus providing very detailed information on hadronic showers.    

- Validation of Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic showers: the measurements 
obtained in a particle beam will be essential to validate the Monte Carlo 
simulation of hadronic showers. To date differences of up to 60% are observed 
when comparing the results on shower shapes based on different MC models of 
the hadronic shower. The design of a detector for the International Linear Collider 
is driven by the application of Particle Flow Algorithms for the measurement of 
hadronic jets. A realistic simulation of hadronic showers is a prerequisite for the 
development of a reliable design of such a detector. 

- Comparison with an Analog Hadron Calorimeter: Currently the CALICE 
collaboration is assembling a prototype section of a hadron calorimeter using 
scintillator tiles and analog readout. The lateral size of the tiles is about a factor of 
10 larger than the readout pads of the DHCAL.   

 
The present proposal is a follow-up on last year’s proposal. The current overall status of 
the project is briefly summarized here: 
 

- R&D concerning the RPCs is essentially complete. A design to be used for the 
prototype section has been developed. 

- A concept for the electronic readout system has been proposed. The cost of the 
readout is approximately $1.4/readout channel. 

- The front-end of the electronic readout is based on a custom ASIC. The design of 
the ASIC, contributed by Fermilab, is nearly complete. 
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- The mechanical structure, consisting of a movable table and the absorber plates, 
has been designed and is currently being assembled at DESY. 

- A detailed document outlining the special needs for test beams has been submitted 
to the Fermilab directorate. 

 
Achievements in previous years 
 
Our project was initiated in 2002. In the following we shall briefly highlight the major 
achievements since then: 
 

1) We have constructed ten chambers using as resistive plates glass of 0.85 and 1.10 
mm thickness.  The chambers feature either one or two gas gaps and have 
resistive paint layers with surface resistivity varying between ~100 kΩ and ~50 
MΩ. The designs of the chambers vary significantly, with some chambers 
featuring only one glass plate, others having only one or no resistive layers. The 
active area of the chambers is approximately 20x20 cm2. A larger chamber with 
an area of 30 x 90 cm2 has also been built. 

2) The electronic signal induced on the pick-up pad(s) has been characterized with 
respect to its timing characteristics and charge using a high resolution digital 
oscilloscope. 

3) A cosmic ray test stand was built. 
4) The chambers were tested extensively with a single readout pad of 17 x 17 cm2. 

The signals were measured with an ADC and also shaped, amplified, 
discriminated and counted. The chambers were found to be very quiet (the noise 
rate is about 50 Hz) and highly efficient (>95%) in both avalanche and streamer 
mode.  

5) The chambers were tested using different gas mixtures. For each mixture the 
overall efficiency and the fraction of streamers was determined as a function of 
applied high voltage. A default mixture for running in avalanche mode was 
established.  

6) The efficiency as a function of position on the chamber was measured at the  
University of Chicago. As expected, the efficiency showed a dip at the location of 
the spacers holding the glass plates apart. The loss of efficiency is consistent with 
being limited to the area of the spacers. 

7) A high voltage system based on the Cockcroft-Walton technology has been 
developed. First prototypes of the HV system have been tested with our prototype 
chambers and they performed satisfactorily. 

8) The mechanical properties of the glass were measured to establish the bending 
due to gas pressure and the electric force. 

9) A VME based multi-channel readout system has been designed, fabricated and 
assembled. The software for the data acquisition has been written and the system 
has been commissioned to take either triggered cosmic ray data or untriggered 
events for noise measurements. 

10) The chambers were read out with 64 pads, each of 1 cm2. The signals were 
analyzed with an ADC system. The lateral distribution of the induced charge 
around the pad hit was measured. 
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11) The hit multiplicity as a function of particle detection efficiency (adjustment of 
the discriminator threshold) was measured for several chambers based on 
different designs and as a function of applied HV. 

12) Lower limits on the rate capability of the chambers were measured as a function 
of applied high voltage using a radioactive source, providing the rate, together 
with cosmic rays for the efficiency measurement. 

13) A conceptual design of the readout system for a 1 m3 prototype section has been 
developed. The system is based on a front-end ASIC and contains a data 
concentrator, a data collector, and a timing and trigger system. Preliminary costs 
for the various subsystems of the electronic readout have been estimated. The 
design accommodates both RPCs and Gas Electronic Multipliers (or GEMs) as 
active detectors. The latter are currently being investigated by the University of 
Texas at Arlington. 

14) The design of the front-end ASIC has been specified in a detailed document. The 
engineering of the chip has been started and is being provided by Fermilab. The 
digital part of the chip is complete. 

15) The response of the 1 m3 prototype to single particles of various energies has been 
simulated using the GEANT4 package. Comparison of the response to electrons 
and pions using scintillator or RPCs as active medium showed that both 
electromagnetic and hadronic showers appear narrower when using RPCs. The 
reasons for this different behavior have been established. The narrower showers 
constitute a clear advantage for the application of Particle Flow Algorithms. 

16) In collaboration with other institutions developing calorimeter prototypes for the 
ILC, a technical note detailing the needs for test beams has been drafted and 
submitted to Fermilab. 

17) Progress with our R&D activities has been presented at meetings of the Linear 
Collider community and also at conferences dedicated to detector developments. 

18) A digital hadron calorimeter with RPCs as active medium has been chosen as the 
default option for the SiD detector design effort. 

 
 
Description of project activities in the following years 
 
For FY2005 we plan the following activities: 
 

1) We will construct additional large chambers with dimensions matched to the 
planned prototype section. 

2) We will test the performance of these chambers, in particular the uniformity of the 
response. 

3) We will develop a design for the 1 m3 prototype section and start constructing the 
first chambers. 

4) We will design and prototype the front-end boards containing the readout pad and 
the front-end ASIC. 

5) We will complete the design of the ASIC and submit the design for a prototype 
run. 
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6) We will measure the performance of the prototype ASIC in great detail using 
specially designed test fixtures. 

7) We will design and prototype the data concentrator boards.  
8) We will design and prototype the VME based data collector system. 
9) We will design and prototype the timing and trigger system. 
10) We will design and prototype the high voltage distribution system 
11)  We will develop a gas distribution system.  

 
For FY2006 we plan the following activities. These activities will in part be supported by 
a separate MRI proposal submitted to the NSF. The dollar amounts are quoted excluding 
contingencies: 
 

1) We will build the RPCs for the prototype section. We foresee building 120 
chambers plus of the order of 10 spares. 

2) We will build the electronic readout system for the prototype section including the 
front-end ASICs ($225k), the front-end readout boards ($50k), the data 
concentrator boards containing FPGAs($85k), and 40 VME cards ($60k) for data 
collection.   

3) We will purchase low voltage power supplies ($50k), optical fibers and other 
transmission cables ($5k) and 2 VME crates with power supplies ($15k 

4) We will build or purchase the High Voltage and gas distribution systems. 
 
The following activities are planned for FY2007: 
 

1) Transportation of the chambers to the Fermilab test beam. 
2) Assembly of the prototype section. 
3) Testing with particle beams. 
4) Detailed Monte Carlo simulation of the response of the prototype section to single 

particles. 
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Responsibilities as currently assigned 
 
Argonne National Laboratory Construction of chambers 

Overall electronic system design 
Test fixtures for front-end ASIC  
VME based data collector system 
Transportation of RPCs to test beam 

Boston VME based data collector system 
Chicago Data concentrator boards 
FNAL Front-end ASICs 

Front-end readout boards 
Iowa High voltage distribution system 

Gas distribution system 
UTA* Timing and triggering system 
Washington* Data acquisition and VME programming 
 

* not part of this proposal 
 
 
Engineering and technical effort during FY2005 
 
Engineering and technical support will be needed for the following tasks: 
 

1. The design and construction of chambers for the prototype section. 
2. The design and prototyping of the readout system for the prototype section, 

including the development of the front-end ASIC (provided by Fermilab), the 
design of the front-end board (located on the RPCs), the data concentrators and 
the data collector systems. 

3. The design and fabrication of test fixtures for the prototype ASICs. 
 
 
Current and Pending Support 
 
The following concerns the Argonne Linear Collider Detector R&D group only. The 
funds are being used to support one postdoctoral research assistant, the design efforts 
(engineers) and the prototyping of parts of the electronic readout system.  
 
  Current 
 
    Project:   Precision Measurements of Hadronic Showers 
    Funding agency:                 Argonne National Laboratory 
    Program:                             Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) 
    Status:                                 Awarded 
    Duration:                             One year 
    Amount:                              $181,500 
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The following concerns the Argonne Linear Collider Detector R&D group only. The 
funds are being requested for the front-end electronics of the prototype section.  The 
proposal is being submitted jointly with the University of Oregon and the University of 
Texas at Arlington. 
 
 Pending 
 
Project:   Development of Calorimeter Prototype Modules for 

International Linear Collider Test Beam Program 
  Funding agency:                   NSF 
  Program:                               MRI 
  Status:                                   to be submitted 
  Duration:                               3 years 
  Amount:                                $950,000 
 
 
 
 
 
Broader Impact 
 
The challenges raised by the linear collider physics program promote the development of 
new detector technologies. The necessary fine granularity of the hadron calorimeter 
requires a novel technical approach. The proposed digital hadron calorimeter with 
Resistive Plate Chambers as active medium fulfills the physics criteria, but has never 
been built and tested before. 
These technological challenges require close collaboration between industries, 
universities and national laboratories. The project involves a number of graduate and 
undergraduate students associated with the universities participating in this proposal. At 
Argonne the project will attract participation from high school teachers and summer 
students. 
The detailed measurements of the response to single particles will further the 
understanding of hadronic showers and provide a unique data base for comparison with 
simulation. The results from this program will be disseminated through national and 
international conferences and workshops and published in peer-reviewed journals. 
 
 
Facilities, Equipment and other Resources 
 
All institutions included in this proposal have outstanding electronic engineering 
capabilities and electronic design facilities. Mechanical work will be mostly done at 
Argonne. The latter has a mechanical shop with many years of experience in designing 
and constructing calorimeters for high energy physics experiments.  
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Budget and budget justification 
 
Institution Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 

Summer students, 
other professionals 
Engineering 

Supported 
from 

base funds 
M&S for (prototype)  
electronics 

30,000 40,000 
 

 

Argonne 

Transportation of 
RPCs to testbeam 

  20,000 

Students, other 
professionals 

5,000 5,000 5,000 

Engineering 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Boston 

M&S for (prototype) 
electronics 

15,000 20,000 
 

 

Engineering 5,000 5,000 5,000 Chicago 
M&S for (prototype) 
electronics 

15,000 20,000  

FNAL Engineering Funded elsewhere 
Students, other 
professionals 

5,000 5,000 5,000 

Engineering 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Iowa 

M&S for HV and gas 
system 

15,000 20,000  

All  Travel 5,000 5,000 10,000 
Total      105,000 130,000 55,000 
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6.16: Dual-Readout Calorimetry for the ILC 
 

(new proposal) 
 

Calorimetry 
 

Contact person  
Richard Wigmans  

Richard.Wigmans@ttu.edu 
(806) 742-3779 

 
Institution(s) 

U.C. San Diego 
Iowa State 
Texas Tech 

 
 
 
 
 
 

New funds requested 
FY05 request: 50,000 

FY06 request: 120,000 
FY07 request: 80,000 
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Dual-Readout Calorimetry for the ILC

Classification (subsystem)

Calorimeter

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Texas Tech University: N. Akchurin, H. Kim and R. Wigmans
University of California at San Diego: H.P. Paar
Iowa State University: J. Hauptman and J. Lamsa

Collaborators

A. Penzo (INFN Trieste, Italy)

Collaborating personnel will work on the project but are not requesting funding here.

Project Leader

Dr. Richard Wigmans
Richard.Wigmans@ttu.edu
(806) 742-3779

Project Overview

The DREAM (Dual-REAdout Module) calorimeter was developed as a device that would
make it possible to perform high-precision measurements of hadrons and hadron jets, while
not subject to the limitations imposed by the requirements for compensating calorimetry.
The detector is based on a copper absorber structure, equipped with two types of active
media which measure complementary characteristics of the shower development. Scintillating
fibers measure the total energy deposited by the shower particles, while Čerenkov light is only
produced by the charged, relativistic shower particles. Since the latter are almost exclusively
found in the electromagnetic (em) shower component (dominated by π0s produced in hadronic
showers), a comparison of the two signals makes it possible to measure the energy fraction
carried by this component, fem, event by event. As a result, the effects of fluctuations in
this component, which are responsible for all the traditional problems in non-compensating
calorimeters (non-linearity, poor energy resolution, non-Gaussian response function), can be
eliminated, and an important improvement in the hadronic performance is achieved.

The results of our work so far, details of which are given in the section “Results of Prior
Research” demonstrate that the complementary information from dE/dx and from the pro-
duction of Čerenkov light in the same showers provides a very powerful tool for improving
hadronic calorimeter performance. In the proposed project, we would like to study how this
principle could be optimally applied in a practical 4π detector for an experiment at the ILC.
We want to concentrate on two aspects:

1. The electromagnetic section

2. The readout

1
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The electromagnetic section

The benefits of the dual-readout method are by no means limited to fiber calorimeters. Any
medium that generates both Čerenkov light and scintillation light can be used for this purpose.
And since the sampling fraction does not have to have a specific value (as in compensating
calorimeters), there is no reason why a calorimeter based on the dual-readout principle could
not have excellent electromagnetic energy resolution. An attractive and cost-effective option
which we would like to investigate is an electromagnetic section consisting of trapezoidal
lead-glass blocks doped with an appropriate scintillating agent. The concentration of the
dopants and their properties (decay time, spectrum) should be chosen such as to optimize
the efficiency with which the scintillation and Čerenkov signals could be separated from each
other.

We foresee a three-year program for this part of the project, which will be concentrated at
Texas Tech University. In Year 1, we will investigate different dopants and doping techniques.
A number of small doped lead glass blocks will be produced and tested, with the electron Van
de Graaff accelerator at Texas Tech University. In Year 2, we will build and assemble a full
electromagnetic detector based on the chosen, optimized technique. In Year 3, this detector
will be combined with the existing DREAM hadron calorimeter, and tested in high-energy
particle beams at CERN or Fermilab.

The readout

The fiber-based DREAM calorimeter could in principle form an excellent and cost-effective
solution for the hadronic section of a calorimeter system for a Linear Collider experiment.
However, the readout of its many fibers would present a substantial challenge. The scintil-
lating fibers and the Čerenkov fibers have to be grouped in separate bunches for readout by
their respective light detectors. The prototype that was extensively tested in particle beams
was read out with standard photomultipliers (PMTs), two per tower. The grouping of the
fibers was labor intensive and required the fibers to extend about 50 cm beyond the end of the
calorimeter. While this worked very well in the beam tests, it probably would not scale well
with the lateral size of the calorimeter. We propose R&D on a variety of readout techniques
to see if we can identify and develop a readout method that is practical and consistent with
the requirements of an actual ILC experiment.

To reduce the amount of work required for separating the fibers into bunches, it is clearly
advantageous if the bunches can be made as small as possible and be directed to their re-
spective readout elements without too much routing. At the present time, great advantages
in that respect seem to be offered by the use of silicon photomultipliers (SiPM).

These devices were developed a few years ago by a group from the Moscow Engineering and
Physics Institute, in collaboration with the ”Pulsar Enterprise” and the Lebedev Physical
Institute. They consist of many (approximately 1000 per mm2) Si pixels operating in a
limited Geiger mode with a gain of 106. Each pixel is operated in a binary mode, but because
of the high pixel density, each pixel sees on average less than one photon, so that the response
is linear. As the number of photons per mm2 increased, the pixels have to be made smaller to
keep the number of photons per pixel less than 1. The current state of the art is 2500 pixels per
mm2, adequate for our purposes. The signals from the pixels are readout by aluminum strips
connected to the individual pixels to collect their summed signal. We want to investigate
if these strips could be tailored to form readout patches each consisting of many pixels but
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small enough to accept scintillating or Čerenkov fibers on each patch. There is a trade-off
to be made between the number and size of the patches on the one hand and the number of
fiber bunches to be made and routed on the other hand.

Published tests (B. Dolgoshein et al., Int. Conf. on New Developments in Photodetection,
Beaune, France, June 2002) show that the SiPM have properties similar to the best PMTs
in terms of gain, noise, time resolution, and single-photon detection (good for calibration)
but they do not require high voltage (tens of Volts are sufficient), can operate in magnetic
fields, have better stability under temperature and voltage variations. Their dynamic range
(∼ 1000) is more limited than for PMTs but adequate for our purposes.

Also for this part of the project, we foresee a three-year program. UCSD will be the lead
institution for this part. In Year 1, we will investigate SiPM’s properties using light sources.
Especially spatial uniformity of response, linearity, spectral respsonse, and stability under
voltage and temperature variations are of interest. In parallel and as a possible alternative,
we will investigate standard multi-anode PMTs. In Year 2, we will build a small version of
the DREAM calorimeter, using existing spare material from the existing project, and equip
it with the readout chosen on the basis of the Year 1 R&D. In Year 3, this calorimeter will
be tested in high-energy particle beams at CERN or Fermilab.

Broader Impact

This proposal, if funded, will contribute to the knowledge base in our respective Physics De-
partments. The beneficiaries of that will be postdocs, graduate students, and undergraduate
students participating in the research funded in this proposal.

One of us (Hans P. Paar) is co-director of NSF’s REU (Research Experience for Undergradu-
ates) program located in UCSD’s Physics Department. Through this program, we will recruit
undergraduates, generally from disadvantaged backgrounds, to participate in our research pro-
gram. This includes taking them with us to an accelerator laboratory such as FermiLab or
CERN where they can experience first hand the atmosphere of forefront research.

As in the case of the DREAM project, we will involve TTU Quarknet treachers and their
highschool students in construction, tests and analyses, where possible.

Faculty will recruit junior and senior undergraduates to participate in our laboratory based
research. There they will use the state-of-the-art equipment to which this Grant has con-
tributed.

Undergraduates working in our labs will often present their research at an Undergraduate
Research Conference, attended by their peers and faculty supervisors. Here they learn what
it means to stand up and present your results and answer questions ”on your feet”.

Results of Prior Research

This project, known by its acronym DREAM (Dual-REAdout Module) was started in 2001,
with a grant ($150K) received by the project leader in the context of the Advanced Research
Program of the State of Texas. In 2002, this grant was supplemented by funds from DOE’s
Advanced Detector Research program. Since then, the proponents have received a total
amount of $340K from the latter source, in four installments.

We have used these funds to construct and test a generic prototype, which was intended to
test the dual-readout principles and measure the extent to which the performance of hadron
calorimeters could be improved by making use of these principles. The detector is based
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on a copper absorber structure, equipped with two types of active media which measure
complementary characteristics of the shower development. Scintillating fibers measure the
total energy deposited by the shower particles, while Čerenkov light is only produced by the
charged, relativistic shower particles. The total instrumented mass is 1030 kg (depth 10 λint),
and the 36,000 fibers are read out by 38 PMT’s.

This detector was built in the Physics department of Texas Tech University and then shipped
to CERN, where it was tested with high-energy pions, electrons and muons in the H4 beam
of the Super Proton Synchrotron. CERN allocated three testbeam periods to this project,
during the summers of 2003 and 2004.

The results of these tests are described in a number of papers. Three papers have already
appeared in the scientific literature:

• N. Akchurin et al., Muon Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter,
Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A533 (2004) 305–321.
• N. Akchurin et al., Electron Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter,

Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A536 (2005) 29–51.
• N. Akchurin et al., Hadron and Jet Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter,

Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A537 (2005) 537–561.

A fourth paper has been accepted for publication:

• N. Akchurin et al., Comparison of High-Energy Electromagnetic Shower Profiles Mea-
sured with Scintillation and Čerenkov Light,
Accepted for publication in Nucl. Instr. and Meth.

Two other papers are in an advanced state of preparation. The DREAM project was also
presented in two talks at the XIth International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy
Physics (Perugia, Italy, 2004). In his summary talk, the speaker called DREAM the most
significant new development in calorimetry in recent history. All papers can also be found at
the website of the DREAM project: http://www.phys.ttu.edu/dream/

The idea to combine the complementary information from dE/dx and from the production
of Čerenkov light has been proven to be a very powerful tool for improving the hadronic
calorimeter performance (Figure 1). The performance of our detector is considerably superior
to what is commonly achieved with hadron calorimeters used in particle physics experiments.
For example, high-energy (200 GeV) jets were measured with a resolution better than 4%
(Figure 1b). Because of the limited size (the total instrumented mass of the test module
was only 1030 kg), fluctuations in (lateral) shower leakage contributed significantly to the
measured resolution. We have shown that if we made use of the fact that the jet energy
was known (thus effectively eliminating the contributions of shower leakage to the results),
the mentioned resolution could be further improved by a factor of two (Figure 1c). Similar
improvements may thus be expected for a detector with a larger instrumented mass than the
device tested in this study.

Perhaps even more important is the fact that the (simple) procedure we developed to correct
event by event for differences in the electromagnetic shower fraction automatically led to a
correct reconstruction of the shower energy, both for jets and for single hadrons, in an instru-
ment calibrated with electrons, over the full energy range at which the detector was tested.
Anyone who has ever worked with a hadron calorimeter in an experiment will appreciate this
very important feature, which is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Scintillator signal distributions for 100 GeV π− in the DREAM calorimeter before any corrections
were made(a), after the corrections based on the observed Q/S signal ratio were applied (b) and after, in
addition, leakage fluctuations were eliminated (c). See text for details.

In the second stage of this project (DREAM-2) , which was separately reviewed, approved
and funded by DOE (2003), we investigated if and to what extent the signals from a medium
that generates both scintillation and Čerenkov light can be split into these two components.
For these studies, part of the DREAM calorimeter was modified. The fibers from a readout
cell were split into three bunches instead of the usual two. These bunches contained only
scintillating fibers, only quartz fibers, or a mixture of the two types of fibers, respectively.
Different techniques to separate the two types of light were being tried on this mixture, and
the quality of the separation could be verified event by event with the “pure” signals.

In order to distinguish between the two types of light, we investigated three different charac-
teristics:

1. The time structure of the signals. Čerenkov light is instantaneous, while scintillation is
a process with one or more typical time constants.

2. The directionality of the light. Scintillation light is emitted isotropically, while Čerenkov
light is emitted at a characteristic angle with the direction of the superluminous shower
particle that generates it.

3. The light polarization. Unlike scintillation light, Čerenkov light is polarized.

A fourth characteristic, the spectral distribution, was not investigated so far, because we did
not see an easily applicable method to exploit differences between the spectra of the two types
of light generated by this type of calorimeter.
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Figure 2: The calorimeter response (average signal per GeV) for single pions and high-multiplicity jets, as
a function of energy, before and after corrections made on the basis of the measured Q/S signal ratio. The
response is normalized to electrons.

The difference in directionality was exploited by reading the fibers from both ends. The
preliminary results are very encouraging. The ratio between the signals measured at both
ends of the fiber was found to be more than a factor of 3 smaller for pure Čerenkov light
than for pure scintillation light. By measuring this ratio for mixed signals, the composition
of the light in that mixture could be determined, event by event. Also the differences in time
structure made this possible, as illustrated in Figure 3. Not surprisingly, the measurement of
the composition of a given signal was most precise when the relative numbers of scintillation
and Čerenkov photons were compatible. At the present time, we are analyzing these and
other data collected during the most recent beam tests and expect this to result in at least
one additional DREAM publication in the coming year.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The TTU HEP labs are equipped with generic NIM, CAMAC and VME electronics. Several
specialized tools were designed and manufactured for fiber cleaving, polishing and termination
during the DREAM project. Some funds for modification and upgrade of this equipment are
requested.

Our computer facilities are well-equipped for Monte Carlo calculations and data analyses with
the newest versions of the common simulation packages. For bench test measurements, we
have adequate data acquisitions systems and electronics as well.

We anticipate using different types of spectrometers for the analyses of light from a variety
of active media (scintillation and Čerenkov radiation). We may have to augment our exist-
ing spectrometers with different gratings to gain enhanced sensitivity to various wavelength
regions.

The TTU HEP lab operates a 2-MeV electron Van de Graaff that we used extensively in
the early stages of fiber selection for the DREAM project. We anticipate using this versatile
accelerator in the initial phases of these studies.
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Figure 3: The relationship between the measured ratio of the Čerenkov and scintillator signals from 100
GeV “jets”, and the percentage of the signal that was recorded in the tail, i.e. more than 12 ns after the start.
Preliminary results.

It is important to note that this proposal builds on a recent successful R&D program (DREAM).
This has several positive implications:

• The absorber, standard scintillating and Čerenkov (quartz and clear plastic) fibers, and
photomultipliers already exist.

• The proponents of this proposal have invested many years developing new calorimeter
techniques and have been very effectively working as a single team.

• The two proposals (Dual-Readout Calorimetry for ILC and Ultimate Hadron Calorime-
try) we submit in this context for consideration are tightly coupled in all kinds of re-
sources.

All of the above provide a unique and proven synergy.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

In 2005, we plan to investigate different dopants and doping techniques. A small number
of doped lead glass blocks will be produced and tested, with the electron Van de Graaff
accelerator at TTU. We will also investigate relevant SiPM’s properties using light sources.
Especially spatial uniformity of response, linearity, spectral respsonse, and stability under
voltage and temperature variations are of interest to this project. In parallel and as a possible
alternative, we will investigate standard multi-anode PMTs. Where possible, results from
these two readout systems will be compared.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

We anticipate building a full size electromagnetic calorimeter based on the chosen and opti-
mized doping technique. If this module is ready in time, high-energy beam tests may also be
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carried out. We will build a small version of the DREAM calorimeter and equip it with the
readout chosen on the basis of the Year 1 R&D.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We plan a combined electromagnetic and hadronic prototype test at a high-energy particle
accelerator. A new fully sampling em calorimeter followed by the existing DREAM hadron
calorimeter, possibly equipped with three different types of fibers, will be exposed to beams
of electrons, hadrons and “jets”. The new small DREAM-like module, equipped with the new
readout, will also be tested, in electron beams.

Budget justification: Texas Tech University will be the lead institution in this project.
We plan to use professional expert assistance in scintillator dopants and doping techniques
(∼9K$). We plan to involve undergraduate students as the project develops. The fringe
benefits rate is assumed to be 25% on salaries and the salary expenditure with fringe benefits
is ∼16K$.

Equipment, materials and supplies will dominate the cost of this project.

We assumed no overhead charge on equipment and travel. A similar agreement was reached
with the TTU Office of Research Services for previous grants of this type. TTU will charge
overhead on salaries at the off-campus rate (26.5%).

TTU will subcontract the University of California at San Diego and Iowa State University.
Separate tables for these subcontracts are shown below.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Texas Tech University

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Other Professionals 3.0 3.0 3.0 9.0
Graduate Students 0 0 0 0

Undergraduate Students 0 2.0 2.0 4.0
Total Salaries and Wages 3.0 5.0 5.0 13.0

Fringe Benefits 0.8 1.3 1.3 3.3
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 3.8 6.3 6.3 16.3

Equipment 0 5.0 8.0 13.0
Travel 5.0 10.0 10.0 25.0

Materials and Supplies 10.3 30.0 11.1 51.4
Other direct costs 0 12.1 8.0 20.1

UC-San Diego subcontract 20.0 40.0 20.0 80.0
Iowa State U subcontract 10.0 15.0 15.0 40.0

Total direct costs 49.1 118.3 78.3 245.7
Indirect costs 1.0 1.7 1.7 4.3

Total direct and indirect costs 50.0 120.0 80.0 250.0
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Budget justification:

University of California at San Diego will concentrate on new readout techniques, particularly
SiPMs. In Year 2, investment in electronics design is expected. Throughout this project, a
modest expenditures are planned to purchase SiPMs and related hardware. Similarly, small
amount funds are forseen for travel for group meetings and beam tests.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University of California at San Diego

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Other Professionals 0 18.5 0 18.5
Graduate Students 0 0 0 0

Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages 0 18.5 0 18.5

Fringe Benefits 0 3.1 0 3.1
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 0 21.7 0 21.7

Equipment 7.4 3.0 6.0 16.4
Travel 5.0 5.0 6.1 16.1

Materials and Supplies 5.0 2.7 5.0 12.7
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0
Total direct costs 17.4 32.4 17.1 66.9

Indirect costs 2.6 7.6 2.9 13.1
Total direct and indirect costs 20.0 40.0 20.0 80.0

Budget justification:

Iowa State University has a long track record in detailed calorimeter simulations. John
Hauptman will partially fund a graduate student (3 months out of a year) for three years. A
modest amount of travel funds are required to travel to meetings and beam tests.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Iowa State University

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Other Professionals 0 0 0 0
Graduate Students 5.0 5.0 5.0 15.0

Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages 5.0 5.0 5.0 15.0

Fringe Benefits 1.3 1.3 1.3 3.8
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 6.3 6.3 6.3 18.8

Equipment 0 0 0 0
Travel 2.1 7.1 7.1 16.3

Materials and Supplies 0 0 0 0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0
Total direct costs 8.3 13.3 13.3 35.0

Indirect costs 1.7 1.7 1.7 5.0
Total direct and indirect costs 10.0 15.0 15.0 40.0
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Ultimate Hadron Calorimetry

Classification (subsystem)

Calorimeter

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Texas Tech University: N. Akchurin, H. Kim and R. Wigmans

Collaborators

University of California at San Diego: H.P. Paar
Iowa State University: J. Hauptman and J. Lamsa
A. Penzo (INFN Trieste, Italy)

Collaborating personnel will work on the project but are not requesting funding here.

Project Leader

Dr. Richard Wigmans
Richard.Wigmans@ttu.edu
(806) 742-3779

Project Overview

High-precision measurement of the 4-vectors of hadrons and jets is an essential requirement
for experiments at the ILC, and one of the main goals in developing a detector for such an
experiment.

Thirty years of experience have taught us that hadron calorimetry is extremely non-trivial.
Unfortunately, Monte Carlo simulations of the type available in the GEANT package have
little predictive value for the performance of hadron calorimeters. Progress in our under-
standing of hadron calorimetry has been entirely due to generic detector R&D projects of the
type proposed here.

In most hadron calorimeters, the performance is dominated (and spoiled) by the fact that
the response to the electromagnetic (em) shower component is different from that to the
non-em shower component: e/h �= 1. Fluctuations in the energy fraction carried by the em
component (fem), dominate the energy resolution and the (non-Gaussian) lineshape, while
the energy dependence of the average value of fem causes (a usually substantial) non-linearity.

There are two proven ways to eliminate these problems and improve the calorimeter perfor-
mance.

1. Make the calorimeter compensating (e/h = 1)

2. Measure the value of fem event by event and correct for the response differences men-
tioned above.

The compensation mechanism is now well understood. It can be achieved by designing the
calorimeter in such a way that the signals from neutrons, abundantly produced in the non-em
shower component, are boosted to such an extent that they, on average, compensate for the
“invisible” energy resulting from nuclear breakup. In practice, this can be achieved with a
sampling calorimeter with a hydrogenous active medium. The sampling fraction has to be
small, e.g. 2.4% in lead/plastic-scintillator structures, ∼ 10% in uranium/plastic-scintillator.
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Such calorimeters work very well, and they hold all world records for hadronic performance.
However, they have a few disadvantages. Because of the crucial contribution of neutrons,
one has to integrate the signals over a large detector volume (1 m3) and a considerable
time (100 ns) to achieve this performance. Also, because of the small sampling fraction,
the resolution for em shower detection is limited. The best em resolutions reported for
compensating calorimeters are ∼ 10%/

√
E.

The DREAM (Dual-REAdout Module) calorimeter was developed as a device that would
make it possible to perform high-precision measurements of hadrons and jets, while not subject
to these limitations. It is based on the second principle mentioned above, measuring fem event
by event. The detector is based on a copper absorber structure, equipped with two types
of active media which measure complementary characteristics of the shower development.
Scintillating fibers measure the total energy deposited by the shower particles, while Čerenkov
light is only produced by the charged relativistic shower particles. Since the latter are almost
exclusively found in the electromagnetic shower component (dominated by π0s produced in
hadronic showers), a comparison of the two signals makes it possible to measure the energy
fraction carried by this component event by event.

The idea to combine the complementary information from dE/dx and from the production
of Čerenkov light has been proven to be a very powerful tool for improving the hadronic
calorimeter performance (see the section “Results of Prior Research” for details). Based on
the successes achieved so far, we believe that we can take this approach one step further, in
an attempt to obtain the ultimate hadron calorimeter.

The ultimate limitation on the resolution that can be achieved with a hadron calorimeter
is determined by fluctuations in (in-)visible energy, i.e. fluctuations in the energy fraction
that is used to break up atomic nuclei and thus does not contribute to the measured signals.
Fortunately, this fraction is correlated to the total kinetic energy of the neutrons liberated
in this process, especially in high-Z absorber materials such as lead. Therefore, efficient
detection of these neutrons is key to obtaining the best possible energy resolution.

We propose to modify the existing DREAM calorimeter in such a way that a separate mea-
surement of the kinetic energy carried by shower neutrons, E(n), becomes possible. We
believe that the combined information from dE/dx, Čerenkov light and E(n) will maximize
the relevant knowledge about the developing showers and, therefore, will provide the ultimate
hadron calorimetry. We propose two avenues to achieve this goal:

1. Replace every second plastic scintillating fiber by a non-hydrogenous scintillating fiber,
e.g. quartz doped with a scintillating agent. A comparison of the signals from these
two types of fibers will provide E(n), since the only difference between these two signals
comes from the neutrons.

2. Replace one or several fibers in each copper tube with fibers that are made specifically
sensitive to MeV-type neutrons, e.g. using boron.

The first method will almost certainly work, but since quartz fibers are very expensive, the
second method has a better potential to provide a cost-effective solution. That’s why we want
to investigate both options.

In Year 1, we want to dedicate ourselves to the purely generic part of this project, i.e. in-
vestigate the advantages and disadvantages of all different options. In Year 2, we want to
implement the chosen solution in our DREAM calorimeter and perform high-energy beam
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tests at CERN or Fermilab. We realize that the existing prototype detector (1030 kg) is too
small to achieve the ultimate performance allowed by this triple-readout approach. However,
we expect that the improvement of the performance compared to the dual-readout version
will allow us to fully assess the possibilities of this new technique.

Broader Impact

This proposal, if funded, will contribute to the knowledge base in our respective Physics De-
partments. The beneficiaries of that will be postdocs, graduate students, and undergraduate
students participating in the research funded in this proposal.

One of our collaborators (Hans P. Paar) is co-director of NSF’s REU (Research Experience for
Undergraduates) program located in UCSD’s Physics Department. Through this program,
we will recruit undergraduates, generally from disadvantaged backgrounds, to participate in
our research program. This includes taking them with us to an accelerator laboratory such as
FermiLab or CERN where they can experience first hand the atmosphere of forefront research.

As in the case of the DREAM project, we will involve TTU Quarknet treachers and their
highschool students in construction, tests and analyses, where possible.

Faculty will recruit junior and senior undergraduates to participate in our laboratory based
research. There they will use the state-of-the-art equipment to which this Grant has con-
tributed.

Undergraduates working in our labs will often present their research at an Undergraduate
Research Conference, attended by their peers and faculty supervisors. Here they learn what
it means to stand up and present your results and answer questions ”on your feet”.

Results of Prior Research

The DREAM project was started in 2001, with a grant ($150K) received by the project
leader in the context of the Advanced Research Program of the State of Texas. In 2002, this
grant was supplemented by funds from DOE’s Advanced Detector Research program. Since
then, the proponents have received a total amount of $340K from the latter source, in four
installments.

We have used these funds to construct and test a generic prototype, which was intended to
test the dual-readout principles and measure the extent to which the performance of hadron
calorimeters could be improved by making use of these principles. The detector is based
on a copper absorber structure, equipped with two types of active media which measure
complementary characteristics of the shower development. Scintillating fibers measure the
total energy deposited by the shower particles, while Čerenkov light is only produced by the
charged, relativistic shower particles. The total instrumented mass is 1030 kg (depth 10 λint),
and the 36,000 fibers are read out by 38 PMT’s.

This detector was built in the Physics department of Texas Tech University and then shipped
to CERN, where it was tested with high-energy pions, electrons and muons in the H4 beam
of the Super Proton Synchrotron. CERN allocated three testbeam periods to this project,
during the summers of 2003 and 2004.

The results of these tests are described in a number of papers. Three papers have already
appeared in the scientific literature:

• N. Akchurin et al., Muon Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter,
Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A533 (2004) 305–321.
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• N. Akchurin et al., Electron Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter,
Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A536 (2005) 29–51.

• N. Akchurin et al., Hadron and Jet Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter,
Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A537 (2005) 537–561.

A fourth paper has been accepted for publication:

• N. Akchurin et al., Comparison of High-Energy Electromagnetic Shower Profiles Mea-
sured with Scintillation and Čerenkov Light,
Accepted for publication in Nucl. Instr. and Meth.

Two other papers are in an advanced state of preparation. The DREAM project was also
presented in two talks at the XIth International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy
Physics (Perugia, Italy, 2004). In his summary talk, the speaker called DREAM the most
significant new development in calorimetry in recent history. All papers can also be found at
the website of the DREAM project: http://www.phys.ttu.edu/dream/

Figure 1: Scintillator signal distributions for 100 GeV π− in the DREAM calorimeter before any corrections
were made(a), after the corrections based on the observed Q/S signal ratio were applied (b) and after, in
addition, leakage fluctuations were eliminated (c). See text for details.

The idea to combine the complementary information from dE/dx and from the production
of Čerenkov light has been proven to be a very powerful tool for improving the hadronic
calorimeter performance (Figure 1). The performance of our detector is considerably superior
to what is commonly achieved with hadron calorimeters used in particle physics experiments.
For example, high-energy (200 GeV) jets were measured with a resolution better than 4%
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(Figure 1b). Because of the limited size (the total instrumented mass of the test module
was only 1030 kg), fluctuations in (lateral) shower leakage contributed significantly to the
measured resolution. We have shown that if we made use of the fact that the jet energy
was known (thus effectively eliminating the contributions of shower leakage to the results),
the mentioned resolution could be further improved by a factor of two (Figure 1c). Similar
improvements may thus be expected for a detector with a larger instrumented mass than the
device tested in this study.

Figure 2: The calorimeter response (average signal per GeV) for single pions and high-multiplicity jets, as
a function of energy, before and after corrections made on the basis of the measured Q/S signal ratio. The
response is normalized to electrons.

Perhaps even more important is the fact that the (simple) procedure we developed to correct
event by event for differences in the electromagnetic shower fraction automatically led to a
correct reconstruction of the shower energy, both for jets and for single hadrons, in an instru-
ment calibrated with electrons, over the full energy range at which the detector was tested.
Anyone who has ever worked with a hadron calorimeter in an experiment will appreciate this
very important feature, which is illustrated in Figure 2.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The TTU HEP labs are equipped with generic NIM, CAMAC and VME electronics. Several
specialized tools were designed and manufactured for fiber cleaving, polishing and termination
during the DREAM project. Some funds for modification and upgrade of this equipment are
requested.

Our computer facilities are well-equipped for Monte Carlo calculations and data analyses with
the newest versions of the common simulation packages. For bench test measurements, we
have adequate data acquisitions systems and electronics as well.

We anticipate using different types of spectrometers for the analyses of light from a variety
of active media (scintillation and Čerenkov radiation). We may have to augment our exist-
ing spectrometers with different gratings to gain enhanced sensitivity to various wavelength
regions.
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The TTU HEP lab operates a 2-MeV electron Van de Graaff that we used extensively in
the early stages of fiber selection for the DREAM project. We anticipate using this versatile
accelerator in the initial phases of these studies.

It is necessary to study the light generation mechanism of doped quartz (or glass) fibers using
neutrons. There are a number of neutron sources available on campus (TTU Health Sciences
Center).

It is important to note that this proposal builds on a recent successful R&D program (DREAM).
This has several positive implications:

• The absorber, standard scintillating and Čerenkov (quartz and clear plastic) fibers, and
photomultipliers already exist.

• The proponents of this proposal have invested many years developing new calorimeter
techniques and have been very effectively working as a single team.

• The two proposals (Dual-Readout Calorimetry for ILC and Ultimate Hadron Calorime-
try) we submit in this context for consideration are tightly coupled in all kinds of re-
sources.

All of the above provide a unique and proven synergy.

FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables

The proposed work calls for investigation of two types of fibers: one is a non-hydrogenous
scintillating fiber, and the second one is a specifically designed fiber sensitive to a few MeV
neutrons.

In the first year of this program, we anticipate researching doped quartz (or glass) and other
types of fibers in collaboration with fiber industry. Over the years we have developed pro-
ductive working relationships with several fiber producers. We plan to investigate prototype
fibers in 2005 and engage a MS graduate student in this project. By the end of 2005, we will
have chosen the best possible fiber for neutron detection, and simulated the signals expected
from a calorimeter equipped with three different types of fibers.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

The second phase of the program calls for production of these optical fibers and construc-
tion and/or modification of a calorimeter prototype. We assume that a beam test of the
constructed prototype will be possible either at FNAL or CERN in 2006. We analyse the
test results for publication and prepare for improvements and needed modifications for the
following year.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

If the objectives outlined above are met by the beginning of 2007, we expect this year to be
more of an analyses and simulation period. If however, new ideas emerge and/or modifications
become necessary, we are prepared to carry through those activities and beam tests in 2007.

Budget justification:

Texas Tech University will be the lead institution in this project. For the first two years,
we plan to use professional expert assistance in scintillator doping and in specialty design of
optical fibers (∼6K$). This research is well-suited for an MS thesis and we expect to pay
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part of a graduate student salary (two months out of a year, ∼10.5K$). The fringe benefits
rate is assumed to be 25% on salaries.

The largest fraction of the project cost concerns the investigation and production of spe-
cialty optical fibers (∼84K$ over three years). This estimate is based on our experience with
polymer-clad fused-silica (quartz) and clear plastic fibers for the DREAM project. Note that
there is considerable savings in producing a prototype with these novel features: The cop-
per absorber, standard scintillating fibers, undoped quartz fibers along with photodetectors
already exist at no cost to this project.

We assumed no overhead charge on equipment and travel. A similar agreement was reached
with TTU for previous grants of this type. TTU will charge overhead on salaries at the
off-campus rate (26.5%).

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Texas Tech University

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total
Other Professionals 3.0 3.0 0 6.0
Graduate Students 3.5 3.5 3.5 10.5

Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages 6.5 6.5 3.5 16.5

Fringe Benefits 1.6 1.6 0.9 4.1
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 8.1 8.1 4.4 20.6

Equipment 3.0 3.0 0 6.0
Travel 5.0 5.0 4.0 14.0

Materials and Supplies 31.7 31.7 20.5 83.9
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0
Total direct costs 47.8 47.8 28.8 124.5

Indirect costs 2.2 2.2 1.2 5.5
Total direct and indirect costs 50.0 50.0 30.0 130.0
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Introduction to Muon System R&D 
 
The identification and precise measurement of muons is critical to the physics program of 
the linear collider.  The muons produced from decays of W and Z bosons and from B-
hadrons are key parts of the signatures for the Higgs and hypothesized new particles.  
Muons may also be produced directly from decays of new particles such as 
supersymmetric scalar muons. 
 
The linear collider detector design includes a sub-system that will identify muons, as 
distinct from hadrons, primarily by their penetration through the iron flux return. This 
muon system should operate over the widest possible momentum range with high 
efficiency for muons and low contamination from pions.  In addition, it may be used to 
measure the leakage of hadronic showers from the calorimeter and hence improve the 
energy resolution of hadronic jets.   
 
Because the muon system is the largest one in the LC detector, it is important that a 
realizable design, verified by prototyping, is established early, so that an optimal detector 
is delivered on time and within budget. The muon system must maintain stable operation 
with high reliability since the detectors are largely inaccessible.  These are challenging 
requirements for operation over a span of perhaps 20 years. 
 
The proposals here advocate a muon detector technology based on alternating layers of 
solid scintillator and steel.  Solid scintillator is a robust and well-established detector 
medium that can be read out with wavelength shifting (WLS) optical fibers.  However, 
the performance of such a system in terms of efficiency and mis-identification probability 
can only be established in beam tests of prototype detectors.  Furthermore, the 
improvement in hadronic jet resolution by measuring the shower leakage into the muon 
detector can only be established by such beam tests.  
 
These proposals also address the optimization of the detailed design of the scintillator 
geometry and fiber readout.  Issues considered are the reflective coating of the 
scintillator, mechanical scheme for embedding the WLS fiber and the fusion of WLS to 
clear fiber. Three different technologies for light detection are explored in these 
proposals. The baseline light detector is the well established multi-anode photomultiplier 
tube.  Emerging alternative technologies are the silicon photomultiplier and the Geiger-
mode avalanche photodiode.  A coordinated approach is proposed for front-end 
electronics and data acquisition systems.   Readout is appropriate for each light detector 
technology, but with, as much as possible, a common architecture that takes advantage of 
designs for existing experiments as well as other linear collider R&D projects. 
 
The physics performance of the muon system will ultimately rest on the foundation laid 
by the careful studies of prototypes, as proposed here. 
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Scintillator Based Muon System R&D: 3-Year Proposal 
 
Subsystem: Muon and Particle ID 
 
Personnel  and Institutions requesting funding 
 
Mike McKenna and Mitchell Wayne,  University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana. 

 
Juan Lizarazo and Mani Tripathi, University of California, Davis, California. 

 
Alfredo Gutierrez and Paul Karchin, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan. 

 
Collaborators  
 
Alan Bross, Brajesh Choudhary, H. Eugene Fisk, Kurt Krempetz, Caroline Milstene, Adam Para, 
and Oleg Prokofiev, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois. 

 
Robert Wilson and David Warner, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado. 
 
Robert Abrams and Rick Van Kooten, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 

 
Gerald Blazey, Dhiman Chakraborty, Alexandre Dychkant, David Hedin and Vishnu Zutshi,  
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois. 

 
Paul Padley, Mike Matveev and Jay Roberts, Rice University, Houston, Texas. 

 
Karol Lang, University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

 
Project Leaders 
 
H. Eugene Fisk 
hefisk@fnal.gov 
(630) 840-4095 
 

Paul E. Karchin 
karchin@physics.wayne.edu 
(313) 577-5424 

Project Overview 
 
We propose a three year research program to design and test a prototype muon detector for the 
linear collider detector.  The identification and precise measurement of muons is critical to the 
physics program of the linear collider.  The muons produced from decays of W and Z bosons 
provide key signatures for the Higgs and possible new particles.  Muons may also be produced 
directly from decays of new particles.  
 
The linear collider detector design includes a muon system that will identify muons, as distinct 
from hadrons, primarily by their penetration through the iron flux return.  The muon system 
should operate over the widest possible momentum range with high efficiency for muons and low 
contamination from pions.  Because the proposed calorimeters are thin in terms of interaction 
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lengths, hadronic showers will leak into the muon steel.  With an adequately designed and proven 
muon system, it may be possible to measure the leakage and hence improve the energy resolution 
of hadronic jets.  The muon system must maintain stable operation with high reliability since the 
detectors are largely inaccessible.  These are challenging requirements for operation over a span of 
perhaps 20 years.   
 
A promising design for the muon system is suggested by the successful operation of scintillator 
and iron calorimeters used in neutrino experiments, such as CDHS, to measure the energy of jets. 
For example, with 10 cm of Fe between counters, hadronic resolutions of ~0.8/sqrt(E) are 
typically achieved.  A scintillator strip calorimeter based on MINOS style detectors may provide 
the resolution required for a useful measurement of shower leakage. 

 
For the muon system we propose for the linear collider, the general layout of the barrel muon 
detectors consists of planes of scintillator strips inserted in gaps between 10 cm thick Fe plates 
that make up octagonal barrels concentric with the e+e- beamline.  The scintillator strips,  ~5 cm 
wide and 1 cm thick, contain one or more ~1 mm diameter wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers. 
Light produced by a charged particle is transported via clear fibers to multi-anode 
photomultipliers located outside the Fe yoke where it is converted to an electronic signal.  There 
are 15 planes of scintillator with alternating strips oriented at ± 45o with respect to a projection of 
the beam line onto the planes.   

 
We propose to optimize the design of a scintillator-based muon system with a coordinated 
program of simulation studies and performance measurements of prototype detectors.  The 
simulation studies will include development of software that is integrated into the ILC  
framework.  The software will support different geometry descriptions, parametric variation of 
geometries and will have a user friendly interface.  We will develop techniques to produce the 
components of a prototype system: iron absorber plates and mechanical support, extruded 
scintillator strips embedded with wavelength shifting optical fibers, splicing and routing of fibers 
and their interface to multi-anode photomultiplier tubes and readout electronics.  In the first year, 
several prototype planes and readout will be produced.  In the second year, the prototype system 
(including absorber) will be tested with cosmic rays.  In the final year, a system of 7 or more 
planes and absorber will be operated in a test beam.  Because the muon system is the largest one in 
the ILC detector, it is very important that a realizable design, verified by prototyping, is 
established early, so that a well-working detector is delivered on time and within budget.  
 
The close collaboration between the institutions requesting funding and Fermilab is described in 
detail in this proposal.  Other collaborating institutions are also involved.   
 
Northern Illinois University will continue to work with us on source testing of scintillator, 
simulation software and software infrastructure. We will closely follow NIU’s independent work 
on scintillator extrusion and coating and the application of silicon photomultipliers for fiber 
readout.  The UCD group will work with Fermilab to develop a common solution for front-end 
electronics and data acquisition. 
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Indiana University will help us test the 1m X 0.5m prototype module at Fermilab.  The University 
of Texas at Austin will continue to provide us consultation about MAPMT’s based on their 
experience with MINOS. 
 
Colorado State University is developing geiger mode avalanche photodiodes and will test their 
devices with our prototype modules. In addition, the CSU group will participate in the overall 
muon system development. 
 
Rice University is not currently active, but intends to work on this project in the future. 
 
We also keep abreast of the work led by of Marcello Piccolo of Frascati on resistive plate 
chambers and muon simulation which is complementary to this work.   
 
Broader Impact 
 
The work outlined in this proposal, if supported, will have an educational impact at several levels.  
Many of the projects described will be carried out at the universities, and thus are good matches 
for undergraduate and graduate student participation.  Over the past year, both a sophomore 
physics major and a first year graduate student have helped with the fiber R&D at the University 
of Notre Dame.  So far, one undergraduate and one graduate student each at WSU and two 
graduate students and three undergraduates at UCD have participated in this effort at various 
times.  Research and development projects like this muon detector proposal are particularly 
beneficial for student training, since most of the U.S. particle physics program is currently focused 
on either data analysis of existing experiments, or the construction and commissioning of the LHC 
experiments at CERN. 
 
In terms of even broader educational outreach, each of the lead institutions on this proposal 
supports a QuarkNet center, and Prof. Wayne is currently one of four co-principal investigators of 
the national QuarkNet program.  These centers are firmly established as communities of scientists 
and educators that engage in a wide range of activities.  The QuarkNet centers offer direct 
research involvement to high school students and teachers, and often provide a “hands-on” 
experience for people from traditionally underrepresented groups. A high school teacher has been 
very active in this research at WSU under the QuarkNet program. Several of the projects making 
up this proposal are ideally suited for student/teacher participation.  The high school teachers and 
students affiliated with Notre Dame and WSU will certainly be involved in the fabrication of 
muon detector planes during the upcoming summer.   
 
Some of the university groups also participate in NSF-sponsored REU programs, and we expect 
that at least a few undergraduates will work on the muon system for their research projects this 
summer.   The REU program at UCD is in its second year. We expect to recruit students to work 
on the muon test-stand during the summer. 
 
While the focus of this effort is towards research in experimental particle physics, the results of 
this type of R&D often find application in other areas.  Scintillator based detectors are used in a 
wide range of areas.  The detection and timing of very small light levels is of interest to many 
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fields, both in basic research and in the private sector.  There has been a great deal of interest 
recently in the potential use of particle physics detection techniques to enhance our national 
security.  Of particular interest is whether very large detector arrays, like our muon system, can be 
used as efficient, cost-effective tools to monitor the safety of large items transported into the 
country (e.g. containers brought in by ship) 
 
Results of Prior Research 
 
During the past year, a collaboration of Fermilab, UC Davis, NIU, Notre Dame and Wayne State 
has worked to understand the scintillator-based ILC Muon detector hardware issues and to pursue 
those issues with the priority and manpower that is possible with the limited funding for the 
universities presently involved.  Fermilab, which requests no funds from this proposal, has 
separate funding for ILC detector work: $45K in material costs during FY04 and approximately an 
equivalent amount in technician and engineering manpower support.  We expect continued 
support from Fermilab. 
 
The University of Notre Dame group, led by Mitch Wayne, has focused on the mechanical design 
and construction of the muon detector planes.  As described above, the muon detector is 
comprised of large planes of scintillator strips, each with a green waveshifting fiber embedded 
along the length of the strip.  The waveshifting fibers are in turn connected to identical clear fibers 
that pipe the light to the photodetectors, in our case multi-anode photomultiplier tubes 
(MAPMTs).  A key element of our design is that each waveshifter-clear fiber connection is done 
individually with a thermal splice.  This simplifies the mechanical design of the detector planes 
and the routing of the clear fibers to the PMTs.  Thermal splicing also eliminates the need for 
complicated connectors. 
 
The WSU group consists of P. Karchin (faculty), A. Gutierrez (research engineer) and R. 
Brockhaus (high school teacher).  A. Gutierrez has 9 years experience with electronics and 
computers in HEP, including work on CDF, ILC R&D, HERA-B, CLEO and B-TeV. R. 
Brockhaus is a science teacher at Mumford High School in Detroit and works with WSU as part of 
the QuarkNet program.  In previous years, a graduate student and an undergraduate student have 
worked on the ILC muon project.  The WSU group has concentrated on the overall coordination of 
the scintillator-based muon collaboration (P. Karchin is co-coordinator with H. E. Fisk) and the 
application of  MAPMTs as the optical detectors.  
 
The relatively low per-channel cost of the Hamamatsu MAPMT provides a cost-effective readout 
that allows for reasonable granularity of the scintillator elements.  Furthermore, MAPMTs are 
reliably produced by a commercial manufacturer and are well established in running HEP 
experiments, such as MINOS (near and far detectors) and CDF (end-plug calorimeters and central 
pre-shower detectors).  Thus, the MAPMT is an excellent candidate for a full-scale ILC muon 
detector and also serves as a well-understood detector to measure the response of prototype 
scintillator/fiber detector elements. 
 
The UCD group, led by Mani Tripathi, has focused on the readout electronics aspect of the 
project.  The electronics shop at UCD has been developing readout electronics for HEP for the last 
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3 decades. Juan Lizarazo, a graduate student in both physics and electrical engineering, has 
worked on several HEP projects including CACTUS and D0, where he was a visiting engineer for 
two years.  During FY03, the UCD group developed large bandwidth amplifiers for 16-channel 
MAPMTs.  During FY04, a custom readout system using commercial TDCs and FPGAs was built 
by borrowing some components from PREP at Fermilab.  Several undergraduate students have 
worked on this project over the last two years. Below we describe, in greater detail, the progress 
made by these groups. 
 
Fermilab  Most of Fermilab's development support has been in the area of scintillator and fiber 
procurement and tests, fiber splicing via thermal fusion, a PMT test setup at Fermilab in parallel 
with a similar setup at WSU to measure MAPMT properties, and the beginning of an involvement 
of Fermilab engineering in the evaluation of a scintillator readout scheme based on electronics 
originally designed for D0 scintillator fiber readout that has been prototyped for a possible future 
neutrino experiment. 
 
In December 2003 Fermilab took delivery of 756 strips of 3.5m X 4cm X 1cm extruded (MINOS 
type) scintillator and 4.5/3 km of clear/WLS 1.2mm diameter fiber.  During the manufacture of the 
extruded scintillator at Itasca Plastics in St. Charles, IL we had them provide a 1m long strip 
hourly so we could monitor the quality of the scintillator.  We used 15 of these strips to do WLS 
fiber-gluing tests using various adhesives.  Clear RTV-615C, Epon 815 and BC600 were each 
tested.  Measurements by NIU personnel with a Cs137 source show that all three performed 
approximately equally well.1 
 
The delivered scintillator and fiber is sufficient to build 8 single-layer planes of muon detectors 
5m X 2.5m.  The purpose of the R&D with planes was to establish a knowledge basis to insure 
that all technical, cost and physics implications were well enough understood to build an ILC 
muon system that would not only detect, track and identify muons, but that it could also be used to 
measure hadronic energy from late showering hadrons, i.e. as a backup calorimeter.  While a size 
of 5m X 2.5m is sufficient to provide full coverage in the outer gaps of an octagonal Fe return-
yoke 10m in length, by using 4 such planes per gap, test beam considerations, especially space 
limitations, have convinced us to begin with planes that are 2.5m X 1.25m. We call these planes 
the ¼ (sized) planes.  In preparation for building the first four ¼ planes, a pre-prototype module 
1m X ½ m was built at Notre Dame.  It is presently under test at Fermilab.  The focus of the pre-
prototype was scintillator layout, gluing, fiber splicing, fiber routing, fiber bending, etc. 
 
Instead of using fiber connectors to make the WLS-Clear connection we have chosen to thermally 
fuse clear-to-WLS fiber as discussed below in the Notre Dame section of this document.  The 
splicing was done in Lab 7 at Fermilab where the method was first established for the CDF end-
plug calorimeter. 
 
In collaboration with WSU, a testing area was set up in Lab 6 at Fermilab for testing MAPMTs, 
scintillator and electronics.  The setup is essentially identical with the one at WSU that is 
described below for measuring the gain of MAPMTs. 
 
                                                 
1 see  www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/muonpid/gene_fisk_new.ppt 
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In November ‘04 during discussions about readout electronics we learned that the Fermilab 
ASIC's project group has developed a 16 channel board, for a possible future neutrino experiment, 
based on a chip developed for D0 and the SVX chip, as discussed in the UC Davis section of this 
document that may be well suited to our application.  Collaborative engineering on this board, 
with contributions from UCD and Fermilab, is now underway. 
 
University of Notre Dame  The UND group has worked in conjunction with Lab 7 at Fermilab to 
test the effectiveness of thermally splicing fibers together.  In our first test, a total of 64 eight-
meter long pieces of clear fiber were measured for light throughput before and after splicing.   In 
our system, green LED light is injected into the near end of the fiber while the light exiting the far 
end is measured with a photodiode.  The photodiode response is digitized and read into a 
computer.  Our system utilizes a bank of 8 LEDs and 8 photodiodes, all intercalibrated to 
normalize their response.  Most of the 64 fibers were then cut in half, polished and spliced back 
together at Fermilab.  A small number were left whole to monitor any changes in our measurement 
system.  When the spliced fibers were remeasured, the results were not satisfactory – there was a 
large spread in the light transmission from piece to piece.  However, several splices did show good 
transmission of 90% or above.  After some minor adjustments to the procedure, a second, smaller 
test was performed with acceptable results.1 We are now confident that large numbers of fiber 
splices can be made with repeatable results. 
 
One complication in fiber splicing is that both the waveshifting and clear fibers are stored on 
large, circular spools.  This creates a residual curvature in the fiber, making it more difficult to 
precisely align the two faces of the fibers being spliced.  Our group has developed a technique to 
straighten out the ends of the fibers using gentle heating.  Concerned about potential damage to 
the fibers from the heating, we tested the light throughput of several pieces of both clear and 
waveshifting fiber before and after heating.  To our surprise, the light throughput increased by 
about 10% for each fiber end that was straightened.  This is an interesting and encouraging result 
that needs further study. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To help demonstrate the 
mechanical design and work 
through many of the fabrication 
steps, the Notre Dame group 
recently constructed a “pre-
prototype” detector plane with 
scrap materials.  Figure 1 is a 
photograph of the readout end of 
the module showing the routing 
of the clear fibers to the cookie 
mounted on the support frame. 
Also visible at lower right is the 
flat optical panel used for 
calibration.  The cookies and 
calibration scheme are discussed 
below.   
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         Figure 1:  A photograph of the pre-prototype module. 
 
Wayne State University  The WSU group has developed a scheme to calibrate the single photo-
electron response of a MAPMT using fast pulses from a light-emitting diode (LED). We used a 
16-channel Hamamatsu H8711 MAPMT.2  A clear fiber transmits light from an LED and is 
aligned to the photo-cathode face by an aluminum guide with an array of holes corresponding to 
the cathode pixel grid. A mass termination connector provides a transition from the anode pins to 
a miniature (RG174) coaxial cable.  The single-shot digital oscilloscope trace in Figure 2 shows 
the voltage pulse driving the LED and the response from a single anode channel, for a high 
voltage bias of 850 volts. The anode response for this single primary photo-electron is seen to be 
narrow (width at half max is about 4 ns) with a peak amplitude of about 30 mV.  Electronic noise 
is visible with peak-to-peak amplitude of about 8 mV. Tests with a high quality Faraday cage 
show that the noise can be reduced with improved electromagnetic shielding. 
 
Charge spectra from anode pulses, initiated by the LED, were recorded with a LeCroy QVT.  
Spectra for three different high voltage bias values are shown in Figure 3. The spectra were 
analyzed under the assumption of Poisson statistics for the number of primary photoelectrons 
produced during a timing gate centered on the LED pulse.  For 825 volts bias, the charges 
corresponding to 1 and 2 photoelectrons are indicated in the figure.  The gain is measured to be 
about 23 x 106, consistent with data provided by Hamamatsu.   

 
Figure 2: Single-shot digital oscilloscope trace for LED voltage pulse (top) and single anode 
response (bottom). 
 
The technique presented here, using LED pulsing, can be used to calibrate the single 
photoelectron response.  We plan to extend this technique for an in-situ calibration scheme, 
injecting LED light into the scintillator strips. 
                                                 
2 For further details and a photograph of the MAPMT and associated components see the DPF 2004 paper by P. 
Karchin at http://physics.ucr.edu/~billdbrk/papers/paper214.ps  and the talk by P. Karchin at the 2004 
Victoria LC conference at 
http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/muonpid/paul_karchin_v2.ppt 
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Figure 3: Charge spectra from anode pulses for three different cathode bias values. For 825 volts 
bias, the mean charges corresponding to 1 and 2 photoelectrons are indicated in the figure. 
 
University of California, Davis  During FY2004, the UCD group completed the development of 
a readout system for the prototype muon test-stand.  This system, shown in Figure 4 in a 
schematic form, utilizes CAMAC modules that are on loan from PREP at Fermilab. Fast 
discriminators that are used to convert the analog signals to digital pulses preserve the time-over-
threshold (TOT) information to better than 1 ns, while the TDCs record both the rise-time and the 
fall-time with a 0.5 ns resolution.  This ability to provide dual-edge recording allows us to get a 
crude measurement of the pulse-height via TOT with an effective resolution of 20 mV/ns.3  The 
wide bandwidth (~1.5 GHz) amplifiers that we had developed in FY2003 preserve the pulse from 
the MAPMTs to a high accuracy, thus giving us confidence in our ability to measure pulse-heights 
in a 1V dynamic range with an effective 5-bit resolution.  The TDCs are read out from the front-
panel ECL bus and fed into an FPGA which also provides trigger and control features.  This 
Xilinx XCV1000 FPGA board, along with auxiliary boards for level-translation (ECL-LVDS and 
TTL-LVDS),  was also developed at UCD. The data from the FPGA are read out into a Linux 
computer via the parallel port operating in the EPP mode, capable of providing 8 Mbps data 
transfer.  The readout system was tested successfully on the bench with trigger rates exceeding 1 
KHz. 
                                                 
3 see: http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/muonpid/mani_tripathi.PPT 
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Figure 4: A box-diagram of the readout system that was developed at UCD for use at the 
prototype muon detector test-stand at Fermilab. 

 
Muon Detector Software Development  Caroline Milstene at Fermilab has developed muon 
tracking and identification software packages in the framework of the JAVA based JAS. This 
encompasses four areas: (1) rework of the tracking code that simultaneously takes into account 
both energy-loss and charged particle acceleration in the solenoid and Fe return yoke magnetic 
fields, (2) improved efficiency for matching low momentum muon candidates with upstream 
charged particles, (3) studies to predict fake rates partly due  to  punch-through of nearby charged 
hadrons in the barrel detector that satisfy the criterion for muon identification, and (4) initial study 
to implement Kalman filtering to provide greater analytical power in matching upstream tracks 
with muon candidates and thereby further reduce mis-identified punch-through.  
 
Stepper Software/Low Momentum Tracking Efficiency Improvements  The original projection of 
Monte Carlo charged particles through the tracking detectors and calorimetry into the muon 
system did not take into account dE/dx.  This caused inefficiency in the matching of muon 
detector candidates that were generated via GEANT, which included the full detector geometry 
and materials (dE/dx, etc.), especially for muons below 10 GeV/c.  The Stepper software 
(Fermilab TM-2274E) uses a matrix approach to simultaneously include dE/dx and q*v x B 
effects in projecting central detector tracks into the calorimeters and muon detector.  Excellent 
agreement is obtained between the projected and identified muon track candidates (14 hits in 14 
layers for the SiD geometry) with the Stepper. 
 
A “before” and “now” plot of projected and actual phi vs. layer number (radial depth) hits for a 3 
GeV/c muon are shown in Figure 5, where “now” is with the Stepper software.  The 
improvements in efficiency are shown in Table 1.  The Ad-Hoc line in the table refers to a 
momentum-dependent enlargement of the (theta, phi) road that allowed improvement of the 
efficiency; the Stepper can be seen to further improve tracking efficiency.   
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Muon Mis-identification and Hadronic Punch-through  In jets, the presence of many nearby 
particles provides a challenge that was studied with 10,000 b-quark pair produced events (20,000 
b’s).  From the b-jets there were 18,666 (34% of the produced) π’s, 4,473(54%) K’s and 1,622 
(58%) protons that had momenta (> 3 GeV/c) sufficient to penetrate the first 14 plates of the muon 
detector, assuming they ranged out before interacting. From these hadrons, 70 π’s, 41 K’s and 2 
protons met the muon ID criteria.  These numbers include12 π’s and 3 K’s that decayed to muons.  
Thus, the fake rate probabilities for π’s, K’s and protons, including punch-through, are 0.0037, 
0.0092 and 0.0012, respectively, using the present Stepper algorithm. Because many of these 113 
muon candidates have hits in the first four layers of the muon detector, but then meet the 14 layer 
hit-criterion using hits that belong to nearby muons or late interactions, a more sophisticated 
algorithm may make it possible to further reduce fakes due to punch-through. 
 
Kalman Filter  Work has started on the development of a Kalman filtering algorithm that will 
include track fitting as a way to eliminate extraneous hits from neighboring tracks 
 
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 
 
At the University of Notre Dame, several laboratory spaces are available for the work described in 
this proposal.  These include rooms in the main physics building as well as a 5000 square foot off-
campus laboratory.  These spaces have been used for general fiber R&D and for the construction 
of clear fiber waveguides for the D0 central tracker.  The Department of Physics also houses a 
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Figure 5: Improvements achieved with the 
Stepper software as described in the text. 

Table 1: Muon Tracking Efficiency 
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full-service machine shop with a numerically controlled mill and lathe, a wire EDM, along with 
several more conventional machines. A LINUX cluster, SGI cluster and IBM RS6000 clusters are 
all available in the high energy physics area.  Various PC’s, Macs, SUN workstations and other 
terminals are also in use in offices.   
 
At the University of California, Davis the electronics shop has capabilities for designing, 
simulating and laying out circuits using state of the art software tools. The fabrication is usually 
done by vendors in Silicon Valley but all of the testing is done in-house.  The test lab contains a 
full suite of instrumentation for high bandwith analog signal analysis and debugging of multi-
channel digital logic.  The labs are also equipped with hardware and software for FPGA firmware 
development, VLSI chip design and probing of bare ASICs. A clean room and an 
electromagnetically shielded room provide space for testing sensitive components.  A 32 node 
Linux cluster is available for large scale data analysis along with 3 TB of data storage space. 
 
Wayne State University has both an electronics instrumentation laboratory and a machine shop 
which are used for the MAPMT work.  There are also computing facilities which currently support 
the group’s work on the CDF experiment at Fermilab and are available for use on the muon 
project. 
 
The scintillator-based ILC muon detector R&D effort is supported by several Fermilab facilities 
and personnel.  We are using the fiber splicing facilities and personnel, Eileen Hahn, in Lab 7.  
We have a PMT test area in the high bay of Lab 6 largely setup by Paul Karchin and Alfredo 
Gutierrez (Wayne State) and are presently testing our pre-prototype module in Lab 6.  We 
sometimes make use of the PMT test area, set up by Hogan Ngyuen in Lab 6 and we have 
previously used a radioactive source and light-tight scintillator strip test box in Lab 5 that has now 
been moved to Lab 6.  An engineer from UC Davis has worked with the ASICs Project 
Group/Paul Rubinov on the Minerva board in the High Rise and we expect this to continue over 
the next year or so.  We infrequently make use of the Physics Research Equipment Pool and 
expect to continue to do so.  We plan a more involved test area in Lab 6 and use of the MTest 
beam starting in about a year. We will make more use of Fermilab office space, computing and 
other facilities in the future. 
 
FY2005 Project Activities and Deliverables  
 
University of Notre Dame  During the upcoming year, the Notre Dame group will lead the 
fabrication of 4, quarter-size muon detector planes, with dimensions 2.5 m by 1.25 m.  These will 
be fully functional detectors based on our current design, with thermal splicing between the 
waveshifting and clear fibers.  Each of the four planes is comprised of 64 scintillator strips.  Two 
planes will be read out at one end, while the other two will have clear fiber readout from each end 
of the strips.  The planes will have strips oriented with alternating 450 stereo angle.  For both the 
single-ended planes and double-ended planes, each clear fiber will be read out by a separate pixel 
of a 64-channel Hamamatsu PMT.  The final product will be a complete detector array of 4 planes 
which can be studied thoroughly in a test beam or cosmic ray telescope. 
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At Notre Dame we will cut the scintillator strips to appropriate lengths and at the correct angle.  
The strips are then glued onto a supporting structure to create the detector plane.  Clear and 
waveshifting fiber will be cut to length and measured with our LED-photodiode system.  Fibers 
with throughput below a pretermined value will be rejected. Once the requisite number of fibers 
are ready, their ends will be thermally straightened.  The fiber ends will be finished at Fermilab 
with an ice polishing technique and then the clear and waveshifting fibers will be spliced together.  
The spliced fiber lengths will be transported back to Notre Dame, tested for light transmission, 
and glued into the scintillating strips.  Notre Dame will design and fabricate “cookies” in which 
the clear fibers are terminated.  These cookies must precisely align the clear fiber ends with the 
PMT pixels in a safe and light-tight manner.  Our group will design the mounting scheme to mate 
the cookie to the PMT. 
 
One important design feature is the calibration system.  For these prototype detectors we propose a 
system using flat optical panels, a technique our group developed for the D0 fiber tracking 
detector.  An LED injects light into the panel, creating a uniform ribbon of light approximately 20 
inches long and 2 inches wide.  By laying the panel across the strips, several channels can be 
illuminated simultaneously with a relatively well-controlled amount of light.  This system will 
also be useful for debugging the detector readout and for monitoring performance over time.  The 
panels are commercially available from Lumitex. 
 
Wayne State University  The WSU group will procure, test and calibrate enough MAPMTs to 
read out the 4 quarter-size prototype planes.  This requires six 64-channel tubes or two 64-channel 
tubes in combination with two 16-channel tubes.  The 16-channel tubes read out 8 fibers per pixel 
whereas the 64-channel tubes read out 1 fiber per pixel. 
 
We will calibrate every MAPMT channel using the method developed in our previous work. In 
addition, we will establish procedures for in-situ gain monitoring using light injected into the 
scintillator bars.  We will install and debug the tubes at Fermilab and participate in data taking and 
analysis using radioactive sources and cosmic rays. We will prepare written reports of our work 
and present it at conferences and/or publish it in journal form. 
 
University of California, Davis  While the readout system described above is good for 
debugging/calibrating MAPMTs and for reading out prototype planes, it cannot be scaled up for 
reading out a 512 or 1024 channel muon test-stand.  For this purpose, we are proposing to work 
with a readout system that has been developed at Fermilab for the Minerva experiment.  It utilizes 
a TriP chip, developed for D0, which combines the functionality of the SIFT and SVX chips. It is 
being developed for use in several Fermilab experiments.  This board will not only provide 16 
channels of amplification and discrimination but it will also be capable of storing the charge in an 
analog pipeline and subsequently digitizing the data with an 8-bit accuracy after receiving an 
external trigger.  An FPGA is used to latch the time-of-arrival of the discriminated pulses with a 
resolution of about 2 ns.  This is worse than the 0.5 ns provided by the CAMAC system, but it is 
expected that the accuracy will improve as FPGAs with higher clock frequencies become 
available.  Moreover, the 8-bit digitization is vastly superior to the 5-bit information gained from 
the TOT technique.  A prototype of this board exists but it needs several corrections before it can 
enter a production stage.  
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A UCD graduate student, Juan Lizarazo, has worked with Fermilab physicists and engineers to 
learn the circuit schematic and board layout.  Copies of all of the electronic design documents now 
exist at UCD.  During FY05, we will be developing a modified version of this board for our 
purposes, including the ability to mate 4 16-channel boards to a 64-channel MAPMT and 
providing some improvement to the time synchronization circuitry.  The TriP chip has some 
problems in maintaining the thickness of the finished die which makes it difficult for automated 
wire-bonding.  The UCD group will work with vendors to custom wire-bond 40 chips into plastic 
chip carrier packages. During FY05, we will provide 16 boards for the prototype muon test-stand. 
 
The group at NIU is working on a tail-catcher for the ILC.  We will work with them to ensure that 
there is commonality in the readout system and that the data from the beam test will  have a 
common format.  
 
FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables  
 
University of Notre Dame  In the second year the emphasis will move towards the fabrication of 
full-size detector planes.  Based on our experience in building and operating the 4 prototype 
detector planes, we will make any necessary design changes, and also concentrate on developing 
“assembly-line” production methods for the final detector.  A large, clean work area and the 
infrastructure necessary to handle and transport large detector components must be developed.   
 
The group also plans to help in the analysis of data collected with the 4 detector array.  These 
results will be key in several final design decisions, including which PMTs to use and the 
multiplicity of fibers presented to each PMT pixel. 
 
Wayne State University  We will procure, test, calibrate and install additional MAPMTs to read 
out full-size prototype planes.  Tubes from the quarter-size modules will be re-mounted on the 
full-size planes.  The choice of additional 16 or 64 channel tubes will be made based on the results 
of the Year 1 tests. 
 
We will participate in data taking at Fermilab with a test beam and contribute to the data analysis. 
We will prepare written reports of our work and present it at conferences and/or publish it in 
journal form. 
 
University of California, Davis  The long term plan is to develop 40 boards at a cost of  $18K, or 
about $30/channel.  The first year will be spent in developing the design and making a batch of 16 
boards.  During the second year, we plan to build a second batch of 16 boards.  It is expected that 
there will be minor improvements made with this design.  We will also implement a version of the 
data acquisition software that already exists for the Minerva experiment. We will send a graduate 
student to reside at Fermilab and help with the data taking and calibration of the prototype muon 
detector.  The student will also help with analysis of the calibration data. 
 
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables  
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University of Notre Dame  By the third year we will be fabricating full-size detector planes.  
Cosmic ray and beam test measurements with these planes will provide important  tests of the 
design choices.  Assembly techniques will be optimized.  Work will continue on integration of the 
muon detector with the rest of the detector systems.   
 
Wayne State University  We will complete the work for the full size planes described in Year 2.  
In all years, we will coordinate our work with the world-wide effort on specific detector designs. 
We will help evaluate the potential of novel light detectors such as geiger-mode photodiodes and 
silicon PMTs for use with a scintillator based muon detector.  We will help provide cost estimates 
for readout of a full-scale ILC muon detector and help coordinate muon detector design and 
integration with the rest of the ILC detector. 
 
University of California, Davis  In the third year of the program, we expect to have fully 
analyzed the data.  We will work on designing a full-scale readout system for a muon detector 
consisting of large scintillator planes.  The lessons learned from the prototype system will be 
implemented in terms of design improvement, most notably in the time-synchronization area, and 
a version of the readout board with a large number of TriP chips will be developed.  We expect 
that this work will be done by a graduate student at UCD. A cost estimate based on this new 
design will emerge and will be applicable to a realistic ILC muon detector. 
 
Budget Justification: University of Notre Dame 
 
Support is requested for 50% of the salary of one technician, Mr. Mike McKenna.  Mr. McKenna 
is a skilled technician with more than 25 years of experience working in particle physics. He has 
worked the majority of his career (more than 20 years) at Fermilab and is now a member of the 
Notre Dame HEP group.  We also request support for 25% of a single graduate student to work 
summers on detector construction, and later, data analysis.  Equipment funds are needed to 
constuct the various tables, jigs, transports and other apparatus needed for detector assembly.  
Finally, a small amount of travel funds are budgeted to cover the cost of transportation of 
materials between Notre Dame and Fermilab. 

 
Three Year Budget – University of Notre Dame 
 
ITEM 2005 2006 2007 Total 
     
Other Professional $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $  90,000 
Graduate Student $  5,000 $  5,000 $  5,000 $  15,000 
Undergraduate Student      
Total Salaries and Wages $35,000 $35,000 $35,000 $105,000 
Fringe Benefits (20% of other prof.) $  6,000 $  6,000 $  6,000 $  18,000 
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits $41,000 $41,000 $41,000 $123,000 
Equipment $  2,000 $  6,000 $  4,000 $  12,000 
Total Travel $  2,000 $  2,000 $  2,000 $    6,000 
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Materials and Supplies     
Other Direct Costs     
Total Direct Costs $45,000 $49,000 $47,000 $141,000 
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) $11,180 $11,180 $11,180 $  33,540 
Total Direct and Indirect Costs $56,180 $60,180 $58,180 $174,540 
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Budget Justification: Wayne State University 
 
Salary support is requested for 2 months per year for Research Engineer Alfredo Gutierrez in 
support of MAPMT instrumentation and testing.  He has 9 years experience with computers and 
electronics for high energy physics experiments and has 2 years experience with MAPMT work 
for this project. 
 
Support is requested for a graduate student for 1 academic term and during the summer, each year, 
to peform calibration measurements, take data using the prototype modules at Fermilab and to 
analyze the data.  
 
Travel support is requested for 2 1-week trips to Fermilab for the student, 4 trips of 2 days each to 
Fermilab for the P.I. and for travel to a domestic and international conference for the P.I. 
 
Funds are requested to purchase 4 MAPMTs and associated electronics components per year to 
instrument the prototype modules. Minor costs are also included for shipping of materials and for 
publications. 
 
 
Three Year Budget – Wayne State University 
 
ITEM 2005 2006 2007 Total 
     
Other Professional $  8,670 $  8,843 $  9,020 $ 26,533 
Graduate Student $11,999 $12,239 $12,484 $ 36,722 
Undergraduate Student      
Total Salaries and Wages $20,669 $21,082 $21,504 $ 63,255 
Fringe Benefits (26.4%) $  5,457 $  5,566 $  5,677 $ 16,700 
Graduate Student Fee Remission $  3,871 $  3,948 $  4,027 $ 11,846 
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits $29,997 $30,596 $31,208 $ 91,801 
Equipment     
Total Travel $  6,500 $  6,500 $  6,500 $ 19,500 
Materials and Supplies $  8,300 $  8,300 $  8,300 $ 24,900 
Other Direct Costs     
Total Direct Costs $44,797 $45,396 $46,008 $136,201 
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) $10,641 $10,776 $10,915 $  32,332 
Total Direct and Indirect Costs $55,438 $56,172 $56,923 $168,533 
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Budget Justification: University of California, Davis. 

Salary support is requested for a graduate student for two academic quarters and during the 
summer quarter, each year.  During the first year, the student will work on the layout of the 
modified Minerva board and help with testing the prototypes.  A total of 400 hours of 
undergraduate student support (@ $7.25/hour) is requested for each year.  
 
Travel support is requested for three 1-week trips to Fermilab.  In the first year this will be for 
installing the readout electronics at the muon test-stand.  Additional support for travel to one 
domestic and one international Linear Collider workshops is requested for the P.I. 
 
Equipment funds are requested to fabricate the modified Minerva boards.  During the first year, 
we anticipate NRE costs of $3K and an additional $7.8K for producing 16 boards. In the second 
year, we will produce another 16 boards at a cost of $ 8K followed by 8 boards in the third year. 
The supplies budget of $2K/year  is for miscellaneous electronics parts, software licenses, 
telephone and printing charges. 
 
Three Year Budget – University of California, Davis. 
 
ITEM 2005 2006 2007 Total 
     
Other Professional     
Graduate Student $16,785 $17,289 $17,808 $  51,882 
Undergraduate Student  $  2,900 $  2,900 $  2,900 $    8,700 
Total Salaries and Wages $19,685 $20,189 $20,708 $  60,582 
Fringe Benefits $     389 $     397 $     405 $    1,191 
Graduate Student Fee Remission $  6,166 $  6,783 $  7,461 $  20,410 
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits $26,240 $27,369 $28,574 $  82,183 
Equipment $10,800 $  8,000 $  3,000 $  21,800 
Total Travel $  4,500 $  4,725 $  4,961 $  14,186 
Materials and Supplies $  2,000 $  2,000 $  2,000 $    6,000 
Other Direct Costs     
Total Direct Costs $43,540 $42,094 $38,535 $124,169 
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) $  6,909 $  7,101 $  7,299 $  21,309 
Total Direct and Indirect Costs $50,449 $49,195 $45,834 $145,478 
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Continuing Studies of  
Geiger-ModeAvalanche Photodiodes  

for  
Linear Collider Detector Muon System Readout 

 
Classification: 
 
Linear Collider Detector Muon System Readout 
 
Institution and Personnel requesting funding: 
 
Colorado State University 
Robert J. Wilson, Professor 
David W. Warner, Engineer 
 
Wilson and Warner have worked with photodetectors for many years at various levels 
including for: the SLD experiment Cerenkov Ring Imaging Device (CRID); BaBar 
Detector of Internally Reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC); Pierre Auger Observatory; 
GPD applications for detection of Cerenkov and scintillation light. 
 
Collaborators: 
 
Stefan Vasile; President, aPeak Inc. 
Scintillator Based Muon Detector Collaboration (E. Fisk, P. Karchin et al.) 
Tail Catcher / Muon Tracker Collaboration (V. Zutshi et al.) 
 
Project Leader: 
 
Robert J. Wilson 
wilson@lamar.colostate.edu
(970) 491-5033 
 
Project Overview: 
 
Wavelength Shifting (WLS) fiber readout of scintillator strips remains the primary 
candidate for the US Linear Collider Detector (LCD) systems in central or intermediate 
tracking or large area muon systems.  Indeed, two proposals to continue developing this 
technology for LCD applications are being submitted in response to this solicitation.  
These proposals envision using multi-anode PMTs and SiPM/MRS photodetectors for 
fiber readout.  Multi-anode PMTs are an improvement over traditional single-anode 
PMTs for this application, but they are still expensive, in large part due to the need for 
relatively sophisticated electronic readout with amplification, as well as high-voltage 
supply requirements.  We believe this is sufficient motivation for further investigation of 
alternative photodetectors.  
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Geiger-mode Avalanche Photodiodes (GPDs) are an interesting candidate photodetector 
to replace PMT read-out of WLS fibers.  We have been working together with aPeak1, a 
small firm in the Boston area that develops novel photodetector devices, to direct their 
development of GPDs specifically for these applications. GPDs have several features that 
are important for these types of applications: relatively high detection efficiency at 
typical WLS light wavelengths (compared to typical PMTs); high gain; acceptably low 
dark count rates (for gated operation) with modest cooling; low sensitivity to magnetic 
fields; and greatly simplified readout electronics, supply voltage requirements, and cable 
plant. The GPD is intrinsically a digital device, but a certain degree of photon-counting 
capability could be achieved by multi-pixel readout of each fiber (as is the principal of 
the Si-PM) - such a configuration could be self-triggering by incorporating multiplicity 
logic in the readout. 

A combination of the GPD features could reduce the system cost considerably.  Geiger-
mode devices produce volt-size signals that do not need a preamplifier and the simple 
active quench circuit required could be done on-chip, providing a digital output. The low 
voltage power supply and cabling cost should be somewhat lower than for a PMT HV 
system. Insensitivity to magnetic fields and small size would allow the photodetector to 
be close to the active detector region, which could reduce the optical fiber plant 
considerably, resulting in a robust, compact, and relatively inexpensive readout system. 

This proposal is a continuation of our proposal for research into Geiger-mode Avalanche 
Photodiodes submitted and partially funded as part of the LCRD program last year.   A 
small (but valuable) component of that proposal was funded late last year - a temperature 
control system, which is in progress. In addition to the LCRD funding, in 2004 we 
completed a successful separate R&D program funded by a Phase I SBIR (Small 
Business Innovative Research) R&D award to aPeak.  The results from this research were 
sufficiently interesting that aPeak has been granted a Phase II award of $735,000 to 
continue this research, with a subcontract to CSU of approximately $170,000 over two 
years.  Many of the goals set out in the last year’s LCDRD “Year 1” request are 
supported by this SBIR funding, but to be most useful for the prototype scintillator 
systems proposed for LCD there are two critical efforts that are not. Here we request 
follow-on funding through the LCDRD program to allow us to continue development 
specifically targeted at the LCD muon system; in particular to: 

- participate in the design and planning of the muon system test beds to insure 
compatibility with the GPDs (Year 1) ; 

- design a fiber readout system optimized for GPDs using the experience from 
the SBIR-funded research and in the LCD muon system test bed (Year 2). 

 
Broader Impact: 
 
Low light level high detection efficiency photodetectors are a critical part of many fields 
of physics research and commercial applications.  It is difficult to overstate the potential 
value of a low cost, high gain, high reliability alternative to the photomultiplier tube for 
these applications.  In addition to high energy physics applications described here, GPDs 

                                                 
1 http://www.apeakinc.com/ 
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may be useful in many other traditional PMT applications, such as atmospheric 
monitoring, astronomy, nuclear medicine and medical imaging, chemistry, illicit 
radiation source detection, and many other fields.  
 
Results of Prior Research: 
 
During the previous LCRD funding cycle, CSU was awarded $15,000 to investigate the 
impact of cooling the GPD junction on the level of thermally generated false signals.  
This funding has allowed us to develop a computer controlled Peltier junction-based 
cooling system for measuring the noise performance of prototype devices as a function of 
temperature over the range from approximately +20 to -40 degrees Celsius.  These 
important measurements would not have been possible with aPeak funds alone and are a 
good example of how a modest amount of LCRD funding has allowed us to add 
flexibility to a substantial SBIR-funded research program, and even to increase our 
influence over the aPeak GPD development project. 
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Figure 1:  Detection Efficiency for GPD Cluster. Statistical uncertainty is 2% for bias 
13.75 V, increasing to 8% for 13.45 V (From Phase I SBIR Report) 
 
Thanks to the SBIR funding we received for this project, we have had pixel arrays 
available for testing at CSU for much of the past year.  As our primary contribution to the 
SBIR phase 1 work, we have concentrated on measuring the detection efficiency for GPD 
readout of WLS fibers.  Using a simple scintillator hodoscope, we have collected cosmic 
ray data from sample 8-pixel GPD arrays attached to a 30 cm sample of a scintillator bar 
with embedded wavelength-shifting fibers (similar to that in the MINOS experiment2). 
As shown in Figure 1, our results indicate that the array was approximately 60% efficient 
for detecting cosmic rays, depending on bias voltage setting and background subtraction 
method: the middle thick line is the best estimate; the top line is the expected value based 
on the efficiency of individual pixels in the absence of correlated backgrounds; the 
bottom line is a worst case scenario that greatly overestimates the effect of thermally 
generated noise. 

 

                                                 
2 http://www-numi.fnal.gov/ 
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We anticipate being able to increase the system detection efficiency to nearly 100% by 
increasing the photosensitive surface area, improvements to the active quenching 
circuitry, and improved optical coupling to the fiber. 

Results from the testing work at CSU have been presented by Wilson at the Victoria 
Linear Collider Workshop, summer 20043.  Extensive additional results are also included 
in an internal report from CSU to aPeak at the conclusion of Phase I4.  Results from the 
full Phase I effort were also presented by Vasile (aPeak) at the NSS 04 conference in 
Rome5.   

The final report of Phase I progress was submitted to DoE as part of our request for Phase 
II support.  Unfortunately, this report contains proprietary information from aPeak, and 
has not yet been released as a public document. 

 
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources: 
 
Our proposal is greatly enhanced by our ability to purchase test equipment, readout 
electronics, and materials and supplies necessary for operating the GPD arrays in the 
LCD prototype from funds provided through the SBIR program – these include a new 
PC-based data acquisition system with LabView, readout electronics, cables, funds for 
mechanical design and fabrication of detector interface. Sufficient laboratory space with 
power, internet access etc. and low cost access to a machine shop with precision lathes, 
mills, drills etc is provided by the university. 
 
Year 1 Project Activities and Deliverables: 
 
The CSU work plan for our involvement in the aPeak SBIR explicitly specifies that we 
are responsible for “Development of the packaging, interface, and physical plant for use 
in a realistic detector, culminating in testing the arrays in a prototype test bed of the LCD 
muon system if possible. The LCD test bed and possible beam tests will be coordinated 
with the LCD Muon Group that includes Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, 
Northern Illinois University, University of Notre Dame, and Wayne State University.”  
Our deliverable under this LCRD proposal would be the engineering and interaction 
necessary to insure satisfactory testing in the LC muon system test bed(s). 
 
Year 2 Project Activities and Deliverables: 
 
Year 2 activities would move the design from prototype status towards manufacturability, 
both in terms of the production of the GPDs and the physical plant required to operate 
them.  This would involve: 

- Design of optical interfaces (possibly light concentrators) to connect WLS or 
scintillating fibers to GPD pixel arrays; 

                                                 
3 http://www.linearcollider.ca/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/muonpid/bob_wilson_.pdf 
4 http://hep45.hep.colostate.edu/~wilson/GPD/CSU_aPeakPhaseI_report.pdf 
5 http://www.apeakinc.com/images/N305.pps 
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- Development of cooling systems (such as piezoelectric coolers) to reduce the 
temperature and provide the required temperature stability for reliable operation; 

- Optimization of pixel array layouts to minimize cost and maximize performance; 
- Investigation of on-chip active quenching and signal processing to further reduce 

costs; 
- Design of a system to fit within the constraints of a straw-man muon tracking 

system developed by the muon tracker task. 

At the completion of this phase, we would expect to be ready to produce significant 
numbers of GPD pixel arrays to read out a large-scale muon system prototype. 
 
 
Budget Justification: 
We request support from the LCRD program in Year 1 for 2 months engineering support 
and travel (3 trips to FNAL/Illinois: 2 for Warner, 1 for Wilson) and 1 semester (summer) 
of graduate student support. The travel is an integral part of tying the SBIR funded 
project with the LCRD program. The graduate student will work on for data analysis and 
testing during the summer and part time during the academic semester. Warner is the 
central person for the technical aspects of the program. There is no HEP base program 
grant support for Warner – all costs, including travel, associated with this proposal must 
be provided by the project he is working on.  
In Year 2, we include 3.5 months of engineering support for system design and 
integration studies; 1 semester of grad student support for data analysis and testing; 3 
trips to Fermilab for systems integration with our collaborators, and a custom run of 
GPDs specifically matched to the muon system prototype requirements ($30,000).  

 
Budget: 

 
Item FY2005 FY2006 Total

Other Professionals (Warner*) $17,000 $29,750 $46,750
Graduate Students $4,500 $4,500 $9,000

Undergraduate Students $0 $0 $0
Total salaries & Wages $21,500 $34,250 $55,750

Fringe Benefits* $162 $162 $324
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $21,662 $34,412 $56,074

Equipment $0 $30,000 $30,000
Travel $3,000 $3,000 $6,000

Materials and Supplies $0 $4,500 $4,500
Other Direct Costs (tuition) $800 $800 $1,600

Total Direct Costs $25,462 $72,712 $98,174
Indirect Costs $11,098 $18,860 $29,958

Total Direct and Indirect Costs $36,560 $91,572 $128,132
*Warner’s salary is charged through the CSU Technical Design Facility at a  
flat rate of $50/hour, with no explicit fringe associated.  
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7.6: Design and Prototyping of a 
Scintillator-based Tail-catcher/Muon 

Tracker 
 

(new proposal) 
 

Muon System 
 

Contact person  
Vishnu Zutshi  

zutshi@fnal.gov 
(815) 753-3080 

 
Institution(s) 

Colorado State 
DESY 

Fermilab 
NIU 
Pavia 

Wayne State 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New funds requested 
FY05 request: 87,800 

FY06 request: 107,100 
FY07 request: 165,800 
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Proposal to DOE/NSF for ILC Detector R&D

February 22, 2005

Proposal Name

Design and Prototyping of a Scintillator-based Tail-catcher/Muon Tracker.

Classification (accelerator/detector: subsystem)

Detector: Muon.

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

G. Blazey, D. Chakraborty, A. Dyshkant, D. Hedin, A. Maciel, V. Rykalin, V. Zutshi.
Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator and Detector Development/ Northern Illinois Uni-
versity.

Collaborators

F. Sefkow et. al, DESY, Hamburg,
H. Fisk et. al, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia,
R. Wilson et. al, Colorado State University, Fort Hill,
P. Karchin et. al, Wayne State University, Detroit,
G. Introzzi et. al, University of Pavia, Pavia,
The CALICE Collaboration.

Project Leader

V. Zutshi
zutshi@nicadd.niu.edu

(815)753-3080

Project Overview

The Northern Illinois University(NIU)/Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator and Detector
Development (NICADD) [1] group is interested in muon system R&D for the proposed In-
ternational Linear Collider. Specifically we propose to design and build a cubic meter sized
scintillator-steel prototype which will serve as both a tail-catcher and muon tracker (TCMT).
We are scheduled to expose this device to a muon and hadron test beam during the period
2005-2007 [2]. The end goal of this research project will be the development of a robust design
with reliable cost and performance estimates for a scintillator-based muon system suited for
an e+e− collider.
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There is a growing consensus that Particle Flow Algorithms (PFAs) [3] offer the most promis-
ing path to date of realizing the full physics program of an International Linear Collider
Detector (ILCD). It is in this context that the design of the muon system for the Linear
Collider will have to be optimized. This in turn implies that, any prototype of the muon
system will have to address the following in a comprehensive manner:

Muon ID and Reconstruction: Many key physics channels expected to appear at the Linear
Collider have muons in their final states. Given the smallness of the expected cross sections,
high efficiency in tracking and identification of the muons will be paramount. Since the precise
measurement of the muon momentum will be done with the central tracker, a high granularity
muon system which can efficiently match hits in it with those in the tracker and calorimeter
will be needed.

Energy Leakage: Hermeticity and resolution constraints require that the calorimeters be
placed inside the superconducting coil to avoid serious degradation of calorimeter perfor-
mance. On the other hand cost considerations associated with the size of the coil imply that
the total calorimetric system will be relatively thin (4.5-5.5 λ). Thus, additional calorimetric
sampling may be required behind the coil to estimate and correct for hadronic leakage.

Shower Validation: Current hadronic shower models differ significantly from each other. This
puts conclusions on detector performances drawn from PFAs on rather shaky ground. Thus
one of the most important goals of the LC test beam program is the validation of hadronic
simulation packages. A TCMT which can provide a reasonably detailed picture of the very
tail-end of showers will be very helpful in this task.

The TCMT prototype will have a fine and a coarse section distinguished by the thickness of
the steel absorber plates. The fine section sitting directly behind the hadron calorimeter and
having the same longitudinal segmentation as the HCAL, will provide a detailed measurement
of the tail end of the hadron showers which is crucial to the validation of hadronic shower
models, since the biggest deviations between models occurs in the tails. The following coarse
section will serve as a prototype muon system for any design of a Linear Collider Detector
and will facilitate studies of muon tracking and identification within the particle flow recon-
struction framework. Additionally, the TCMT will provide valuable insights into hadronic
leakage and punch-through from thin calorimeters and the impact of the coil in correcting for
this leakage.

This project is a good fit for NIU/NICADD. Our group has participated in the construction
and testing of a scintillator-based muon system for the DZero experiment. At present we are
involved in research and development of a finely segmented scintillator hadron calorimeter for
the Linear Collider Detector (LCD). Additionally NICADD bought and with Fermilab jointly
operates an extruder facility where the scintillator for this project has been prototyped and
will be produced.

Basic Design Parameters of the TCMT

GEANT4 based simulation studies [4] of muon reconstruction, background rejection and
hadronic energy leakage were used to support the geometry and segmentation chosen for the
TCMT.

(a) 16 layers, each of active area 1m x 1m,

(b) Extruded scintillator strips 5cm wide and 5mm thick,
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Figure 1: Strip processing stages.

(c) Steel absorber with thickness 2cm (8 layers) and 10cm (8layers),

(d) X or Y orientation of strips in alternate layers,

(e) Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) photodetection.

Scintillator
The extruded scintillator strips will be produced at the Scintillator Detector Development
Lab (SDDL) extruder facility operated jointly by Fermilab and NICADD [5]. The extruder
uses polystyrene pellets and PPO and POPOP dopants to produce scintillator with good
mechanical tolerances and an average light yield that is 70% that of cast scintillator. The
strips produced will be 1m long, 10cm wide, 5mm thick and will have two co-extruded holes
running along the full length of the strip. A 1.2mm outer diameter Kuraray wavelength
shifting fiber will be inserted in each of the holes. Detailed studies of the strip-fiber system
were carried out to converge on this solution [6]. Not only was the performance of this novel
fiber-coextruded-hole configuration better than anything that could be obtained for a fiber-
machined-groove geometry it is also significantly less labor intensive since no machining,
polishing or gluing is involved. Due to the size of the die currently available the strips
rolling off the extruder will be ten centimeters wide. To have the required five centimeter
wide readout segmentation each of the strips will have a 0.9mm wide epoxy filled separation
groove in the middle (see Fig. 1). Further R&D on the strip-fiber system optimization will
continue in co-ordination with groups pursuing conventional photomultiplier readout [7].

Photodetectors
We propose to use novel solid-state devices like SiPMs [8] or MRS (metal resistive semi-
conductor) for photodetection. For the purposes of this discussion we will refer to these devices
collectively as SiPMs. SiPMs are room temperature photo-diodes operating in the limited
Geiger-mode with performances very similar to conventional photo-multiplier tubes i.e. they
have high gain (≈ 106) but relatively modest detection efficiency (quantum x geometric
efficiency ≈ 15%). Not only is the signal obtained for minimum ionizing particles with these
devices large (> 10 photo-electrons for our 5mm thick extruded scintillator strips), their small
size (1mm x 1mm) and low bias voltage (≈ 50 V) implies that they can be mounted in or very
close to the scintillator strips. Consequently little light is lost since it does not travel large
distances in the fiber to the photodetector, the need for interfacing to a clear fiber (connectors,
splicing etc.) is obliterated and the quantity of fiber required is significantly reduced. Even
more importantly, the generation of electrical signals, inside the detector, at or close to the
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Figure 2: Mechanical prototype of cassette.

scintillator surface eliminates the problems associated with handling and routing of a large
number of fragile fibers. Our detailed investigations [9][10] into the characteristics of these
photodetectors confirms their suitability for a dual purpose muon detector. While SiPMs
are our preferred solution for the TCMT prototype we will remain active in evaluating the
potential of new photodetector developments (for example [11]) as and when they become
available.

Cassette
The scintillator strips and their associated photodetectors in each layer will be enclosed in a
light tight sheath which we refer to here as a cassette (see Fig. 2). The top and bottom skins
of the cassette are formed by 1mm thick steel with aluminum bars providing the skeletal
rigidity. The aluminum bars also divide the cassette into distinct regions for scintillator,
connectors, cable routing and LED drivers such that they can be independently accessed for
installation, maintenance or repairs.

Electronics
One of the practical advantages of using the SiPMs is that we can use some of the electronics
being developed for the scintillator-based hadron calorimeter, another project with which
we are actively involved. Thus we will be using the preamplifier and DAQ boards already
developed for the HCal. However the different structure and channel count of the device will
necessarily lead to a different architecture of the electronics. This will necessitate the custom
development of TCMT baseboards which will carry the preamplifier boards and communicate
with the DAQ ones (see Fig. 3). We will carry out the design and fabrication of these
boards in collaboration with DESY and Fermilab electrical engineering departments. The
photodetectors inside the cassette will be connected to this baseboard with 50 ohm multi-
coax cables with connectors at both the detector and board ends.
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Figure 3: Electronics architecture for the TCMT.

Stack
The design of the absorber stack and table is being developed in collaboration with Fermilab
mechanical engineering (see Fig. 4). The design foresees the welding of the steel absorber
plates to a frame which also doubles as a lifting fixture. This structure will be then placed
on top of a table capable of forward-backward and left-right motion with the help of Hillman
rollers. The stack will have the capability of being rotated by 90o for taking normally incident
cosmics during beam downtime. The electronics crates will be attached to the stack to keep
the cable lengths to a minimum. The drawings for the absorber stack and table are available
and construction can commence soon. We have already located (Fermilab scrapyard) and
reserved most of the absorber plates required for the TCMT. Some processing in the shape
of flame cutting, welding etc. will however be required. Only a couple of plates will have to
be bought outright.

FY2005 activities and deliverables

(a) Production and quality control of all strips required for the TCMT,

(b) Initiate assembly of the first eight TCMT cassettes,

(c) Fabrication and testing of TCMT baseboards,

(d) Construction of absorber stack and movable table.

The first year deliverable is a partially commissioned TCMT.

FY2006 activities and deliverables

(a) Production and installation of LED calibration system for all the channels,

(b) Assembly and commissioning of the remaining cassettes of the TCMT,

(c) Integration of TCMT electronics with the DAQ system,

(d) Exposure of fully functional TCMT to a hadron test beam.

The second year deliverable is a fully assembled and functional TCMT taking data in a muon
and hadron test beam.
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Figure 4: TCMT absorber stack structure.

FY2007 activities and deliverables

(a) Finish analysis of the collected data,

(b) Enhancements/modifications as dictated by the test beam experience,

(c) Conceptual and mechanical design of the full muon system for the LCD.

The third year deliverable will be a Technical Design Report based on our test-beam experi-
ence.

Existing Infrastructure/Resources
The funds requested in this proposal will be augmented by the following support, totaling
more than $1M, from other sources:

(a) NICADD personnel,

(b) Fermi-NICADD scintillator extruder line,

(c) NIU machine shops,

Budget Justification
FY2005: Production and quality control of strips, testing of the multi-channel electronics
and assembly of the first 8 cassettes will involve NICADD staff members (not included in
the NIU budget presented here) and a graduate student (1.0 FTE). Undergraduate students
will participate in the research during the summer months. The equipment costs relate
to electronics (TCMT base-board fabrication, photodetectors) and absorber stack assembly
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(flame cutting, riveting, welding). Fiber, glue, paint, absorber plates and machined parts for
the cassette make up the materials and supplies.

FY2006: Continued assembly and commissioning of the TCMT modules, operation of the test
beam, calibration and analysis of data will be done with the additional support of a post-
doctoral associate (0.5 FTE). Support for 1.0 FTE graduate students will be maintained.
Summer support for undergraduates will be continued. The equipment costs relate to the
fabrication of the LED driver boards. The costs incurred in maintenance of the detector are
reflected in the materials and supplies.

FY2007: Full conceptual and mechanical design of the muon system for the LCD will require
the additional support of a mechanical engineer (0.3 FTE). Continued operation in the test
beam, analysis of data and construction of one or two new cassettes to further optimize the
design with lessons learnt from operation in the beam will require continued support of a
post-doctoral associate (0.5 FTE) and a graduate student (1.0 FTE).

The travel funds (2005-2007) will cover costs of travel by group members to collaborating
institutions and for attending conferences/meetings for the purposes of this project only.

The budget takes into account the NIU mandated fringe (52%) and indirect cost (45%) rates.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Item FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professionals 0 21.0 50.0 71.0
Graduate Students 21.0 21.5 22.0 64.5

Undergraduate Students 4.0 4.5 5.0 13.5

Total Salaries and Wages 25.0 47.0 77.0 149.0
Fringe Benefits 0.3 11.5 26.9 38.7

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 25.3 58.5 103.9 187.7
Equipment 25.0 10.0 5.0 40.0

Travel 3.0 3.5 4.0 10.5
Materials and Supplies 15.0 5.0 3.0 23.0

Total direct costs 68.3 77.0 115.9 261.2
Indirect costs 19.5 30.1 49.9 99.5

Total direct and indirect costs 87.8 107.1 165.8 360.7

Broader Impact

Student involvement in research is a critical aspect of the proposed research program. Stu-
dents can make significant contributions in detector R&D, construction, testing, software
development, data collection and analysis. They are, in the process, exposed to cutting-edge
research techniques and technology which they can utilize in industry or related fields.

The scintillator R&D involves collaborative work with chemists and mechanical engineers.
As an example, faculty and students from NIU engineering department have been involved in
extruder die design and operation. Improvements in this technology are applicable to many
fields which need to detect particles including other sciences and medicine.

NICADD/NIU runs a vigorous outreach program which visits schools and civic organizations
in the northern Illinois region with the purpose of increasing enthusiasm and public awareness
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for science. The presentations emphasize energy and light but also address how scientists
make and interpret observations. Over 10,000 students per year attend these presentations.
NIU/NICADD faculty and staff volunteer for the Fermilab ’Ask-a-Scientist’ program.
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renewal 3.1. A Fast Gas Cerenkov Calorimeter for Luminosity Measurement and 
Machine Monitoring (p. 337) 

Luminosity, 
Energy, 

Polarization 
John Hauptman hauptman@iastate.edu (515) 294-8572 

Collaborating institutions: Iowa State   NIPT (Ukraine)   Oregon   Purdue   SLAC   Texas 
Tech                     

Previously awarded support: FY04: 35,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 42,500   FY06: 45,500   FY07: 69,500 

new 
proposal 3.2. R&D for luminosity monitor (p. 345) 

Luminosity, 
Energy, 

Polarization 
Yasar Onel yasar-onel@uiowa.edu (319) 335-1853 

Collaborating institutions: META (Turkey)   INFN (Italy)   Fairfield   Iowa   Bogazici 
(Turkey)   Cukurova (Turkey)                     

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 27,610   FY06: 30,120   FY07: 25,100 

renewal 3.4. Extraction Line Energy Spectrometer (p. 352) 
Luminosity, 

Energy, 
Polarization 

Eric Torrence torrence@physics.uoregon.edu (541) 346-4618 

Collaborating institutions: Oregon                                    
Previously awarded support: FY04: 24,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 38,467   FY06: 42,077   FY07: 0 

new 
proposal 

3.5. A Demonstration of the Electronic and Mechanical Stability of a 
BPM-Based Energy Spectrometer for the International Linear Collider (p. 

360) 
Luminosity, 

Energy, 
Polarization 

Mike Hildreth mikeh@undhep.hep.nd.edu (574) 631-6458 

Collaborating institutions: Notre Dame                                    
Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     

Request for new support: FY05: 28,000   FY06: 133,500   FY07: 141,100 
new 

proposal 3.6. Polarimetry at LC (p. 370) 

Luminosity, 
Energy, 

Polarization 
Yasar Onel yasar-onel@uiowa.edu (319) 335-1853 

Collaborating institutions: Bogazici (Turkey)   Cukurova (Turkey)   Fairfield   Iowa   
Iowa State   Karlsruhe (Germany)   META (Turkey)                  
Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     

Request for new support: FY05: 20,100   FY06: 35,800   FY07: 22,600 
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renewal 3.7. Compton polarimeter backgrounds (p. 377) 
Luminosity, 

Energy, 
Polarization 

William Oliver william.oliver@tufts.edu (617) 627-5364 

Collaborating institutions: SLAC   Tufts                                 
Previously awarded support: FY04: 10,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 

Request for new support: FY05: 14,000   FY06: 14,000   FY07: 14,000 
renewal 3.8. Incoherent and coherent beamstrahlung at the LC (p. 383) 

Luminosity, 
Energy, 

Polarization 
Giovanni Bonvicini giovanni@physics.wayne.edu (313) 577-1444 

Collaborating institutions: Wayne State                                    
Previously awarded support: FY04: 6,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 

Request for new support: FY05: 41,000   FY06: 0   FY07: 0 
new 

proposal 
3.9. Development of radiation hard, 3d-electrode array, silicon radiation 

sensors (p. 396) 
Luminosity, 

Energy, 
Polarization 

Sherwood Parker sher@slac.stanford.edu (510) 841 2012 

Collaborating institutions: Hawaii                                    
Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     

Request for new support: FY05: 53,878   FY06: 51,858   FY07: 51,858 
new 

proposal 3.10. Beam-Diagnostic TPC (BDTPC) (p. 405) 

Luminosity, 
Energy, 

Polarization 
Mike Ronan ronan@lbl.gov (510) 486-4396 

Collaborating institutions: Indiana   LBNL   Notre Dame                           
Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     

Request for new support: FY05: 50,000   FY06: 10,000   FY07: 5,000 

renewal 4.1. Pixel Vertex Detector R&D for Future High Energy Linear e+ e- 
Colliders (p. 413) 

Vertex 
Detector Charlie Baltay baltay@yalph2.physics.yale.edu (203) 432-3386 

Collaborating institutions: Fermilab   KEK   Oklahoma   Oregon   Rutherford Lab   
SLAC   Yale                  

Previously awarded support: FY04: 72,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 75,000   FY06: 150,000   FY07: 150,000 

new 
proposal 

5.1. Development and Evaluation of Forward Tracking in the Linear 
Collider (p. 430) 

Tracking Michael Strauss mgstrauss@ou.edu (405) 325-3961 
Collaborating institutions: Oklahoma                                    

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 40,552   FY06: 42,580   FY07: 44,709 
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renewal 5.2. Development of a GEM based Forward Tracking Prototype for the 
ILC (p. 436) 

Tracking Lee Sawyer sawyer@phys.latech.edu (318) 251-2407 
Collaborating institutions: Louisiana Tech                                    

Previously awarded support: FY04: 35,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 32,220   FY06: 30,420   FY07: 29,120 

renewal 5.4. Studies of Gas Electron Multipliers for a Time Projection Chamber 
for the International Linear Collider (p. 447) 

Tracking Peter Fisher fisherp@mit.edu (617) 253-8561 
Collaborating institutions: Harvard   MIT                                 

Previously awarded support: FY04: 45,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 61,500   FY06: 61,150   FY07: 61,150 

progress 
report 

5.5. Studies of the Use of Scintillating Fibers for an Intermediate Tracker 
which Provides Precise Timing and Bunch Identification: Progress Report 

and Request For Funds (p. 456) 
Tracking Rick VanKooten rvankoot@indiana.edu (812) 855-2650 

Collaborating institutions: Fermilab   Indiana   Notre Dame                          
Previously awarded support: FY04: 10,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 

Request for new support: FY05: 0   FY06: 0   FY07: 0 
new 

proposal 
5.7. Development of a Micro Pattern Gas Detector Readout for a TPC (p. 

465) 
Tracking Dan Peterson dpp@lns.cornell.edu (607) 255-8784 

Collaborating institutions: Cornell   Purdue                                 
Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     

Request for new support: FY05: 92,476   FY06: 82,407   FY07: 74,416 

renewal 5.8. Linear Collider Tracker Simulation Studies and Alignment System 
R&D (p. 478) 

Tracking Keith Riles kriles@umich.edu (734) 764-4652 
Collaborating institutions: Michigan                                    

Previously awarded support: FY04: 45,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 142,000   FY06: 127,000   FY07: 164,000 

renewal 5.10. R& D Towards a Long Shaping-Time Silicon Strip Central Tracker 
(p. 488) 

Tracking Bruce Schumm schumm@scipp.ucsc.edu (831)-459-3034
Collaborating institutions: UC Santa Cruz   Fermilab   LPNHE Paris                  
Previously awarded support: FY04: 72,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 75,000   FY06: 75,000   FY07: 0 

new 
proposal 

5.13. Continuation of Reconstruction Studies for the SiD Barrel Outer 
Tracker (p. 499) 

Tracking Stephen Wagner stevew@pizero.colorado.edu (303) 735-6072 
Collaborating institutions: University of Colorado                                  

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 66,000   FY06: 63,600   FY07: 65,900 
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new 
proposal 5.14. Simulation Studies for a Silicon Tracker (p. 503) 

Tracking Richard  Partridge partridge@hep.brown.edu (401) 863-2634 
Collaborating institutions: Brown                                    

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 39,997   FY06: 41,497   FY07: 43,055 

new 
proposal 

5.15. Calorimeter-based Tracking for Particle Flow and Reconstruction of 
Long-lived Particles with SiD Detector (p. 509) 

Tracking Eckhard von 
Toerne evt@phys.ksu.edu (785) 532-1644 

Collaborating institutions: Kansas State                                    
Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     

Request for new support: FY05: 26,500   FY06: 23,900   FY07: 24,500 
new 

proposal 5.16. TPC VLSI Readout R&D (p. 518) 

Tracking Marco Battaglia MBattaglia@lbl.gov (510) 486-7029 
Collaborating institutions: U.C. Berkeley   U.C. Davis   LBNL                       

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 87,000   FY06: 139,000   FY07: 146,000 

new 
proposal 5.17. Development of thin silicon sensors for tracking (p. 524) 

Tracking Daniela Bortoletto daniela@physics.purdue.edu (765) 494-5197 
Collaborating institutions: Purdue                                    

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 74,350   FY06: 72,630   FY07: 80,180 

renewal 6.1. Design and Prototyping of a Scintillator-based Semi-Digital Hadron 
Calorimeter (p. 538) 

Calorimetry Vishnu Zutshi zutshi@fnal.gov (815) 753-3080 
Collaborating institutions: University of Colorado   DESY   Fermilab   ITEP   NIU   

Pavia                     
Previously awarded support: FY04: 50,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 

Request for new support: FY05: 88,400   FY06: 176,700   FY07: 175,400 

renewal 6.2. Calorimetry R&D at Colorado: Progress Report of Work in 2004 and 
Proposed Work for 2005, 2006, 2007 (p. 549) 

Calorimetry Uriel Nauenberg uriel@pizero.colorado.edu (303) 492-7715 
Collaborating institutions: Colorado   Fermilab                                 

Previously awarded support: FY04: 60,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 191,766   FY06: 315,177   FY07: 163,581 

renewal 6.4. Particle Flow Studies with the Silicon Detector (SiD) at the 
International Linear Collider (ILC) (p. 566) 

Calorimetry Usha Mallik usha-mallik@uiowa.edu (319) 335-0499 
Collaborating institutions: Iowa                                    

Previously awarded support: FY04: 50,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 83,910   FY06: 98,849   FY07: 0 
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renewal 6.5. Development of a silicon-tungsten test module for an electromagnetic 
calorimeter (p. 581) 

Calorimetry Raymond Frey rayfrey@cosmic.uoregon.edu (541) 346-5873 
Collaborating institutions: Oregon   SLAC                                 

Previously awarded support: FY04: 55,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 45,000   FY06: 0   FY07: 0 

renewal 6.6. Digital Hadron Calorimetry for the Linear Collider using GEM based 
Technology (p. 591) 

Calorimetry Andy White awhite@uta.edu (817) 272-2812 
Collaborating institutions: UT Arlington   University of Washington                  
Previously awarded support: FY04: 70,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 

Request for new support: FY05: 105,170   FY06: 108,018   FY07: 112,457 

renewal 6.9. Development of Particle-Flow Algorithms and Simulation Software 
for the ILC Detector(s) (p. 602) 

Calorimetry Dhiman 
Chakraborty dhiman@fnal.gov (630) 840-8569 

Collaborating institutions: Argonne   Fermilab   Iowa   NIU   Oregon   SLAC   U.T. 
Arlington                  

Previously awarded support: FY04: 35,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 94,200   FY06: 154,900   FY07: 156,800 

new 
proposal 

6.10. Investigation of ECAL Concepts Designed for Particle Flow (p. 
613) 

Calorimetry Graham Wilson gwwilson@ku.edu (785) 864-5231 
Collaborating institutions: Kansas                                    

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 30,000   FY06: 0   FY07: 0 

new 
proposal 

6.14. Construction of a Prototype Hadronic Calorimeter with Digital 
Readout (p. 624) 

Calorimetry José Repond repond@hep.anl.gov (630) 252-7554 
Collaborating institutions: ANL   Boston University   Chicago   Fermilab   Iowa         

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 105,000   FY06: 130,000   FY07: 55,000 

new 
proposal 6.16. Dual-Readout Calorimetry for the ILC (p. 634) 

Calorimetry Richard Wigmans Richard.Wigmans@ttu.edu (806) 742-3779 
Collaborating institutions: U.C. San Diego   Iowa State   Texas Tech                  

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 50,000   FY06: 120,000   FY07: 80,000 

new 
proposal 6.17. Ultimate Hadron Calorimetry (p. 644) 

Calorimetry Richard Wigmans Richard.Wigmans@ttu.edu (806) 742-3779 
Collaborating institutions: U.C. San Diego   Iowa State   Texas Tech                  

Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     
Request for new support: FY05: 50,000   FY06: 50,000   FY07: 30,000 
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renewal 7.2. Scintillator Based Muon System R&D: 3-Year Proposal (p. 655) 
Muon 

System Paul Karchin karchin@physics.wayne.edu (313) 577-5424 

Collaborating institutions: UC Davis   Fermilab   Northern Illinois   Notre Dame   Rice   
Wayne State   UT Austin                  

Previously awarded support: FY04: 11,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 162,067   FY06: 165,547   FY07: 160,937 

renewal 7.5. Continuing Studies of Geiger-Mode Avalanche Photodiodes for 
Linear Collider Detector Muon System Readout (p. 673) 

Muon 
System Robert J. Wilson wilson@lamar.colostate.edu (970) 491-5033 

Collaborating institutions: Colorado State                                    
Previously awarded support: FY04: 15,000   FY05:    FY06:    DOE 
Request for new support: FY05: 36,560   FY06: 91,572   FY07: 0 

new 
proposal 

7.6. Design and Prototyping of a Scintillator-based Tail-catcher/Muon 
Tracker (p. 679) 

Muon 
System Vishnu Zutshi zutshi@fnal.gov (815) 753-3080 

Collaborating institutions: Colorado State   DESY   Fermilab   NIU   Pavia   Wayne State  
Previously awarded support: FY04:    FY05:    FY06:     

Request for new support: FY05: 87,800   FY06: 107,100   FY07: 165,800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reference 

 
Technical documentation evolves, design reports are supplanted, but the marvelous carrot 
cake recipe endures:  http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/carrot_cake.html. 
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